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ABSTRACT
Searching for Shakuntala:
Sanskrit Drama and Theatrical Modernity in Europe and India, 1789-Present
Amanda Culp
Since the end of the eighteenth century, the Sanskrit drama known as Shakuntala
(Abhijñānaśakuntala) by Kalidasa has held a place of prominence as a classic of world literature.
First translated into English by Sir William Jones in 1789, in the intervening centuries
Shakuntala has been extolled and memorialized by the likes of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,
Friedrich and August Wilhelm Schlegel, Theophile Gautier, and Rabindranath Tagore. Though
often included in anthologies of world literature, however, the history of the play in performance
during this same period of time has gone both undocumented and unstudied. In an endeavor to
fill this significant void in scholarship, “Searching for Shakuntala” is the first comprehensive
study of the performance history of Kalidasa’s Abhijñānaśakuntala in Europe and India. It argues
that Shakuntala has been a critical interlocutor for the emergence of modern theater practice,
having been regularly featured on both European and Indian stages throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Moreover, it asserts that to appreciate the contributions that the play has
made to modern theater history requires thinking through and against the biases and expectations
of cultural authenticity that have burdened the play in both performance and reception. Perceived
as a portrait of a particular moment in ancient Indian history, Shakuntala has long been
encumbered by the obligation to portray either the authentic Other for an eager and curious
foreign audience or the authentic Self for a native Indian audience reclaiming a national heritage.
Such expectations, this project contends, overlook the play’s long history in between the

diametric poles of East and West, obscuring the far more complicated, and more interesting
facets of its lives onstage.

As a performance history, “Searching for Shakuntala” endeavors to reconstruct historical
productions by assembling reviews, photographs, programs, set drawings, costume materials,
video recordings (when available), and other theatrical ephemera. Rather than beginning from
the point of view of the text, each chapter is framed around a central production and asks how
the cultural, historical, artistic, and political forces of the period in question can be discerned in
this particular manifestation of Kalidasa’s play. Chapter 1 begins with William Poel and the
Elizabethan Stage Society’s original practice Shakuntala from fin-de-siècle London; Chapter 2
heads across the channel to Paris and the symbolist Théâtre de L’Œuvre of Lugné-Poe and his
experimentation with Sanskrit drama; Chapter 3 considers the representation of Shakuntala by a
group known as the Brahmana Sabha at India’s First National Drama Festival in 1954; and
Chapter 4 begins with an adaptation called Chhaya Shakuntala, or Shades of Shakuntala, as a
way into thinking through the play on contemporary Indian stages. Taken together, the
productions discussed in this dissertation make clear that the history of Shakuntala in
performance is more than just documentation of the occasional production of an obscure work of
ancient dramatic literature. It is also a study in the hegemony of intercultural exchange, the
interplay between theatrical performance and identity formation, and the interwoven formal
theatrical experimentation that took place through the performance of an Indian text during a
period of theater history traditionally dominated by the West.
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A NOTE ON SANSKRIT TRANSLITERATION, PRONUNCIATION, AND TRANSLATION
On Transliteration: My dissertation works with Sanskrit vocabulary, which is
conventionally transliterated into the Roman alphabet through a system of didactical
markers. However, in an effort not to alienate the reader who is unfamiliar with these
marks, I have chosen to apply them strategically, rather than comprehensively. Titles of
Sanskrit plays or other literary works, when not translated into English or abbreviated,
have been transliterated with diacritical marks, as have any Sanskrit vocabulary words
that I use. However, for proper names, of characters, authors, and places, I have chosen to
use the common romanization rather than diacritical marks; likewise with modern Indian
names. Hence the full title of the play about which I am writing is given as
Abhijñānaśakuntala, while the abbreviated title and the character’s name are both shown
as Shakuntala. In my own writing I am consistent in how I transliterate each name.
However, when citing others, I defer to the transliteration as it is in the original text.
On Pronunciation:
Transliteration

Romanization

Pronunciation

a
ā
i
ī
u
ū
r
ṛ
e
ai
o
au
ṃ
ḥ
k
kh
g
gh
ṇ
c
chh
j
jh
ñ
ṭ
ṭh
ḍ

a
a
i
i
u
u
ri
ree
e
ai
o
au
m
h
k
kh
g
gh
n
ch
chh
j
jh
n
t
th
d

“uh” as in upset
“ah” as in father
“ih” as in bit
“ee” as in see
“uh” as in foot
“oo” as in true
“ri” as in ribbon
“ree” as in tree
“a” as in fake
“eye” as in eye
“oh” as in show
“ow” as in how
a nasal “m” as in him
an aspirant “echo” vowel aha
“k” as in keep
“kh” as in chalk
“g” as in go
“gh” as in ghost
“n” as in think
“ch" as in chocolate
“chh” as in charge
“j” as in joke
“dge” as in wedge
“ny” as in canyon
“t” as in tree
“th” as in thyme
“d” as in road
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Transliteration

Romanization

Pronunciation

ḍh
ṇ
t
th
d
dh
n
p
ph
b
bh
m
y
r
l
v

dh
n
t
th
d
dh
n
p
ph
b
bh
m
y
r
l
v/w

ś
ṣ
s
h

sh
sh
s
h

no English equivalent*
“n” as in bend
“t” as in time
no English equivalent*
“d” as in dental
no English equivalent*
“n” as in nice
“p” as in pop
“ph” as in appear
“b” as in balloon
no English equivalent*
“m” as in magic
“y” as in yellow
“r” as in ribbon
“l” as in lemon
“v” as in vertile or “w” as in
world
“sh" as in shake
“sh" as in shut
“s” as in some
“h” as in home

* those alphabetical sounds denoted as without a corresponding English equivalent all
belong to a category of sound in the Sanskrit alphabet designated as aspirated. While
some letters from the English alphabet can have an aspirated quality to them (such as the
“ch" sound in change,” others do not. It is important to note that in their transliterated
forms, aspirated sounds like th and ph can resemble the English sounds in words like
three and phone. This is not, however, how those sounds are pronounced in the Sanskrit
alphabet.

On Translation: this dissertation relies on many works in translation, and also
incorporates many translations of my own. For consistency, all translations that I did not
perform myself are clearly attributed to the proper source. All translates that I have
completed for this project are cited to the source in its original language.
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INTRODUCTION:

SEARCHING FOR SHAKUNTALA
The first production of Kalidasa’s Abhijñānaśakuntala (henceforth Shakuntala) I ever saw was
staged by Magis Theater Company in the winter of 2010. Presented as Shakuntala and the Ring
of Recognition, the production was a multicultural, semi-contemporary, pseudo-classical
interpretation of Kalidasa’s famous play. The racially diverse cast wore a uniform costume of
peacock-blue salwar pants with tunics of beige linen cut to emulate the ubiquitous Indian kurta.
The performers, having been coached by a Bharata Natyam dancer, used hasta mudrās, or hand
gestures, to enact elements of the scenes—a deer, a chariot, a fish. To transition from the pastoral
setting of Shakuntala’s forest āśrama to the world of the King’s palace the company threw on
sunglasses and feather boas, performing a disco line-dance intended to suggest decadent leisure.
The venue—LaMama ETC in lower Manhattan—lent the production an air of gravitas, having
been the site of so many experimental milestones, of so much international theater in its long and
illustrious history. Reviewing the production for the New York Times, Rachel Saltz commended
its director, George Drance, on his “visually appealing use of elemental stagecraft,” as when four
performers work together to embody the King’s chariot; his “artful staging”; and the clarity with
which his production understood that “at its core Shakuntala is about enchantment.” Mostly,
however, Saltz congratulated Drance for bringing this well-known, but rarely mounted, play to a
New York audience, and for showing us “what an accessible, delightful work it can be onstage.”1
Despite not being particularly impressed with the production, I found myself preoccupied
with it. I had gone to see it in the first place precisely because of the novelty Saltz referenced in
her review. I had studied Shakuntala in college and loved the play from my first read, so to see it

1

Rachel Satlz. “Love, Curses and Delusion, from an Epic.” The New York Times, February 16 2010.
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performed at a major New York venue seemed like a coup. And yet the more I thought about
Magis’ interpretation of the play, and how uneven it felt to me even then, I couldn’t help but
regret the fact that for many members of the audience this would be their one and only encounter
with Kalidasa’s play. Why was it that, as Saltz pointed out, the play was so well known in the
West, but so under represented in Western theaters? What differentiated a classical play like
Shakuntala from its Greek counterparts, for example, which are regularly performed not only in
major cities like New York, but in regional and community theaters across the country and
around the world? I held onto these questions for many years and as I began my graduate studies
in Sanskrit literature and continued to learn about the play in its historical context, lingering in
the back of my mind was always the challenge of how to transfer Shakuntala, and the canon of
Sanskrit dramatic literature of which it is a part, to Western stages, to make its performance less
of a rare event, and more of a standard practice.
I began working on the history of Shakuntala in performance in earnest for the
completion of my master’s thesis at Columbia University. Hoping to find one or two other
occasions of the play’s performance in New York, I spent long hours at the Billy Rose Theater
Division of the New York Public Library, combing through their card catalogue for every
possible spelling and transliteration of Shakuntala. Not only did I discover the handful of
productions for which I had hoped—I discovered that Shakuntala had a rich and extensive
production history that extended back to the early decades of the twentieth century and well
beyond New York. Taken together, the record of productions I assembled from the NYPL was
still sparse when compared with a play like Antigone or Medea, yet was much more
comprehensive than I had expected. Working on this project, my research questions began to
shift. While it was clear that Shakuntala did not enjoy the same degree of popularity on Western
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stages as enjoyed by its classical Greek counterparts, it was also evident that it had had much
more of a life in performance than had yet been accounted for or acknowledged in theater
historical scholarship. Who had directed these productions? Who financed them? What theatrical
aesthetics and methods of production did they employ? Suddenly my search for Shakuntala was
not guided by addressing an absence of production but by analyzing and essaying to understand
those productions that had taken place. Perhaps most importantly, I began to question why this
facet of the play’s history was so absent from our familiarity with it in the West, why Magis’
production felt so novel.
Having only explored the play’s production history in Europe and the United States, in
the summer of 2014 my search for Shakuntala went abroad for the first time, and I made an
exploratory foray into the life of Sanskrit drama in cotemporary performance in India. I was,
perhaps naively, astonished at the wealth of archival material I found documenting productions
not only of Shakuntala, but the rest of the pre-modern Sanskrit dramatic canon as well: during
the course of my three-weeks working in three archives in New Delhi, I assembled a timeline of
one hundred and fifty different productions of Sanskrit plays produced between the years 1831
and 2014.2 Despite briefly entertaining the idea of a dissertation about the life of this entire
canon on contemporary stages, I found myself time and again returning to Shakuntala. There is a
reason that Vinay Dharwadker characterizes the play “as one of the paradigmatic plays of world
drama, and as the most famous individual dramatic work in the history of theater outside

2

Throughout this project, when I speak of pre-modern Sanskrit drama, the period to which I am referring ranges
from roughly the second to the tenth centuries of the common era. This is the period during which the plays
attributed to Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti, Shudraka, Vishakhadatta, Bhattanarayana, Harsha, Bhasa and Mahendravarman
were composed and performed. Though traditions of Sanskrit theater composition continued long after the tenth
century, the performance culture shifted significantly after this point, and many of the subsequent Sanskrit dramas
were not written with the intention of being staged. Thus, when I speak of the Sanskrit dramatic canon, I am
speaking of plays that were written to be performed.
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Europe.”3 On account of having been the first text of this canon to be translated into a European
language, Shakuntala was a historical catalyst that both introduced Europe to Sanskrit literature,
and repositioned Sanskrit literature as a classical tradition for colonial India. It is therefore
unique not only to the canon of Sanskrit dramas, but to the very question of what constitutes
world drama. The history of Shakuntala in performance is about so much more than an obscure
work of dramatic literature making its way onto the contemporary stage: it is also a history of
intercultural exchange, identity formation, and theatrical innovation taking place across the
world through an Indian text, in a period of theater history that has been almost exclusively
dominated by the West.
Over the course of the past three years my search for Shakuntala has taken me across
India and Europe. I have scoured colonial newspapers in the Asiatic Society of Bombay, watched
laser-disc recordings of productions in the audio-visual department of the Sangeet Natak
Akademi in New Delhi, spent a week in residence at the Kalidasa Akademi in Ujjain for their
annual theater festival and mela, and visited the remote campus of Ninasam in Heggodu. I found
records of productions of the play in the British Library in London, the Bibliothèque Nationale
de France in Paris, the Theaterwissenschaftliche Sammlug in Cologne, and the private
collections of Jerzy Grotowski and Eugenio Barba, in Wroclaw and Holstebro, respectively.
Thus the title for my dissertation, “Searching for Shakuntala,” is meant to evoke the physical
labor involved in the project, my literal journey across the world looking for productions of
Kalidasa’s play. But there is also a symbolic register to this title: the central conflict of the
drama arises from a curse, through which Dushyanta, the King, forgets that he has ever met, let
alone married, Shakuntala. At the play’s climax they stand face to face, she pleading for
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Vinay Dharwadker, “Preface” in Abhijnanashakuntalm: The Recognition of Shakuntala, edited by Vinay
Dharwadker (Gurgaon: Penguin Books, 2016), xi.
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recognition, he unable to provide it. Though the field of theater studies suffers from no such
curse (of which I am aware), we are afflicted by a similar amnesia when it comes to this play.
We remember it for having inspired Goethe, and occasionally because it was the subject of
various essays by Rabindranath Tagore. It is also regularly featured in anthologies of world
literature and world drama. But its history onstage has been overlooked, ignored, and for the
most part, forgotten. And so the title also suggests a more conceptual searching: for a piece of
theater history, of performance history, that has been lost, and that this dissertation hopes to help
us remember.
***
At its heart, then, “Searching for Shakuntala” is a performance history of Kalidasa’s
Abhijñānaśakuntala in Europe and India since the end of the eighteenth century.
Interdisciplinary and intercultural in scope, this dissertation destabilizes dominant narratives of
cultural exchange in world theater and argues that Shakuntala has been a critical interlocutor for
the emergence of modern theatrical practice in both Europe and India. I begin this study with
William Jones’ watershed English translation of the play: a significant historical rupture that
both introduced Shakuntala to European scholars and artists and reflexively positioned the play
as a foundational text for Indian theater culture. I then chronicle how the critical, artistic, and
political reception of the play evolved over the course of the long-nineteenth century, accounting
for the cultural and historical forces that contributed to said reception. My approach to the
project is performance-historical: each chapter addresses two to three primary productions of
Shakuntala, reconstructing each performance and its context from reviews, photographs,
programs, and other performance ephemera. The productions that I have chosen to write about
represent only a small fraction of the rich history of the play in performance, the archive alone of
which is enough to recommend a critical reevaluation of this ancient play’s place in the annals of
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theater history. Too long confined to its historical circumstance, if considered at all, Shakuntala
is, I believe, the most important play of the modern era that nobody knows about.
My external hard drive may now be the most complete record of Shakuntala in
performance that exists in a single location, and the archive that I have assembled could fill three
dissertations, easily. I have, therefore, had to place limits on what I’ve decided to write about to
keep this project manageable and coherent, while at the same time doing justice to the breadth of
materials I’ve collected. The first limit I set, rather early in my research, was to focus only on
theatrical adaptations of the play, and not to foray into other genres of performance. Although
Shakuntala has been refashioned as Opera, Ballet, Dance-Drama, Solo Dance, and in the idiom
of many of the classical dances of India, my interest for this project was in a fairly narrow
application of the genre of theater. To open the doors wide to all performed adaptations of
Shakuntala would have diffused, in my opinion, the constants of this inquiry beyond the point of
any meaningful analysis. Thinking back to my earliest research question, as to why the history of
Sanskrit theater in performance is so sparse in comparison with the Greeks, for example, the
stakes of that inquiry pertain specifically to the institution of theater, and not to questions of
performance at large.
This is not always an easy distinction to maintain. Theater is a multifaceted medium and
often subsumes elements of dance and music that might otherwise distinguish it from, say, Opera
or Ballet. This is especially true with regard to productions of Sanskrit drama. For this project I
have distinguished theatrical adaptations of Shakuntala from the other performance genres by
asking the question: on the first day of rehearsal, what is the minimum body of knowledge
required to achieve this production. If that minimum is Kalidasa’s play, or a
translation/adaptation thereof, I have included it in my archive. Music and dance may very well
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have become a part of the production, but they were added to, rather than required for. An Opera,
in contrast, would require a score as part of that minimum requirement; a ballet or Bharata
Natyam adaptation would require expertise in a particular vocabulary of dance. As with all rules,
I have made a few exceptions to this one—notably in my discussion of Theophile Gauteir’s 1858
Ballet-Pantomine Shakuntala in chapter 2 and of Balwant Pandurang Kirloskar’s Sangit
Shakuntal in chapter 3. These productions, however—which do transgress the strict limits of
theatrical adaptation that I have set—are not the focus of either chapter, but are called upon to
help contextualize the main production in question.
The other limit that I have set for this project is geographical, focusing exclusively on
European and Indian productions of the play. I had originally conceived of a chapter that would
address American productions as well and there may still come a point when I am able to
incorporate that portion of the archive.4 However, as the argument for this project took shape it
became clear to me that the particular relationships between India and England, France, and
Germany across the long nineteenth century and into the twentieth century merited special focus.
For England and France, of course, the emergence of Shakuntala as a popular drama was
inextricably connected to each country’s imperial presence on the subcontinent and, while
Germany did not engage directly in the territorial conquest of India, intellectually Germany was
the European nerve center of Orientalist scholarship made possible by European imperialism at
large. In contrast, the play’s reemergence in India was likewise propelled by colonial scholarship
and the competing drives toward nationalism, on the one hand, and emulating European culture
on the other. This particular dichotomy, between revivalism and westernization, is one that I
hope to complicate through my work here, as it has had a particularly deleterious impact on the
way that role of Sanskrit drama in contemporary Indian theater has been perceived and addressed
4
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in scholarship and in practice. While there is certainly more nuance to be found than strict
adherence to this binary, however, it reinforces how interwoven India and Europe have been in
the life of this play, both at home and abroad.
I use this term here deliberately in citation of the 2014 volume The Politics of
Interweaving Performance Cultures: Beyond Postcolonialism, edited by Erika Fischer-Lichte,
Torsten Jost and Saskya Iris Jain. In her introductory essay to this volume Fischer-Lichte
proposes alternative terminology for what has traditionally been classified in theater studies as
“intercultural.” This term, she writes, “implies a sharp division between ‘our’ and ‘other’
culture,” and “assumes that cultures are hermetically sealed, homogenous entities.”5 It is a
directionally charged term, denoting both the parties of an exchange (generally identified broadly
as Western and non-Western) and the course of said exchange (the former drawing inspiration
from the latter). As an alternative, Fischer-Lichte and her collaborators on this volume, propose
the concept of interweaving, a terminological shift that privileges in-betweeness over authority,
thereby “permanently de/stabilizing and invalidating authoritative claims to authenticity.”6 The
underlying principle behind this move is to work against the fallacy that culture is static and
unchanging unless that change is noted by calling attention to it, say through a designation like
“intercultural.” That which is interwoven is incorporated: its inclusion is seamless, not
conspicuously attached to, or protruding from the whole. The benefit of shifting to interweaving,
over intercultural, is that it acknowledges culture as ever-changing, adapting to and evolving
from exposure to everything with which it comes into contact. It therefore has the potential to
undermine claims of cultural hegemony predicated on difference. The hazard of thinking this
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way, however, is that it is also possible for hegemonic cultures to incorporate otherness so
completely as to not even acknowledge the contribution.
Fischer-Lichte and the other authors in this volume posit interweaving as a disciplinary
model to emulate in artistic practice, something to engender future performance. I contend,
however, that it is also a model that can be applied historically as a means of thinking through,
and against, claims of monolithic, authoritative, and authentic cultural constructions. Since
Jones’ translation propelled the play into the public eye at the end of the eighteenth century,
Shakuntala has been burdened with the responsibility of authentic representation. Seen as a
portrait of pre-colonial, pre-invasion, pristine Hindu civilization, the play was read—and
performed—as evidence of India’s past. The endurance of this burden of authenticity has
perpetually relegated Shakuntala to extreme ends of the East-West cultural binary, confined
either to a European Orientalist fantasy of India or an Indian revivalist reclamation of its own
history and artistic heritage. In either case, however, the assumption of authenticity is predicated
on the text, as if reading the play alone established an inalienable understanding of its meaning,
cultural origins, and conventions of theatrical practice. As I demonstrate in this dissertation,
however, authenticity is not intrinsic but is constructed through interpretations of the text—
through translation but also critically through theatrical performance. The very notion of
authenticity, I argue, is fundamentally shaped by the present in which it is fashioned which, for
the period of this project, runs from 1789 to today. In that historical present, Europe and India
were anything but hermetically sealed—they were cultures in constant contact with otherness,
whether it was a hegemonically imposed otherness in the case of the colonized, or otherness that
was imported to the European metropole.
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The cultural interweaving that I discern during this period is not confined to a
representation of the play’s content, but transgresses into formal experimentation as well. When
theater artists in Europe and India began to stage Shakuntala the play was not only representative
of a culture but of a cultural artistic practice—a tradition of theater making. In producing the
play, and constructing ideas of authentic cultural representation through the play, these theater
artists were therefore also inventing interwoven modern stage practices. As discussed above,
however, what is interwoven is not necessarily acknowledged in the process, particularly in the
period of theater history in question here. Instead, we see the fallacy of authentic Otherness
emboldened by the equally fabricated claim to authenticity in the Self. The productions I discuss
in this dissertation demonstrate the degree to which Shakuntala in performance has shaped all
sides of this equation: it has been presented as an “authentic” portrait of India as an exercise in
alterity; as a vehicle for an avant-garde aesthetic it indirectly engendered; to assert the
inalienable authority of historicist stage practice and as a means to deconstruct it.
In the process of mapping the performance history of Shakuntala this project therefore
also engages in conversations about the cultural ownership of dramatic texts, and the politics of
those texts in performance. How does translation, for example, complicate a text’s perceived
responsibility to represent an authentic cultural portrait? What are the precise origins of so-called
“original practice” stage aesthetics, and how does their pairing with classical texts endorse
certain cultural narratives over others? Who is in a position of power to designate a method of
production as authentic, particularly with regard to antiquity, and subsequently what are the
stakes of producing a play outside of that established aesthetic norm? These are conversations
that live at the threshold of scholarship on Sanskrit theater in performance simply because of
how uncharted this disciplinary ground is. They also, however, inhere in the practice of global
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theater writ large, whether that be a Broadway production of Oedipus Rex, Kathakali King Lear,
Miss Julie in South Africa or Death and the King’s Horsemen in London. The local and the
global have collapsed into one another in the past two centuries, radically expanding the bounds
of what we know theater practice to be, to have been, and from a Euro-American perspective
some of those expansions have become more familiar, more commonplace, than others. In order
to both sustain the balance of influence advocated by the terminological shift to interweaving and
to avoid the pitfall of integrating without acknowledging our sources, it is crucial that as scholars
of theater history we continue to engage questions like these and many others, putting them not
only to those far-flung reaches of our field, but also to its most familiar constituents, the
interwoven elements of which we may take for granted.
As I mentioned above, my methodological approach to this project is performance
historical, a disciplinary practice that incorporates archival research, performance theory,
linguistic analysis, and theater history. It is an exercise in gathering fragments and of doing my
best to extrapolate within and amongst those fragments, to fill in the lacuna that will forever be
lost. It is difficult enough to write of performances one has in fact seen—the multi-elemental
medium of theater does not translate well into words, and the sensory experience of the event is
nearly impossible to convey. It is inordinately more difficult to write of performances one has
not seen, and for this reason performance histories are not often exhumed. They are, by
necessity, exercises in educated guessing. However, if undertaken diligently I believe we can
train ourselves as scholars to read in and among the fragments of historical performance, so that
we might better understand the currents of intercultural exchange that have shaped global theater
practice since the mid-nineteenth century. My process is grounded by historical/archival research
in order to reclaim as much of a complete record of a past, ephemeral, irretrievable event as
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possible. I then work to contextualize these fragments through theater historiography by inferring
what I can from the known conditions in which a given production took place. I supplement this
historical work with a theoretical framework from performance studies, which I find helps to
mediate the spaces between the fragments, and to better formulate and articulate how I imagine
performance in its absence. Most of all, my approach to performance history is guided by the
interdisciplinary training I have curated for myself as a graduate student, through which I have
amassed a set of tools designed with this work in mind. It is a little bit linguistic, a little bit
anthropological, art history meets performance studies meets south Asian studies meets theater
history and practice. The greatest detraction to working in this way is that my case studies are, in
many ways, limited to which productions are best preserved in their ephemera. When I have
been lucky, this has included access to video recordings. Unfortunately, the majority of the
productions in my archive pre-date video technology, and so my record of them is comprised
from a wide array of theatrical ephemera and materials: reviews and programs; personal
correspondence; annotated production scripts; set drawings; costume designs; private journal
entries; sheet music. I have been catholic in my search for materials, for in order to insert myself
into the fragments of the archive requires that there be some structure around those fragments
within which to work. Thus, it is possible that there are productions referenced in my appendices
that would be better examples of interweaving theater practice, or make for more interesting
conversation than those with which I have chosen to work. Perhaps those records are still waiting
for me to find them, in my continued search for Shakuntala. If I have learned anything in the
course of completing this project, it is that the search is never over.
***
Before contextualizing this project amongst other work that has been published on
Shakuntala, it is important for me to introduce the play. A comprehensive overview of the drama
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and its corresponding historical and aesthetic origins is, of course, far beyond the scope of this
introduction, and would likely constitute a volume unto itself. Fortunately for the reader
unfamiliar with this play or with Sanskrit drama, an extensive background in these disciplines is
not necessary to appreciate the production history that I recount in this dissertation. However, a
general overview of the play and its historical theatrical context and a brief account of the
aesthetic principles to which it adheres will be helpful for establishing a common vocabulary and
reference points that will ultimately help guide our investigation.
The Abhijñānaśakuntala, like all plays that survive from the pre-modern Sanskrit corpus,
begins with a nāndī, or benediction to a deity followed by a prastāvanā, or prologue. The
conventions of the prologue are fairly consistent across the canon: two to three characters
representing members of a theatrical ensemble enter onto the stage to provide some fundamental
information about the performance to take place and to transition the audience into the world of
the play. These characters—usually a sūtradhāra, or director (literally “string-bearer”) and an
naṭa (actor) or naṭī (actress )—exist between the quotidian life of the performers and the
characters in the drama proper. In other words, the character of the sūtradhāra in the prologue to
Shakuntala is not the man who directed this production of Shakuntala, but rather is a performer
from the company playing the part of a director.7 This brief scene serves a couple of purposes.
For one, it provides some important contextual information about the production—the
playwright’s name (when we are lucky), the genre and name of the play to be performed, and
sometimes the occasion for which the play was composed. It also introduces key themes and
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narrative elements from the play to come, foreshadowing events, plot points, relationships, and
emotional registers that are central to the play’s dramatic tension and resolution.
Despite its thematic resonance, the prastāvanā is not a part of the main story of the play.
In fact there is only one play that I can think of (the Veṇīsaṃhāra by Bhatta Narayana) in which
a character from the main play engages with and recognizes the characters of the prologue. It is
far more common for the action of the play to either break into the prologue, interrupting the
sūtradhāra in the form of offstage commotion (or occasionally through the sūtradhāra himself
assuming a role in the play-world), or for the prologue to break onto the play with a formal
announcement of the transition about to occur. Once the characters from the prologue exit they
are not seen onstage again. They do not bookend the action, they only initiate it.
The prologue to Shakuntala begins when the sūtradhāra walks onstage, calling into the
wings for the naṭī to finish dressing and come join him. When she does he informs her that their
esteemed audience has assembled, and that tonight they are attend to that audience with a
performance of the “new nāṭaka (heroic drama), called The Recognition of Shakuntala, the
narrative of which has been prepared by Kalidasa.”8 To put their spectators in the proper
emotional state for the play, the sūtradhāra entreats the naṭī to sing a song about season of
summer, and she happily complies. When she is finished, the room is transfixed and silent—the
sūtradhāra notes that they are so still they look like a painting. He is affected by the song’s
power as well, turning to his companion to ask what prakarana (a play with an invented plot)
they should perform. It is a subtle slip, but a crucial one, for as he himself has just told us,
Shakuntala is a nāṭaka, not a prakarana. The naṭī reminds him of this and his memory returns
after being temporarily transported by the mimetic prowess of her song. Here the prologue opens
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onto the play, as the sūtradhāra compares his own enchantment by the song to King Dushyanta’s
enchantment by a deer he pursues on the hunt. He and the naṭī exit as Dushyanta and his
charioteer enter, thus ending the prologue.
The action of the play itself, therefore, begins with the King’s entrance. Distracted by the
thrill of the chase, Dushyanta fails to notice that he and his entourage have passed into the sacred
āśrama, or hermitage, of the sage Kanva. Just as Dushyanta is about to shoot the deer, two of
Kanva’s students approach to stop him, reminding him that he is on protected grounds.
Repentant, Dushyanta removes his royal adornments and dismisses his hunting party to enter the
hermitage and pay his respects to Kanva. While passing through the woods the King stumbles
upon Shakuntala, Kanva’s adopted daughter, and her sakhis (friends) Priyamvada and Anasuya
watering the trees of the ascetic’s grove. He conceals himself to watch them play and swiftly
falls in love with Shakuntala. As he watches, a bee appears, causing Shakuntala to become
flustered and afraid. “This bee is unrelenting!” She cries to her friends. “I run away and still he
comes after me. Rescue me from this wicked, rogue of a bee!” “Call for Dushyanta!” her friends
tease back, not knowing that he is watching. “Surely these ascetics’ groves are protected by the
king!”9 Dushyanta, not wanting to give away his identity, but also unable to stay hidden any
longer, enters to valiantly rescue Shakuntala from the bee.
Though they do not yet know his true identity, the women receive the King with the
hospitality due to a guest. Passing himself off as a member of the King’s court, Dushyanta angles
to learn more about the woman with whom he as become infatuated. Her friends inform him that
though she is Kanva’s adopted daughter, Shakuntala’s true parents are an apsaras, or celestial
nymph, named Menaka, and a powerful warrior-sage named Vishvamitra. Dushyanta is thrilled:
Shakuntala’s royal and celestial pedigree renders her a suitable consort for a king, thereby
9
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sanctioning his desire for her. However, before he can make his move, an offstage voice
announces in alarm that an elephant—upset by the presence of Dushyanta and his hunting
party—has gone on a stampede and is ravaging the āśrama. The women leave to find shelter, but
not before Shakuntala has taken one last look at the stranger they now know to be the King. She
has fallen in love with him too.
Despite being called back to his kingdom for ceremonial business, Dushyanta prolongs
his stay in the āśrama, deputizing his friend and confidant Madhavya to return in his stead. The
next time he sees Shakuntala her friends leave them alone together, but not before the King
assures them that he will not only take care of Shakuntala, but that she will hold a place of
prominence in the royal household. He promises them that despite his many wives, the future of
his lineage has but two sources: “the earth, roaring with the seas, and your friend,” Shakuntala.10
Contented, the sakhis find a flimsy excuse to exit the grove, leaving Dushyanta and Shakuntala
alone. Finally afforded some time together, Dushyanta proposes to Shakuntala that they marry in
secret—a proposition she is wary to accept given Kanva’s absence from the āśrama. Though she
would rather wait for his return, the King is persistent. The two marry according to gāndharva
rites (a form of marriage requiring only the mutual agreement of each party) and Dushyanta
returns to Hastinapura, with the promise that he will return to take Shakuntala back with him.
Times passes and Shakuntala, heartbroken by the departure of her husband, is so
distracted by his absence that she neglects to receive and welcome the irascible sage Durvasas
who has come to visit the āśrama. Incensed at this oversight, Durvasas curses her: “Since your
single-minded concentration on your lover has caused you to overlook the arrival of a great sage
like myself, that man about whom you daydream will not remember you, not even when
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reminded, like a drunk who can’t remember the words he has only just spoken.”11 Priyamvada
and Anasuya, overhearing this pronouncement, hurry to appease the sage and ask for his
leniency. Unable to unmake the curse, Durvasas offers a provision: the King’s memory will
return as soon as he is show a memento or token of his affection for Shakuntala. Knowing that
the King left his ring with her Priyamvada and Anasuya are content and, so as not to alarm or
upset their friend, decide to keep Durvasas’ curse to themselves. Meanwhile, Kanva has returned
from his journey, and learns of Shakuntala’s marriage and resulting pregnancy. Though he is
supportive, he is also firm that the āśrama is no longer the place for his adopted daughter—she
belongs in the palace with her husband. The whole of the hermitage assembles to bid her
farewell on her journey to Hastinapura.
When they arrive to the palace and are granted audience with the King, Kanva’s disciples
present Shakuntala, now visibly pregnant, to him as his rightful wife. Under the influence of
Durvasas’ curse, Dushyanta cannot remember Shakuntala or the promises that he made to her.
Astonished and confused, Shakuntala approaches to prove their union by way of his ring, only to
find that it has slipped from her finger somewhere along the journey. Cruel words are spoken.
Dushyanta accuses Shakuntala of being calculated and cunning, Shakuntala responds by calling
him anārya, devoid of honor. But her fate is sealed: Dushyanta cannot accept a visibly pregnant
woman of whom he has no memory as his wife, and Kanva’s disciples cannot take her back to
the āśrama knowing that her rightful place is with the King. Finally Dushyanta’s purohit or
priest intercedes on her behalf, and entreats Dushyanta to allow her to remain in the women’s
quarters at least until her child is born. Perhaps, the priest suggests, the child prove the veracity
of her claim. Dissatisfied with this solution, Shakuntala appeals to the gods for help, and is
spirited away by her celestial mother.
11
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Dushyanta is left shaken by the encounter, but remains unable to remember the extent of
their relationship until a local fisherman discovers his ring in the belly of a fish, and returns it to
the King. Initially the fisherman is detained by a group of policemen who are skeptical as to how
the ring came into his possession, but once he is rewarded handsomely for his discovery, they
decide to befriend him instead. The curse is broken and Dushyanta is at once relieved and
remorseful: he remembers his marriage to Shakuntala, but also his rejection of her. Unable to
find her, the King sinks into a deep melancholy, his only comfort a portrait he has painted of his
love, as she was on the day when they met. As Shakuntala once neglected her responsibilities to
the āśrama, so now does Dushyanta ignore his responsibilities to his kingdom, installing a
minister in his place to hear the concerns and requests of his citizens. He is finally lifted from his
depression when Matali, the god Indra’s charioteer, arrives and requests Dushyanta’s aid in
combating a host of demons who are besetting the heavens. Dushyanta consents and the two
depart, ready for battle.
Upon their triumphant return, Dushyanta marvels at how beautiful the earth looks from
their celestial chariot. From the air he sees the āśrama of the great sage Maricha, and asks Matali
if they might stop to pay their respects. Once there, Dushyanta encounters a small boy wrestling
with a lion cub. The child’s strength and bravery impress him, and he feels a hint of paternal
affection for the boy. In his games, the child looses an armband that the King stops to retrieve for
him to the horror of the boy’s attendants—only his parents may touch the ornament, otherwise it
will turn into a snake and attack the holder. When the armband fails to metamorphose, it is clear
that King is the child’s father and he, overjoyed, goes to embrace the boy. Shakuntala enters to
find her son, Bharata, together with his father for the first time, and Dushyanta remarks on how
time has changed her appearance. No longer youthful and lively, she wears “dusty gray clothes,
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her face gaunt from self-discipline, her hair bound tightly in a single braid.” He also accepts
responsibility for her circumstances. “This woman, whose nature is blameless,” he concludes,
“suffers a long vow of separation from this heartless man.”12 Their reunion is tinged with regret
and sadness. Shakuntala cannot bring herself to greet Dushyanta as her husband, her voice
catching as she repeats the greeting she last offered to him in the throne room. Dushyanta falls to
her feet in contrition, and she forgives him. But when he offers her his ring once more she
refuses, insisting that it remain on his finger. “I do not trust that,” she offers as explanation.
Maricha and his wife Aditi arrive to bless the reunited family and offer further
vindication of Dushyanta’s actions by way of revealing Durvasas’ curse. Their son, Maricha
goes on to prophesy, will be a great king. “Your son has no rival” he tells Dushyanta with pride,
“and will soon cross the seas with his undaunted chariot and conquer the earth in all directions.
Here he is called Sarvadamana, because of his skill in taming the earth’s creatures. Soon though,
he will earn the name Bharata, because he will support the world.” Thus brings about the
felicitous resolution of Kalidasa’s play: Shakuntala and Dushyanta are reunited, yes, but more
importantly Dushyanta has discovered that he not only has an heir, but an heir destined for
greatness that will preserve his family and his lineage far into the future. Together Dushyanta,
Shakuntala and Sarvadamana ascend in Indra’s chariot, finally bound for their home in
Hastinapura. Before they leave Maricha asks the King “is there any other favor I can bestow on
you?” Dushyanta responds with the bharatavākyam, a final benedictory address. “What greater
favor could there be?” he asks in reply. “But if you insist: may the King serve for the good of the
world; may Sarasvati be revered amongst priests; and may self-born Shiva, whose power is
universal, destroy my cycle of rebirth!”13
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Kalidasa did not invent the story of Shakuntala and Dushyanta, though he certainly
altered it to his interests. The story originates in the adiparva, or Book of the Beginning, from the
Sanskrit epic the Mahābhārata, and is recalled in response to Janmejaya’s desire to learn “the
genealogy of the Kurus, told from the beginning.”14 In the mytho-history of the subcontinent, the
Kuru clan is the family that ultimately fractures into the rival factions of the Kauravas and
Pāṇdavas, the exploits of whom the Mahābhārata recounts. Shakuntala’s story is offered as the
beginning of this clan, making Shakuntala, Dushyanta, and their son the origin point for one of
India’s most famous, and most important, royal families. The version of the story recapitulated
by the epic is more straightforward than that of Kalidasa’s play: Dushyanta and Shakuntala still
meet by chance in the forest (after a series of gruesome hunting campaigns, described in detail),
but here there are no intermediaries brokering their romance, no meet-cutes with bees.15
Shakuntala forthrightly offers the story of her patrimony to the king and when he proposes
marriage, she is less bashful than she is discerning. She enters her marriage with Dushyanta like
a business transaction, laying out her terms clearly and without sentiment: she agrees to their
union, but only on the condition that should she bear him a son, their child “would be [his] direct
successor, the heir apparent.”16 Dushyanta consents and, after having sex with her, returns to
Hastinapura.
After an abnormally long (three years!) pregnancy, Shakuntala travels to Hastinapura to
present the king with his son, and hold him accountable for his part of their contract. Though
Dushyanta remembers her well, he refuses to recognize her or their son, casting aspersions on
her claim as well as her character. Shakuntala isn’t having any of it: she is steadfast and
14
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tenacious in her position, refusing to yield to the King’s capriciousness. Her concern, moreover,
is less for herself than it is for the child. “Though you have abandoned me, I will happily go back
to my āśrama” she tells the king. “But would you turn your back on this child, your own flesh
and blood?”17 Her persistence is eventually rewarded by a celestial voice, which announces the
legitimacy of the child and asserts Dushyanta’s responsibility for raising him. This child,
Bharata, is Vaishampayana’s answer to Janmejaya’s question: “The fame of the Bhārata clan is
because of this Bharata: from him springs that race and those incomparable ancestors. In
Bharata’s lineage there arose heroes of such renown and ability they resembled the gods, and
superior kings in the image of Brahma himself, whose names are famous everywhere. For you
who are of this illustrious line, I will praise the best-of-the-best, those fortunate, god-like men,
who embodied honesty and truth.”18
As Bharata’s mother, and therefore the matriarch of the Kuru clan, Shakuntala is a
particularly rich mytho-poetic figure that, as we shall see, has retained its symbolic potency well
into the modern era. It is a potency that Kalidasa put to use as well. Though evidence for this
period of Indian history is regrettably thin, the most commonly accepted dating for Kalidasa
places him at the court of Chandragupta II, the third king of the Gupta dynasty, sometime around
the turn of the fifth century, CE. The Guptas were the first native Indian family to come to power
on the subcontinent in nearly half a millennia and, as court poet part of Kalidasa’s job would
have been to use his writing to extol the great achievements of his sovereign. Writing on the
relationship between polity and poetry in what he calls the Sanskrit cosmopolis, Sheldon Pollock
asserts that such a relationship between a King and his court poet was for more that simple selfaggrandizement. “Almost as important as what polities did,” Pollock writes, “is what they
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aspired to do,” aspirations that were often asserted poetically, “embedded in a set of cultural
practices like kāvya [written poetic literature] and praśasti [inscribed royal praise poems].” This
relationship, he continues, “suggests that the practice of polity was, to some degree, also an
aesthetic practice. Kāvya and rājya [governance] were mutually constitutive; every man who
came to rule sought the distinction of self-preservation in Sanskrit literature.”19 Thus the great
literary output of this period must be considered both for its poetic (and this case, theatrical)
merits, as well as for its political ambitions.
Kalidasa’s affection for, and promotion of, the royal family is evinced by other works
from his extant oeuvre as well: Barbara Stoler Miller suggests that the poems the Raghuvaṃśa
(The Lineage of Raghu) and the Kumārasaṃbhava (The Birth of Kumara) might be read as a
celebration of Samudragupta’s (Chandragupta II’s father) military campaigns to expand the
empire’s territory and as an allusion to Chandragpta’s son, respectively. She also reads the
Vikramorvaśīya (Urvashi Won by Valor), one of Kalidasa’s other dramas, as a celebration of
Kalidasa’s patron himself.20 Taken in this context, it is also possible to read Shakuntala as a
celebration of the Gupta dynasty’s grandeur and resilience. As the most stable native-led
government North India had seen in five hundred years, issues of progeny, longevity, and
succession would have been of paramount concern to the scions of the Gupta dynasty. By
ascribing the mythical vocabulary of Bharata—the famous patriach of a famous race—to his
historical circumstance, Kalidasa equates the Gupta’s legacy to Bharata’s .
Noticeably absent from the Epic’s iteration of the story, however, are Dushyanta’s ring
and Durvasas’s curse, which it is destined to break. These are Kalidasa’s great dramatic
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inventions, not to mention the motivating forces behind the second half of his play, which after
act 5 is entirely of the playwright’s invention.21 Despite the significance of these changes,
however, all of the action that corresponds to Kalidasa’s changes to the text ultimately transpires
offstage: we never actually see Dushyanta present Shakuntala with his ring, but rather learn
about it in act 6; Shakuntala and Dushyanta’s marriage takes place sometime between acts 3 and
4, but Kalidasa’s depiction of their courtship ends with a thwarted kiss; Durvasas’s curse is
pronounced from the nepathya (backstage), and the audience never actually sees Shakuntala
offend the sage; Shakuntala’s miraculous rescue from the court takes place offstage and is
reported immediately after by the priest; and finally Dushyanta’s recovery of the ring—and
therefore the moment he regains his memory of Shakuntala—transpires offstage while the
audience watches an interlude between the fisherman who found the ring and the policemen who
apprehended him. This is because the Sanskrit dramatic tradition is not action based, but is rather
emotion based. Unlike Euro-American drama which, often described in terms of Aristotle’s
elements of tragedy, is predominantly plot or character driven, the Sanskrit drama reflects a
complicated system of emotional stimulants and responses that combine to produce the elusive
quality known as rasa.
The theory of rasa, as it pertains to theatrical performance, is first accounted for in the
comprehensive poetic treatise know as the Nātyaśāstra, (literally “the science of mimetic
representation”). As a śāstra, or “normative literature which sought to prescribe proper action,”
the Nātyaśāstra belongs to a broad canon that covers everything from politics, to fine arts, to
21
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desire and fulfillment.22 While the majority of these texts, however, prescribe action for an elite,
courtly society, the Nātyaśāstra is unique for being a comprehensive treatise on stage practice
and action befitting the imaginary world of theatrical performance. It covers subjects as diverse
as the preliminary rituals for consecrating a new performance space; architectural specifics for
theater construction; taxonomies of character types and play genres; and the mythological origins
of dramatic practice. The work is attributed to a mythical sage, Bharatamuni (not to be confused
with Bharata, Shakuntala’s son!) and is dated to the span of centuries between 2 BCE and 2 CE.
The relationship between this work and the plays of the Sanskrit dramatic canon is not
entirely clear. Unlike Aristotle’s Poetics—which was written in response to the tragic
competitions that took place annually in the Theater of Dionysus in Athens—the information
contained in the Nātyaśāstra predates the surviving dramas of this period. Given the wealth of
information that it contains, it is entirely possible that the Nātyaśāstra was used as an overall
guidebook for everything from script composition and stage management to actor training and
musical composition. Moreover, it is likely that the work circulated orally for much of its early
history, and so may not always have been conveyed in its entirety, but perhaps
compartmentalized among communities of performers, musicians, poets, etc. I will address some
of the history of this text—and its consolidation as a singular document—at length in chapter 3,
but for the moment I would like to focus on those elements of the Nātyaśāstra that will help to
contextualize Shakuntala for the reader unfamiliar with the conventions of Sanskrit drama,
particularly rasa.
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According to the Nātyaśāstra, rasa is inextricable from poetry, as “meaning can never
result except for from rasa.”23 Literally meaning juice or flavor, rasa is the expressed sentiment
of a theatrical performance, which can be distilled into one of eight possible categories: śṛṇgāra
(erotic), hāsya (comedic); karuṇa (pathetic); raudra (furious); vīra (heroic); bhayānaka
(terrible); bībhatsa (disgusting); and adbhuta (wondrous). While any combination of these
sentiments may be present over the course of the drama, one must be dominant in order for the
performance to successfully impact its audience. In the case of Shakuntala, as with most of the
dramas that survive from this period, the dominant rasa is sṛṇgāra, the erotic. Rasa is not an
emotion—a distinction that the Nātyaśāstra is careful to assert. Each dominant rasa is related to,
and occasioned by, a combination of possible causes, consequences, and complementary
emotional states, but is in itself experiential—something that is perceived in the recognition, and
enjoyment, of its composition.
The Nātyaśāstra demystifies this experience by way of a culinary metaphor: “just as
well-natured people attain delight and satisfaction from savoring foods prepared with various
seasonings and enjoying the flavors, so too do well-disposed spectators derive delight and
satisfaction from savoring feelings, accompanied by spirit, bodily gesture, and speech, and made
manifest by the dramatic representation of various emotions.”24 These famous verses play on the
gastronomic allusion implied by rasa’s very name, and equates theatrical representation with the
process of cooking, through which disparate ingredients, flavors, and textures are synthesized
into a balanced and hopefully delicious whole.25 Each individual ingredient contributes to, but is
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ultimately subsumed by, the dominant rasa. As applied to the practical matter of making theater,
Vinay Dharwadker notes that the ingredients are figured not as edible elements, but rather in the
training and skill of the performer. He writes,
the practical consequence of this rasa-sūtra, is that the training of an actor,
dancer, musician, or poet needs to focus on the art and craft of representing all of
these ingredients together in a particular central character. Bharata’s pedagogical
goal is to equip the poet or performer with the skills that are necessary to
aesthetically capture the ‘concentrated flavor’ of a specific state and communicate
that rasa in a text or performance in such a way that an audience experiences
extraordinary pleasure in ‘relishing’ it.26
Rasa is therefore, located in the relationship between the performer and the spectator, and
relies on the skillful performance of the former, and the sensitive reception of the latter,
to be perceived in full.27
To turn back to Shakuntala, then, an understanding of rasa illuminates how Kalidasa has
organized the action (or lack thereof) in the play, and why he has omitted moments that, to the
Western imagination, are the very core of the narrative. The audience’s experience of rasa is not
dependent on seeing things happen to characters, but rather seeing how characters react and
respond to those events. The singular moment when Dushyanta regains his memory (which takes
place offstage) is far less important than the pervasive melancholy he experiences thereafter (act
six). Likewise the deferred passion of Dushyanta and Shakuntala’s interrupted kiss (act three)

always-deferred ‘almost’ sexual orgasm” (Performance Theory, 339). And yet Schechner’s access to Sanskrit is
non-existent, and his understanding of rasa theory is predicated on translations and his own agenda. As Vinay
Dharwadker puts it, Schechner’s work “avoids Sanskrit sources; fails to be historically, philosophically, and
hermeneutically rigorous with Indian material; and hence offers an unreliable account of Bharata. Schechner’s
miscontrual of bhaktah (“devotee” from bhaj) for bhaktam (“food” from bhuj), for example, is egregious but
typical” (“Emotion in Motion,” 1403). It is my sincere hope that this project, and others that follow, will offer an
alternative access point to rasa theory for theater students that will be accessible while also retaining a standard of
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more powerfully flavors our experience of sṛṇgāra rasa than seeing the kiss itself (offstage).28
And seeing Durvasas pronounce his curse (offstage) has less emotional relevance to the story
than seeing the impact that hearing the curse has on Priyamvada and Anasuya, whose role as
spectators to the central love story most closely resembles that of the audience. It is probably
unsurprising that, in adapting the play for modern audiences, these are the scenes that directors in
both India and Europe have had the most difficulty reconciling with the expectations and
conventions of Western plot-driven theater. In almost every production of the play I have seen,
for example, Durvasas has been onstage to pronounce his curse.
There are a few other conventions of the Sanskrit drama that I would like to briefly note.
In addition to the prastāvanā, or prologue, plays also often feature viṣkambha, intermediary
scenes, or interludes between acts. Generally these scenes feature secondary characters, whose
conversation reveals some critical piece of information pertaining to the central drama of the
play. They are, in other words, brief expository scenes. For example, the scene featuring
Durvasas’ curse is a viṣkambha, as is the scene in which the fisherman is detained for finding
Dushyanta’s ring. Scenes change rapidly within the Sanskrit drama, moving seamlessly from
pleasure gardens to palaces, from celestial chariots in the sky back down to earth. These shifts
are indicated gesturally, and through the performance of the actor rather than through material
scene changes. Thus in act 7, when Dushyanta and Matali descend in their chariot to land in
Maricha’s āśrama the move is accompanied by a corresponding stage direction (in this case
“they descend by way of gesture”) and a subsequent announcement of their changed
28
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location/status: Matali indicates that the journey has ended by instructing the King to dismount
the chariot, after which Dushyanta provides a verse describing through poetry what is not visible
scenographically.29 Finally, to call this canon of works Sanskrit drama because of the language
in which they are composed is, ultimately, a misnomer: though many of the characters in
Sanskrit dramas do speak Sanskrit—mostly high-caste men, (for example Dushyanta), the
remainder speak a variety of different prakṛts, or regional, colloquial languages. Shakuntala, for
example, speaks Shaurasenī, a language from the north-Indian region around the city of
Mathura.30 Throughout the duration of the play, therefore, the dialogue that we read in
translation as taking place in a single linguistic register is, in fact, bilingual if not multilingual.
This is not meant to be a comprehensive introduction to the theatrical conventions of
Sanskrit drama, as such an introduction is far beyond the capacity of this particular dissertation. I
hope, however, that this context for the play—its aesthetic framework, mytho-poetic roots, and
historical circumstances—will allow the reader who is unfamiliar with the Sanskrit drama to
better understand, and appreciate, the analytical work that I do in the chapters to follow. For
those who are interested in learning more the series of essays that precede Barbara Stoler
Miller’s edition of Kalidasa’s plays, Theater of Memory, remain some of the clearest, most
accessible material on the subject.
***
This dissertation contributes to a small, but dedicated, body of academic literature that
has been written about Kalidasa’s most famous play. Perhaps the most well-known, and oft-cited
29
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volume in this corpus is Romila Thapar’s monograph: Śakuntalā: Texts, Readings, Histories.31
Kalidasa’s drama is not the focus of this study, however. Thapar conceives of the book as an
“interface between literature and history,” taking the narrative of Shakuntala which has been
retold in varying literary forms throughout history, and “treat[ing] this repetition as a prism
through which to view points of historical change.”32 Thus she considers Kalidasa’s
Abhijñānaśakuntala as one such re-telling among many, discussing at length what the changes he
made to the Mahābhārata’s narrative might indicate about his historical period. In addition to
these two canonical interpretations of the story, Thapar’s book also attends to historical parallels
to the narrative in contemporary literature of the same period; adaptations of the story produced
in the Mughal court; the German Romantic fascination with the story (as conveyed to the west by
Kalidasa’s play) as well as traditions in colonial translation; and assesses Shakuntala from the
perspective of emergent Indian nationalism during the nineteenth century.
Thapar’s book is an excellent introduction to the enduring themes and literary merits of
Kalidasa’s play, and its historical methodology offers a useful perspective on how its reception
has shifted over time. Moreover, the book includes a full translation of the narrative from the
Mahābhārata as well as Barbara Stoler Miller’s translation of Kalidasa’s play, providing the
reader with an easy platform from which to compare the two. However, Thapar’s book is strictly
limited to literary circulations of the Shakuntala narrative. Even her analysis of Kalidasa’s
interpretation of the story is restricted to her understanding of the play as a work of dramatic
literature, rather than a consideration of the theatrical culture for which it was composed. Her
chapters on the German Romantic and Colonial translations of the play likewise focuses
exclusively on literary reception and criticism, making no reference at all to attempts to perform
31
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the work in either Europe or India. While this book remains, then, a valuable resource as an
introduction to the play and its textual history, it leaves the student of theater practice and history
wanting.
Dorothy Figueira’s Translating the Orient: The Reception of Śakuntalā in Nineteenthcentury Europe, addresses only the historical period covered by chapters six and seven of
Thapar’s book, focusing on how literary translation coded the play’s entry into Europe. This
work too, then, is predominantly concerned with the play in its literary incarnations, and Figueira
spends the lion’s share of the project performing a minute comparison of ten French and German
translations of verses from the play’s fifth act, alongside Jones and the Sanskrit original in an
attempt to illustrate trends in error, interpretation, and deliberate mistranslation. Towards the end
of her study Figueira does devote one chapter to what she calls “Dramatic Adaptations” of the
play. These “dramatic and musical adaptations,” she writes, “are the final avatars in the long
process of interrelated phases creating new works from the Sanskrit source,” and therefore, “the
very fact that these works had previous existence as translations and that they were rewritten for
the stage can certainly not be ignored.”33 Her methodological approach to this section, however,
is suspect. The case studies she discusses—including Theophile Gautier’s 1858 BalletPantomime in Paris, Lugné-Poe’s 1895 Symbolist adaptation in Paris, Alexander Tairov’s 1914
symbolist adaption in Moscow, and a handful of operatic adaptations—cover a broad spectrum
of performance traditions each of which engages text in different ways. Moreover, her analysis
(where it can be found) is inconsistent: sometimes she addresses conventions of performance
alongside practices of literary adaptation, as with the Gautier’s Ballet; sometimes she writes only
of performance and ignores the translation entirely, as with Lugné-Poe and Tairov’s productions;
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and sometimes her critique is purely literary, as with her account of Alfred Freiherr von
Wolzogen’s adaptation for which she mentions no corresponding production evidence. On the
whole this chapter reads more like a report of the many attempts made to produce the play
onstage than as a critical assessment of how those attempts were made, and more significantly,
how the medium of performance differed from that of translation.
Besides these book-length studies, there have been many essays dedicated to Shakuntala
published in academic journals and edited volumes, almost all of which are literary, occasionally
are philological, and rarely are concerned with the history or practice of the play in performance.
Two notable recent exceptions are Radhavallabh Tripathi’s essay “Abhijñānaśākuntalam on
Modern Stage” published in Nātyaśāstra in the Modern World, and Mandakranta Bose’s
“Staging Abhijñānaśākuntalam” in the excellent, but otherwise predominantly text-based volume
Revisiting Abhijñānaśākuntalam: Love, Lineage and Language in Kālidāsa’s Nāṭaka. Tripathi’s
essay, lamentably, falls victim to the same trend of reporting productions as we see in Figueira’s
chapter. The productions that Tripathi accounts for in this chapter are barely discussed beyond
the accompaniment of the occasional (and often un-cited) newspaper critique, and are as
dispersed temporally as they are geographically: he leaps from referencing Prithviraj Kapoor’s
1944 production of the play in Bombay directly to Jerzy Gratowksi’s 1960 production in Poland,
and then back to a 1939 production of the play at the Moonlight Theatre in Calcutta, with
absolutely no contextualizing or synthesizing analysis to facilitate the leap. At best, this essay
serves as evidence to the existence of a wide-ranging performance history of the play, but even
then its utility is undercut by inconsistencies in the scholarship. Many of the performances he
mentions, (including a tantalizing production of Jones’ translation in Calcutta in the year of its
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publication) are cited without any supporting evidence, and have not been substantiated by my
extensive research in the field.34
Mandakranta Bose, however, offers the rare example of an essay that foregrounds
performance as a critical lens through which to better understand Kalidasa’s play. The essay is
admittedly performance historical, seeking to “demonstrate that [Shakuntala] was composed
with the stage in mind and understood to be so in the tradition of Sanskrit scholarship in the
performing arts.”35 While the period of performance that Bose is most concerned with is the premodern context of the play’s original composition, she supports her claim in part by referring to
a production from 1958 in which she herself participated. Citing a wide range of Sanskrit texts,
including the Nātyaśāstra and Raghavabhatta’s fifteenth century commentary on the play, Bose
argues that the conventions of lokadharmī, or naturalistic performance, and nāṭyadharmī, or
stylized performance, for which Kalidasa envisioned his play, cannot be reconstructed or
discerned from one source alone. She applies her research retroactively to the 1958 production,
in which she played both Anasuya and the apsaras Sanumati, to demonstrate how much more
successful her individual performances, and the production on the whole, would have been had
she and her fellow performers been familiar with such resources. “One can go a long way,” she
writes, “toward recovering Abhijñānaśākuntalam as a stage event by viewing textual obscurities
in light of the technical details of acting and stage presentation recorded by Bharata and his
successors.”36 The essay does not, unfortunately, penetrate much beyond the revivalist objective
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laid out by this work: Bose only briefly considers, for example, the possibility of staging
Shakuntala in an idiom besides this historical reconstruction. Still, her essay makes a compelling
case for reclaiming theater and performance as important fields of inquiry with regard to this
most famous text.
My dissertation, “Searching for Shakuntala” is therefore the first comprehensive study of
Shakuntala to foreground the play’s history in performance, attending to how this work has been
imagined, produced, and received on stage as its primary objective. Of course, this work still
requires a certain amount of literary critique, as the play’s circulation as a drama usually
precedes its transfer to the stage. However, the literary history that I address in this dissertation is
always contextualized by, and driving toward, the transposition of the literary into the
theatrical—the movement of the play from the page to the stage, to use the old adage. Even
Bose, whose essay advocates for the play as a theatrical text nonetheless begins from the
perspective of the text, asking how we can better read Kalidasa’s play to imagine it in
performance. In this dissertation I work in the other direction. Beginning with specific
productions, I ask what these performances can illuminate about the community for whom they
were produced, the artists that realized them, and the relationship they had to this fifth-century
Sanskrit play.
My first chapter, “Shakuntala’s Storytellers: Translation and Performance in the Age of
World Literature,” centers around William Poel’s 1899 production of Shakuntala for his theater
company, the Elizabethan Stage Society, in London. This was the first production of the play
given by an English theater company in the city, as well as the first application of William Jones’
translation to the stage, despite its having been in circulation for over a century. As an entry
point into this dissertation, ”Shakuntala’s Storytellers” evaluates the differences between
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translation and performance as ways of fashioning the foreign in the service of global
canonization. How, in other words, is curating a canon of world theater different than assembling
a canon of world literature? Supported by a theoretical framework of both translation and
performance studies, this chapter compares the interpretive choices coded into William Jones’
landmark translation with those made in performance by the Elizabethan Stage Society. In
juxtaposition with these two British productions of the play (one literary, one theatrical), this
chapter also considers a performance of act 1 of Shakuntala that was given by an Indian
ensemble—the Parsi Victoria Dramatic Company—while they were on tour in London in 1885.
In reading the work of each theater company—and the reception that it got from a London
audience—I argue for the critical significance of embodiment, or the lack thereof, in nineteenth
century constructions of universal humanism. Translation, circumscribed to words on a page,
facilitates a kind of cultural editing by which the foreign can seamlessly be made familiar.
Performance, on the other hand, is reliant on the bodies of actors which call attention to issues of
representation and difference even in their omission. This chapter engages with issues of cultural
ownership, the role of performance in colonial identity formation, and the power that owning and
telling stories can have to both embolden and subvert narratives of difference.
In chapter 2, “Six Degrees of Shakuntala: Symbolism, Sanskrit Drama, and the Roots of
Modern European Theater,” I shift focus to continental Europe. The central production in
question in this chapter is Lugné-Poe’s 1895 Shakuntala at his symbolist theater, Théâtre de
L’Œuvre, in Paris. Shakuntala, and Sanskrit drama, are not often, or ever, associated with the
origins of European theatrical modernity. And yet with this production Lugné-Poe places
Kalidasa’s nāṭaka on one of the most significant stages of the European avant-garde in fin-desiècle Europe. Rather than chalking this up to coincidence, this chapter sets out to investigate just
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how Shakuntala found itself as part of the Théâtre de L’Œuvre’s repertoire. In order to
contextualize Lugné-Poe’s production, I examine the writing and artistic work of figures such as
Goethe, the brothers Schlegel, Stephane Mallarmé and Theophile Gautier, all of whom were
profoundly influenced by Indian literature, many of whom by Shakuntala directly. By
untangling the intellectual and artistic networks in which Shakuntala circulated throughout the
nineteenth century, this chapter demonstrates the degree to which romanticism, and subsequently
symbolism, were built on a foundation of what Raymond Schwab has termed the “Oriental
Renaissance.” Furthermore I propose that the influence of Indian art and literature on Europe
reaches an apotheosis with Lugné-Poe’s production, which can subsequently be viewed as the
immediate predecessor of the intercultural theater movement that was to follow in twentieth
century.
My third chapter, “Reviving Shakuntala: Inventing Historical Stage Practice in India,”
turns its attention to the domestic performance history of Kalidasa’s play. Having addressed the
influence that the discovery of Shakuntala had on nineteenth century Europe, I return to India to
investigate how the play’s re-emergence as a popular text translates into its production onstage.
As hinted at by Mandakranta Bose’s essay, theatrical revivalism—defined as a method of
production intended to replicate a historical or original stage practice—is the default register for
considering Sanskrit drama in production from a contemporary perspective. However, I contend
that theatrical revivalism itself is a modern manifestation, not evinced by the play’s performance
history until after India gained independence in 1947. Beginning from that end point, this chapter
compares a 1954 production of the play presented by the Brahmana Sabha at the First National
Drama Festival in New Delhi with a range of productions that preceded it in the years between
Jones’ translation and Independence. These examples—which include early attempts at the play
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in the high colonial theaters of Calcutta and Bombay, Balwant Pandurang Kirloskar’s Sangit
Shakuntal, and a production by Hindi cinema legend Prithviraj Kapoor—demonstrate an
incredible range of methods, aesthetics, and techniques which suggest a culture of theatrical
experimentation with the Sanskrit dramas in the early years of their return to the Indian stage. In
comparison, the 1954 Brahmana Sabha production marks a conscious return to, and search for,
conventions of original stage practice. Based on this comparison I posit that theatrical
revivalism—made possible in part by the publication of the aesthetic treatise The Nātyaśāstra in
the early twentieth century—must not be understood as a default or exclusive register for
Sanskrit drama, but instead as a modern enterprise intended to align the plays with a particular
interpretation of Indian history.
If chapter 3 examines how the idealized, historicist production aesthetic for the Sanskrit
canon was constructed, then chapter 4, “Shades of Shakuntala: Genealogies of Theatrical
Performance on the Contemporary Indian Stage” argues for the deconstruction of that ideal.
Despite the wealth of scholarship on modern and post-independence Indian theater that has been
published in the last decade, discussions of contemporary productions of Sanskrit drama, when
they have been discussed at all, have remained limited to the revivalist mode described above. In
this chapter I look at productions by directors such as KN Panikkar, Rita Ganguly, KV Prasanna,
Rustom Bharucha, and Kirtana Kumar to illuminate how the play has been adapted to look
inward, and address issues of identity politics facing India as an emergent nation in the latter half
of the twentieth century. Taking up questions of women’s empowerment and representation,
religious and racial discrimination, and the contradictions inherent in being the world largest
secular representative democracy, these productions, I contend, rely on and reveal the long
history of the play both as a text and in performance, in order to suspect the myth of authenticity
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and singular origins established by revivalist nationalism. What has made Shakuntala a
compelling text for contemporary theater artists, in other words, is not its rarified poetry, nor the
antiquated world that it represents, nor the world historical prestige it has acquired. Rather the
text continues to resonate because of the manifold histories of India that it has enfolded, histories
that are best reanimated in performance.
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CHAPTER ONE
SHAKUNTALA’S STORYTELLERS:
TRANSLATION AND PERFORMANCE IN THE AGE OF WORLD LITERATURE (1789-1899)
The history of Kalidasa’s Abhijñānaśakuntala in translation is well documented and well known:
When it was first published in 1789, William Jones’s English language translation of Shakuntala
was a revelation to its readers. As the first work of Sanskrit dramatic literature to be made
available to an international audience (and the third work of Sanskrit literature in toto),
Shakuntala provided its readers a gateway to an entire tradition of theater and performance as
well as the ancient culture to which it belonged.1 Advertised by Jones as a “faithful translation”
of “a most pleasing and authentick [sic] picture of old Hindu manners, [and] one of the greatest
curiosities that the literature of Asia has yet brought to light,”2 the play quickly made its way
across Europe.3 The fascination nineteenth century readers had with the play is encapsulated by
the verse composed in its honor by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, who later used the play as a
model for the prologue to his Faust.4 The play’s profound (and prolonged) influence on Goethe is
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further evinced by his infamous enthusiasm for expanding global literary circulation: when he
asserted, in 1827, that it was “time for the era of world literature and everybody must endeavor
to accelerate this epoch,” it isn’t difficult to imagine that he might have had Shakuntala in mind.5
Despite the play’s ready acceptance into the annals of world literature however, it was
much slower to gain currency on stage as a work of world theater. Nearly a century elapsed
between when Jones’ translation first brought the play west and the earliest theatrical
productions of the play, whether in England, France, or Germany.6 In fact, even though it was
responsible for the play’s popularity in Europe, Jones’s Shakuntala was not performed in
England until a July night in 1899, when the celebrated Shakespearean director William Poel and
his company, the Elizabethan Stage Society (ESS), invited their patrons to the conservatory of
the Royal Botanical Society in Regent’s Park, London to see the play performed “for the first
time in English.”7 The production was a benchmark for the company, for whom the 1899 season
marked an expansion of their repertoire beyond the titular Elizabethan plays, to include the
“classical masterpieces of […] many ages and of many peoples.”8 This season marked, in other
words, a foray into producing plays of various global and temporal origins: an enterprise in
defining a culture of world theater. Over the years, this expanded canon came to resemble what
would now be recognized as a standard swath of European theater history: Greek tragedies,
English Medieval religious plays, masterpieces of the Spanish Golden Age, French Neo-
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Classicism, and German Romanticism. The presence of Shakuntala within this repertoire—and
its position for the ESS as an inaugural text of their expanded, global mission—indicates that the
play had transcended its literary reputation and was part of artistic negotiations of global
theatrical canons as well as literary.
A foundational philosophical premise behind the movement towards such world cannons
was the belief in an underlying universality of human existence despite complex strata of cultural
differences; a presupposition, as articulated by noted Indologist Ronald Inden, of “ontological
unity” that confirms the existence of “a single, uniform human nature.”9 As Inden notes,
however, this essential humanity was modeled on Anglo-European culture, such that any
deviation from the universal model found in works outside the Western canon had to be
neutralized to render “the strange and incoherent […] rational or normal.”10 This was not always
an explicit project. In fact, Inden suggests that the practice of counteracting or domesticating a
text’s foreign components was built into the very fabric of Orientalist discourse. In considering
works that were admitted into the humanist projects of world literature and world theater,
therefore, it is imperative to reassess their perceived universality. Are such works inherently
accessible to a global audience, capable of transcending cultural, national, and linguistic barriers
because of some intrinsic quality? Or is universality a product of interpretation, not inherent in
the work at all, but rather inscribed on top of it?
Looking to the Elizabethan Stage Society’s 1899 production of Jones’ Shakuntala in
London provides us with a unique comparative framework from which to assess some
fundamental differences between literature and theater as mediums in the making of universal
humanism during the long nineteenth century (1789-1912). The former, assisted by the act of
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translation, achieves the illusion of cultural uniformity linguistically, while the latter must rely
on performance, a medium contingent on embodiment and theater’s distinct temporality. Each
artistic expression re-produces the non-Western text in question in its own way, endeavoring to
render it universal through strategies of domestication. On account of its dependence on the live
bodies of actors to manifest the characters in question, however, performance spotlights erasures
more easily accomplished in translation, often revealing, rather than concealing, the power
dynamics inherent in projects of global canon formation. Shakuntala occupies a privileged
position for such analysis. As one of the earliest works of Sanskrit to be translated into English,
and subsequently embraced in global circulation, Jones’ Shakuntala “helped to establish a new
paradigm for ‘Oriental’ translation,” one that, in Aamir R. Mufti’s estimation, demonstrated the
practice’s efficacy at simultaneously showcasing and codifying the image of India it presented to
a European audience.11 It is also one of very few such works to have been afforded a rich
corresponding performance history, making it an unparalleled case study by which to assess
these dual modes of production.12
I begin with a close reading of William Jones’s watershed English language translation of
the play, designed to excavate some of the interpretive choices that code his translation and
thereby shaped the West’s introduction to Kalidasa’s drama. Having articulated the influence of
translation on the cultivation of world literature, I then turn to performance with a comparison of
two theatrical productions: the aforementioned Elizabethan Stage Society’s in 1899 and that of
the Parsi Victoria Dramatic Company on tour in London in 1885. This pair of productions (by an
English and an Indian theater company, respectively), and the reception each received from its
11
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London audience, illuminates the precarious balance that exists between representation and
agency in performance. By the end of the nineteenth century in London the stakes of this balance
were inextricably bound to the changing colonial relationship between England and India, a shift
precipitated by the Indian Rebellion of 1857. Under these circumstances questions of
representation—of which bodies can and cannot stand for an Other, (and, as importantly, can and
cannot stand for one’s self)—became particularly fraught, as England labored to sustain a clear
distinction between the colonial state and its subjects. Such inquiries, though unnecessary in
translation, are vital in performance—where an actor’s transformation into a character has the
potential to transgress racial, cultural, gendered, and socioeconomic divides—and drive to the
core of how world theater differs from world literature.

I. SIR WILLIAM JONES
William Jones was a barrister, linguist, and amateur scholar when he arrived in Calcutta
in 1783. Fully subscribed to Governor Hastings’s position that the best way to govern the
subcontinent was by learning the culture of the natives, Jones made a hobby of collecting
manuscripts and studying ancient texts, which he and his fellow Orientalists believed to be the
key to understanding India. According to the preface of his translation, Jones first became aware
of Shakuntala while he was on a quest to find examples of the Sanskrit sub-genre of poetry
known as nāṭakas.13 The acquisition of Sanskrit texts in the earliest decades of Oriental
scholarship was a slow and often elusive enterprise, as the “very existence” of “Sanskrit textual
traditions […] had been largely a matter of rumor and sometimes of wild speculation until
then.”14 Jones, for instance, was first alerted to the existence of nāṭakas in the letters of Jesuit
missionaries, who erroneously described them as a mixture of history and fable. Optimistic that
13
14
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these texts might yield evidence of pre-Mughal Indian history, Jones pursued them in earnest
until a Brahmin named Radhakant identified the genre as analogous to the British dramas that
were performed in Calcutta during the cooler parts of the year. It was Radhakant who
recommended that Jones read Shakuntala as the exemplar of this genre, elucidating his
recommendation by way of the following verse: “The ring of Sacontalā [sic] in which the fourth
act, and four stanzas of that act, are eminently brilliant, displays the rich exuberance of
Kalidasa’s genius.”15 The facility with which Radhakant called upon this unattributed verse, and
the ease with which Jones procured a copy of the manuscript, suggest an indigenous tradition of
Sanskrit scholarship that had, based on its own emic criteria, venerated Shakuntala as
exemplary.16 And yet, Jones’s own commentary on the play reveals that such criteria were
neither of express interest, nor were they motivating factors for the fascination it generated in
him.
Consider, for example, the series of letters Jones wrote to his friend and former student,
the Second Earl Spencer, between September 4 and October 22 of 1787.17 Jones had
corresponded with Spencer regularly ever since arriving in Calcutta four years prior, using their
letters as an opportunity to showcase the cornucopia of novel information, texts, and experiences
he accumulated as he took up the mantle of Orientalist. In this particular set of letters, Jones
breathlessly serializes the plot of Kalidasa’s play in a manner Garland Cannon describes as
evocative of “an Arabian-Nights-Tales device […] suspending the summary at a peak of interest
15
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in order to hold at a high plateau what he hoped would be Lord Spencer’s absorption with the
story.”18 Despite brimming with enthusiasm, Jones’s summary of the play is incorrect in a
number of places: he begins by describing Shakuntala’s ancestry, prioritizing information not
given in the play until well into the first act; he recounts that, upon recovering his ring,
Dushyanta retreats to live like a hermit in the forest, contrary to the melancholy court scene of
act 6; and, most notably, in his telling it is Dushyanta, and not Shakuntala, who is the target of
Durvasas’s curse, and therefore she who cannot remember him.19
One of the greatest discrepancies between Kalidasa’s play and the version of this story
told in the Indian epic The Mahābhārata is that in the epic King Dushyanta doesn’t forget
Shakuntala, but rather knowingly turns her away. Kalidasa’s reinvention of that plot, through the
device of a signet ring and introduction of Durvasas’s curse, amends this critical flaw in the
story, thereby transforming Dushyanta into an eligible nāyaka, or hero, for dramatic
representation in a nāṭaka. This was an important standard of evaluating the play’s merit within
the Sanskrit literary tradition: the writings of the medieval philosopher Bhoja, for example, give
prominence to the changes Kalidasa’s made to the plot in order to remove this fault or doṣa and
render the plot aucitya, or suitable.20 Though it is unclear where Jones’s confusion regarding
this fundamental plot point originated, it reveals his partiality as the play’s cultural mediator.
That he could be so laudatory of the text on the one hand and so ignorant of its fundamental plot
structure on the other indicates that what impressed him about the play was not its language, nor
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even the story that it told, but rather the world that it told of, and the narrative that said world
allowed him to imagine.
It is important to remember that Jones became the vanguard for the nineteenth century
model of literary exploration. As the vehicle by which this play was propelled across Europe, his
translation of Shakuntala was instrumental in the vision of India that it helped to establish for
European readers. But what was the story of Shakuntala that Jones told through his translation?
Far from functioning as an impartial intermediary, Jones as the translator made choices resulting
in a text coded by his interpretation of the play, his cultural biases and preferences, and his
personal experience of India. These aesthetic choices become more significant when we
consider the reach and impact of Jones’s work. Tejaswini Niranjana notes that “as a translator
and a scholar, Jones was responsible for the most influential introduction of a textualized India to
Europe” because “his translations are said to have been read by almost everyone in the west who
was literate in the nineteenth century.”21 In Niranjana’s reading these translations—with their
sizeable audience—contributed “to a historicist, teleological model of civilization that, coupled
with a notion of translation presupposing transparency of representation, helps to construct a
powerful version of the “Hindu” that later writers of different philosophical and political
persuasions incorporated into their texts in an almost seamless fashion.”22 To take a translation
as a transparent presentation of the original presumes not only the possibility of an empirical,
objective interpretation of that original, but also the absence of any interpretive action on the part
of the translator, ascribing an unattainable and unrealistic degree of neutrality to that role.
Jones had no qualms about positioning himself as an authority. In an earlier letter to
Spencer—dated merely ten days before the Shakuntala summaries began—Jones confided in his
21
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friend that his objective in learning the Sanskrit language was to “know India better than any
European ever knew it,” through the accumulation of language but also, in his words, “things.”23
Statements such as this betray the ambition of discovery at the core of Jones’s motivation: in
laying claim to this ancient text, Jones authorized himself to share the story of Shakuntala—both
the narrative of the play and his own (quasi-anthropological) experience with it.24 Part of the
responsibility of knowing “India better than the rest of Europe” was subsequently to play the part
of the colonial narrator and to report back on that expertise. Such “stories,” in Edward Said’s
words, “are at the heart of what explorers and novelists say about strange regions of the world.”25
They are a means of bridging distance, rendering the foreign and perhaps incomprehensible
accessible through familiar language, tropes, and characterizations. They are, in other words,
universalizing agents. Said argues that there is a power to narration, one fundamental to the
interplay of “culture and imperialism;” he who tells the story controls the subject matter
described therein.26 Neither a proper explorer nor a novelist, Jones makes the case for expanding
the repertoire of stories told in the service of colonial ventures, employing not the novel—
through which Said argues this power play was more commonly expressed—but the art of
translation.
“A translation always communicates an interpretation,” writes Lawrence Venuti,
resulting in “a foreign text that is partial and altered, supplemented with features peculiar to the
23
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translating language, no longer inscrutably foreign but made comprehensible in a distinctively
domestic style. Translations, in other words, inevitably perform a work of domestication.”27
Given this interpretive function, a translation is comprised as much of the translator’s voice as it
is the original author—a multivalence that is often either obscured or intentionally overlooked.
The “translator’s invisibility” gives readers the impression that “the translation is not in fact a
translation, but the ‘original.’”28 In the case of a translation such as Jones’s work with
Shakuntala, this authorial palimpsest produces a deceptive dynamic, wherein a text seems to
speak both emically and etically, both for and about, the culture by which it was produced. In his
colonial context, Jones’s translation of Shakuntala enfolded what he had to say about the distant
Orient, within an illusion of what the Orient had to say about itself.
That Shakuntala was stylistically akin to the European stage play was a boon for Jones.
By emphasizing the play’s formal similarities to what he described as “Shakespeare’s fairypieces,”29 Jones guided his readers toward associating it with the classical pillars of dramatic
literature in the West, namely the plays of Shakespeare and those from Classical Greece.
(Bestowing the moniker “Shakespeare of India” on Kalidasa did not hurt this tendency either!)
To ensure this comparison, not only did the quality of the writing need to correlate to those titans
of European drama, but so too did the content of the story. At the same time, India could not be
lost entirely, as the exotic cachet of the play’s origins and history were equally important to its
fascination as a text. Thus, Jones faced the challenge of how to preserve the exotic ethos of
Kalidasa’s world without offending or alienating his readers. This struggle expresses the
dichotomy that Friedrich Schleiermacher laid out in an 1813 lecture addressing methods for
translation: “either the translator leaves the author in peace as much as possible and moves the
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reader toward him,” articulating a practice of foreignization by which the reader is transported to
the source culture, “or he leaves the reader in peace as much as possible and moves the writer
toward him,”30 domesticating the work for its intended audience. Whereas Schleiermacher
believed that only one of these two modes was possible in a single translation, Jones’s work with
Shakuntala proves the contrary. Though he admits to having “disengaged [the play] from the
stiffness of a foreign idiom” in the translation’s preface, he also lauds it as “a most pleasing and
authentick [sic] picture of old Hindu manners,” suggesting at the same time that his translation
left the original unaltered, resulting in a finished product that was both domesticated and foreign,
approachable without losing its apparent authenticity.31 His work was performed in service of
both Shakuntala’s Indian past and Anglo-European future, stretching Jones’s translation along
the tightrope line of Eastern allure and Western literary prestige.
In order to achieve the latter, Jones carefully eliminated the overt eroticism of Dushyanta
and Shakuntala’s courtship, privileging a pastoral aesthetic over the śṛṇgāric (erotic) mode by
which Sanskrit poetics classify the play.32 This was not the first, nor would it be the last time he
amended the erotics of an Indian text to better accommodate his Western audience, sheltering his
readership from passages too far removed, in his opinion, from European sensibilities to be
successfully assimilated.33 However, what is particularly striking about the way that Jones
disengages the “stiffness” of Shakuntala’s “foreign idiom” is not in the omission of the eros, or
kāma, per se, but in the omission of the Indian body by which that passion is generated. Certain
30
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tropes—particularly regarding women—appear again and again across the corpus of śṛṇgāric
poetry: thighs that resemble elephant trunks, the heavy weight of a woman’s hips, or particular
attention to the jaghana—an anatomical reference for which we have no graceful English
corollary, but is roughly located between a woman’s belly button and her pubic region.
Throughout his translation Jones excises Kalidasa’s use of these Sanskritic erotic modifiers, thus
depicting Shakuntala and Dushyanta’s love as more demure than libidinous and stripping the
play’s romance of sexuality.
When, for example, in the play’s third act, Dushyanta seduces Shakuntala and the two
consummate their love (an act which ultimately transpires offstage), the King makes his case to
Shakuntala, praising her beauty as the reason for his torment, the reason he cannot live without
her. Cunningly, he convinces her friends to give them some privacy and, once alone, he strives
to make her comfortable in his company. In one verse he offers to cool her, as her friends once
did, with fans made from lotus leaves, and then urges her further to rest her lotus-like feet on his
lap so that he may massage her “elephant-trunk thighs (karabhorū).”34 Jones’s rendition of the
verse, though not lacking for tenderness and desire, utterly ignores the presence of Shakuntala’s
thighs—elephantine or otherwise—and Dushyanta mentions only the desire to press her feet and
relieve her pain.35 Earlier in the act, as Dushyanta searches in vain for Shakuntala in the forest,
he identifies her location by a line of footprints left at the gateway of a bower. These footprints
are distinctive for being lighter at the front of the foot, and deeper toward the heel, the result, in
Kalidasa’s verse, of the “heft and weight of Shakuntala’s jaghana (jaghanagauravāt).36” I have
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mentioned already that jaghana is a word without an equivalent in English, and thus appreciate
the difficulty Jones faced in this translation. It is, however, an anatomically specific area of a
woman’s body—one that can be easily approximated by describing her hips, stomach, or
buttocks instead. Jones, however, shies away from the sensuality invoked by this most beautiful
and untranslatable of body parts, attributing the idiosyncrasies in Shakuntala’s footprints to “the
weight of her elegant limbs.”37
What we can see at work here is an erasure of Sanskrit erotics by way of the erasure of
the body about which those erotics were written: a shift from śṛṅgāra rasa, a sentiment defined
by the sensual enjoyment of love and passion, to perhaps an expression of sneha, which more
accurately relates the emotion of love without its physical manifestation. Such expurgation was
quite common in translations of this period: through their work on the Sanskrit literary canon,
Jones and his Orientalist colleagues sought to recuperate a mythic golden age of Indian culture,
modeled notionally on the kind of teleological evolution by which Europe had linked itself to
Greece and Rome, by curating the works they encountered to reflect their own perceptions.
Jones, writes Padma Rangarajan, “did not want to reconstruct Mauryian India. He wanted an
exportable version of Indian poetry that would erase the embarrassing flaws of the original
versions.”38 He wanted, in other words, to fashion Indian history according to his own standard
of how such a history should be. This enterprise to “reveal the former greatness of India,” as
described by Tejaswini Niranjana, thus “often manifest[ed] itself as the British or European task
of translating and thereby purifying the debased native texts,”39 In literature, bodies are
constituted by the words by which they are signified, and therefore any shift in language has the
37
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potential to alter a character’s physiognomy; to “purify” a text is inseparable from “purifying”
the bodies described therein. By denuding Shakuntala of what he perceived as degenerate, or
distasteful qualities, Jones therefore reconstituted her body, constructing a model of pre-modern
Indian femininity according to eighteenth century European tastes, and then retroactively
ascribed that femininity back onto the symbolic mother of India.40
Postcolonial scholars critiquing the “women’s question” in the nineteenth century have
done excellent work in deconstructing the conflation of idealized Indian womanhood and the
nation itself, and so I will not rehearse that argument here.41 I will, however, suggest that the
seemingly subtle alterations Jones makes to Shakuntala in his translation are an early
manifestation of this trend. The Indian feminist historian Uma Chakravarti asserts that “to situate
the nineteenth-century historiography of the women’s question” is to understand the story of
“how the ‘Aryan’ woman came to occupy the centre of the stage in the recounting of ‘the wonder
that was India.’”42 Commonly rendered in English as “noble” or “respectable,” and often used in
the substantive to indicate a person possessed of such qualities, the word ārya is derived from its
use in the Vedic period as a designation for the nomadic peoples of central Asia who had
migrated to, and settled in, Northern India.43 As an adjective, “Aryan” connotes the upper
echelons of Brahmanical caste hierarchies—a cultural purity that excludes both the indigenous
tribes of the subcontinent as well as any foreign populations from subsequent conquests, must
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notably omitting any Islamic influence from its purview. Thanks to the reach of Jones’
translations, his sanitized Shakuntala would have been, for most of Europe, their first encounter
with any portraiture of an Indian woman, thus establishing (the Orientalist interpretation of)
Aryan femininity as the standard to which Indian women were held in Europe over the course of
the next century.
This portrait, however, was not confined to the West. As Niranjana elucidates,
“influential translations” such as those produced by Jones “interpellated colonial subjects,
legitimizing or authorizing certain versions of the Oriental, versions that then came to acquire the
status of ‘truths’ even in the countries in which the ‘original’ works were produced.”44 Jones’
sanitized Shakuntala, in other words, not only came to model the Aryan woman for the west, but
was part of a more insidious practice by which she came to serve as a model for Indian women
as well. Chakravarti suggests that this model came to influence “the early Nationalist writers,
whose most enduring and successful construction was the image of womanhood in the lost past
as a counter to the real existence of women in the humiliating present.”45 I address the caste and
class based hierarchies that shaped literary output and the integration of classical material during
this period more closely in chapter 3, and so will not dwell long here. However, it is worth
noting that the exalted image of the past woman that Chakravarti describes was based in part on
the purified translations provided by Orientalist scholars operating with a presumption of
transparency. She was invented, in other words, from a particular perspective on India’s past that
was far more recent (and far less Indian) that it seemed.
Still, Jones’s text was not without India. In fact, for all of the work that he did to
neutralize the Orient in his translation of the play’s heroine, Jones labored equally hard to
preserve the Indian atmosphere of her environment. Sanskrit vocabulary litters the landscape of
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his translation, curating an essence of India that is enticing without being overwhelming to a
Western reader. The first occurrence of a Sanskrit word in the text occurs in the benediction
(nāndī) to Shiva, not four lines in: “May ISA, the god of nature, apparent in these eight forms,
bless and sustain you!”46 Īśa, a word that can mean Supreme God generally or, as is the case
here, specifically Shiva, is understandably difficult to translate, and its preservation may simply
reflect Jones’ inability to think of a more appropriate corollary.47 However, it may also have
been preserved—and internally defined in that way—to emphasize that this God was not his
God, but rather the god of nature, of India, of other people. This kind of linguistic othering can
be seen throughout the text, particularly in establishing the place of the play as in an exotic
locale. Proper names of plants, for example, are always provided in Sanskrit alongside a generic
English classification, differentiating the flora of Shakuntala’s world from his own. Kuśa grass,
Iṅgudī oil and Śyāmāka grains are rendered as such presumably not because Jones’ readers
would have recognized the specific genus of the plant or identified the qualities particular to that
specific type of oil, but because it established their difference.48 The trees of Shakuntala’s
hermitage are not just trees—they are āmra or saptaparṇa trees— trees that exist in faraway
lands, without domestic referent, the names of which ignite the imagination.
In other moments, when a translation would perhaps not have done enough to preserve
said distinction, Jones created opportunities to insert Sanskrit words back into the text. His use of
svarga—a word that describes a concept of heaven—is a perfect example. Whenever Kalidasa’s
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text speaks of the gods (devas), Jones translated it as “the gods of Swerga [sic].”49 His consistent
usage of this phrase as a frozen epithet gives the impression that it must be part of the Sanskrit
text and allows him to further situate these gods, and this play, in a distinctively Indian mise-enscéne. For example, when Shakuntala’s companion Anasuya describes her friend’s parentage to
King Dushyanta, she recounts how the gods, whose fear was animated (jātaśaṅkair devair) by a
power-hungry sage, sent an Apsaras (celestial nymph) named Menaka to seduce him and thereby
void his penance.50 There is no reference to svarga in the text: the gods whom Anasuya describes
are not modified to identify their dwelling place or origin. However, the presence of the added
word in Jones’ translation achieves the same estrangement as the proper names of plants
described above. It is as if Jones wanted to ensure that there was to be no confusing these deities
or their heaven with those of the Western canon and of Christianity: they needed their own
names.
What I hope to have illuminated through this translational interrogation is how—on a
linguistic level—Jones began to codify the West’s relationship to Shakuntala and, by extension,
India itself. Reading a canonical translation like Jones’ Shakuntala “against the grain,” as
encouraged by Niranjana, makes evident “how translation is always producing rather than
merely reflecting or imitating an ‘original.’”51 To think of a translation as a production of a text
suggests fabrication: something that is manufactured, brought into being, created. It certainly
works against the fallacy that a translation simply reveals a fundamental truth concealed by
language, or that the translator operates as a benign intermediary whose labor on the text leaves
it fundamentally unchanged. Especially because the translation in question here is of a dramatic
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text, the use of this word also evokes the more conventional theatrical production—a
transposition from “page to stage” manifested through the act of performance.
Translation necessarily produces a new work of the same medium—which is to say, a
translation is always expressed through language. Moreover, the anti-corporeal proclivity of
Jones’ translation further fixes the text to a bodiless, literary world. Without incarnation, the text
is made mobile and malleable, qualities that facilitate universalization. In contrast, performance
produces what W.B. Worthen calls “an entirely incommensurable thing, an event,” the result of
the text having been “absorbed into the multifarious verbal and nonverbal discourses of theatrical
production.”52 These discourses—including, among others, temporality, music, tone, the bodies
of the actors, props and costume pieces— significantly complicate the process by which global
(read: non-Western) texts are rendered universal, by animating the racial, cultural, and linguistic
differences that are more easily elided in literature. Translations can pass as transparencies; but
how is universality asserted across the spectrum of theatrical signifiers—the verbal and
nonverbal discourses—through which performance communicates? The lag between the
publication of Jones’ translation in 1789 and the first professional production of that translation
in 1899, despite the warm reception the play received in England and across Europe, suggests a
clear distinction between canons of world literature and world theater, even when applied to the
same dramatic text.

II. WILLIAM POEL AND THE ELIZABETHAN STAGE SOCIETY
Founded in 1894, the Elizabethan Stage Society (ESS)’s expressed mission was to
“illustrate and advance the principle that Shakespeare’s plays should be accorded the conditions
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of playing for which they were designed.”53 This revivalist objective governed the society’s first
five seasons until, in 1899, it expanded its mission to “give representation to classical
masterpieces of the periods of drama other than the Elizabethan, […] embrac[ing] the foreign
drama (in English translation) of many ages and of many peoples.”54 In this first expanded
season, the foreign classics Poel selected for the company were Calderón de la Barca’s La vida
es sueño (presented as “Such Stuff as Dreams are Made of” and translated by Edward Fitzgerald)
and Jones’s translation of Kalidasa’s Shakuntala.55
Poel, like Jones, benefitted from being able to present this unconventional selection to his
audience within a familiar rubric. Writing about the production in hindsight, he explained this
potentially radical choice by way of comparison to Shakespeare: “Kalidasa, the greatest of the
Indian dramatists, and our own Shakespeare, are more closely allied as poets and thinkers than is
generally allowed by scholars,” he wrote. “Especially are they similar in their love of Nature and
their skill in describing it, in their affection for children, their reverence for women, and as poets
of love. It was but natural then, for the Elizabethan Stage Society to wish to introduce to the
notice of Englishmen Kalidasa’s masterpiece.”56 Of course, the play had long been noticed as a
work of literature, and had just recently been included on Sir John Lubbock’s list of the world’s
best 100 books.57 Poel’s interest, therefore, was more than merely to bring awareness to the play,
but to curate a canon of world performance to accompany lists such as Lubbock’s. Over the
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course of the next decade the ESS implemented this objective by rounding out their seasons with
other rarely performed dramatic classics, including the first performance of Everyman in at least
400 years (1901), The Bacchae (1908) and Alcestis (1911).58 While not pulled from Lubbock’s
list directly (though he does include Euripides’ Medea), these texts all possess a certain antiquity,
a degree of cultural diversity, and the common denominator of rarely—if ever—having been
performed on the London stage.
Though there is little documentation of Poel’s work with Shakuntala, his correspondence
regarding the staging of certain Greek classical texts provides helpful insight into his directorial
philosophy. In a letter written to the classicist Arnold Wycombe Gomme regarding his work on
The Bacchae, Poel describes how he was put to the challenge by a Mrs. Barker, who “told [him]
she wanted [him] to provide the play because her husband had refused the offer as an impossible
thing to do, but that if anybody could do it, it was Poel.” After reading the play, and impressed
with its potential, Poel agreed to the task, but only after insisting to Mrs. Barker that he “must
have a free hand in the matter.”59 Poel’s decision to incorporate Greek classics into the ESS
repertoire seems, therefore, to have been motivated by the perceived impossibility of the task at
hand, as well as the presumption that, granted broad directorial license, he could accomplish
what others could not. In a later letter, in defense of what exactly such freedom would entail,
Poel rejects Gomme’s suggestion that his vision had somehow altered, or tampered with
Euripides’ work. It has merely, he writes, guided the plays toward contemporary relevance,
helping him “to make Euripides alive today.”60
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Poel’s mission with these non-Elizabethan masterpieces, therefore, deviates from the goal
of strict revivalism by means of necessity, but not necessarily in intention. With Shakespeare,
Poel writes, historical fidelity was both possible for the artist and comprehensible to an audience.
“You could insist,” he wrote to Gomme, “that those who wish to understand his writing should
take the trouble to become familiar with the times in which he wrote and the theatre for which he
wrote.”61 As a revivalist director, he could feasibly undertake the research necessary to bring the
Elizabethan stage back to his nineteenth century audience and they, belonging to the same city
and the same society as Shakespeare himself, could rightfully be expected to accompany him on
his theatrical time travel. Those more remote classics, however, presented a unique challenge, for
it was unreasonable, he continued, to “call upon playgoers to become familiar with an age that
ended 500 years before the Christian Era!,” let alone in a completely different cultural context.62
As the director, he very clearly positions himself here as an interpreter—someone with a
unique ability to both understand such a remote text and render that text accessible to his
audience without fundamentally altering it. Such an enterprise assumes what Niranjana calls “an
essential meaning” at the core of the dramatic text: an invariable truth intended by the author, to
be exhumed to varying degrees of success in its subsequent interpretations.63 In proposing that
his work with Euripides successfully brought the ancient Athenian to life in nineteenth century
London without tampering with the play, Poel claims an authorial omnipotence similar to that of
the translator whose work on a text amounts to transparency. The audience is made able to
understand Euripides through him, as though he were a midwife bringing the essence of the play
safely across the chasm of two thousand years.
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Though this correspondence with Gomme took place a decade after the 1899 production
of Shakuntala, it is not difficult to imagine that the motivation driving them would have been
similar. Another well-known, but hitherto unperformed work of the global dramatic canon,
Shakuntala presented one more opportunity to bring an ancient and unfamiliar text to life in finde-siècle London. A significant difference between these ventures, however, was the
contemporary relationship between India and England. In the intervening century—between the
translation’s initial publication and its transfer onto the London stage—England’s relationship to
the Indian colony had undergone a momentous shift, precipitated by the Indian Rebellion of
1857. Led by a faction of sepoys, (Indian soldiers serving in the British East India Company
Army), this insurrection endured for eighteen months before the British emerged victorious.
However, the tenor of their presence in the country had been irreparably altered: the British East
India Company was disbanded and the administration of the colony restructured as the British
Raj, placing the colony for the first time under the direct rule of the British government and
constituting its citizens as subjects to the crown.
After the Indian Rebellion of 1857 the conflation between romantic perceptions of golden
age India and the current colony of India that had dominated the first half of the nineteenth
century was ruptured. As the relationship between England and India became increasingly
administrative (and in many cases more contentious as nationalist movements began to gain
traction), the facile fantasy of subcontinental life represented by works like Shakuntala became
less and less tenable. “It took an event such as the suppression of a rebellion of the scale and
intensity of the Great Revolt of 1857 for the various pieces of the colonial order properly to fall
into place,” writes Partha Chatterjee. “The rebels ripped the veil off the face of the colonial
power and, for the first time, it was visible in its true form: a modern regime of power destined
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never to fulfill its normalizing mission because the premise of its power was the preservation of
the alienness of the ruling group.”64 The political stakes of Poel’s directorial mediation with this
Sanskrit text, therefore, were far higher for this play than with those of the Greek canon, bound
as they were to the power dynamics of an empire premised entirely on the innate superiority of
the colonizer. It was in this atmosphere that Poel undertook to bring India to the London stage in
the summer of 1899.
The production took place on the evening of July 3rd, on a temporary stage that had been
erected in the Botanical gardens of Regents Park in north London. Using the vegetation and
ambiance of the venue to his advantage, Poel configured the stage and its painted backdrop such
that “the canvas and the real palms seemed so intermingled” that a correspondent from the Echo
who was there to review the production “could not quite detect where the painting ended and
reality began.”65 “In the midst of tropical vegetation” wrote a critic from The Morning Post, “the
illusion of the Indian forest was complete and sumptuous […] the eye was perfectly satisfied.”66
The play was performed in eleven scenes, as opposed to the seven acts into which the Sanskrit
text is divided, and began with Poel himself playing the role of the sūtradhāra, or director, in the
play’s prologue. The principal performers were all British, bedecked in costumes and
ornamentation on loan from a Captain Nath and Mr. Giyani, who are thanked in the program for
this contribution.67 Moreover, the correspondent from the Echo observes that “the ladies last
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night all had their skins darkened to make them look their parts,” an effect he describes as “by no
means pleasing.”68
The actresses’ brownface makeup was further offset but the presence of several Indian
men who took part in the performance in bit roles. Though there are no photographs of the
performance, Poel notes that the company also strove for authenticity in physicality, with the
aforementioned Mr. Giyani, giving up “all his spare time to the coaching of the actors in [the]
most difficult task [of imitating] Indian pose and gesture.”69 The performance was underscored
by music, with three verses set to new compositions by Arnold Dometsch and played on
Elizabethan instruments.70 In addition to this music, the program notes that “the Bards [chanted]
their verses in the original Sanskrit,”71 a feature that one reviewer described as “monotonous and
nasal.”72 The audience numbered around three hundred “West-end men and women in evening
dress, intermingled with numbers of swarthy Indians,” bedecked in a mix of Western dress and
“their picturesque and brightly colored eastern vestments and turbans, with their women-folk in
rich gauzes and silks of strangely bright hues, which looked in keeping with the palms among
which the audience were seated.”73
What comes across most clearly about the ESS performance from the available reviews is
the striking balance it preserved between the domesticated and foreign when bringing the play to
the stage, in many cases following a similar pattern as that demonstrated by Jones’ translation.
Despite promoting the play as being “acted for the first time in English,”74 for instance, Poel
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added Sanskrit back into the script through the role of the Bards, much in the way that Jones
inserted svarga into his translation.75 Then there is the setting: a botanical garden in the center of
London, where the audience could compare the specialized flora and fauna of Jones’ translation
with the verdurous environs in which they were seated. And of course, this staged performance
took Jones’s ‘purification’ of the play’s heroine (and most of the other characters as well) to its
logical conclusion by casting white British actors in the main roles. Theatrical production, like
translation it seems, demonstrates a knack for what Said calls colonial storytelling,
participating—with a similar arsenal of techniques—in an economy of telling tales about
“strange regions of the world.”76 The impact of this production, however, is fundamentally
altered by the medium of narration, no longer circumscribed by words on the page, but
transposed onto dancing, speaking bodies onstage; a shift that is animated by the act of
performance.
In playing the parts of Shakuntala and Dushyanta in Poel’s production, British actors
Imogene Surrey and Frank Dyall were given the precarious task of embodying Indians. Their
portrayals were, as noted above, facilitated through training in physical and gestural vocabulary,
the text itself, the costumes and jewelry worn, and—in the case of Miss Surry at least—
brownface makeup to appear of another race. And yet, these accessories could only have served
to emphasize at every moment their incontrovertible Britishness, especially when we take into
account the presence of the Indian men who decorated the stage as extras, providing a constant
counter-point for Surrey and Dyall’s characterizations. Such trappings are part of what Michael
Taussig describes as “the fundamental move of the mimetic faculty taking us bodily into
75
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alterity”— by impersonating another, in this case by playing a role, the actors put otherness into
and onto their bodies, thereby becoming alter, which is to say, that which they are not.
This move of embodying difference, Taussig argues, “is very much the task of the
storyteller too. For the storyteller embodied that situation of stasis and movement in which the
far-away was brought to the here-and-now.”77 Unlike Said, whose analysis of storytelling is
limited to the literary, Taussig’s understanding of the practice is bound to performance: the oral
storytellers of antiquity, bards and poets, who narrate but also manifest the tales and characters
they convey. In this genre of storytelling, the far-away isn’t merely made familiar and
comprehensible, but is brought viscerally to the here-and-now through the body of the narrator,
personified in theatrical performance by the actors. Thus, for this London audience, India was
made present—made alive, to use Poel’s term—by both the British actors playing Indian
characters such as Surrey and Dyall, as well as the Indian extras. Though not given the agency of
a central, or even speaking role, through their presence onstage these gentlemen (most likely
students who had come from India to London to pursue their education) were also performing
Indian characters, stepping into a colonial perception of themselves. Like the flora of the
botanical gardens they were ornamental while further validating Poel’s claim to be able to bring
world classics to a London audience in a mode both accessible and magically unaltered. In
lending their bodies to the performance, these gentlemen played the India that was dictated by
the colonial interpretive framework inscribed in Jones’ translation, thereby reifying such cultural
productions, in Niranjana’s words, as truths.78
The ESS’s production of Shakuntala was, for all intents and purposes, a success: it was
well-received and well-attended, and the company even returned to it and performed the play
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again in 1912.79 Success, of course, is contingent on context. Critics, such as that from the
Morning Post, concluded that “Mr. Poel must once more be congratulated on presenting us with
a drama removed from the vulgarity of our everyday life, and poetical in the highest degree.”80
While this reviewer suggests that the production appealed to the public’s penchant for literary
quality and refinement of execution, his mention of the “vulgarity” of daily life deserves a
second glance. It is possible to read this critique as a commendation of the play’s fantastical
subject matter, the whimsy of which extracts it from the gross realities of quotidian life.
However, it is also possible that the critic was not referring so much to pedestrian British life
here so much as the popular perceptions of Indian daily life that would have been familiar in the
imperial capital, in which case he is not only referring to the subject matter of the play, but
also—and more importantly—the depiction of India this production afforded it. In her
introduction to the volume The Politics of Interweaving Performance Cultures, Erika FischerLichte addresses the problematic assumptions underlying such definitions of success in the
practice of intercultural theater. Too often, she writes, “the performance’s primary purpose […]
is to convey the given meanings of the text, to realize and bring it to life on stage. If it succeeds
to do so, it conveys the universal truth and values contained in the text to all of its audiences.” 81
Though Poel and the ESS are not conventionally considered among the artists whose work laid
the foundation for intercultural theater practice during the early decades of the twentieth century,
this tendency—to expect culture to be contained in text—bears similarity to Poel’s presumption
that the text contains some kind of “essential meaning” to be unearthed by the artists who work
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with it. Universal truth, however, is a cultural construct, and thus success is stacked against a
text’s country of origin, determined instead by the hegemonic audience of the West. Neither the
content or language of Shakuntala was universal—it became that way through the particulars of
this production. Other efforts were not so successful.

III. THE PARSI VICTORIA DRAMATIC COMPANY
Though Poel and the ESS were the first to mount an English language production of
Shakuntala in London, it was not the first time that the play had been performed there. Fourteen
years prior, in December 1885, the Parsi Victoria Dramatic Company (PVDC), a professional
company of Indian actors on tour from Bombay, had performed act 1 of Shakuntala in
Hindustani as part of their residency at the Gaiety Theater.82 Founded in 1868, the PVDC was
one of the more prominent companies under the broad designation of Parsi Theater that
flourished in India during the middle of the nineteenth century. The moniker refers to the
amateur and professional companies that took shape in Bombay (and the surrounding provinces)
in response to the popularity of English theater, to which most Indian residents of the city were
not admitted.83 “Like the English stage of the period,” writes Kathryn Hansen, the Parsi theater
“depended on spectacle and melodrama to create audience appeal. Simultaneously, these
emerging theaters ushered in the conventions and techniques of realism, making the transition
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from stylized open-air presentations to a new urban drama.”84 This novel, cosmopolitan form did
not remain bound to its origins in Bombay. On the contrary, Aparna Dharwadker credits “the
investment of entrepreneurial capital” in these theaters and, significantly, their touring
companies, with creating “the first nationally visible popular theater that reached not only cities
and provincial towns but some rural areas” and, in the case of the PVDC, an international
audience as well.85
Just two years after the company established a permanent home at The Victoria Theater
on Grant Road in Bombay (1870), the PVDC began touring this distinctive, hybrid form across
India. They were very much the cultural ambassadors that Dharwadker suggests: their 1874-75
tour, for example, which brought the company to Delhi, Lucknow and Calcutta, made them the
first Parsi company ever to have performed as far east as the colonial capital. Based on a
comparison of the cast list printed in the Indian Daily News in Calcutta on May 12, 1875 and that
of the company’s performance in London a little over a decade later, consistency among casting,
(notably Mr. C.M. Balliwalla in the role of Dushyanta), suggests that the portion of Shakuntala
performed at the Gaiety had been within the company’s repertoire since their early years, and
had long been used to introduce unfamiliar audiences to this newly minted style of theater.86
The program that the PVDC presented at the Gaiety was broken down into four distinct
parts—the Hindustani opera Solomon’s Sword; an English-language piece called The Fancy Ball;
act 1 of Shakuntala; and the last scene from The Lady of Lyons, also performed in Hindustani—
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thereby framing Shakuntala within a broad presentation of decontextualized fragments.87
Reviews of the production invariably concentrated on the eccentricity of the evening, describing
it as “artless,” “absurd,” and “monstrous droll”, extolling the beauty of the “simply
indescribable” costumes while also bemoaning the duration of the program.88 In contrast to
Poel’s later production, the Gaiety’s audience was not enrapt by seeing Shakuntala onstage. A
review from the Times noted: “the performance was not received with the gravity which should
surely be extended to a production claiming such antiquity as is ascribed to Shakuntala,” citing
as an example the fact “that many of the audience could not repress their laughter during the
declamation of the sentimental passages.”89
One explanation for this outburst of mirth is that the distinctly Indian performance
elements—lavish costumes, foreign language, Hindustani musical accompaniment—may have
been too novel, appearing incongruous or out of place on a London stage. The Parsi Theater,
however, was not a standard classical or traditional Indian performance style. Just forty-years
old at the time of this production, the genre of performance supported by Parsi theater houses
was modeled after English companies performing in Bombay, and operated under a strong
Western aesthetic. While the exact origins of these companies is difficult to trace, a common
source point for many directors and producers were the dramatic societies of colleges and
universities. These institutions, such as the Jamset Jeejeebhoy School of Art and Industry90 and
the Elphinstone College, were founded with the express mission of providing the native
community with “a means of becoming acquainted with the English language, and the arts,
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sciences, and literature of Europe.”91 Before setting forth into the fledgling commercial theater
as full-time professionals, the Indian students enrolled in these schools endeavored to experiment
with staging the dramatic literature they studied in class in the style of the English theater
troupes, training which ultimately prepared them to be the founding artists of the Parsi theater.
The PVDC had deep connections to these institutions: the chairman of the company’s
managing committee at founding was none other than the owner of the Grant Road Theatre,
Jagannath Shanker Seth, whose deep pockets had not only rescued this venue from liquidation
but had also contributed to numerous organizations for the betterment of Bombay’s native
population;92 the company’s founder, Kaikhushro Navrojji Kabraji, to whom Gupt refers as the
“Father of the Native Stage,”93 observed that “[the Parsi Theatre’s] first promoters were the
young Elphinstonians of those days […] who were in attendance behind the scenes to give
necessary directions to the players;”94 and Dr. Bhau Daji Ladd, who served as a member of the
company’s managing committee, had also served as advisor and consultant to the Elphinstone
Kalidasa Dramatic Society on their 1867 production of Kalidasa’s Shakuntala, to which I will
return in chapter 3. Thus, the underlying structure and mission of the Parsi Theater was
thoroughly conditioned by the English institutions in which its founders were educated, and to
which they aspired. Although the plays produced by such companies may have drawn from
Indian source material for their content, the form was inarguable foreign.
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Even when productions began to shift away from English and into various Indian
languages (such as Gujarati, Urdu, and Marathi), Kathryn Hansen notes that “the Parsi theatre
perfected the art of projecting Englishness,” capitalizing on “the allure of English metropolitan
culture.”95 Its resemblance to mainstream British theatricals did not go unnoticed when the
PVDC brought this theatrical form to London for the first time. A theater critic for the London
Evening Standard remarked that “taking their absurd ‘business’ as its stands, [The Parsi Victoria
Dramatic Company] would compare very favourably with the average of English actors—so
favourably, indeed, in all the conventional tricks, attitudes, and expressions that one must suspect
a careful English stage manager has drilled them.”96 The entertainment provided by the Parsi
company at the Gaiety, therefore, was ultimately not that dissimilar to other forms that were
popular on English stages at the time. The humor and discomfort relayed in its reviews,
therefore, reveal a deeper anxiety: that the subaltern bodies performing onstage were not
ultimately that dissimilar from those that habitually performed at the Gaiety or, even more
upsetting, those seated in the audience.
Foreign bodies on display were a popular source of entertainment in London at this time,
an economy in which the PVDC consciously participated: their residency in London included an
event called “India in London,” “an exhibition of Indian arts, industries, and amusements[…]
held under the auspices of Lord Harris, Under Secretary of State for India.”97 In Destination
Culture, Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett writes about the phenomenon of such exotic spectacles,
explaining: “it was not uncommon in the nineteenth century for a living human rarity to be
booked into a variety of venues—theaters, exhibition halls, concert rooms, museums, and zoos—
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in the course of several weeks or months on tour.”98 However, the ethnological displays
described by Kirshenblatt-Gimblett were always clearly situated with regard to London
society—they were spectacles of primitive populations against which for England to distinguish
itself. In the case of Shakuntala by the PVDC, that delineation broke down: bodies encoded as
novelties for voyeuristic consumption performed a venerated text of the global canon in a
legitimate, well-established theater hall. The presence of a text is critical here: those companies
performing as part of an ethnological display were not expected to reveal and uphold some
universal truth enshrined in a play, but rather were relegated to the seemingly simpler task of
displaying a culturally specific truth. Such displays were, therefore, not perceived as threatening
to a universality modeled upon Anglo-European cultural hegemony.
As Sumita Mukherjee observes, the reception the production received revealed “a
mixture of interest in the novelty of Indians on a British stage, but also derision for their
differences from the modern west,” a tension indicative of the PVDC’s transgression.99 As long
as Indian performers remain spectacles of difference, they are alluring. As soon as that
difference becomes too familiar, however, resembling too closely that which is held to be the
exclusive purview of the modern West, as Mukherjee puts it, interest becomes disquiet, which
must be mitigated by ridicule and disdain. This reaction must, of course, be taken in the context
of post-1857 Anglo-Indian relations which, as noted above, had made preserving a distinct
hierarchy between the colonizer and the colonized essential for the preservation of the English
Imperial mandate. Far from a benign performance by a visiting theater troupe, the PVDC’s
interpretation of Shakuntala challenged the colonial hierarchy, posing a direct threat to
England’s authority in India and, by extension, its entire Imperial program.
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The archival record does not, unfortunately, preserve a great deal of detail about the
production itself. Amidst a series of sensationalized profiles on the troupe and their presence in
London, formal analysis, or even a comprehensive description of what the performance entailed
is scant. Both the Era and the London Evening Standard remark on the company’s
ornamentation, particularly on Dushyanta’s “simply indescribable” costume, a garish
composition of “gold and gems and furs and silk all included together.”100 Neither describes
Shakuntala’s costume, though the Era does note her “elaborate nose-ring,” and actor C.E.
Polishwalla’s impressive portrayal of the female lead.101 These lavish liveries stand in contrast
with the “comical scarecrows”102 of the hermits in their “brown robes, unkempt beards and faces
daubed all over with sacred pooja marks.”103 The performance had musical accompaniment,
“native in general, but with familiar old-fashioned English airs interspersed,” the latter of which
the author describes as particularly humorous in this context.104 These details, however, are
largely overwhelmed by accounts of the audience’s reactions to the performance, documenting
not what the company did, but rather how their work was perceived.
The theater critic from the London Evening Standard began his review by commenting
on the manner in which the performance was framed. He writes:
The visit of the Parsee Victoria Dramatic Company to Europe was projected, we
understand, by the gentlemen who are establishing an “Indian Village” at the
Portland Hall, Langham place, and in connection with that scheme their
appearance amongst us is quite reasonable. In such surroundings a Hindustani
play will be found very interesting, especially if not much be given at a time; but
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four such artless compositions on an ordinary stage are too large a dose for any
audience, however good-natured and intelligent.105
It is not the mere presence of the Parsi company in London, then, that inspires the review’s
umbrage, nor was it the fact of their performing a play: rather, the reviewer took issue with the
context of the performance and how it was presented. Even a spectator such as the critic from the
Era who had no qualms about the choice of material, writing that “as students of Oriental
literature [the item of the program to which] we had looked forward with most interest was an
extract from the ancient Indian drama Shakuntala,” was forced to conclude that though “the
language of Kalidasa’s drama is invariably imaginative, and in parts really beautiful […] the
performance of the extract from the piece, which was given on Saturday night, was undoubtedly,
to our English notions, irresistibly amusing.”106
Across the board, critics identified the actors and their distinctive performance style as
the primary cause for this derision. “Much of the recitative would be pleasing,” writes the Times’
critic, “were it not for the nasal intonation which accompanies the delivery.”107 When describing
the romantic portions of the scene, The Era’s student of Oriental literature concedes that the
production supplies some “exquisitely comic” moments, such as when Dushyanta, entering
valiantly to rescue Shakuntala from an aggressive bee, “entraps the insect in his handkerchief.”
He challenges the actor’s choice here, however, inquiring as to the appropriateness of his
interpretation regarding Kalidasa’s material. “We are rather inclined to doubt,” he continues, “if
the author of The Fatal Ring intended the part of Dushyunt to be played in a comedy vein, but
this was certainly Mr C M Balliwalla’s reading of the role.”108 Finally, the London Evening
Standard reported that when the King spoke, “the dull declamation continue[d] until English
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flesh and blood [could] stand no more of it. Ominous sounds of derision, quite distinct from
good-natured laughter, [began] to rise and the stalls cleared with singular rapidity.”109 The tenor
of these reviews reveals the locus of the PVDC’s failure in their imperfect mimicry of English
theater, highlighting failures of recitation and questioning the actor’s understanding of the text
and the playwright’s intent (a critique that implies, of course, that the British reviewer was better
qualified for such a task). Had the performers capitulated to expectation, demonstrating and
thereby confirming the audience’s presumption of their difference, the PVDC’s Shakuntala
might have registered as a novelty performance, and been successful. However, because their
theatrical style resembled modern Western performance, and because they showcased that
performance in a high-profile venue, the PVDC was met with derision intended as
discouragement born both of the discomforting recognition of the self in the other, and the
political need to suppress the very possibility of such recognition.
In colonial Calcutta, theater producers faced a similar struggle, articulated by Sudipto
Chatterjee as the interaction between “eastern bodies and western words.”110 Using for his case
study an 1848 production of Othello, in which the eponymous Moor was played by Bengali actor
Bustomchurn Addy, Chatterjee addresses the deep discomfort and fear this performance elicited
in the colonial powers-that-were. Under the structures by which colonial Calcutta operated, it
was both “unspeakable for the Other to represent himself,” and imperative that the he “could not
speak, even through the garb of theatrical verisimilitude.”111 Allowing for such a transgression,
especially through a performance of Shakespeare—whose works represented the apex of British
cultural production for the nineteenth century—had the potential to “obscure, if not erase some
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lines of difference—racial, cultural and political—between the ruler and the ruled.”112 To
preserve said structure, and the hierarchies of representation permitted therein, the Other had to
remain the performative purview of the “black-faced non-Other/Self as the ‘Other.”113 This same
anxiety with regard to representation of Otherness in performance can be seen in both the ESS
and PVDC productions of Shakuntala. Just as it was unthinkable for an Indian actor to play a
Shakespearean character—even one already coded as Other—it was likewise out of the question
for an Indian performance to theatricalize their mimicry of British stage practice, as we see with
the PVDC. The question of the text is likewise in play here for, as we have discussed, Shakuntala
may not have been written by Shakespeare, but it was written by the Shakespeare of the East,
and therefore the characters depicted therein, despite their Otherness, were elevated by the
quality of the literature to something ontologically above the Indians that had the audacity to
perform them. For such colonial performances to remain non-threatening novelty acts the
authority to perform India—to speak for and as India—remained inversely confined to the
performance of alterity—the British actor embodying the British imagination of its colonial
subjects, be it Shakespeare’s Moor or Kalidasa’s heroine. For, if the Indian actor were allowed to
speak for him or herself, rather than being spoken for, the stories in question would no longer be
in service of explaining faraway peoples and lands, but would slip, as Said argues, and “become
the method colonized people use to assert their own identity and the existence of their own
history.”114
Of course, as a text comprising a Western interpretation of Eastern bodies and Eastern
words, the very presence of Shakuntala in global literary and performance canons would have
been a constant reminder of this possibility. In this way Shakuntala stood in stark contrast to
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other plays of the Victorian stage described by Marty Gould in his book, Nineteenth-Century
Theatre and the Imperial Encounter: plays that portrayed “imperial characters, situations and
themes.”115 Unlike this broader genre of theater, which may well have engaged in similar
demonstrations of dramatic alterity, Shakuntala alone could claim its origin in the Orient itself.
Therefore, to assert the play as an unmediated portrayal of India would not only have challenged
the West’s dominion over such storytelling, it would have revealed the alternative histories and
alternative voices always already in the text. Colonial storytellers of all genres had a vested
interest in preserving their prerogative, therefore while English and European literature
continued to be rife with depictions of the native populations of colonial territories, the
characters in these works functioned as scripted simulacra: an idea of the East as it was desired
to be perceived, and not in simulation of a referent based in Indian reality. The voice of the
native remained silenced, filled in for by the author, or parroted by the translator.
Gould cites a body of three hundred plays written and performed during the nineteenth
century which collectively “testif[y] to the pervasiveness and popularity of imperial characters,
situations and themes” on the Victorian stage.116 Having assembled a comprehensive list of this
canon, Gould’s project is to demonstrate how “the theater served as a primary site for the
imperial encounter, providing dynamic representations of Britain’s ever-growing territorial
claims and giving concrete form to those remote peoples and places” that had ostensibly become
a part of Britain and yet were, for most of its citizens, “alien and only vaguely imagined.”117 In
his assessment of these plays, Gould confirms the representational dynamics discussed thus far in
this chapter: that, as Englishness became an increasingly diffuse descriptor, national identity
became a rallying point for the English to distinguish themselves from other subjects of the
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Empire; and that the stage was a critical venue for this public articulation and recognition of
difference.118 Poel’s Shakuntala, therefore, seems to be in good company—yet another
dramatization of alterity whereby British actors embodied the Orient in order to reinforce the
recognition of that-which-we-are-not. However, there is one significant difference between
Shakuntala and the three hundred plays with which Gould is working: of that impressive body of
dramatic literature, each and every one was written about India without being from India.
Shakuntala, on the other hand, has a far more complex origin story. Though it had, as
discussed above, been incorporated into a rarified community of predominantly European
classical masterworks, it was also always inextricably bound to the county and culture that
produced it. Whereas the plays in Gould’s archive represented the Empire describing its far-flung
territories for those citizens at home, Shakuntala and the Sanskrit canon occupied the tenuous
position of those territories (seemingly) speaking for themselves. Gould cites Mary Louise
Pratt’s “notion of the contact zone,”—derived primarily through her work with imperial travel
writing—“which she describes as the ‘social spaces where disparate cultures meet, clash, and
grapple with each other,’”119 In expanding her classification to include theater as well, Gould
suggests that the stage “offered Victorian audiences the illusion of unmediated access between
themselves and the imperial periphery,”120 with only the physical façade of the stage standing
between them and the “real thing.” I do not disagree with Gould’s assessment—as we have seen
in the cases of colonial exhibitions, there was certainly a fervor among English audiences to
experience the India of their imaginations beyond the intimate experience of merely reading
about it. I do, however, want to suggest a further dimension to Gould’s assessment, or perhaps
another degree of mediation to more accurately understand the position of Poel’s Shakuntala
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among these other plays in performance. The India of Gould’s canon, in other words, is of course
still mediated by the British imagination; however, that mediation is obscured by the proximity
of the images enabled by performance. If travel writing offers a vision of Empire contingent
upon one’s ability to imagine, and British plays about Empire validate those impressions by
bringing them to life through the (less discernable) mediation of the stage, then an Indian play,
particularly one which, in production, continues to validate dominant perceptions of India, would
have provided its audience with the ultimate illusion of an authentic encounter of India—the
unmediated Orient onstage before their eyes.
Poel’s production differs from the works in Gould’s canon in another way as well. These
works, in his words, may not have been “serious,” but they were “incredibly—and
impressively—popular.”121 Poel, on the other hand, was singlehandedly reviving the serious
theater for his audience: the classical theaters of England, Greece, Spain and, on this occasion,
India, presented according to the merits of the theaters by which they were originally conceived,
rescued from the pop cultural nonsense of melodrama and the bourgeois theater. By including
Shakuntala in his repertoire, Poel staked his claim on the legitimacy of the drama—on its value
as a work of art as well as the value of the world it represented. The authority afforded to the
play by the ESS could only further bolster a sense of authenticity in terms of its depiction of
India. Though Poel’s private philosophy on staging world classics varied in orthodoxy from his
work with the Elizabethan canon, to his more general public the governing mission of the ESS—
to produce Shakespeare’s plays according to historical evidence—would likely have been
perceived to extend to those lesser known dramatic works as well: Shakespeare as Shakespeare
intended it, Kalidasa as Kalidasa intended it.
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Or course this is based in perception only, as Poel’s interpretive lens on (Jones’
interpretive lens on) Kalidasa renders this production anything but unmediated. However,
perception is significant when we attempt to reconstruct performance histories, as what an
audience takes from a play need not align with a director’s intentions. Thus, regardless of Poel’s
objectives in bringing this play to the stage, the reception the production received suggests that
it, like William Thomas Moncrief’s hit play The Cataract of the Ganges, was seen to “bring
India to spectacular life on the nineteenth-century stage.”122 In other words, his production
exploited a work of the Indian imagination to authorize the performance of imperial narratives of
India. To use a text of the culture in service of the colonial suppression of that culture was to
neuter India’s representative capacity under the guise of that very functionality. “The capacity to
represent, portray, characterize, and depict”—to speak for the Other—in Said’s terms, was still
reserved exclusively for the colonial voice, even when that voice was concealed behind a false
Indian mask. In this way Poel’s production of Shakuntala perpetuated the power of
“representation itself [to keep] the subordinate subordinate, the inferior inferior.”123
Said’s theorizing, however, was limited exclusively to written representation, and the
idea of the native generated thereby. Translations such as Jones’ Shakuntala affect a
disembodied silencing, one that takes place by omission: readers never see the Indian body, but
rather only ever that imaginary Indian written, or edited, for a Western audience. What the staged
productions of the Elizabethan Stage Society and the Parsi Victoria Dramatic Company
challenge us to ask, is: what happens when we add “perform” to Said’s categories of active
subordination, speaking not for the other, but acting as the other? For an Indian actor to have
stood onstage and to have performed his otherness would have granted the Indian body agency
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over not just the representation, but over the idea of the other that representation generated as
well. Were such a performance allowed to transpire, the speaking, performing Indian
representing him or herself would have presented a formidable challenge to the authorial voice of
men like Poel and Jones and, even more threateningly, suggested that India—and other silenced
regions of Empire—might have authorial voices of their own.
Performance, therefore, likewise functioned as a critical medium by which the Empire
policed the representation of its colonial subjects, ensuring that the agency to do so remained
firmly in the hands of the colonizers. In response to the PVDC—whose production engendered
discomfort not because of an empowered assertion of difference but rather from the uncanny
proximity with which the Indian performers “played English” to play their Indian characters—
this regulation manifested in the derisive reviews and critical responses to the performance. As
with Bustomchurn Addy’s turn as Othello—a performance that blurred the line between
colonizer and colonial subject— so too did the PVDC’s dexterity with British performance
vocabulary obscure delineation by which the Indian actors were understood to be inherently
inferior. On the contrary, such concerns did not attend to Poel’s British actors, who “played
Indian” to the delight of their audiences, a double standard that reveals a fundamental inequity of
global performance: that while bodies racialized as “other” are restricted to recapitulating
repertoires of their identities that do not threaten the status quo, the transgressive capabilities of
white performing bodies permit them a free range of representational options. Nowhere is this
bias more evident than in the ESS’s juxtaposition of Indian and British actors in their production
of Shakuntala. Not only is Indian otherness performed for these actors, it is performed in front of
them, a kind of embodied disenfranchisement, where the audience witnesses the Indian
performer rendered mute by the English actor playing Indian. The silent Indian actors onstage in
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the ESS’s production played an enormously important role in preserving the colonial authorial
voice. Present, but not-speaking, their speechlessness served as a tacit endorsement of Poel’s
production by the India they were there to represent. Like the costumes, the flora, the physical
gestures, the Sanskrit chanting, these men leant their bodies to the “authenticity” of the
performance’s environment, an action achieved by surrendering the narrative agency of the play
to the British performers.
In the few instances in the performance where, from the newspaper reviews, it seems that
the Indian performers did speak a line or two, the criticism is resoundingly similar to that of the
PVDC: “We cannot but regard the introduction of real Indians to play some of the parts as a
mistake,” published the Morning Post. “Their broken English only moved the spectators to
laugh.”124 However, the overall effect of this introduction seems to have been mitigated by its
marginality in contrast with the rest of the performance. Though “there were real Indians taking
part in the performance,” wrote the critic from the Referee, “the real thing was perhaps less
impressive than the acting of the English members of the society, just as the songs, sung in
Sanscrit [sic] […] were less effective for the purpose of the play than the poetic lines by Mr.
Arthur Symons, set to music by Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch.”125 The reviewer even went as far as to
suggest that Poel’s production redeemed the play for him, having seen the PVDC’s work years
earlier. He writes, “some years ago I saw a performance of this same play at the Gaiety Theatre
given by a Parsee company—which was going the whole hog, down to the last bristle—but I
confess that ‘Sakoontala’ [sic] was as good as new to me on Monday night.”126
In comparison with Jones’ translation, these two productions of Shakuntala illustrate the
challenges that theatrical performance presented to the development of a world theatrical canon
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to accompany the nineteenth century drive toward world literature. Jones’s translation of
Shakuntala attained the international recognition that it did (and set the standard by which future
literary works would be evaluated) by strategically disengaging the play from those traces of its
source culture that would have alienated it from its intended readership. This act of
domestication disembodied the play, disavowing the discrete culturalization of its characters and
naturalizing them according to Anglo-European norms. Theater cannot be universalized in this
same way, reliant as it is on the body as a vehicle for storytelling. Plays of the Western canon
require no such disembodiment, as the characters therein model the hegemonic standards by
which universal humanism was historically defined. Thus the works of Kalidasa’s counterpart,
Shakespeare, are often counted as the cornerstone of world theater. Plays that originated outside
the global north, however, present a challenge. Either the theatrical performance re-incarnates
the very bodies erased in translation, (as is the case with the Parsi Victoria Dramatic Company)
or it addresses said erasure in absentia, through the performance of alterity (as with the
Elizabethan Stage Society).
Performance is further contingent on the theatrical culture in which it is produced and the
audience for whom it is performed. Thus there was not one method of production for Shakuntala
to emerge across Europe, spurred by a singular model, as we see with Jones’ translation. In this
chapter we have looked at one particular British production of Shakuntala, directed by William
Poel for the Elizabethan Stage Society. The way that Poel negotiates with India in this
production is therefore particular both to his historical positioning in England at the end of the
nineteenth century and his artistic interest in recuperating original stage practice in performance.
As we turn now to the play’s circulation in continental Europe, specifically in Germany and
France, I hope to illustrate that the concerns that preoccupied Poel, and the biases betrayed by his
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audience, are not uniform or ubiquitous throughout this period. What does remain consistent
across the Shakuntala’s performance history, however, is that despite claims to the play’s
universality, its ever-present Indian particularity is always in play, calling our attention to the
presumptions of cultural neutrality that undergird the project of global canon formation, and
thereby undermining the notion of world theater itself.
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CHAPTER TWO
SIX DEGREES OF SHAKUNTALA:
SYMBOLISM, SANSKRIT DRAMA, AND THE ROOTS OF MODERN EUROPEAN THEATER
During the years between 1893 and 1897, Aurélien Lugné-Poe’s Théâtre de L’Œuvre in Paris
was at the center of the theatrical experimentation that has come to define modern European
theater. From its inception the theater presented itself as a pioneer, an “avant-garde symbolist
theater that wanted to stir new ideas and seek artistic novelty.”1 Its ambition was reflected in the
range of work that the theater produced. In addition to supporting the careers of self-avowed
symbolists such as Maurice Maeterlinck and Pierre Quillard, the theater also presented plays by
August Strindberg and Henrik Ibsen, as well as Oscar Wilde’s Salomé and a new translation of
John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore. And, of course, the theater’s most infamous production
was the world premiere of Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi, remembered far less for the details of the
production itself than for the hullaballoo it caused.2 However, Lugné-Poe’s symbolist repertoire
was not confined to European sources, and in 1895 he directed two plays from the Sanskrit
dramatic canon: Shudraka’s Mṛcchakaṭika (The Little Clay Cart) in January, and Kalidasa’s
Abhijñānaśakuntala in December.
While The Little Clay Cart had been performed in the city once before, nearly fifty years
earlier,3 Lugné-Poe’s production of Shakuntala was the first time the play had been represented
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for a French audience “in its exact form,” as touted by the program note.4 Each production made
use of a new translation completed for the occasion—by Victor Barrucand and A.F. Hérold,
respectively—and employed popular artists such as Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec and Paul Ranson
for the décor. Far from the historicist approach taken by William Poel and his Elizabethan Stage
Society (as discussed in chapter 1), these productions attended to the Sanskrit dramas as works
that illuminated the symbolist aesthetic as it was being conceived and defended in the theaters
and cafes of Paris. More than that—they were successes for the theater. According to Frantisek
Deak, Lugné-Poe’s decision to program Shakuntala was the result of the positive response given
to The Little Clay Cart,5 while Jacques Robichez describes Shakuntala as “of the least disputed
successes of the Théâtre de L’Œuvre’s early years.”6 However, when we think of modern
European theater, Shakuntala is not often (or ever) a title that comes to mind. Which begs the
question: what were these pre-modern Sanskrit plays doing at the heart of the symbolist theater
scene in Paris at the turn of the twentieth century?
In this chapter I propose that the production of Sanskrit dramas at the Théâtre de
L’Œuvre marks the culmination of a century of artistic, philosophical, and cultural influence
from and integration of what Raymond Schwab has termed the “Oriental Renaissance.” “An
atmosphere in the nineteenth century brought about by the arrival of Sanskrit texts in Europe,”
according to Schwab, The Oriental Renaissance “produced an effect equal to that produced in the
fifteenth century by the arrival of Greek manuscripts and Byzantine commentators after the fall
of Constantinople.”7 Although continental Europe did not participate in Indian colonialism to the
4
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degree or duration of England, it did participate second hand, via the spoils, namely the
circulation of texts and ideas transported and translated from the subcontinent. The British may
have been the ones finding manuscripts, but once they arrived in Europe the centers of Oriental
scholarship were to be found in Germany and France.8 Shakuntala, as the third such Sanskrit text
to arrive in Europe, was a major contributing factor to this atmosphere. 9 And yet, despite a
general disciplinary awareness of the imperial forces actively shaping Europe’s worldview
throughout the nineteenth century, scholarship often portrays the history and evolution of
modern theater practice as having transpired in a Europe isolated from the rest of the world.
Inter-European exchange is accounted for (particularly in artistic centers such as Paris), but
Europe appears to be hermetically sealed from outside influence. Writing about the role of
English as a language of global literary circulation, Aamir R. Mufti remarks on the need to reestablish chronologies of encounter. “It is a rather obvious and (it seems to me) incontrovertible
historical fact,” he assets
that the deep encounter between English and the main Western languages and the
languages of the global periphery as media of literary expression did not take
place for the first time in the postcolonial era, let alone in the supposedly
transnational transactions of the period of high globalization, but at the dawn of
8
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the modern era itself […] But this fact has not been rigorously treated in the
contemporary critical discussion about transnational literary relations or, more
commonly, has been missing entirely.10
Likewise I contend that the deep encounter between European theater practice and the theater
traditions of the global periphery, but in the case of the present study specifically India, can be
traced back to the onset of modernity at the end of the nineteenth century, a history of
intercultural exchange that has been unaddressed by our field to date.11
In his recent work on performative scenarios, Leo Cabranes-Grant argues for a “rearticulation of the intercultural in which issues of representation and reception are expanded into
a wider recognition of the relational webs that make them tangible,” an interpretive shift that
works to accentuate the hybridity always already in play in intercultural exchange.12 The
intercultural, his argument suggests, is always a facet of seemingly homogenous, often
hegemonic, cultural spaces, discernable not only in the overt examples of appropriation to which
we are accustomed, but also in the subtle adjustments, debates, and even rejections that follow
encounters with other cultural models. “All renditions of intercultural performativity,” CabranesGrant continues, “need to be conceptualized as narratives of coeval, and frequently evanescent,
networks. Our task as scholars is to catch up with those networks, not to simplify them.”13 This
chapter is a first attempt to catch up with the narrative networks that surrounded Shakuntala in
Europe during the long nineteenth century. To extract and establish the threads of such networks
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is a difficult, if not impossible endeavor. Even when the object of circulation is a physical text
this work requires an extraordinary amount of circumstantial evidence, attention to ephemera,
and exercise in educated guessing: how did certain thinkers or artists first become aware of
certain texts? Whose translations did they read? What were their impressions? With whom did
they debate these works? When the object of circulation is itself ephemeral, as with theatrical
performance, catching up with these relational webs takes on an additional degree of difficulty.
In illuminating the networks of interconnections that surrounded Shakuntala within
European intelligentsia and artistic circles, I do not aspire to reveal an unbroken lineage of
textual transmission, in which we see the play pass from one significant reader or audience
member to the next. I hope, instead, to reveal an environment of intercultural trafficking in
which we can see theater artists, critics, and scholars drawing inspiration from India (or, more
often, from their impressions or ideas of India) to build their radical new models of modern
theater. The title for this chapter, “Six Degrees of Shakuntala,” plays on the idea of interpersonal
interconnection by which all people can be linked to one another in six or fewer steps.
Throughout the nineteenth century, in the heyday of what Mufti calls the “age of Shakuntala,” I
maintain that Europe’s artistic and intellectual elite would have been within six degrees of
familiarity with Kalidasa’s play—whether from reading it in translation, seeing it onstage, or
reading about it in someone else’s work. These networks, when traced over the course of a
century from their first flowering amongst the German romantic thinkers to the symbolists in
Paris, reveal an evolving negotiation with and integration of Indian art and philosophy that not
only makes sense of the play’s having been programmed at the Théâtre de L’Œuvre, but also
challenges us to rearticulate the origins and evolution of interculturalism within European theater
practice. For the romantics, the intercultural remains text-bound, contained and expressed within
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the discrete output of individual artist genius. By the end of the century, however, the
intercultural shifts from being a handful of exceptional texts to a nexus of ideas engendered by
and around those texts, but liberated from their literary provenance. This shift, from text to
performance, in turn lays the foundation for intercultural practice as it is to emerge in twentiethcentury theater, in which the culture of intercultural becomes firmly associated with the body in
performance, thereby eclipsing its textual origins altogether.

I. THE ROMANTIC NETWORK: SHAKUNTALA IN GERMANY 1791-1832
Situating Shakuntala in the artistic and intellectual landscape of late-eighteenth century
Germany requires that we trace the network of Oriental influence that anticipated the text’s
arrival, in addition to that which it initiated itself. For, although William Jones and Charles
Wilkins are responsible for bringing India to Europe first-hand, “with a stability of relationship
to an ‘original’ text or textual tradition” unlike any that had previously reached the West, ideas
of India engendered by travelogues and reports from employees of the East India company were
well-established by the time those translations came to print.14 “The Orientalist enterprise,”
writes Mufti, which is “too often examined as a free-standing discourse and set of practices,
needs to be reexamined as part of larger cultural and intellectual configurations at the threshold
of the modern west.” A critical dimension to this reexamination, according to Mufti, is in
articulating Orientalism as more than “merely the conduit for bringing non-Western cultural
exempla to a European reading public (already) trained in historicism—though it was also that.
More importantly,” he argues, Orientalism “was in fact the ground on which such ideas could be
elaborated, tested, and contested.”15 There is an underlying reciprocity at stake in Mufti’s claim,
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whereby Orientalism is simultaneously the cause and effect of what he calls “the emergence of
philosophical historicism” at the turn of the eighteenth century. The rapid introduction of texts,
languages, and bodies of knowledge that characterized this period not only profoundly expanded
the horizons of European knowledge, it also fundamentally altered the process by which said
knowledge was processed, interpreted, and recapitulated to the public. This “early codification of
Orientalist knowledge” he reiterates, “is the very ground on which […] new ideas of cultural
difference came to be elaborated, tested, contested and defended.”16
Mufti cites the work of Johann Gottfried Herder and William Jones as models of this
early codification of knowledge at the end of the eighteenth century—writings that provided the
ground, as it were, for romantic interpretations early in the next century. Before Jones even went
to India he was responsible for engendering ideas of the Other in his writings, most notably in
the first published collection of his poetry, Poems, Consisting Chiefly of Translations from the
Asiatick Languages, published in 1772, and the two essays that accompanied this volume. Mufti
describes this work, which is comprised of translations and adaptations from Persian, Arabic and
Turkish sources—as well as some of Jones’ own original compositions—as an “exemplary text
of pre-Romantic conjecture, in which entire bodies of ‘Oriental’ verse begin to be conceived of,
on the one hand, as the unique and spontaneous expression of the spirit, mind, or psyche of a
distinct people and, on the other, as marked by a spontaneity and authenticity of ‘expression.’”17
As a linguist, who was able to read these fragments in their original language (before editing,
condensing, and re-arranging them in his translations), Jones occupied a position of particular
power when it came to establishing new methods of interpretation to accompany the wave of
new texts.
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Herder, unlike Jones, never experienced India first-hand and was not himself a scholar of
the East, but he was acutely influenced by the writings that others had generated about the
subcontinent. In his work on Herder and the German romantic responses to The Bhagavad Gītā,
Bradley Herling observes that Herder’s interest in India began manifesting in his writing decades
before The Gītā was first published. These early impressions of Indian civilization were derived
in large part from the works of Anquetil Duperron and Voltaire, each of whom produced some of
the earliest writing on the subject. Duperron had in fact been to India, and had returned to Europe
with several Persian manuscripts including translations of the Zend Avesta and The Upaniṣads,
which he later rendered into French. Voltaire’s writings on India, on the other hand, were based
on various British accounts of the country (particularly John Zephaniah Holwell’s Interesting
historical events, relative to the provinces of Bengal and the Empire of Hindostan, and
Alexander Dow’s The History of Hindostan; from the earliest account of time, to the death of
Akbar), as well as a now discredited Ezour Vedam.18
Together, notes Herling, the work that Anquetil Duperon and Voltaire produced on India
established a certain mythology about the place which, in turn, evolved into “important and
specific elements of the research agenda that took hold in Herder’s work and subsequently in the
German intellectual context” at large. The most persistent of these elements was “the myth of
paradise and degeneration,” a characterization of India (particularly the India of Vedic antiquity)
as a primordial paradise of arrested development in juxtaposition with Europe which, though
more advanced, was therefore also less pure.19 What is most significant about this
characterization, however, is that it evolved second-hand, which is to say that it was derived
from sources that were at least once-removed linguistically or stories that were at least once-
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removed from first-hand experience. No direct textual evidence had yet to emerge that would
corroborate, and enhance, this foundational myth of the East, until The Bhagavad Gītā, The
Hitopadeśa, and Shakuntala first became available in the 1780s.20
Jones and Herder are also figures to have been both famously influenced by Shakuntala
and exceptionally instrumental in disseminating the text in Europe. Jones, of course, produced
the first translation of the play in a Western language, and Herder wrote an introduction to the
second edition of Georg Forster’s German translation of Jones, which was published in 1803. By
the time each of these men encountered Shakuntala they were well into their respective careers,
having already contributed significantly to the foundations of the Orientalist enterprise. Thus, by
the time Jones translates Shakuntala, and Herder reads it (via Forster), not only has much of the
ground, that is the “emergent ideas about historical and cultural particularity,” already been laid,
but has been laid by Jones and Herder themselves.21 Shakuntala, as a text, marks a critical
juncture where the “non-Western exempla” obtained through colonial endeavors meets, and
affirms, the European cultural expectations engendered in absentia. It should come as no
surprise, therefore, that a contributing factor to Shakuntala’s warm reception from its German
audience was the fact that the play “fit the ‘thought-style’ that was beginning to adhere to Indian
culture,” meaning it matched the expectation of what pre-modern India would be, that it verified
the myth of paradise and degradation. Perceived as one of the first text-based endorsements of a
burgeoning romantic formulation of India, Shakuntala proceeded to be used as evidence,
contributing toward “the framing of other texts, especially other literary texts, that appeared after
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it,” both affirming and perpetuating the perception by which subsequent Indian literature would
be evaluated.22
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s celebrated paean to the play exemplifies the language by
which Shakuntala was conflated with these overwrought ideas of India. Composed in 1792, the
year after he was put in charge of the new Weimar Theatre, Goethe’s verse may well be better
known than the play itself.23 It has been regularly invoked as shorthand to contextualize the
play’s importance for contemporary audiences, both in India and the West, and is often cited as
an epigraph to new translations or in the director’s notes of production materials. However its
contents are rarely scrutinized. Though brief, the quatrain immediately conveys the allure that
Shakuntala held for the romantic thinkers, who sought in its imagery (and from India at large) an
access point to the “primordial childhood of humanity,” in the hopes that it might “serve as the
antidote to the over-intellectualized tendency of the Enlightenment.”24 The poem begins:
“wouldst though the young year’s blossoms and the fruits of its decline, and all by which the soul
is enrapture, feasted, fed […]” an inquiry that conflates its object (the play) not only with the
natural world, but an abundant nature at that. The image of plenty, of all that both captivates and
nurtures or sustains the soul, hearkens to the characterizations advanced by the likes of Voltaire
who “represented India as an innocent paradise that had benefited from a propitious climate in its
production of culture,” where “nature provided a bounty of nourishment” and “there was never a
struggle for survival.”25 In short, a kind of Edenic paradise. Goethe defers the object of desire in
the first line until the conclusion of the verse, posing one more riddle before revealing the source
of these fabled riches: “Wouldst thou the earth and heaven itself in one soul name combine, I
22
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name thee, O Sakuntala! and all at once is said.”26 Through this series of leading questions,
Goethe suggests to the reader that all of this bounty—the riches ascribed to the entirety of a
civilization—can be distilled from a single text, thereby establishing Shakuntala as synecdoche
for the India of the German romantic imagination.
The inspiration Goethe gleaned from Shakuntala does not end with this early, but
enduring, enthusiasm for the play. It can also be detected in his magnum opus Faust,
particularly in the “Vorspiel auf dem Theatre,” or “Prelude in the Theatre,” that precedes Part
One. “Whereas Kalidasa’s total influence on Faust has never been investigated,” notes Ekbert
Faas, “the fact that Goethe drew on Sacontala for his ‘prelude in the theatre’ is one of the
ubiquitous, though for the most part unverified, commonplaces of Goethe scholarship.”27
Composed up to a decade before the rest of Part One (and therefore much closer temporally to
Goethe’s first encounter with Shakuntala), this prologue betrays a number of structural
similarities to the prastāvanā, or introductory dialogue, that precedes all extant Sanskrit dramas
from this same historical period. As discussed in the introduction, this scene features a brief
exchange between a character called the sūtradhāra, (director) and a naṭī (actress) from his
company. Their dialogue is both expositional and thematic: while it provides some fundamental
information about the performance to take place (including the playwright’s name, Kalidasa, and
the genre of play to be performed, nāṭaka), it also foreshadows a key theme of the play (the loss
of memory) and relates information about the relationship between the spectators and the
performance. Once King Dushyanta enters in pursuit of the deer, the sūtradhāra and naṭī are no
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longer a part of the world of the play, and do not factor into the performance of Shakuntala
again.
Goethe’s prologue is similar, though not identical to, Kalidasa’s model. The relationship
of the prologue to the rest of the play is the same: it exists in between the world of the audience
and the world of the play itself, comprised of characters that represent the theater management.
However instead of a director and an actress Goethe gives us a manager, clown, and poet, who
debate one another about what constitutes compelling drama. They do not introduce Faust as the
ultimate object of the performance—in fact, the poet of the prologue seems not to have written
the play-to-be-performed just yet, and much of the debate that takes place amongst the three men
is intended to encourage the poet to take up his pen and write something. Unlike Kalidasa, whose
sūtradhāra has nothing but reverence for his audience, describing them as abhirūpa, wise or
learned, the figures of Goethe’s prologue are decidedly less impressed by their patrons.28
“Consider the people for whom you write!” the manager laments to the poet:
One’s here because he’s bored, another
Comes stuffed from eating a seven-course dinner,
But worst by far are the ones who come to us
Straight from reading the latest papers.
The crowd arrives here distracted, distrait,
Thinking of this and that, not of a play,
The reason they come is mere curiosity,
The ladies exhibit their shoulders and finery,
Put on a great show without asking a salary.29
Yet these differences do not indicate an absence of influence—Goethe and Kalidasa were, of
course, writing for very different audiences. In fact, given that Goethe did not write this play
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with the intention of it ever being staged, the metatheatrical purpose of the prologue—to
transition the audience into the world of the play—takes on more of a philosophical and less of a
practical urgency.
Still, both prologues have an edificatory intent, designed to instruct their audience in the
art of poetic affect. In Shakuntala the sūtradhāra directs the naṭī to sing a verse about the arrival
of summer. While this verse is explicitly intended to gratify its audience (prasādana) simply by
hearing it, the thematic work that the verse does is to introduce the emotional landscape of the
summer season in which the play is to proceed. The objective being that while the audience is
distracted by the technical perfection of the actress’ song, they will absorb some of the rasic
foundations that will allow them to better savor the play itself. Her verse is so successful that
when she finishes singing the audience of the prologue (which is not the same as the audience of
the production) is spellbound: their thoughts have been so fully arrested, notes the sūtradhāra,
that they resemble a paining in their stillness.30 The sūtradhāra himself is transported,
momentarily forgetting where he is and what he is doing. Though he quickly regains his footing
and gets the performance back on track by announcing Dushyanta’s immanent arrival, the
sūtradhāra’s response to the song demonstrates the affective potential of theatrical performance
and the emotional instruction it can provide for the audience of the production. The prologue, in
other words, provides the playwright an opportunity to hook his audience by not only
foreshadowing the content of the play, but the experience of the play as well: if a single verse has
the power to befuddle the senses, how much more effective could an entire production be?
Likewise, Goethe’ Poet advocates for his skills as the one who “teach[es] humankind
feeling.” In a series of rhetorical questions intended to illuminate the range of the writer’s
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dexterity, he argues for the soul of poetry and makes his case to the manager for a theater that
exceeds the lowly expectations that have come to accompany the form:
Who calls each mute particular
To sing its part in the general chorus
In a glorious concord of myriad voices?
Who links our passions to wild tempests,
Our solemn moods to fading sunsets?
Unrolls before the feet of lovers
A lovely carpet of spring flowers?
Twines green leaves, ordinary, meaningless,
Into a wreath to honor the meritorious?
Assures us there’s an Olympus, gives order to its gods—
That revelation of man’s powers, the poet, does!31
There is much to distill from this passage. As an endorsement of dramatic poetry, the Poet’s lines
suggest that only through this form, wielded by “that revelation of man’s powers” can an
audience perceive and appreciate the breadth and complexity of human experience and human
emotion. Moreover, these lines recast the profundity of that experience as expressions of the
natural world, describing passions as tempests, glories as leaves, young love in a profusion of
flowers. The whole world, Goethe’s Poet seems to say, can be conveyed in the drama, because it
can be expressed in terms of the conditions of humanity itself. The final lines of the prologue
further advocate the immeasurable breadth of the drama this time in the words of the manger,
who encourages the poet to let his imagination, unencumbered by concerns of budget or
practicality, run wild:
Hang out heaven’s big and little lamps,
Scatter stars over the canvas sky,
Let’s have fire and flood and dizzying steeps,
All sorts of birds and beasts—do the thing liberally.
And thus on a narrow platform you’re able
To go all the way round Creation’s great circle
At a brisk enough pace, yet deliberately as well,
From Heaven, through this our world, down to Hell.32
31
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Faas goes on to compare this premonition of “an uncommon cosmological spectacle” to the
nāndī, or benediction, that precedes the prologue in Shakuntala. 33 A prayer dedicated to Shiva,
this text enumerates the elements as expressions of the eight embodied forms taken by the deity.
Though the nāndī is not formally a part of the prologue, and serves a distinct dramaturgical
purpose, it is likely that Goethe would not have been able to distinguish the two, and therefore he
may well have read this benedictory verse as part of the overall material of the prologue.
These lines, but particularly those of the poet, betray the most conspicuous evidence of
Goethe’s having been influenced by Kalidasa who, in the great tradition of Sanskrit kāvya
(poetry), is an absolute master at representing human emotional states through the metaphor of
nature. In act 1 of Shakuntala, when the audience first meets our heroine, she and her friends
Priyamvada and Anasuya are watering trees in the āśrama. In this opening exchange, which
Dushyanta watches from a distance, Kalidasa establishes that Shakuntala is on the verge of
romantic maturity; that she is ready, in other words, to be courted and seduced by the king. This
sensitive characterization is achieved through natural metaphor, specifically in the comparison
between Shakuntala and a jasmine vine winding its way around a mango tree. “What could be
more fitting than the mingling of this pair: the tree and the vine,” Shakuntala observes. “The
young vine, Moonbeam of the Forest, is newly flowered, and the mango blossoms are ripe for
her enjoyment.” “Do you know why Shakuntala stares unceasingly at this vine?” Priyamvada
riddles to Anasuya? “As the vine is wed to the tree, so Shakuntala thinks ‘I’d like a husband like
that of my own.’”34 Shakuntala does not yet possess the maturity or self-knowledge to articulate
this sentiment on human terms, yet her attention to the intimate expressions of the natural world
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subsumes her within it—revealing her emotional state to be a mirror of the pure and uncorrupted
forest. The play is overflowing with further examples of human experience expressed in natural
terms, a metaphorical mode so prevalent within the genre of Sanskrit drama that, in the play’s
critical reception in Paris at the turn of the century (to which we will turn our attention shortly),
Nature itself is perceived as the primary entity of this dramatic canon.
I will end my comparison of Goethe and Kalidasa’s prologues with Faas, whose
contemporary assessment of these two works will bring us back to the early nineteenth century
reception of the play, as it reflects what I perceive as a long-standing practice of avowing, while
obscuring, the influence Indian texts had on scholars and artists like Goethe. For Faas likewise
perceives the correspondence in how Goethe and Kalidasa represent nature in their respective
plays, providing as evidence a comparison of the mountain-scape from the last scene of Faust,
Part Two and Dushyanta’s description of Maricha’s celestial āśrama at the beginning of act 7.
However, when Faas articulates this similarity, he does so with a slight, but significant, inversion
of sources. “How closely,” he remarks, “Kalidasa’s art of capturing the dynamic life of nature
resembles Goethe’s!”35 Given that Kalidasa never read Goethe, and that Kalidasa wrote his play
a good fourteen hundred years before Goethe, to not only fully capture the similarities in these
passages but to acknowledge the intercultural influence of one author on another, Faas would do
better to express his sentiment thus: “how closely Goethe’s art of capturing the dynamic life of
nature mimics Kalidasa’s!”
If Faas’ observation were taken on its own, my insistence on reversing his equation might
seem pedantic. However, I contend that the casual inversion of influence implied by his analysis
falls into a long and continuous tradition in Euro-American scholarship of dismissing as
coincidence what is, in reality, the result of deliberate interaction with and incorporation of the
35
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Indian literary texts that flooded Europe in the nineteenth century. Faas compliments Kalidasa
for coming remarkably close to Goethe’s genius—a position that acknowledges his talent while
simultaneously reinforcing his inferiority to his European counterpart. The roots of this kind of
critique can be found in the writings of August Wilhelm and Friedrich Schlegel, central figures
within the Jena School and close acquaintances of Goethe. According to Elinor Fuchs, it was
Friedrich Schlegel (together with Novalis, Schleiermacher, Schelling and others) who “clarified
and pushed forward” the “romantic” values of the Sturm und Drang movement, and who
elevated “the inward, subjective to a transcendental principle.” His elder brother, August
Wilhelm subsequently undertook the systematic “application of romantic theory to dramatic
literature […] in the famous Vienna lecture cycle of 1808.” 36 Each Schlegel brother was,
therefore, instrumental in articulating the particular aesthetic of romanticism and, perhaps more
importantly for the present study, applying that aesthetic to dramatic literature. Each brother also
wrote critically about Shakuntala.
According to Schwab, Friedrich Schlegel first “discovered” Shakuntala in 1791 at the age
of nineteen, while a student at the University of Leipzig.37 His enthusiasm for Oriental studies
took him to Paris in 1803, which was quickly becoming the institutional center for research and
study of Oriental languages and literatures on the continent. He went to Paris with the intention
of studying Persian with Antoine-Léonard de Chézy.38 However, he soon abandoned Persian in
favor of Sanskrit, which he was fortunate enough to study with one of the first scholars of the
language to have returned from India, a member of the Asiatic Society in Calcutta and a
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contemporary of William Jones: Alexander Hamilton.39 F. Schlegel was a skilled and diligent
scholar, and although he “lectured in Paris on topics in European literature,” he confided to
prospective publisher Georg Reimer that “the most important yield” of his time in Paris was the
work he was able to do on Indian sources.40 His most comprehensive work on the subject, titled
On the Language and Philosophy of the Indians, is a sweeping overview which does not dwell
on Shakuntala much beyond a brief assessment of the play’s recapitulation of the theory of
reincarnation.41 However, in lecture five of Lectures on the History of Literature, ancient and
modern, (which, though not published until 1815, was likely based on the notes from the course
he taught in Paris), Shakuntala gets a brief, but dense, paragraph of literary analysis. Nestled
between a discussion of the Sanskrit Language, satī, and the Gīta Govinda, F. Schlegel
introduces his readers to Shakuntala. “Of all Indian poetry with which we have become
familiar,” he begins, “the Shakuntala (translated by Sir William Jones with the utmost fidelity),
is the most calculated to impress the student with a sense of the peculiar beauty of that branch of
Eastern literature.” He continues, “Tenderness of feeling, genial grace, artless beauty pervade the
whole; and if, at times, the fondness for an indolent solitude, the delight excited by the beauty of
nature, especially the vegetable kingdom, are here and there dwelt upon with a profusion of
imagery and poetic ornament, it is only the adornment of innocence.”42
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So Friedrich Schlegel, like Goethe, reflects on the lush natural world described in the
play, and the innocence of the age that is reflected both in the qualities composition and the
world that composition portrays. I am particularly struck, however, by the parenthetical defense
of Jones’ translation with which Schlegel begins this review. As a Sanskritist himself, Schelgel
was able to report on the qualities of Jones’ translation in a way that evaded its average reader.
And, as we have seen in chapter 1, Jones’ translation does not always betray the “utmost fidelity”
to its source. Schlegel’s insistence here, that Jones was faithful to the “original” reinforces the
position that Shakuntala be read as a “canonical vehicle of authorial intention,” with an inherent
value that is unperturbed by cultural or linguistic translation.43 By lionizing the play in this way,
however, Schlegel’s praise writes over the pre-history of the play’s arrival in Europe, reframing
its appeal as inherent exceptionalism. Shakuntala’s continued allure to its growing European
audience, he suggests, stems from its calculated representation of the poetic genius being
discovered in the East, rather than, as Herling asserts, from its having been used to affirm the
myth of paradise that preceded its translation.
Moreover, if we accept Herling’s assessment that the early, and positive, reception of
Shakuntala contributed to the way subsequent Sanskrit texts were interpreted, could we further
argue that the very standards by which Schlegel evaluates the play as remarkable derive from its
having been one of the earliest works by which a text-based India was introduced to Europe?
With no disrespect meant to the merits of the play (the emic veneration of which, as noted in
chapter 1, most certainly contributed to its having come to Jones’ attention in the first place),
Europeans on the whole had a very limited, and particular context by which to appraise this work
in the early years of its circulation. The former—also the more common narrative of the play’s
worth—would therefore suggest that the play was possessed of a singular brilliance impervious
43
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to socio-cultural constructs. The latter, however, suggests that the so-perceived genius of the play
is no more than the result of its status as the measuring stick for all subsequent Indian literature
within European criticism, a status it acquired, at least in part, simply by virtue of having being
first.
Friedrich Schlegel’s parenthetical defense of Jones’ translation can also be read in
dialogue with some of his elder brother’s writings on the play. Published in 1809, August
Wilhelm Schlegel’s Lectures on Dramatic Art and Literature likewise gives a brief analysis of
Shakuntala, representing all of Indian dramatic literature, as part of a broader philosophical
project to define drama and theater. Of the play he writes,
the delightful Shakuntala […] not withstanding the foreign coloring of its native
climate, bears in its general structure such a striking resemblance to our romantic
drama, that we might be inclined to suspect we owe this resemblance to the
predilection for Shakespeare entertained by the English translator (Sir William
Jones), if his fidelity were not attested by other learned orientalists.44
The attempt, in this quotation, to domesticate Shakuntala’s artistic merits, is the precursor to
Faas’ analysis, and demonstrates how critical reception of the play, even when positive,
succeeded in glossing over the magnitude of the its influence on Europe. Here Schlegel justifies
Shakuntala’s resemblance to the romantic genre by way of Shakespeare, the similarity noted as
coincidental at best, the effect of careless translation at worst. In so dismissing the play’s own
distinct dramaturgical merits, and all of its qualities that fall too outside the pale as mere “foreign
coloring,” AW Schlegel contributes to a cultural climate in which any inspiration derived from
the play, or any artistic experimentation therewith, could be credited back to the European canon
first, thus obscuring Europe’s obligation to an Indian source text.
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August Wilhelm Schlegel was not the first European critic of Shakuntala to draw
comparison with the bard of Avon: Jones, of course, classified Kalidasa as the “Shakespeare of
India” in his original preface to the play and compared it to one of his “fairy pieces” in his
earliest letters about the work.45 However, within the context of Germany in the early nineteenth
century, comparisons to Shakespeare took on a particular significance. For Goethe, Herder,
Friedrich and August Wilhelm Schlegel, “Shakespeare [w]as the emblematic ‘romantic’ poet”
the emblematic talent of whom, “according to [AW] Schlegel, was characterization.”46 To
compare Kalidasa with Shakespeare in this context, therefore, was to afford him the grandest of
compliments, as Shakespeare was the model against which romantic playwrights devised their
own dramaturgy. “Quoting Goethe,” Fuchs writes, “Schlegel links Shakespeare’s brilliance in
characterization with the admired quality of inwardness” that elevated individual subjectivity as
a subject worthy of drama.47 In his 1815 essay, Shakespeare Once Again, Goethe reiterates his
position that “Shakespeare is a very modern writer,” despite having written his plays over two
hundred years prior. Shakespeare’s success with characters, Goethe asserts, comes from his
miraculous ability to balance the essential difference between ancient and modern drama. “The
primary conflict in ancient literature,” Goethe writes, “is the one between moral obligation and
fulfillment,” whereas in modern literature it is the one “between desire and fulfillment.” 48 What
Goethe sees in Shakespeare, which he advocates his readers aspire towards, is a reconciliation of
desire and moral obligation achieved through the integration of opposing forces in the
characterization of a discrete human at odds with his world. Shakespeare’s characters are acted
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on by forces larger than themselves, and yet they react to those forces based on a subjective
cocktail of their own emotions and desires.
What are we to make, then, of AW Schlegel’s observation? He does not compare
Shakuntala to Shakespeare directly, but rather through the common orientation point of German
romantic drama which, as we have seen, was avowedly modeled on Shakespeare’s dramaturgy.
Can we then, by the transitive property, infer that the same qualities which drew the romantics to
Shakespeare’s plays likewise drew them to Kalidasa? The tumultuous romance of the leading
couple—thwarted, as it is, by what could easily be described as a conflict between moral
obligation (the King’s duty to his kingdom, Shakuntala’s responsibility to Durvasas) and
desire—would certainly qualify it for the same reading that Goethe grants Shakespeare.
Presumably as well, the subjectivity so revered in Shakespeare’s plays, and the primacy of
character within the structure of the drama, would necessarily be in evidence in Kalidasa’s
works in order to merit such a decisive comparison from the likes of AW Schlegel. And yet, the
hint of incredulity in Schlegel’s observation of the similarity—such that he admits wanting to
explain it away as a byproduct of Jones’ translation—likewise suggests that Shakespeare and
Kalidasa were never going to be treated, or acknowledged, as equal contributors to the evolution
of the romantic aesthetic. Shakespeare was the model, Kalidasa was his inexplicable
doppelganger, and therefore any qualities of interest derived from Shakuntala could easily be
explained as having likewise been drawn from Shakespeare and, more to the point, having been
drawn from Shakespeare first. Thus, as Herling points out, acknowledging the presence of texts
like Shakuntala and The Bhagavad Gītā in this critical moment for philosophical development
broadly, and for the interest of this chapter in theater and the arts specifically, gives us the unique
“opportunity to recognize the diversity that resides within [the field’s] own unfolding in the
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west.” However, Herling urges that we not stop there, for “these figures also contributed to the
positioning of Indian thought such that it could be displaced from the philosophical agenda.”49 It
has certainly been displaced from the theatrical one.
Nonetheless, we can discern one final correspondence between the romantic affinity for
Shakuntala and Shakespeare in Goethe’s 1815 essay. Having first discussed Shakespeare as a
poet, and then in relation to the ancient and modern authors, Goethe provides his analysis of
Shakespeare as a playwright, concluding that his poetic genius is ultimately incompatible with
the limitations of the stage. The theater, for Shakespeare, he concludes, was a device to enable
his creativity, for “by presenting everything in the form of a stage play, Shakespeare facilitates
the task of our imagination, for we are more familiar with the ‘stage that represents the world’
than with the world itself.”50 However, to actually produce his plays onstage in the present day
would be both incompatible with audience expectations for the theater and modern theatrical
technology. There is, in other words, a disconnect between the superior artistry of Shakespeare’s
literature and the rudimentary theatrical culture for which he wrote. The power of the former
endures while the latter, he writes, would be “difficult to return to.”51 And so, he maintains that
even if all attempts at producing Shakespeare were to cease, this outcome would “not be as
deplorable as it may sound because the reader, in private or in the company of others, would
delight in him in an even purer way.”52
Perhaps this is why, despite all of the textual interest in Shakuntala during this period, the
play was never actually put onstage.53 Goethe apparently considering producing it at the Weimar
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Court Theatre with a new translation in which, according to Nicola Savarese, he intended to
render the play’s numerous prakṛt dialogues into various German dialects.54 Unfortunately,
neither this translation nor the production ever transpired and, aside from the traces of influence
we see in Faust, Goethe’s affection for the play has been preserved exclusively in
correspondence and personal writings. His partner in the movement known as Weimar
Classicism, Friedrich Schiller, likewise contemplated basing a new work on the play, but in a
letter to Goethe confessed that “he had given up the idea because its fragility and lack of action
seemed to him to be an insurmountable obstacle.”55 Friedrich Schlegel also once harbored
desires to produce a new translation of the play—an intention he had shared with his brother in a
letter from Paris that, according to Schwab, was the subject of conversation at a dinner party
hosted by Goethe in the spring of 1804 at which the celebrated playwright Ludwig Tieck was
also in attendance.56 Yet this project, too, was never completed.57 For the romantics Kalidasa,
like Shakespeare, was a poet first and foremost, whose literary genius was bound to a simplistic
stage practice that was antithetical to its merits as a text. For all of its appeal, poetically, visually,
and philosophically, Shakuntala therefore remained a means by which to test new ways of
thinking theater, but not new ways of doing theater. That task they left to the symbolists.
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II. THE NETWORK EXPANDS: SHAKUNTALA IN MID-CENTURY PARIS
If Jones and Herder represent the conceptual ground on which the romantics
experimented with Shakuntala, and the other Indian texts that followed in its wake, then the
work of the romantics, in turn, becomes the ground for the symbolists at the end of the
nineteenth century. However, whereas the romantics worked on relatively stable footing—their
reception of and reactions to India confined to literature—in the intervening century what Mufti
describes as the tangible ground of explicit engagement with foreign texts and ideas had evolved
into a more pervasive ether. Thus, we might say, that the romantics were not so much the ground
on which the symbolists stood, but the atmosphere in which they created. To return, for a
moment, to Cabranes-Grant, this shift can be attributed to two distinct expansions of the
Shakuntala network during the nineteenth century. The first is an expansion of content. No
longer an isolated example of far away lands and ancient civilizations, Shakuntala is quickly
joined by a wealth of Indian texts concerning all manner of subjects and literary genres. Not
only, then, is there more of a contextual grounding for the dramatic texts, but there are also more
dramatic texts against which for Kalidasa’s play to be evaluated. The second is an expansion of
participants. Whereas the German romantic engagement with the play is confined primarily to
writers, philologists, and philosophers—in other words, academics—the late nineteenth century
sees these works infiltrate the output of visual and theater artists who, through their distinctive
mediums, begin to liberate the play from its literariness. As a result of this expanded network of
circulation, by the end of the nineteenth century Shakuntala is no longer circumscribed to the
archive; rather the archive has engendered a kind of embodied cultural knowledge that then
manifests itself in the way that the play is performed (as well as the very choice of that play in
the first place!)
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As the nineteenth century progressed, and more of textual India was consumed by a
curious and enthusiastic European audience, we can see the ideas introduced by those texts
simultaneously enriching the ground on which they were read, to use Mufti’s metaphor, and
becoming increasingly detached from a the sources by which they were introduced. Put another
way, the religious and cultural particularities of India, which were once obscure, opaque, and
difficult to access, had become part of popular knowledge, relayed in short hand as opposed to
through the translation and publication of individual source texts. In this way, knowledge of
India transgressed the disciplinary bounds of Oriental scholarship, making its way into a much
broader swath of European culture. Consider, for example, the case of poet, aspirant playwright,
and pillar of the symbolist community, Stéphane Mallarmé. In his early twenties, Mallarmé
experienced a “period of severe depression and ill health,” that was, according to Joseph
Cermatori, “famously accompanied by an all-consuming spiritual crisis that had been
culminating gradually over months and years.”58 Mallarmé outlined this experience in April
1866 in a letter to his friend Henri Cazalis, wherein he “describes having gained a despairing
insight into ‘the void,’ obtained ‘without any knowledge of Buddhism.’”59 It is a brief mention,
but one that reveals two significant details regarding Mallarmé’s relationship to the philosophies,
religions, and overall cultural influence of the East in the middle of the nineteenth century.
The first is simply to corroborate the proposition that there was a popular awareness of
Eastern culture and religion in circulation throughout the nineteenth century. Mallarmé cites
Buddhism to Cazalis here as part of a conventional conversation—he relies on it as a reference
point that he is confident his reader will recognize. This recognition, of course, does not signal a
profound understanding of the tenets of Buddhism necessarily, but rather suggests a shared
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cultural shorthand of its apprehension. Thus, even though Mallarmé claims in this letter to have
encountered “the void” without recourse to Buddhism, the very fact that he knows that
Buddhism is the proper reference to make in such a situation indicates the prevalence of Eastern
philosophy circulating in Europe. The second, and more significant, dimension of this aside for
our purposes is Mallarmé’s impulse to cite Buddhism and yet to claim the effects of that
philosophical practice as his own discovery. He acknowledges, on the one hand, that Buddhism
could have been his access point to the void, but goes on to insist that he arrived there of his own
volition, on his own terms. This subtle move of incorporation is indicative of Europe’s
overarching modus operandi in regards to influences from the East: a process whereby Europe
benefited immensely from the bounty of the Oriental Renaissance and its second-hand
disseminations, and yet repudiated those influences with claims to having attained those benefits
independently.
Unlike August Wilhelm Schlegel, whose claims to serendipity are undercut by the fact
that he read Sanskrit material firsthand, for Mallarmé the illusion of having encountered the void
on his own is slightly more credible, if only because of the cultural climate in which the claim is
made. If, as I assert above, Buddhism had become a kind of cultural shorthand for what
Mallarmé calls “the void,” then Mallarmé would not necessarily have had to read any Buddhist
texts in order to make this reference; he would merely have had to cite the popular culture.
Therefore, his sense that this discovery had been made without the assistance of a formal
introduction to or education in Buddhist philosophy may not be entirely unwarranted, despite its
dismissive tone of cultural superiority. Mallarmé’s anecdotal use of Buddhism in this letter
simply reflects how the increased circulation of new works arriving from India were digested,
metabolized, and incorporated into the body of European knowledge.
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The mediums in which India was available had also multiplied during the early decades
of the nineteenth century. Performances and ethnological displays (of the variety discussed in
chapter 1) had begun to transport an embodied India to Europe, the impact of which cannot be
measured by tracking translations or formal essays alone. The influence of this kind of cultural
display must also be sought in the subsequent incorporation of those performances and
presentations back into European artistic practice. For, just as the arrival of Shakuntala and other
Sanskrit texts at the end of the eighteenth century arrived to seemingly validate the mythology of
India that preceded them, so too did the living displays of India on tour further corroborate for
their European spectators the image of India engendered by those texts. Theophile Gautier—
painter, poet, playwright, and essayist—was one of the most prolific authors of the Eastern
imagination in the middle of the nineteenth century. “As a poet,” Schwab writes, “Gautier
contributed greatly to the diffusion of the oriental presence surrounding other poets with familiar
images […] even his incongruous images, his Indian, his Persian, and especially his Chinese,
entered into the composition of a philter that would rise to the unconscious of the century in the
works of Mallarmé and his successors.”60 The incongruous India to which Schwab refers was
regularly featured in Gautier’s literary output as well as famously in his 1858 Ballet-Pantomime
adaption of Shakuntala and, while he certainly took part in the literary circulation of Indian
exotica, he also derived inspiration for this philter of the East from a performance of South
Indian temple dancers he had seen in Paris in 1838.61
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The performance of these dancers, or Bayadères, in Paris at the Théâtre de Variétes is
“one of the first documented appearances of performers from the East on the European stage.”62
Gautier himself compared the excitement surrounding the Bayadères performance “to what a
visitor might feel if the impenetrable doors of a harem were suddenly flung open in front of
him.”63 The overt feminization of the Orient implicit in this comparison reflects what Edward
Said discerns in Edgar Quinet’s Le Génie des religions (1832): a “picture of a learned Westerner
surveying as if from a peculiarly suited vantage point the passive, seminal, feminine, even silent
and supine East, then going on to articulate the East, making the Orient deliver up its secrets
[…]”64 A contemporary of Quinet, Gautier positions himself from that same vantage—the
Western spectator finally permitted to view the secretive mysteries of the East. Gautier’s
enthusiasm for, one could even say his hunger for, a physical reference point to the oriental
presence as described by Schwab, signals a turning point in his artistic output. Whereas Gautier’s
earlier influences were drawn from literary sources alone (most notably the comprehensive notes
to Antoine-Léonard de Chézy’s translation of Shakuntala), Gautier’s audience with the South
Indian dancers not only provided the illusion of unmediated experience with India, but also
tantalizingly illuminated a sense of its fundamental incomprehensibility.
Gautier’s essay Les Bayadères, which he wrote after witnessing their performance,
documents this encounter and (not unlike Artaud in the century to come) emphasizes the esoteric
language of the dancer’s bodies.65 “The dancer’s movements,” he describes, are, “so fast and
abrupt as to seem like the starts of lost gazelles rather than human attitudes; the prodigious looks,
where the blacks and whites of the eyes disappeared in turn; the savage uniqueness of the
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costumes, amazed the public, who was astonished rather than enchanted.”66 One of the dancers, a
woman by the name of Amani, had a prolonged influence on Gautier’s work. Binita Mehta even
goes so far as to assert that from 1838 on, in Gautier’s world “Amani was India, and all the
female characters in his novels and short stories [were] modeled after her,” including
Priyamvada in his 1848 novel La Partie carrée and, of course, Shakuntala in his ballet.67
Nowhere is that impact more evident than in the costumes for Shakuntala, designed by
Alfred Albert [Figures 1 and 2]. In figure 1 we see a woman wrapped in a white Sari—similar in
the style of its wrap to that depicted in an 1838 sculpture of Amani by Jean-Auguste Barre—and
bedecked in jewelry likewise evocative of the sculpture [Figure 3].68 Though the figure in the
costume rendering is not dancing, her slanted posture resembles the tribhanga position
commonly seen in Bharata Natyam or Odissi dance today. The name of this posture, which is
also common in temple sculpture and Hindu iconography, literally means three breaks, and is so
called because of the bends in the knees, hips, and neck that lend the dancer’s body a distinctive
curve. Not only does this position contrast with the symmetrical body of the European ballet
dancer, but it also accentuates the dancer’s long, bare midriff. Gautier had remarked on this
region of Amani’s body in Bayadères, where he describes it as “fair and golden, so smooth and
so taut that one would mistake it for a satin corset.”69 It seems that after two decades Amani’s
bare torso still so captivated Gautier’s imagination that he modeled the costumes for his ballet on
the Bayadères’s recital.
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FIGURES 1 AND 2. “SACOUNTALA: 10 COSTUME SKETCHES” (1858)
(From the collections of BFN Gallica)

The transition that Gautier’s Pantomime-Ballet marks within his discrete body of work
reflects a broader cultural shift between a romantic and symbolist engagement with Kalidasa’s
play. Visually the production conforms to the portrait of the rich, paradisiacal image of premodern India established by the German romantics. In act 1—which contained all of the āśrama
scenes—Morin and Linton’s scenic design depicts a dense and over-grown jungle thicket, with a
canopy of trees providing shelter to a small shrine (in which rests a seated deity with four
discernable arms) and a bevy of tutu-wearing ballet dancers [figure 4]. Gautier’s own description
of the scenery calls for the theater to display
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a sacred forest, not far from the Himalayas, on the banks of the Malini. It is
formed of Banyan, Amra, Malica, Madhavi trees that are paired with vines. To the
right, there stands a small pagoda, to the left one perceives among the foliage the
reed huts of the rishis. In the background, marble steps descend to a sacred
pond.70
The production, in other words, paid an incredible amount of attention to reproducing a visually
accurate, or “authentic”, depiction of the ballet’s Indian setting. (The attention to tree-names, for
example, was likely sourced from de Chézy’s translation of the play, which is accompanied with
comprehensive contextual notes). The choice of Ernest Reyer to compose the music suggests that
the production’s drive toward authenticity was expressed sonically as well. Dorothy Figueira
remarks that Reyer, “who had composed dances depicting Arab desert life, was expected to bring
to Sacountala his ‘profound sense of oriental melodies, i.e. strange timbres, imperious rhythms,
bizarre cadences, and songs of savage grace.’”71

FIGURE 3. “AMANY” BY JEAN-AUGUSTE BARRE, 1838
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However, Gautier is far less wedded to or protective of the text of the play itself. In fact,
the scenarios for his ballet display significant deviation from his source material. For example,
Durvasas does not curse the lovers offstage and without their knowledge—he encounters the two
lost in a passionate embrace and though “he bows several times to the loving couple,” they “do
not take care of him and remain as though lost in their own ecstasy.”72 Durvasas’ curse causes
the king to lose his reason along with his memory, and it is Durvasas who steals the infamous
ring from Shakuntala’s finger, tossing it away into the offstage sacred tank. Perhaps most
dramatically, however, Gautier re-writes the resolution of the play with a near-execution of
Shakuntala at the hand of Dushyanta’s spurned first queen, here called Hamsati.73 A team of
executioners, instructed by the Queen to construct a funeral pyre, lead Shakuntala offstage. All
hope seems to be lost when suddenly the ring is discovered, as in Kalidasa, in the belly of a fish,
and Dushyanta regains both his memory and his sanity. “At this moment,” writes Gautier,
“celestial music can be heard. The Apsarasa Misrakeshi descends from the sky, and at the back
of the theater we can see Shakuntala on her pyre, the flames of which change into flowers under
the powerful influence of the Apsarasa.” The stage is engulfed by “torrents of light swirling with
beneficent spirits” as crowds of apsarases descend on the palace to celebrate. Not only is
Shakuntala saved, but she in turn is magnanimous toward the vengeful queen Hamsati, granting
her amnesty despite her actions. Shakuntala throws herself into the King’s arms and he, contrite
and forgiven, replaces the ring on her finger before bowing to Misrakeshi. The host of apsarases
then returns to the sky, and the lovers perform a pas de deux to bring the ballet to a close.74
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FIGURE 4. SCENIC DESIGN FOR THE FIRST ACT OF THEOPHILE GAUTIER’S
BALLET-PANTOMIME OF SHAKUNTALA
(From the collections of BFN Gallica)

The magnitude of these plot changes indicates an underlying liberation of the play from
the masterpiece status that it held early on, and a transgression into a new mode of cultural
circulation. Gautier is not precious about Kalidasa’s story or characters, nor is he undertaking his
production as an authentic reproduction of a masterpiece text or ancient theatrical style.
Kalidasa’s inimitable genius, in other words, is not what is at stake for him, but rather an
authentic demonstration of a particular romantic perception of the India in which the ballet is set.
In fact, many of the changes that Gautier made (including the addition of a corps de ballet of
Bayadères who surround the king in the second act) reflect what Binita Mehta describes as
France’s desire to “recapture their past glory in India […] through literature,” and, in this case, in
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performance. Thus, she continues, “the India that was portrayed in French fiction and theater in
the first half of the nineteenth century was not the philosophical and spiritual India of the past,
but the India of exotic vegetation, funeral pyers, and especially bayadères.”75 While Gautier’s
ballet marks deviation from the romantic engagement with India on two fronts—namely by
enacting the play in performance, and by liberating the play from its inalienable status as a
masterpiece—it still remained bound to a particular investment in India as a subject unto itself,
using the play as a vehicle to stage the East. This latter proclivity was far less of a concern to the
symbolists who followed in Gautier’s stead.

III. THE SYMBOLIST NETWORK: SHAKUNTALA IN LUGNÉ-POE-LAND
The grand spectacle of Gautier’s ballet—particularly its lavish costumes and set pieces—
betray a specificity of mimetic intent incompatible with the symbolist aesthetic. Breaking with
both the penchant for realistic scenography as well as realism in the actor’s performance that
typified European theater at the turn of the century, the symbolists sought a theater able to call
forth on the stage the unseen, unseeable reality that pulses underneath the illusion of daily life,
and certainly underneath mimetic theater. The turn toward symbolism thus marks what Elinor
Fuchs describes as the “death of the subject,” one of the means by which the symbolists sought
to distance themselves from the long-standing attention to interiority that had dominated
nineteenth century dramaturgy and had recently attained its apotheosis in the form of
psychological realism. 76 The origins of symbolist thought can be traced back into the middle of
the century (the French poet, Charles Baudelaire, is often credited as being the movement’s
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immediate predecessor).77 However, the term itself was coined in 1886 by critic Jean Moréas,
who defined symbolism as that which “seeks to clothe the Idea in a tangible form.”78 Using a
delightful metaphor in which the Idea quite literally steps into the character’s place (and clothes),
Moréas’ pronouncement decisively displaces the subject, together with any interest in
individuality, replacing it instead with a theater of ideas. The difficulty, of course, with a
dramaturgy that disavows the primacy of the subject, is that it must then account for the
subjectivity borne onstage by presence of a living actor. Some playwrights and directors
eliminated this tension by doing away with the actor as well, preferring instead a puppet theater
to best articulate and express ideas in performance, while others sought new dramaturgies, new
modes of acting, and novel implementation of stage design. In the last decade of the nineteenth
century, no theater in Paris was quite so committed to such experimentation as Lugné-Poe’s
Théâtre de L’Œuvre.
It is possible that Lugné-Poe was introduced to the Sanskrit drama by way of Émile
Faguet, a popular literary critic and his former teacher at the Lycée Condorcet in Paris. A
favorite among Lugné-Poe and his classmates, (including the future leader of the Nabis art
movement Maurice Denis), Faguet was “effective in arousing [his students’ passion] for
symbolism and for the performing arts in general.”79 Regardless of whether or not Faguet was
the first to bring these plays to Lugné-Poe’s attention, however, as his student Lugné-Poe would
likely have been familiar with Faguet’s theories and perspectives on theater history and dramatic
literature as preserved in his writing, particularly the 1903 collection of his work Propos de
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Théâtre (About Theater). This volume contains eight essays on popular authors and genres
ranging from Aristophanes to Shakespeare to Racine, with one non-European chapter dedicated
to the Théâtre Indien. Originally published in August 1888 this essay functions nominally as a
review of two Indian plays— Harsha’s Priyadarśikā and Bhavabhuti’s Mālatīmādhava—that
had recently been translated by G. Strehy. Already, then, the essay is positioned quite differently
from the romantic writings discussed above, when Shakuntala was, according to AW Schlegel,
“the only specimen of [India’s] plays (nataks) hitherto known.”80 Faguet demonstrates his
familiarity with the corpus by reviewing Priyadarśikā and Mālatīmādhava by way of citing
Shakuntala and The Little Clay Cart, in addition to the established practice of comparing
Sanskrit plays to European examples.
His treatment of the plays is at times jocular: “the Indians, I don’t need to tell you this,”
he confides in his reader, who he assumes has some degree of familiarity with the genre, “didn’t
know drama such as we understand it, and Aristotle would astonish them as much as they would
astonish Aristotle, who isn’t astonished by anything.”81 He proceeds with a taxonomy of plays
based on length, maintaining that the Sanskrit drama can be short or long resulting in “a bucolic
drama such as Priyadarśikā,” or “a style like a fairytale melodrama,” respectively. “In a short
drama,” he continues, the playwrights “content themselves with a simple and easy plot, even
childlike; and when the drama is long it is the same thing, but with a prodigious pile of
whimsical incantations and sorcery to fill in the gaps!”82 However, beneath his condescending
humor there is a trenchant critique of Sanskrit dramaturgy predicated on his analysis of its
characters. “What is missing from all of this […] at least to our Occidental eyes,” he proposes,
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“is Man, (l’homme) to put it simply,” an entity he goes on to define as one possessed of “at least
two or three emotions, if not contradictory, at least different,” and “two or three aspects of moral
existence, otherwise known as a kind of disposition.” Such a being, he proclaims “cannot [be
found] in the Indian drama.”83
On the contrary, Faguet perceives the characters in the pages of Sanskrit dramatic
literature as uniform in their experiences of and means of interacting with the world: they are all
motivated primarily by love, they all love in the same way, and they express that love identically,
down to the metaphors by which they designate their beloved’s beauty. Faguet is particularly
fascinated and irked by the over-use of the lotus as a metaphoric reference, quipping to his reader
as he recounts various expressions of sentiment: “I forgot the lotuses. I beg you to believe that
they [the Indian dramatists] never forget them.”84 He goes on to contend, however, that in a way
that is unique to this genre, characters in the Sanskrit plays can afford to be simplistic, as they are
ultimately not the focal point of the drama, but rather are there to conjure up the main event:
Nature. Far from simply resting as the background or décor, Nature, he tells us, pervades the
drama in such a way that the theater itself “is Nature’s house” and the character’s chief
responsibility is to evoke nature and make it tangible to the spectator.85
Faguet is not incorrect in identifying that character in Sanskrit drama operates differently
than it does in Europe. The characters that populate Indian dramas are classified by types, the
combinations of which determine the genre and arc of a given drama. Chapter 34 of the
Nātyaśāstra, (a comprehensive treatise on dramaturgy and stagecraft), details the qualities
ascribed to each category of character, which range from the hero and heroine to jesters,
members of the royal harem, craftswomen, maids, ministers, soldiers, judges and courtiers,
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numbering thirty-two in total.86 These types are not driven by psychological complexity or
distinctive individual pursuits, but rather are expressions of the overarching sentiment, or rasa of
the scene and of the play. Within this dramaturgical model, therefore, characters are vehicles for
the transmission of rasa, the intangible byproduct of discrete stage action. They are not
allegorical, which is to say Shakuntala does not embody love, the vidūṣaka does not embody
humor, and the King does not embody heroism. However, as dramatic figures they are governed
by objective ideas of emotional states, rather than subjective perceptions thereof, a functionality
that echoes Gustave Kahn’s claim that the “aim of [symbolist] art is to objectivize the subjective
(the exteriorization of the Idea) instead of subjectivizing the objective (nature seen through an
individual’s temperament.” 87
Faguet’s analysis thus betrays remnants of the romantic interpretation of an Edenic premodern India, as well as the nascent symbolist distaste for the subjective in drama and the kind
of atmospheric consumption of Indian philosophy demonstrated by Mallarmé. The former,
reminiscent of Goethe’s paean, foregrounds the natural world as an indication of a culture rich in
resources that has yet to experience conflict or degradation. What makes Faguet’s assessment
unique, however, is that he argues that the role of nature replaces the role of character as the
central event of the drama, a claim that seems to recommend the play to the symbolist agenda.
There is, of course, an important socio-cultural dimension to this critique: the characters of the
Sanskrit plays that Faguet reads as overly simplistic and devoid of emotional complexity are
Indian characters, the child-like behavior of whom provides further evidence to his claim that
this dramatic canon lacked any discernable representation of man. To characterize the Oriental
Other as infantile or primitive was de rigueur during the nineteenth century: Schwab reminds us
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that Herder, in his passion for the “link with the authentic India” provided by Shakuntala,
“spread [..] the idea of placing the cradle of the divine infancy of the human race in India,” an
idea he no doubt received from the likes of Volatire and Anquetil Duperon.88 The perception of
these works as artless contributed significantly to their appeal to symbolist artists, whose very
mission was to seek those “many regions” of man’s soul “more fertile, more profound and more
interesting than those of his reason and intelligence,” to quote the playwright Maurice
Maeterlinck.89 Baudelaire, too, had been drawn toward this more “natural” state, remarking that
“through their innocent yearning for the sparkling, for variegated feathers and shimmering
materials, for the superlative use of artificial forms, the savage and the baby display their disgust
for the real; thus they unwittingly prove the immateriality of their souls.”90 In contrast to the
overly intellectual European, in other words, the Indian represented seductive simplicity—an
anti-subject to be used to clothe the “Idea” in Moréas’ terms.
What I hope to have conveyed through this analysis of Faguet’s writings alongside some
of the other foundational voices of symbolism is that in producing The Little Clay Cart and
Shakuntala, Lugné-Poe completes an intercultural feedback loop by uniting, through
performance, the text of Sanskrit dramas and the abstracted artistic proclivities made possible by
the ideas engendered by their translation and circulation throughout the nineteenth century.
Faguet would not, for example, have been well versed in rasa theory—certainly not enough so to
make a salient critique of the play employing its own poetic system. However, he was certainly
familiar with a broader spectrum of kāvya, or poetry, than his romantic predecessors, and would
therefore have had the opportunity to read more extensively within this overarching aesthetic
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tradition. As a result I suggest is that it is possible for him to have—simply through exposure—
become more competent in reading Sanskrit literature for its intrinsic qualities than his
predecessors. Thus, when Sylvain Levi published his monograph, Le Théâtre Indien in 1890—
the first work in French to recount some of the contents of the Nātyaśāstra—his work appeared
to justify what the symbolists believed to have conceived all on their own. This work, which
provides a systematic overview of Sanskrit dramatic aesthetics, often relying on Shakuntala for
examples, “seemed to have come,” writes Jacques Robichez, just in time “to bring arguments to
the defenders of Symbolist drama.”91 Levi’s work would have been available to Lugné-Poe.
Robichez further suggests that “if Lugne didn’t read Levi’s book,” himself, “he would certainly
have known the content of it” through his association with A.F. Hérold whose translation of
Shakuntala the theater used.92 However, despite its availability to him, there is no evidence from
the production itself that Lugné-Poe referred to, or had even read, Levi’s work. The symbolist
aesthetic he was cultivating at his theater was interested in form over the content or context of
the play, and therefore Shakuntala and the The Little Clay Cart did not need to be situated in any
kind of Indian mise-en-scène to fit the spirit of the theater.
Lugné-Poe was catholic in his choice of texts for the new symbolist enterprise at the
Théâtre de L’Œuvre. In cataloging the plays produced between 1893 and 1897, Frantisek Deak
notes that they fall into three distinct categories, which he terms the Scandinavian repertory
(including plays by both Ibsen and Strindberg), the “program of theatrical reconstruction,” (a
new dramaturgical program intended to expand the symbolist repertoire beyond contemporary
texts, specifically to plays of the English Renaissance and Sanskrit canon), and the French
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repertory, being “the least artistically interesting and subsequently the shortest.”93 The divergent
qualities of these three categories indicate that for Lugné-Poe, symbolism could not be bound to
context, by which I mean it was an aesthetic achieved in production rather than in the text, thus
allowing him to select plays broadly, from contemporary plays written intentionally for the
symbolist theater, to plays written centuries prior, in foreign languages and foreign countries.94
The Little Clay Cart and Shakuntala, therefore, were promoted only insofar as they met the
symbolist criteria, and the Théâtre de L’Œuvre was not concerned with contextualizing the
Sanskrit dramas for its Parisian audience. According to Deak these productions were “not
preceded by any specific statement concerning Indian theater on the part of L’Œuvre,” 95 and
though the program contains a lengthy note to the audience, the information it provides is
restricted to Kalidasa’s biography and the translation/production history of the play to date.96
Unlike Gautier, therefore, for whom the ethos of the Orient—the content of the play—
was its primary allure, for Lugné-Poe and his burgeoning symbolist theater it was their formal
correspondences that merited Shakuntala and The Little Clay Cart inclusion in his repertoire as
vehicles to “broaden the concept of symbolist theatre further.”97 Thus, the title for this section—
an allusion to the notorious project that the Théâtre de L’Œuvre undertook one year after
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Shakuntala—refers to Lugné-Poe’s use of the Sanskrit drama not to make a play about India, but
instead to lean on India as a convenient anyplace outside the confines of European convention
that could therefore be stretched to encompass the range of new theatrical conventions practiced
by his symbolist theater. As Alfred Jarry sets Ubu Roi in a Poland that is designated as such with
the intention of invoking anyplace and no place, so we could say that Lugné-Poe sets his
production of Shakuntala in the symbolist vacuum of Lugné-Poe-Land.98
The irony is that this symbolist vacuum is by no means devoid of intercultural influence
and, more to the point, exists as an artistic concept because of the symbolist inheritance from the
romantics and the Oriental Renaissance. In evaluating the details of the production that are still
available in the ephemera that survived from the Théâtre de L’Œuvre, we can see how LugnéPoe endeavored to divorce his production from any realistic depiction of India, on the one hand,
and how present India’s influence remained on the supposedly neutral symbolist aesthetics on
the other. As this is a project on Shakuntala in performance, I will be focusing primarily on
ephemera of that production over The Little Clay Cart. However, it bears repeating that LugnéPoe’s use of both of these plays, and his decision to stage The Little Clay Cart first, both refutes
the case of exceptionalism made for Shakuntala in the first half of the nineteenth century and
reinforces the fact that by the end of the century there has been an increase in the circulation of
Sanskrit texts beyond Shakuntala alone.
Only the most basic facts about the The Théâtre de L’Œuvre’s production of Shakuntala
can be derived from its program. Presented on December 10, 1895, “L’Anneau de Çakountala:
comédie héroïque en 5 actes et 7 tableaux” was directed by Lugné-Poe himself, who also played
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the part of the sūtradhāra in the prologue.99 The performance text was a new translation by the
amateur Sanskritist A.F. Hérold, Paul Ranson executed the scenic design, and Pierre de Bréville
composed original music. The program makes no note of costume design, though in his review
of the production in the Mercure de France Henri Albert notes that in act 1 the ascetic women
wore “graceful […] white dresses,” with no further remark on if these garments were European
or Asiatic in style.100 Albert also notes that, much to his chagrin, Lugné-Poe “deleted the
ravishing scene of the portrait from the sixth act,” though he concedes that “the interest of the
play starts to languish towards the end,” deeming the cut ultimately “imperative.”101 Besides this
one definitive cut, however, it is unclear how else Lugné-Poe structured the performance.
Kalidasa’s play has seven acts and not five, and while Lugné-Poe may have arrived at that
smaller number by combining the action of multiple acts or streamlining scene changes, these
adjustments have not been noted in the program or in Hérold’s translation. Likewise, without
further commentary, it is difficult to discern what would have been included as the seven
tableaux, and how these would have been distinguished from the remainder of the production.
A review in Le Temps reveals that the actors performed their parts with a distinctive style
of recitation evocative of monastic chanting that he lambasted as both distracting and off-putting.
“I would dare to say,” he writes” that if one wanted to produce L’Anneau de Çakountala it is
necessary to play it and not to intone it. Lugné-Poe’s actors officiate these old works in a manner
of “plain-chant” as if they had chanted some of the High Mass and the other vespers. Why?”102
This method of recitation is a tactic that symbolist directors used to circumvent the subjectivity
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of the actor in his or her enactment of ideas.103 By alienating the play text from emotion in this
highly stylized delivery, the actors likewise alienated themselves from any identification with the
text, rupturing the illusion that the text was a reflection of individual subject as opposed to a
more abstract concept. Claude Schumacher notes that this “monotonous delivery” and a
corresponding “all-pervasive atmosphere of unreality” were central components of the mise-enscène Lugné-Poe developed in his work at Théâtre de L’Œuvre.104 Nonetheless, the critic at Les
Temps was less than pleased, conceding that while “this diction astonished at first, then it
annoyed,” and “it concluded by becoming unbearable.”105
In contrast to the atonal delivery of the play’s spoken text, Lugné-Poe commissioned an
original piece of music from Pierre de Breville.106 The piece, “Song of the Forest Deities,”
accompanies a verse from act 4 in which offstage voices offer Shakuntala a blessing as she
prepares to depart for Dushyanta’s palace. In Kalidasa’s text (as well as in Hérold’s translation)
the moment is not described musically, nor is it characterized differently from other back-stage
or off-stage utterances. Composed in three-part harmony (first soprano, second soprano, and
contralto) with Soprano and Tenor solo lines floating above the chorus, De Breville’s music is
lilting, tender, and mysterious. The critic who reviewed the play for The Stage described the
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piece as “charming [and] illustrative,”107 while Le Matin characterized it as “veiled,” adding to
the “lascivious candor” of the production overall.108 The song’s minor key lends it an ethereal
melancholy that suggests both the hope and heartbreak that Shakuntala experiences as she
prepares to leave her childhood home, her family and friends. It does not, however, strike the ear
as intending to imitate or evoke either of the major Indian schools of music, or any other nonWestern affectation.109 Thus in these aural components—in the recitation of the text and its
musical accompaniment—Lugné-Poe endeavors to elevate the production to a level of pure
representation that would permit his audience to see beneath the façade of subjectivity.
Lugné-Poe’s choice of Paul Ranson for the stage design imbricates this production with
belle-époque trends in visual arts and, despite the loss of Ransons’ designs, offers us one of the
more tangible traces of this fascinating production. Scenic design attained new significance
among the symbolists who, in addition to their search for characters free from subjectivity
likewise sought a scenographic practice whose objective was to strip back the trappings of reality
in order to enhance the Idea of the work. In the program note to La Fille aux main coupées, one
of the premiere symbolist productions of the Parisian art scene (1891), playwright Pierre Quillard
set out to introduce the audience at Théâtre d’Art (the immediate precursor to Théâtre de
L’Œuvre) to his novel take on stage aesthetics: “We have rejected the imperfect illusions of
décor and other material means,” Quillard proclaims to his readers. “Such devices are useful if
you want a precise depiction of contemporary life. They are useless in ‘dream’ works, that is to
say, in works of real truth.”110 A few months after this production, Quillard doubled down on
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this sentiment, publishing an essay entitled “On the Absolute Pointlessness of Precise Mise en
Scène” in which he proclaims the painted canvas to be an impediment to the imagination, adding
“in most cases, a backdrop and a few moveable drapes will suffice to give an impression of the
infinite multiplicity of time and place…”111 The symbolist stage, therefore, was to be a space of
suggestion, in which setting was established by the performance, but was explicitly not to be
made manifest in any way that aspired to verisimilitude with regards to “real life.”
Lugné-Poe, like many of his contemporaries, addressed this shift in scenographic practice
by employing visual artists who shared a similar artistic outlook to bring their productions to life.
For L’Anneau de Çakuntala this job fell to the artist Paul Ranson, a member of the Nabis
movement (lead by Lugné-Poe’s long-time friend Maurice Denis). The Nabis, who took their
name from the Hebrew word for Prophet and drew their primary inspiration from the postimpressionist legacy of Paul Gaguin, produced work thematically similar to the symbolists,
governed by a desire to represent the world by means of metaphors and symbols. Ranson’s nontheatrical work was prolific and so, although his designs for Shakuntala are no longer available,
it is still possible to gain an overall sense of his aesthetic by considering other works of his
completed in the same period. Ranson, like many other Nabis artists and symbolist thinkers of
turn of the century France, had been enamored of a Theosophical text called Les Grandes Initiés,
by Édouard Schuré.112 Published in Paris in 1889, this text establishes some of the foundational
theories of the Theosophical Society, namely the underlying universality of all world religions
and the evolution of religious practice originating in the Vedic hymns through the cults of
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Dionysus and Krishna to Christ.113 Ranson’s works of this period are rife with amalgamated
spirituality. In the 1890 painting Paysage Nabique, ou le Nabi (Nabic Landscape, or the Nabi),
for example, Ranson depicts a world rich in color [Figure 5]. The landscape of the title is divided
into three horizontal bands: the basement is a deep green ornamented with abstract, geometric
flowers; the central panel moves from rich reds to light yellows as it ascends, with trees and
shrubs silhouetted in corresponding shades; the topmost panel presents a mountain range with
two snow-capped peaks opening onto a green sky in which a single star and crescent moon are
rising. The borders between the panels are broken by two figures: the Nabi, who crouches in the
left side of the frame and picks a flower from the basement panel; and a woman riding a winged
bird who hovers between the mountains and the sky. The art historians Janine Méry and Brigitte
Ranson Bitker perceive this iconography as directly imported from Schuré’s work, identifying
“the main figure as the Hindu god Rama, rather than a ‘nabi,’” and “the female figure in the
upper left [as] Sita, wife of Rama, returning to earth.”114 If we embrace Méry and Bitker’s
reading of the painting, we see Ranson grappling with the aesthetics of the Nabis movement as
part of the Theosophical project of collapsing world religious systems into a single genealogy.
India is part of, but not the focus of, this portrait, which instead seeks to represent a common
origin (however fancifully derived) for all of Schuré’s Aryan nations.
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FIGURE 5. “PAYSAGE NABIQUE” BY PAUL RANSON, 1890
oil on canvas

Ransons’ Hippogriphe, painted a year later, features the mythical beast of the title in a
setting similar to the Paysage Nabique in coloration as well as content [Figure 6]. Here the
subject of the painting occupies nearly half of the space of the frame, seated beside a green hill
that recedes into a green sea with a yellow sky in the distance. The Hippogriff has three faces
that we can see, suggesting a fourth that looks out to the horizon and away from the viewer. “The
symbolism,” Deyasi notes, “is again overtly esoteric.”115 The titular figure is depicted atypically
with the fourfold faces of the Hindu god Brahma and a body which, on account of its
anthropomorphic faces, more closely resembles an Assyrian Lamassu than a traditional
115
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Hippogriff.116 At the creature’s feet reclines a female figure, naked from the waist up, whose
lower body is that of a snake. Deyasi suggests she might represent the goddess Melusine, a
figure from European folklore similar to a mermaid, though she may equally be inspired by the
nāgas—a serpentine semi-divinity of Hindu and Buddhist mythologies.117 Deyasi asserts that
through works such as Paysage Nabique and Hippogriffe, Ranson “has synthesized Western
modes of perspectival representation with the visual form of ‘primitive art,’ through a
Gauginesque modern style, [cementing] the synthesizing primitivism of his image with overt
references to obscure esoteric symbolism.”118 His aesthetic, in other words, played on a popular
homogenizing sensibility that was and was not directly influenced by India and sought,
ultimately, to generate its own Nabic landscape governed by the esoteric theories of Theosophy.

FIGURE 6. “HIPPOGRIFFE” BY PAUL RANSON, 1891
oil on canvas
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This is the landscape in which Lugné-Poe’s Shakuntala would have been presented. In
addition to monotonous delivery, Schumacher asserts that “stylized (almost non-existent)
decors” characterized Lugné-Poe’s mise-en-scène.119 Henri Albert is the only critic I have found
to have made note of the set, and his brief comment—that Shakuntala, “a play of great spectacle
[in Germany,] must content itself, for its premiere production in France, with the incredibly
modest mise-en-scène of the Théâtre de L’Œuvre,”—seems to verify Schumacher’s
description.120 Thus, we can perhaps infer that whatever Ranson’s sets were, they did not deviate
too dramatically from what critics and audiences had come to expect from L’Œuvre.
Earnest though Lugné-Poe may have been in his presumption that a symbolist Shakuntala
could be produced without attending to the play’s culture of origin, there is no such thing as the
symbolist vacuum of Lugné-Poe-Land. Paul Ranson’s body of work is just the most visible
(because it is visual) manifestation of the pervasive history of cultural borrowing that defined
artistic production in fin-de-siècle Paris. His use of chanting as well seems derived from a pantheistic understanding of religious incantation, perhaps in homage to Christian monastic practice
but also very possibly derived from what Europe had come to understand about Vedic recitation.
A vacuum, of course, suggests emptiness, an aesthetic derived from nothing. For the symbolists,
the objective of such a void was to lay bare certain fundamental truths, a feat they perceived as
possible only in the absence of anything that would remind they audience of their immediate
reality. As the manifold layers of Ranson’s iconography reveal, however, the void sought by the
symbolist aesthetic was anything but vacant—on the contrary, it was charged with an excess of
ideas and perceptions recycled from the Oriental Renaissance; or, to use Mufti’s metaphor, it was
built on Orientalist foundations. However, in the tradition of the Theosophists, whose work
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engendered a false genealogy that ultimately permitted them to appropriate the works of the East
without questions of cultural propriety, by the time symbolists came to these recycled notions,
they had been so thoroughly absorbed as to be rendered domestic and, if not void of character,
then certainly of the intercultural interactions from which they originated.
And that is, unfortunately, the extent of what we know (or can extrapolate from) the
ephemera that remains of this production. However, given how quickly this production followed
The Little Clay Cart, (and that none of the critical reactions to the production suggest a major
deviation from that or others in the L’Œuvre’s repertoire), it may be possible to apply certain
anecdotes from that production to better appreciate the overall approach of the Théâtre de
L’Œuvre to its Sanskrit plays. There is one in particular that I would like to address here,
pertaining to the haphazard costumes with which Lugné-Poe adorned his actors. The Little Clay
Cart ends with a massive crowd scene in which all of the play’s characters reunite at cremation
grounds for the execution of (the wrongfully accused) Charudatta. According to Gertrude R.
Jasper, Lugné-Poe staged this scene with approximately fifty actors and extras, an “amazing
spectacle” that she notes “greatly overshadowed” all of the other design elements of the play.121
Dressing all of these performers turned out to be an impossible task for the young theater
company, who could not afford to have costumes made for each performer, nor even to purchase
them second-hand. Lugné-Poe ’s solution, according to Robichez, was to embrace a fully
theatrical hodge-podge, with everything from “Russian scarves, Romanian scarves, Algerian
bedspreads, Japanese robes, some armor, [and] some carpets from Clichy” even managing to
include, he notes with a wink, Indian scarves. “This Hindu crowd,” he continues, “seemed to
have crossed space and time by looting, overlaid with pinched tinsel, to Carthage, Rome, Tokyo,
Constantinople, Seville, Chez Liberty and Mont-de-Piete, to the flea markets and in the streets of
121
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Cairo from the last Universal exposition.” The one quality that united the crowd was “the yellow
color of [their] skin,” courtesy of a “truly synthetic ochre made by Lugne.”122
I mention this detail about the Théâtre de L’Œuvre’s Little Clay Cart here because it
affirms the broad eclecticism that characterized these productions. The list that Robichez cites,
enumerating the many and varied cultural reference points alluded to by the costume design, is
the sartorial equivalent of Ranson’s visual pastiche: a sweeping amalgamation of many nonEuropean styles and narratives invoked as a means of accessing the intangible reality that throbs
beneath pedestrian reality. Unlike William Poel (chapter 1) whose aspirations toward
authenticity drove him to borrow costumes from Indian students living in London, who had his
actors train in Indian dance to better embody their characters, Lugné-Poe and his symbolist
theater show no interest in depicting an authentic India. On the contrary, his productions of
Shakuntala and The Little Clay Cart, shift the foundation once again, this time laying the
groundwork for the kind of experimentation with foreign ideas, texts and, most importantly,
performance traditions, that will take us well into the twenty-first century. For, in the Théâtre de
L’Œuvre’s productions of the Sanskrit dramas we can see the beginnings of process by which
Europe (and later the USA as well) reads whatever it wants into and onto India, the iconography
and characters of which become symbols for whatever that particular Euro-American artists
wished to see in them.
Lugné-Poe’s production was thus intercultural in more than just his choice of play. By
applying symbolist aesthetics, made possible in part by the translation of Shakuntala and the
circulation of texts and knowledge within the Oriental Renaissance, back to the text of
Shakuntala itself, Lugné-Poe reunited the play with these second and third wave manifestations
of its influence, thus folding the convoluted networks connecting Europe to India back in on
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themselves. It is a production that was made possible, to use Cabranes-Grant’s terms, by the
“heterogeneous history” of Paris at the turn of the twentieth century, a history “unintentially
repress[ed]” by critical modes which “posit hybridity as an effect of intercultural encounters,
never as its source.”123 In order to fully appreciate the crucible of theatrical modernity that was
Paris at the end of the nineteenth century, therefore, we must begin to recuperate the fundamental
hybridity of the city’s cultural landscape—a hybridity that was much more than the result of
inter-European exchanges of arts and ideas, but that was critically engaged with the arts and
ideas of the East as well.

IV. LUGNÉ-POE’S NETWORK: SHAKUNTALA INTO THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
The network engendered by Shakuntala throughout the nineteenth century, discussed
above, was by and large an intellectual network, consisting of texts shared, translated, and
reflected upon in writing amongst a particular erudite community. Even when the network
expands halfway through the century to include the artists who would eventually produce the
play onstage, the evidence of this network is still primarily confined to the archive, in a very
traditional sense of the word. The published works, letters, journals and other remnants by which
the cultural conversation surrounding a given subject are preserved give us the illusion that we
can at least partially reconstruct, and thereby comprehend, the process by which a work like
Shakuntala becomes a part of popular knowledge. Yet there are many other dimensions to such a
network of which there exists no record, no tangible evidence, that nonetheless may have had a
tangible effect on the work’s circulation, on its incorporation into the cultural whole. What
exactly, for example, did Goethe, Tieck and A.W. Schlegel speak about at the dinner party cited
by Schwab, during which Schlegel supposedly mentioned his brother’s interest in translating
123
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Shakuntala? Did Charles Baudelaire see his friend Theophile Gautier’s Ballet adaptation of the
play, and did that experience encourage him to read the play himself? Besides the members of
the symbolist community who we know for certain worked on Lugné-Poe’s productions of the
Sanskrit plays, who else might have been in the audience to experience those plays in
performance first hand?
It is to this, more diffuse kind of network, that I would like to turn to conclude this
chapter, as we consider the aftermath of Lugné-Poe’s Shakuntala. Lugné-Poe’s theater was a
critical fulcrum in the evolution of the European avant-garde. The audience for his plays would,
therefore, have been composed from the matrix of artists and thinkers who were the Théâtre de
L’Œuvre’s community and beneficiaries, many of whom went on to play pivotal roles in
defining and characterizing modern European theater. How might this production have resonated
with these figures, and what conversations might they have had in the days and weeks after
seeing it?
Stéphane Mallarmé’s attendance at the Théâtre de L’Œuvre’s Sanskrit plays is irrefutably
attested to by his collected correspondence. Mallarmé was a friend, colleague, and confidant to
many of the artists in the broader symbolist community, including Lugné-Poe, Alfred Jarry, and
A.F. Hérold, and these letters reveal his central role as sounding board, trusted critic, and revered
audience member at the Théâtre de L’Œuvre. After seeing Lugné-Poe’s take on the Sanskrit
dramas, Mallarmé penned a note to each translator (Victor Barrucand in the case of The Little
Clay Cart, and Hérold for Shakuntala), congratulating him on both the text and its corresponding
production. “I finally have the volume,” he writes to Barrucand during the summer of 1895, “and
I thank you for such a memento: it drove off the bad luck of this winter and revived the
production here, just for me.” He goes on to commend Barrucand on the success and timeliness
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of his production, claiming that “even a hundred years ago, for example, [the play] would not
have murmured and thundered with the same miraculous relevance,” with which it resonated that
winter in Paris.124 The language that Mallarme employs here to articulate the impact of
Barrucand’s translation on him is significant: reading the translation revived the production and
made it present for Mallarmé once more.
Performance, in other words, had become entangled with text, the continued circulation
of which prolonged the ephemeral life of the former. He expresses a similar sentiment to Hérold
upon having received the text of his Shakuntala half a year later. “As I enthusiastically told you
at the end of the performance,” he writes, “I was utterly delighted by what your translation of
The Ring of Shakuntala imparted to me; it revived this ancient text with clarity and passion,
impressing me exquisitely, and for this I thank you.”125 It is difficult, from the scant contents of
these missives, to discern what Mallarmé’s opinion of Sanskrit drama beyond these two
particular translations might have been, although his response to both text and performance in
these letters is nothing but positive. By the time Mallarmé saw and was so impressed by the
Sanskrit dramas at the Théâtre de L’Œuvre he was at both the end of his life, and the end of his
career—he died just two years after seeing Shakuntala. Thus much of the work for which he is
remembered predates his experience of these productions, and we are unable to know how, if at
all, they would have influenced his artistic output. However, although Mallarmé is one of the
only members of the broader Symbolist artistic community in Paris that we can place at these
productions for certain, it is unlikely that he would have been the only spectator to walk away
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feeling moved by the performances, to have them return again and again upon subsequent
encounters with the translated play text. Who else might have been in the audience for these
productions?
Alfred Jarry, for example, was not hired to be the Théâtre de L’Œuvre’s secretary and
stage manager until mid-1896 (one season post-Shakuntala), but by 1894 he was already an
integral member of the broader artistic community that the theater served.126 Together with Paul
Ranson and André-Ferdinand Hérold, Jarry was a member of the Nabis Theater, an amateur
puppet theater whose experimental productions were performed and rehearsed in Hérold’s
Mother’s attic.127 Jill Fell dates the projects of this company to 1894 which suggests that, at the
time Hérold and Ranson were working together on Shakuntala, they were already well
acquainted with Jarry.128 Moreover, in the wake of de L’Œuvre’s production of Ubu, Jarry and
the Nabis Theater reformed as the short-lived Théâtre des Pantins, this time a commercial
venture convened for both Jarry’s artistic and financial benefit.129 The theater only managed
three productions before being forced out of business by prohibitive censorship laws: Hérold’s
adaptation of a mystery play by the 10th century German nun Hrotsvit of Gandersheim entitled
Paphnutius; Fanc-Nohain’s Vive la France!; and Jarry’s own Ubu Roi, performed as he had
always intended. This production of Ubu, which ran for seven performances despite heavy
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censorship, featured Jarry’s voice as the eponymous anti-hero, and brought two key members of
Shakuntala’s artistic team together to bring the work to life.130
Other possible spectators include Maurice Maeterlinck who, as Lugné-Poe’s unofficial
literary advisor, would likely have attended all of the Théâtre de L’Œuvre’s productions.
Moreover, as a close friend and collaborator of Lugné-Poe’s, it is possible that Maeterlinck
might have read Shakuntala in advance of the production, perhaps at the suggestion of his
colleague. Emile Faguet, whose critique of Sanskrit drama is discussed above, also published a
comparison of Shakuntala with Materlinck’s Pelléas and Mélisande, which was the very first
text produced by the Théâtre de L’Œuvre. This play is considered a masterpiece of the symbolist
drama and, after its premiere in 1893, was touted by Mallarmé as “the paradigm of the theatre of
the future.”131 Though I have been unable to locate a copy of Faguet’s review, it isn’t difficult to
see where he might have discerned such a comparison.132 In the play’s second scene, Golaud
discovers Mélisande weeping by a forest stream, a tableau evocative of Dushyanta’s first
encounter with Shakuntala in act 1. To make the comparison complete, when Mélisande asks
him how he ended up in the woods he replies: “I am sure I do not know. I was hunting in the
forest. I was on the track of a boar. I lost my way.”133 Replace “boar” with “deer” and this meetcute is strikingly similar to Dushyanta who finds himself led to Kanva’s hermitage while
distracted by his hunt. Mélisande, like Shakuntala, is given a ring by her husband that is
subsequently lost in a body of water. Though Shakuntala’s ring is lost by accident (and without
130
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her knowing it at the time) and Mélisande’s is lost in an act of recklessness (as she plays catch
with it at the edge of a well), the loss of each ring propels necessary plot developments in its
respective play. Finally, each play ends with the birth of a child and a shift in focus from the
romantic follies of the parents to the promise of the next generation.
August Strindberg was also living in Paris in the early 1890s, and was in the city in
December 1894 when Lugné-Poe directed a production of his play The Father. In her biography
of the playwright Sue Prideaux notes that though Strindberg himself was “far too nervous to
attend” the performance himself, “it was a brilliant affair with Rodin in the audience and
Gaugin’s long goatish face taking in every nuance beneath an astrakhan hat.”134 William Butler
Yeats was, unfortunately, not in Paris in 1895, returning only just before Ubu, in time to pen his
famous reflection on Jarry’s play. Had he been in Paris for Shakuntala, who knows what he
might have written. Short of discovering a ledger from the theater detailing who purchased
tickets and was actually in attendance on any given night, we must content ourselves with
speculation, imagining who else might have seen the symbolist Sanskrit plays. We cannot argue
definitively that any of the gentlemen suggested above were in attendance or that, if they were,
they were definitively influenced in any way by Lugné-Poe’s production of Shakuntala: but we
also cannot prove that they were not. Given the consistency with which artists and thinkers of
this period glossed over or intentionally diminished the degree of influence Indian literature and
philosophy had on their work, finding tangible proof of the extent of this network may never be
possible. At the very least it requires a great deal more research, across European languages, to
scour correspondence and journals, to read comparatively for hints of inspiration. The
connections are there—we only need to start paying attention to them.
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From these connections to the inner circle of the Théâtre de L’Œuvre, a world of
possibilities opens in terms of assessing the prolonged influence of Lugné-Poe’s Shakuntala on
Euro-American theater.135 As I lack both the time or space to address them all, however, I would
like to end this chapter with a brief discussion of Antonin Artaud. Artaud who named his own
short-lived theater after Jarry, and performed his first role as a professional stage actor in Les
Scruples de Signarelle, directed by Lugné-Poe at his re-branded Théâtre de L’Œuvre. Artaud’s
Orientalism is most commonly traced to 1931, when he witnessed the performance of a troupe of
Balinese dancers at the Colonial Exhibition in Paris, and the significance of this experience for
him cannot be denied. But, rather than leaving it at this single point of contact, what if we
consider Artaud’s artistic legacy, his paramparā, to use a Sanskrit term, and the artistic
predilections that would have primed him to see what he saw (what he wanted to see) in that
Balinese dance troupe. The word paramparā in Sanskrit means an uninterrupted row or series,
and is used to convey that which is received by tradition. A student, for example, belongs not
only to her immediate teacher’s paramparā, but to her teacher’s teacher, etc., etc. Thus, if Artaud
claims Jarry as his inspiration, and is mentored by Lugné-Poe in the early years of his career, to
consider his artistic and intellectual genealogy is to consider theirs as well.
In her essay “Artaud’s Poetics, or Nāṭyaśāstra and Post-modern Theatre,” Lyne BansatBoudon marvels at the similarities between Artaud’s reading of the Balinese dance and the
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If I had more time and space to pursue this direction, I would discuss the potential influence of the play on
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fundamentals of Indian drama as laid out in Bharata’s Nātyaśāstra. Isolating passages from
Artaud’s collection of essays, The Theatre and its Double, Bansat-Boudon performs a
comparative analysis structured to emphasize Artaud’s uncanny ability to distill millennia-old
philosophies of performance from a few hours of demonstration. From this minimal exposure,
she writes, “Artaud has grasped the main feature of [the Balinese] theatre: it is total theatre, as
Indian drama also is—a concept that, from now on, Artaud will make his own, and which he will
try to put into practice, as well as will also his ‘post-modern’ followers.”136 When he saw the
Balinese troupe perform, in other words, Artaud recognized what Bansat-Boudon describes as
Total Theater—in which text and acting are accompanied by song, dance, and musical
elements—and then went on to re-brand that practice in a way that has resonated strongly with
postmodern theater artists and scholars. This performance, however, would not have been the
first time that Artaud had encountered something like a total theater in Europe. Mallarmé’s
Book, Wagner’s Gesatmkunstwerk, and the symbolist’s theater of the Idea all ambitiously
postulated a theater that was the sum of a great variety of constituent parts. 137 A theater that
used a myriad of techniques and forms to “call forth the miracle,” in Mallarmé’s terms, of the
otherwise dormant stage.138
All of these models that would have grounded Artaud’s understanding of the Balinese
total theater were developed on the fecund grounds of the Orientalist imagination in the
nineteenth century. Wagner, like Mallarmé, had a fondness for Buddhism, but he also possessed
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a deep curiosity for Hindu texts and mythology—and interest indulged by none other than Judith
Gautier, sister of Theophile. In 1876 Judith sent the composer copies of the Bhagavad Gītā, the
Bhāgavata Purāṇa and the Mahābhārata as part of his continuing education in Indian texts.139
Thus in all of Artaud’s artistic influences he was certainly within six degrees of Shakuntala,
within six degrees of an intellectual and artistic genealogy steeped in intercultural exchange. It is
possible that, as Bansat-Boudon conjectures, the close correspondence between Artaud’s analysis
of Balinese dance and Indian dramatic aesthetics are all the “more remarkable inasmuch as he
knew little or nothing about Indian dramatic theory.”140 After all, none of his writings turn to
India, nor does his œuvre possess a distinctly Eastern or Oriental tenor beyond his reading of the
Balinese dancers. It is also possible, however, that the theatrical environment in which Artaud
developed his craft in early twentieth century Paris had been so infused by the tantalizing ideas
that circulated a century before—with Jones’ Shakuntala in part as their catalyst—that seeing the
Balinese dancers was a kind of self-fulfilling prophesy for Artaud, who saw what he wanted to
see in them because of what he had already been taught to look for.
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CHAPTER THREE
REVIVING SHAKUNTALA:
INVENTING HISTORICAL STAGE PRACTICE IN INDIA 1855-1954
In 1954 the newly-formed Sangeet Natak Akademi (the National Academy for Music, Dance,
and Drama, henceforth SNA) sponsored India’s First National Drama Festival in New Delhi.
Seven years after India gained independence from Britain and was partitioned from Pakistan, this
government-sponsored festival was designed to celebrate the history and diversity of theatrical
performance that characterized the newly formed nation. The program featured twenty-two plays
performed in fourteen different languages produced by arts organizations from across India, and
was inaugurated by a production of Abhijñānaśakuntala.1 As the festival’s opening act, this
production was positioned to “symbolically [highlight] the diversity and range of modern theater
activity in India,” as if to suggest that from these Sanskrit roots stemmed all of the subsequent
Indian drama to be showcased over the duration of the event. 2 The producing organization
selected for the honor of presenting this symbolically loaded play before a national audience that
included Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru himself was the Brahmana Sabha of Bombay, a group
of Sanskrit scholars and aficionados committed to the promotion and preservation of Sanskrit
literary culture.
Unfortunately very little documentation survives of this national showcase of Shakuntala:
It was performed in Sanskrit, and was the only production of the festival not to use a modern
spoken language. From the production stills it appears to have been scenographically lavish,
striving toward verisimilitude with copious tree cutouts standing in for a forest, vines and
1

The languages represented were: Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Manipuri, Marathi,
Oriya, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Tamil, Telegu, and Urdu. (G.S. Khosla, “A Brief Survey of the National Drama Festival”
in Theatre in India (UNESCO: Paris, 1956), 17-18). Of these fourteen, Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Kannada, Telugu
and Punjabi were given the “privilege” to “present two plays each.” According to the Sangeet Natak Akademi
annual report, these twenty-two productions were culled from a total of nine hundred applications received.
2
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branches suspended from the grid to give the impression of a lush thicket, and even a small
three-dimensional ascetic dwelling, raised from the stage deck by a short set of steps [Figure 7]. 3
The costumes range from simple, in the case of the āśrama dwellers, to ornate in the case of
Shakuntala and the King, the latter fully bedecked in a costume-jewelry crown and arm-bands.
Shakuntala and her companions wear garlands of flowers around their necks and bound in their
hair, while Gautami, an older ascetic woman, is draped in a simple cotton shawl. The production
was directed by Daji Bhatavadekar, a celebrated Marathi film and TV star who is credited with
stimulating Sanskrit and Marathi theater performance in Bombay.

FIGURE 7. THE BRAHMANA SABHA PERFORMS SHAKUNTALA AT THE FIRST
NATIONAL DRAMA FESTIVAL IN NEW DELHI, 1954
(Photo Credit: GS Khosla “A Brief Survey of the National Drama Festival)

3

Descriptions of the production are based on photographs held in the collection of Natarang Pratishthan in New
Delhi.
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Though minimal, these details suggest a production governed by a project of theatrical
revivalism, by which I mean, an attempt to replicate, through the style and aesthetics of design
and direction, the historical methods of production for which the play was originally written. I
use this phrase, “methods of production” as a unifying designation for the range of interpretive
elements that comprise the vocabulary of a given a theatrical performance. It includes, therefore,
acting style, scenic design, costume elements, use of mask or distinctive makeup, the role music
and sound, even the performance’s relationship to its audience. As a Brahmanical organization
established for the preservation and promotion of Hindu culture, the Brahmana Sabha’s method
of production frames the play in accordance with the organization’s exclusive, historical, castebased interests rather than from the perspective of theatrical adaptation. This is indicated clearly
by the group’s decision to perform the play in Sanskrit, as opposed to one of the more popularly
spoken languages of Bombay (Marathi, Gujarati, or even Hindi). Particularly on a national
platform such as that of the 1954 festival, performing in Sanskrit is an aesthetic choice: a general
audience, even one with a moderate familiarity with Sanskrit literature, would likely not be able
to follow or comprehend the dense poetry of Kalidasa’s nāṭaka. The decision to present the play
in its “original text” also suggests an overall deference to fidelity that transcends accessibility—
the “authenticity” of the production taking priority over other artistic concerns.
The Brahmana Sabha’s production of Shakuntala, in other words, promoted the particular
interests of an elite cultural organization on the national level, equating Shakuntala in
performance with the re-enactment of an antique theater practice. Its position in the festival
lineup—as the foundational text from which the “range and diversity” of modern Indian theater
was premised to have emanated—both corroborated the Brahmana Sabha’s interpretation, and
further isolated Shakuntala, and Sanskrit drama, from the theater of India’s present. The play
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was honored as the source of theatrical practice in India and produced in an attempt to replicate
that history, before making way for India’s theatrical present. It was framed, in other words, as
the fount of modern theater, but was not itself permitted to belong to that same category. Under
the curatorial guidance of the First National Drama Festival, therefore, Shakuntala became the
paradigmatic example of indigenous Indian drama, and the Brahamana Sabha’s method of
producing that drama its authentic, historically accurate corresponding stage practice—biases
which have only further ossified over the last sixty years.
The Brahmana Sabha’s Shakuntala, however, was far from the only model of the play
available to showcase at this historically significant national festival. Indian theater artists had
been undertaking productions of the play for almost a century, spanning languages, regions,
theatrical venues, and performance styles. Why, then, was the Brahmana Sabha selected to
represent the play in this official capacity, and how did their revivalist model come to dominate
the understanding of the play in performance? This chapter investigates how the revivalist bias
came into being by returning to the moment of the play’s re-emergence at the end of the
eighteenth century. As in Europe, this was a momentous revelation for India as well, as the plays
from the Sanskrit canon had been sidelined from theatrical practice for over a millennia. The
earliest productions of the play given in India therefore were exploratory, as the artists in
question were discovering an indigenous theatrical text alongside a culture of foreign theatrical
practice. By consulting and assessing the limited record of Shakuntala’s production history in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, this chapter works to dispel assumptions that the text is
inherently bound to any kind of authoritative, historical model of stage practice, arguing instead
that said model was consciously constructed. Unlike practices of literary revivalism, however,
which saw such construction taking place throughout the nineteenth and into the early twentieth
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century, I contend that theatrical revivalism is a modern, and post-colonial, phenomenon dating
to the middle of the twentieth century and the decades surrounding Indian Independence. The
choice of the Brahmana Sabha to represent Shakuntala in the 1954 National Drama Festival was
not inevitable, therefore, but was instead part of a strategic re-positioning of the Sanskrit canon
as the country moved out of the colonial period and into independence.

I. THE EARLIEST PRODUCTIONS
There is no evidence of a continuous culture of performance for the pre-modern Sanskrit
dramas. Though it is clear that their texts circulated widely—both on account of their
preservation up until the eighteenth century as well as the variety of regional recensions in which
they were subsequently discovered—where and how this circulation was carried out is largely
unknown.4 Prevailing theories suggest that by the end of the tenth century, the courtly culture
that had enabled pre-modern theatrical practice to thrive was no longer viable across the
subcontinent due to intermittent waves of invasions, dynastic upheaval, and the subsequent
fragmentation of geopolitical entities in the subcontinent. No longer receiving regular patronage
from royal sponsors, the artists that were trained in this particular style of theatrical performance
were unable to sustain their craft and so dispersed across the country as itinerant performing
groups, either returning to their native regions or striking out into new territory.5 Either way, as

4

Despite the early dates attributed to the plays of this canon (generally ranging from the third to tenth centuries of
the common era), the oldest manuscripts of the plays only date to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. For them to
have survived during this long intermediary period suggests a culture of transmission, either oral or, more likely, the
regular reproduction of manuscripts to ensure a text’s preservation (palm-leaf paper does not last forever, especially
not in tropical climates!) The many recensions, or regional variations, of each text (often delineated by the script in
which the Sanskrit is recorded) likewise attests to the plays’ mobility. Recensions of Shakuntala, for example, range
from south India to Kashmir and Bengal, a range that could only have been achieved through wide circulation of the
play.
5
Though this is the dominant theory as to what happened to traditions of courtly Sanskrit theater, concrete evidence
is sparse. Theater critic and scholar Nemichandra Jain, for instance, supports this theory by means of tracing
elements of the Sanskrit drama, such as the sūtradhāra and vidūṣaka characters, or the observance of a pūrvaraṅga
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Farley Richmond notes, the artists in question would have been compelled to adjust their
repertoire and performance style. Sanskrit as a colloquial language had long been out of use:
even in the late fourth century, when Kalidasa likely wrote Shakuntala, Sanskrit was already an
elite language, spoken by an exclusive demographic of priests and courtiers. By the tenth century
it had only become more so. “The players had very few options—either they reverted to
performing in a regional language of the locality” outside the urban, cosmopolitan centers to
which they relocated, “or they gave up their hereditary occupation.”6 Either choice rendered the
text-based Sanskrit language theater of the previous centuries obsolete, and so the texts, as well
as the performance culture to which they belonged, were phased out in favor of vernacular
performance across the diverse regions of the subcontinent.7
Although the texts of the plays remained central to aesthetic debates regarding poetry and
affect theory well into the early centuries of the second millennium, it is therefore highly
unlikely that performances of the plays enacted according to an unadulterated theatrical tradition
endured beyond the tenth or eleventh centuries.8 The history of this canon in performance

(preliminary rituals), as they can be found across an array of later, geographically dispersed regional forms. While
such similarities could well be evidence of continuity with the pre-modern courtly dramas, at present it is
speculative at best. (Nemichandra Jain, Indian Theatre, Tradition, Continuity, and Change (New Delhi: Vikas
Publishing House, 1992)).
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Hawaii Press, (1990), 83).
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Kudiyattam, a temple-theater tradition from the South Indian state of Kerala, is often considered the immediate
heir to pre-modern Sanskrit drama, as it is both a text-based theater and the oldest continuously performed dramatic
tradition in the country. Dating comfortably to the tenth century, but possibly even older, Kudiyattam is performed
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built around a canon of Sanskrit dramatic texts, the aṭṭaprakāram, or actor’s manual, as well as the kramadīpika, or
production manual, which contain the details of production passed down within a particular lineage of performers,
are both composed in the regional language of Kerala. Likewise the distinctive face painting and mizhavou drums
that characterize this tradition betray an equal, if not higher, degree of influence from the religious traditions of
Kerala than to any unifying courtly culture.
8
During this period of textual circulation, Shakuntala remained one of the most frequently cited plays, “not only
rated as the finest exemplar of the nāṭaka,” according to historian Romila Thapar in Śakuntalā Texts, Readings,
Histories, but also “praised for illustrating the much discussed theory of Rasa” (182). Likewise in his comprehensive
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resumes in earnest in the middle of the nineteenth century, as Indian theater artists, like their
European counterparts, endeavored to incorporate Sanskrit dramatic literature into the repertoires
of popular theater. The earliest production of Shakuntala in Calcutta was also, to the best of my
knowledge, the earliest production of a Sanskrit play in the local language of Bengali.9 Arriving
to the stage in 1857, the performance was given in the private home of recently deceased
millionaire Ashutosh Deb for an invited audience.10 The translation, by Nanda Kumar Roy, was
performed by a company of young, aristocratic men including Deb’s grandson Sarat Chandra
Ghose, in a style emulating that of the private-theater model which had been popular in the early
decades of the century.11
The Hindu Patriot lauded Ghose and his company for finally presenting a “genuine
Bengallee [sic]” play after so long a span of time.12 That the author, whose use of first person
pronouns identifies him as a part of the native community for whom this production was given,
claims this ancient text as Bengali is indicative both of the play’s novelty and of the regionalism
of Indian identity politics at the time. It suggests, on the one hand, that the play had not yet
attained the pan-Indian reputation that it clearly held by the time of the 1954 festival and, on the
other, that Bengal did not yet identify itself with any kind of broader national fidelity. In early

volume, A Rasa Reader: classical Indian aesthetics, Sheldon Pollock calls attention to the use of particular verses
from the play that have been recycled through contrasting interpretations of rasa theory by different philosophers.
9
From my research, this also appears to be the earliest production of a Sanskrit play in a modern Indian language.
Though Prasanna Kumar Tagore had produced a double bill of act five from Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar paired
with act one of Bhavabhuti’s Uttararāmacarita in 1831, the latter was performed from Horace Hayman Wilson’s
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1857, when this performance took place, India was not yet unified under the British Empire, but
remained a set of presidencies administered by the East India Company (though that was all
about to change). Thus questions of identity politics as adjudicated by the drama were not
articulated on national terms, but regional ones. This is important to remember in light of where
this chapter began, because over the course of the next century Shakuntala would cease to be
Bengali, or even Madhya Pradeshi (the contemporary name for the region of India in which the
play was likely first written), but Indian and, even more to the point, Hindu.
The Hindu Patriot’s critic is quite proud of the work as a relic of the past: it provides
evidence, he writes, of when drama had “at one time attained the highest state of perfection.”13
The emphasis that the reviewer places on the play’s history, however, does not necessarily
correspond to an investment in that history on the part of the performers. As is common for the
period, this proportion of this review that is actually about the performance itself is quite small,
and so there is a great deal we must infer. The critic from the Hindu Patriot goes on to comment
that “the play [was] admirably fitted for the stage,” as evinced by the young company’s
performance. He writes,
The young gentleman [Deb’s grandson Sarat Chandra Ghose] looked really grand
and queenly in his gestures and address, and did great justice to the part he was
enacting. The other amateurs also succeeded in creating an effect. We are told that
the performers have not had the benefit of lessons from practiced actors, and this
circumstance enables us to accord great credit to exertions undoubtedly very well
directed. We are confident that with a little polishing the corps dramatique will be
able to make a brilliant debut.”14
Qualities of set dressing, style of acting, resemblance to the British model of theatrical
production—these details are left unremarked, which suggests that there was nothing notable or
unfamiliar about the way the play was presented, (i.e. that it fell into line with what was
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recognized as well-produced theater in colonial Calcutta). Mandakranta Bose even recounts an
anecdote that the production “borrowed […] a set made for an English play […] from the
Oriental Theater in Calcutta,” in which case it might have been very familiar indeed to certain
audience members.15 The emphasis placed on the young performer’s amateur status—and need
for proper training from ‘practiced actors’—certainly supports the notion that the Bengali theater
(as opposed to the English theater in Calcutta) was a fledgling enterprise, emerging in fits and
spurts, but never sustained long enough to consolidate a definitive style or aesthetic. In the
context of this particular production the actors’ inexperience likewise suggests that, whether they
were emulating a British style of acting or striving for a historical Indian model of production,
they were novice regardless. Thus when the French Indologist Sylvain Levi, (whose scholarship
on Sanskrit drama is discussed in chapter 2), characterized this production in Le Théâtre Indien
as “the revival of the classical drama,” and “the beginning of a new era,” he was only partially
correct. 16 The production did inspire a rash of imitation performances: not only did Sarat
Chandra Ghose and company present two encore performances of Shakuntala over the course of
that year, but they attempted another play, this time a Bengali adaptation of the seventh century
Sanskrit novel Kadambari, called Mahasweta, that September.17 However the presumption that
this enterprise was in any way a revival of the classical drama in production, as opposed to in
choice of text, is misleading. For one thing, such a revival would necessitate a historical record
of production—a model on which to base the performance which, as we will discuss shortly, was
not in evidence at this time. Though we cannot get a comprehensive sense of the aesthetics of the
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production from the minimal description provided by The Hindu Patriot, the inexperience of the
performers coupled with the familiarity of convention implied by omission suggests that the
more likely model of production for this company would have been the medley of theatrical
vocabularies circulating in mid-century Calcutta, rather than any innate sense of how the plays
might have been performed a millennium prior.
A similar flexibility of style and interpretation is likewise evident in one of the first
productions of the play in Bombay, which took place a decade later.18 The sophomore production
of the Kalidasa Elphinstone Society, (a dramatic club established by Maharashtrian amateurs in
competition with the Parsi clubs that were gaining popularity in the early years of the decade),
this 1867 production of the play took place at the infamous Grant Road Theatre in Bombay.19
Featuring an all-male cast, the society performed an abridged “acting edition” of Monier
Williams’ 1855 English translation of the play, advertised as “the much admired and highly
finished melo-drama by Kalidas (the Shakespeare of the East)” [Figure 8].20 Before we consider
details of the production itself, the designations given to the performance in these advertisements
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According to my records, the first production of Shakuntala in Bombay post-Jones was presented at the Grant
Road Theatre by the “New Hindoo Dramatic Corps,” on February Third, 1855. A notice published in the Bombay
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merit our attention. First there is the citation of Jones’ indelible epithet for Kalidasa, here
adjusted from the Shakespeare of India to the Shakespeare of the East at large. The desire to cite,
and thereby reiterate the correlation between these disparate dramatic figures is further evinced
by the group’s production history—their first theatrical venture, undertaken the previous June,
had been Julius Caesar. And, of course, Jones himself described Shakuntala in the introduction
to his translation in terms of Shakespearean genres, namely the “fairy pieces.” To invoke
Shakespeare in an effort to attract audiences to the theater for this production of Shakuntala on
the popular stage is therefore in keeping with the overall cultural branding the play had received
post-Jones. But from whence, however, does the designation of melodrama derive?

FIGURE 8. ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE KALIDASA ELPHINSTONE SOCIETY’S
PRODUCTION OF SHAKUNTALA
(The Bombay Gazette, Friday October 18, 1867)
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A European genre originating from France, melodrama features stock characters that find
themselves in morally unambiguous circumstances typified by outlandish plot developments and
sensational scenography. Given the genre’s popularity in England throughout the nineteenth
century, it is not surprising that as British colonists established a theatrical culture abroad,
melodrama would have been a desirable choice for production. In her dissertation, English
Drama on the Bombay Stage in the Late Eighteenth Century and in the Nineteenth Century,
Kumudini Mehta notes that the choice of plays in the earliest years of the Bombay Theater
betrays a distinct preference for melodrama and farce, over even Shakespeare’s works.21
Nonetheless, melodrama presented technical challenges in the colony, as
without the skill of the machinist and the scenic painter at their disposal, the
amateurs found it difficult to create that atmosphere of ‘the mysterious—the
horrible—the picturesque’ so essential to the spirit of true melodrama. Besides,
the melodrama with its insistence on scenes of terrifying dungeons, gloomy
forests, with its use of bizarre costumes and strange effects was expensive to
produce.22
Melodrama, then, is figured as much as a method of production as it is a literary genre—access
to the dramatic texts alone did not result in their widespread production on stage, as the technical
insufficiencies of the colonial theaters rendered their execution unsatisfactory. Desirable, but
technologically unattainable, the melodrama was bound to be a success, but only if the company
in question could rise to the occasion; a challenge the Kalidasa Elphinstone Society (KES)
explicitly set for themselves by advertising their Shakuntala as a “much admired and highly
finished melodrama.”
Scenographically the production fits the bill: a critic from the Bombay Gazette remarked
in his review that “the arrangement of a number of banana trees and flowering shrubs on the
21
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stage had a very pleasing effect,” and that in one scene the production had even manifested “real
water played from a fountain surrounded by variegated lamps.”23 Mehta corroborates the “lavish
scale” of the production, nothing that “two wagons of flowers were brought from Poona to
decorate the stage,” and that the valkale, (an ascetic garment made of bark, that Shakuntala wears
in acts 1 and 2) was ordered for the production especially from Madras (on the opposite coast
from Bombay) at an expense of four hundred rupees.”24 The programming of the evening
likewise framed Shakuntala as a melodrama: the KES followed the Sanskrit play with a farce
called The Happy Man, in emulation of the English stage companies of the period.
There is, perhaps, no evidence more suggestive of the production’s having emulated
melodrama in performance than the company’s decision, at the end of act 5, to have Shakuntala
literally fly into the heavens as she escapes Dushyanta’s court. In Kalidasa’s script this action
takes place off-stage: Shakuntala, rejected both by the king—who cannot remember her—and
her father’s disciples—who cannot take her back to the āśrama with them—is lead offstage by
the King’s purohit, or priest, with the intention of keeping her in the women’s quarters at least
until she has given birth. Not long after they exit an offstage voice exclaims, “it’s a miracle!,”
and the awe-struck priest returns to stage to report to the king that something wondrous has
occurred. “When Kanva’s students had departed,” he reports, “the girl threw up her arms and
began to cry, cursing her destiny…Then, near to the apsaras’ shrine, a flash of light in the shape
of a woman lifted her up and vanished.” All those who remain on stage demonstrate their
astonishment.25
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As far as Kalidasa’s text indicates, therefore, the audience is never meant to see
Shakuntala vanish. We are only meant to hear about it second hand, and to experience the
wonder of the event through the wondrous narration of it given by the priest.26 The KES,
however, seems to have rendered this moment into a version of melodrama’s notorious sensation
scene—a climactic culmination to a play’s fourth act that sets up a resolution of the action, while
also demonstrating the theater’s technical capabilities. “The theatrical function of melodrama’s
big sensation scenes,” writes Linda Williams,
was to be able to put forth a moral truth in gesture and to picture what could not
be fully spoken in words […] The revelation occurs as a spectacular, moving
sensation—that is, it is felt as sensation and not simply registered as a
ratiocination in the cause-effect logic of narrative—because it shifts to a different
register of signification, often bypassing language altogether.27
The moral truth of this moment in Kalidasa’s drama is clear: Shakuntala, extracted from a dire
predicament by supernatural means, is exonerated of the duplicitous motivations of which the
King accuses her. In order for this revelation to transcend language, however, the KES employed
something that, from critics’ descriptions, sounds like a reverse deus-ex-machina, literally flying
Shakuntala into the air until she disappeared behind the proscenium.
If executed seamlessly, such an exit could have had the intended effect of the sensation
scene, elevating that which Kalidasa described in exposition to a crystallized visual of the moral
stakes of the entire drama. Unfortunately, from the perspective of The Times of India at least, the
moment was less than successful. “Whilst she was slowly ascending (in an invisible car),” wrote
their critic, “it looked very much as if the gods were hanging her by the neck, and one was glad
26
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to see the last of her legs disappear into the place where the clouds were supposed to be.” 28 The
perceived failure of the endeavor, however, has no bearing on how we are to understand the
aesthetics of production governing this performance. It might not have succeeded, but that
doesn’t mean it wasn’t melodramatic.
As some of the first Indian theater companies to produce this play in the Colonial era, the
Kalidasa Elphinstone Society and Sarat Chandra Ghose et al in Calcutta, staged Shakuntala
according to the model available to them: that of British theater that was popular in the urban
centers of Bombay and Calcutta. They do not seem, in other words, to understand the text-inperformance implicitly along the lines of its historical practice, but rather in the context of the
contemporary stage as dominated by the British. In comparing the scant details that survive of
these two productions, the variances among them (language, venue, stage convention, to name
few) are substantial enough to indicate that, in the decades following Jones’ translation, as the
theatrical cultures Bombay and Calcutta evolved in tandem with the British theaters, Sanskrit
drama did not yet belong to one particular genre or style, nor do it bear any distinct traces of an
authoritative, continuous tradition of performance.29 Furthermore, neither of the productions
described above betray an anxiety about how the play was supposed to be performed, nor do they
refer to some unifying ancient standard. Rather, Shakuntala seems instead to map onto theater
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culture as it is happening, with artists adjusting the text to fit the play into various popular
methods of production.

II. SHAKUNTALA’S BONES
To presume that access to a dramatic text grants access to a corresponding method of
production is to presume that the former is some kind of vessel for the latter, and one need only
discover how to open it. Such an understanding would expect, in other words, that the revival of
Shakuntala as a dramatic text would naturally give way to an understanding and subsequent
revival of a commensurate method of production. As these earliest colonial productions indicate,
however, a dramatic text does not always bear evidence of or directions toward a manner of its
enactment, particularly not across the chasm of thousands of years and disparate cultures.
Another way of articulating this would be to say that text of the play—Shakuntala’s bones, to
borrow the phrase from W.B. Worthen—is not bound to a historical or authentic method of
production, does not authoritatively dictate the manner in which it is brought to the stage. “The
text is always material,” Worthen writes, “and different repertoires of performance use it, stake
its instrumentality, in different ways. Sometimes the repertoire asserts the archive’s priority—
Shakespeare in pumpkin pants—sometimes it doesn’t.”30 It would be simple enough to conclude
that the above-discussed productions chose not to assert the archive’s priority in performance,
but the issue is more complex. A director who desires to mount a production of Shakespeare in
pumpkin pants, to use the given example, has certain resources at her or his disposal: there are
records of what performances of his plays at the end of the sixteenth-century entailed and looked
like, (down to the eye-hooks on the performer’s undergarments if The Globe’s recent “original
practices productions,” are to be believed!) Thus, companies such as the Globe, or even William
30
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Poel’s Elizabethan Shakespeare Society (chapter 1) did indeed enjoy the opportunity to stake the
instrumentality of Shakespeare’s works toward a revivalist end. To put it simply, they had an
archive with which to engage.
At the time of its re-discovery in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
however, the classical Sanskrit dramatic canon came with no such corresponding performance
archive. Not only is there nearly a millennia unaccounted for in the history of these works in
performance, but evidence of the very performance culture for which they were first written is
comparably thin. Unlike Shakespeare, then, for whom we have both the plays and evidence of
their original productions at The Globe or Blackfriars, we have no such histories when it comes
to Kalidasa. The broader pre-modern dramatic canon provides two small glimpses of the
performance culture to which it belonged—Bhavabhuti’s Uttararāmacarita (Rama’s Last Act,
Eighth Century) and Harsha’s Priyadarśikā (Priyadarshika, Seventh century) each of which
features a play-within-a-play. These meta-theatrical scenes may well reflect the context in which
they were first performed, if we assume that the playwrights would have written them from
experience, reflecting on their professional knowledge. Of course even these examples must be
taken with reservations, given that multiple centuries separate these plays and their authors from
Kalidasa.
In Rama’s Last Act, Rama and his brother Lakshmana have gathered together with an
invited audience to watch a play composed by the poet Valmiki. The assembled audience
includes “the entire assemblage of living things—a complete host of mortals and immortals, gods
and demons, men and women and animals,” as well as “all the Brahmins, Kṣatriyas, city and
country dwellers,” and is therefore unlikely to earnestly reflect any historical audience from the
eighth century. Before the festivities begin Rama is sure to ask Lakshmana if the drama critics
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are in their seats (they are) before the two of them join the audience in the theater, which is
located on the Bank of the Ganga.31 As for the performance itself, Lakshmana notes that it is to
be performed by apsarases, a category of female divinities or nymphs, and commences with an
introductory speech by a sūtradhāra, or director, exactly as Rama’s Last Act itself began. The
rest of the script of the play-within-a-play follows closely the textual conventions of the drama in
which it is contained: characters’ emotional responses are demarcated in stage direction, as are
exits and entrances; characters who speak prakṛts in Bhavabhuti’s play speak prakṛts in
Valmiki’s; the nepathya, or off-stage space is utilized to introduce new characters or third-party
revelations. The qualities of the acting advocated by the tradition are suspect—Rama praises the
actress playing Sita, remarking to his brother that it is as if she herself is there in person, but she
herself is there in person, playing herself without Rama’s knowledge. Thus, the significance or
existence of verisimilar acting is unclear.
Priyadarshika likewise features a play to be performed for an elite court audience. In this
case we are not in the presence of the gods themselves, but confined more practically to the
world of men, and therefore Harsha’s example may be slightly more representative of the
community for whom such plays were originally written and performed. This play-within-a-play
recounts the courtship of the King, Udayana, and his first wife, Vasantasena, who is in
attendance. She is accompanied by Sankrityayani, a learned woman who speaks Sanskrit and
who also happens to be the play’s author. As with Valmiki’s play, the cast here is (at least
intended to be) all-female, as the eponymous ingénue and her companion Manorama take on the
roles of the Queen and King, respectively.32 Harsha also provides some details of the theater
house, which could be taken as indicative of a corresponding scenographic practice. Upon their
31
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arrival into the theater hall Sankrityayani marvels at how it has been dressed for the occasion.
She notes:
The room is resplendent with garlands of thick pearls, strung from golden,
jewel-encrusted pillars. The seats are filled with young women whose
beauty puts the Aparases to shame. This theater appears equal to the
palace of the gods themselves.33
This description is more ornamental than it is architectural, however, and aside from the presence
of pillars, tells us very little about the physical playing space.34 Once the play begins, the stage
directions provide some additional details: the King enters “with a toss of a curtain,” suggesting
some kind of textile barrier between the nepathya and raṅga, or stage, proper; and Priyadarshikaas-Vasavadatta plays upon a vīṇā (a stringed instrument often translated as lute), suggesting the
presence of some physical stage properties.
While entertaining, and perhaps illuminating as to the theoretical understanding of
performance as a mode of artistic expression in pre-modern India, these meta-theatrical moments
reveal very little additional information about to the practical implementation of dramatic texts
on stage. The plays-within-the-plays do not index performance, in other words—they merely
confirm that performance was central to the function of dramatic composition, and perhaps give
us a sense of the audience for whom said performances were given. The most tangible detail of
performance that these scenes provide is in the composition of the acting companies: both the
Apsarases who perform Valmiki’s play and the Queen’s attendants who perform Sankrityayani’s
are all-female casts.35 Based on this detail alone, the Calcutta and Bombay productions described
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above already stand in contrast to the limited archive, given that they featured all male
performers. Yet such a comparison requires that the above-discussed archive would have been
considered in undertaking these productions, a contention I cannot confirm. I cite the examples
of Rama’s Last Act and Priyadarshika here not as evidence of an extant reference archive, but
rather as evidence of the extreme paucity of information regarding the performance of Sanskrit
dramatic texts on the whole.
By far, the most comprehensive body of evidence of the complex theatrical tradition for
which Kalidasa might have written is the Nātyaśāstra, an extensive treatise on theatrical practice
attributed to sage Bharatamuni, the composition of which is dated to sometime between the
second century before and after the common era. More akin to a director’s manual than a guide
for playwrights, the Nātyaśāstra does indeed speak about methods of production, including
instructions for actors in how to best physicalize a multitude of potential characters, the most
successful means by which to enact various emotional states, how to indicate a change of scenery
or location, and what kind of musical accompaniment is appropriate for what moment. These
instructions, however, are esoteric at best; the kind of shorthand to a performance tradition
accessible to those who are inducted into it but exceedingly difficult to recreate ex nihilo. The
more significant challenge for our purposes, however, is that the Nātyaśāstra as it is understood
today—as a cohesive, singular work—was not collated and published until the early twentieth
century. Critical editions of select chapters were first made available starting in the 1880s, when
the French scholar Paul Regnaud published critical editions of chapters six (on rasa), seven (on
bhāvas), fifteen (on patters of speech) and sixteen (on metrical patterns) with a corresponding
French translation. His student, J. Grosset, then went on to publish a critical edition of the first
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fourteen chapters (out of thirty-six). The full text, with the commentary of Abhinavagupta
(eleventh century), was finally published in full over the course of four installations, beginning
only in 1926 and ending in 1964.36
When the earliest productions of Sanskrit drama were being mounted during the course
of the nineteenth century, therefore, the Nātyaśāstra was not yet a part of the conversation. Jones
makes no direct reference to the text in his preface to Shakuntala, which suggests that Radhakant
and the other Brahmins with whom he worked did not recommend that he read the two together.
He does, however, mention mythology surrounding a sage called “Bheret [sic]” to whom “the
invention of [Indian dramatick poetry] is commonly ascribed.”37 Horace Hayman Wilson also
cites this mythology in his introduction to Select Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus, noting
that: “the attribution of dramatic performances to Bharata is no doubt founded upon his having
been one of the earliest writers, by whom the art was reduced to a system.” Wilson continues,
His Sutras, or aphorisms, are constantly cited by commentators on different plays,
and suggest the doctrines which are taught by later authors: but, as far as has been
ascertained, the work of Bharata has no existence in an entire shape, and it may
be sometimes doubted whether the rules attributed to him are not fabricated for
the occasion.38
When Wilson published this two-volume collection in 1827, therefore, Bharata’s Nātyaśāstra
was only known as a disjointed series of maxims on the theater attributed back to a common
source.39 As a prescriptive, or śāstric, text, the Nātyaśāstra was likely preserved and transmitted
orally for centuries before ever being committed to writing. As described by Kapila Vatsyayan,
36
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“in the case of critical and technical writing in verse or prose, the text was largely aphoristic in
quality—a number of pithy, concise statements—with little argument or discursiveness.” 40
These qualities of composition then allowed for the texts to be easily memorized and transmitted
exactly from teacher to student across generations.
Kalidasa’s own work attests to this tradition, and suggests that in the fourth and fifth
centuries, the Nātyaśāstra was well known and invoked as a collective body of knowledge, if not
as a singular recorded text. During a debate between two dancing masters in the play
Malāvikāgnimitra (Malāvika and Agnimitra), the adjudicator, Kaushiki, rules that “the essence
of Nātyaśāstra is in its practice,” as evidence for why each teacher must demonstrate his skill by
way of his students and not by verbal argument alone.41 By having Kaushiki invoke this
precedent as justification for her decision, Kalidasa as the playwright suggests that the dancing
masters, and the court audience assembled to watch their contest, know the Nātyaśāstra and will
recognize her reference. She is not, in other words, introducing this text for the first time, but
rather seeking recourse to a larger body of knowledge that is implicitly cited alongside this one,
minor piece of text. In comparison, Wilson’s observation suggests that by the nineteenth century,
the bon mots had survived to the exclusion of that larger body of knowledge from which they
were once drawn. At the very least, Wilson and his orientalist academic colleagues did not
possess knowledge of the whole, and the few scattered, decontextualzed sutras of which they
were made aware were not enough to constitute a full tradition, and did not provide an adequate
standard against which to meter a dramatic enterprise.
The absence of such archival information does not, in and of itself, preclude revivalist
tendencies; it simply requires an act of invention—the willful creation of a past that is then
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replicated in performance. In The Nationalization of Hindu Traditions, Vasudha Dalmia
illustrates how this process operated in nineteenth century India, using Ranajit Guha’s
formulation of three interweaving idioms to articulate her argument. Guha’s idioms are as
follows: the British, characterized by the culture of the colonizer; the classical Indian, held as a
counterbalance to the British; and the modern Indian, a “new and original entity” produced by an
overlapping, crossing, subverting and coalescing of idioms one and two.42 Idiom three,
characterized by hybridity, integration, or whatever the preferred term, has always been
understood in terms of its fabrication—the amalgamation of two disparate models in the genesis
of a new, third option. Much of the scholarship on contemporary Indian theater addresses this
dynamic to some degree. However, Dalmia maintains that idiom three is not the only one that
was consciously fabricated over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth-centuries. The
classical Indian idiom was likewise manufactured, she claims, “derived and selected from the
traditions and texts which had been handed down.”43 Dalmia’s assessment is well taken, and has
been put to use across the South Asian humanities to illuminate the degrees to which such
invention took place. Theater was not exempt—in fact the very turn toward Sanskrit dramatic
literature signals an interest in certain elements of Indian theatrical tradition over others, an effort
to establish a theater historiography grounded in a particular period, with a particular canon of
plays.
Sudipto Chatterjee writes of this period as Indomania, characterizing the first half of the
nineteenth century in Bengal as “an era of Hindu-based-all-round Sanskritic revivalism,” that
gave way, by the second half of the century, to Indophobia characterized by the kind of idiom
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three hybridization described above.44 Yet Chatterjee does not look closely at the differences
between revivalism in literary dramaturgy as opposed to in performance. Instead his work
conflates the two and articulates theater’s evolution along this same trajectory: from Indomanic
revivalism to Indophobic westernization. “In other words,” he writes, “it is the revivalist theme
that is reflected in the penchant in early Bengali theatre for Sanskrit texts,” and that over time,
under the influence of the British theater in Calcutta, this penchant gave way to producing those
same “Sanskrit plays as if they were Western dramas.”45 Chatterjee’s chronology suggests,
therefore, that a revivalist method of production undergirds the turn toward European theatrical
techniques but was rejected in favor of a hybrid, modern alternative. If we consider dramatic
adaptation and theatrical production separately, however, it is clear that the impulse toward
revival—and the methods by which such revival was achieved—did not occur simultaneously for
each. Literary revivalism, characterized by translation and dramaturgical adaptation, is certainly
in evidence within what Rakesh Solomon identifies as the orientalist period of Indian
historiography, which ranges from the late eighteenth to the early twentieth centuries.46
Revivalism in performance, however, does not emerge in practice until the late high nationalist
period (the 1920s to 1940s), and does not fully ossify into the proper or official method of
production for the Sanskrit dramatic canon until the beginning of the post-colonial, or postindependence period, particularly after the 1954 drama festival.
III. LITERARY REVIVALISM
Literary revivalism, as I am defining it here, constitutes an interest in the dramaturgical
lessons of the Sanskrit canon—its stories and its structure—as they pertain to developing a body
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of modern Indian dramatic literature. It excludes any attempts at replicating stage practice,
whether in the production of a classical Sanskrit drama or of a work from outside that canon but
in its performance milieu. Revivalism, however, does not preclude development—many of the
cultural figures that sought recourse in the Sanskrit canon did so in pursuit of novel forms. They
were not, in other words, composing new Sanskrit dramas, but were rather drawing from the
wealth of the Sanskrit dramatic canon in service of establishing new dramaturgical models. The
archive for such endeavors was available in the plays themselves.
Translation is the easiest manifestation of this trend to identify, as it would also have
been the easiest method by which to incorporate the classical canon into contemporary
conversations surrounding the theater. Rendering these plays into vernacular languages would
have increased the availability of the canon, thereby bolstering the platform from which for
contemporary playwrights to derive their new works. From the middle of the nineteenth century
on, Indian language editions of Shakuntala proliferated: Parasuram Godbole published a Marathi
translation in 1861; Qazin Anjuman Taraqqi’s Urdu edition came out in 1862; Raja
Laksmansimh published a Hindi volume of the play in 1863, the completion of which Vasudha
Dalmia identities as the initiatory play for “the field of modern Hindi drama”47; and a Gujarati
version by Jhaverilal Umshankar Yajnik followed suit in 1867. By the end of the century,
Shakuntala alone had been translated thirty-four times across nine Indian languages, with the
highest proportion of translations being done in Marathi, Bengali and Hindi.48 By the time of the
1954 festival in New Delhi, every one of the fourteen languages represented had at lease one
translation of Shakuntala, save Manipuri and Assameese. And, according to V. Raghavan,
Kalidasa’s other dramatic works, Malavikāgnimitra (Malavika and Agnimitra) and
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Vikramorvaśīya (Urvashi won by Valor) were also regularly translated, the former fourteen times
in six languages and the latter seventeen times in five languages by the end of the nineteenth
century.49
The distribution of translations toward Marathi, Bengali, and Hindi reflects the
concentration of theatrical development in the centers of Bombay, Calcutta and Banaras. Each
of these cities was home, in the nineteenth century, to artists who sought to write original plays
for the emergent theater in their given language, many of whom turned to the Sanskrit dramatic
canon as a wellspring for dramaturgical inspiration. It also reflects the concentration of elite
literary culture in urban centers, where it was dominated by upper class, and upper caste, highly
educated Brahmin men. In Banaras Bharatendu Harishchandra began his work with the Sanskrit
dramatic canon in 1870 when undertaking a translation of Vishakhadatta’s Mudrārākṣasa (The
Minister’s Ring), a pseudo-historical political drama detailing the actions of a scheming minister
as he labors on behalf of (and often in the place of) the emperor Chandragupta Maurya. As
described by Vasudha Dalmia, this project was more than merely a translation: Harishchandra
altered the text in critical ways in order to establish continuity between the play’s past (both of
its composition and its content) and his present, adding introductory verses to a number of the
acts and re-writing the conclusion. These adjustments served his overarching objective, which
was to “[forge] links with the past by invoking Sanskrit theater” in an effort to “[refunctionalize] it.”50 Literary revivalism was a tactic Harishchandra used to bolster the legitimacy
of his new drama, providing a strong platform from which to draw connections to the present.
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In Calcutta, Michael Madhusudan Dutta likewise began his literary exploits with the
Sanskrit canon through translation, in this case rendering Ramnarayan Tarkaratna’s Bengali
translation of Ratnāvalī (The Girl with the Jeweled Necklace) into English. Unlike
Harishchandra, Datta was not convinced that the Sanskrit canon was the strongest foundation
upon which to build the new Bengali drama, remarking even as he promoted his Ratnāvalī
translation that he hoped the day would soon come that writers will “discard Sanskrit models and
look to far higher sources of inspiration.”51 Despite this disdain, however, Datta’s original plays
continued to bear traces of influence from this degraded source of inspiration. Sudipto Chatterjee
describes his work as displaying an “equilibrium that could justify artistic creativity in a society
that was grappling with two identities,” equal parts Sanskritic and Shakespearean.52 Even work
that was ostensibly independent of the Sanskrit canon still bore traces of its impact on him:
Chatterjee notes that Datta’s 1859 play Padmabati, which was based on the Greek myth of the
golden apple that instigated the Trojan War, was lauded as having been “more strongly
influenced by Kalidasa’s Shakuntala than by anything else.”53
Finally in Bombay, the shift toward revivalism in Marathi theater can be attributed, at
least in part, to the proliferation of institutions of higher learning in the city and elsewhere in
Maharashtra, such as Elphinstone College (1834) and Bombay University (1857). The education
provided by these schools produced a generation of Indian men who were exposed to both
Western literary influences as well as “their own dramatic heritage: the Sanskrit plays of
Kalidasa, Shudraka, Bhasa, Bhavabhuti and others.”54 The origins of modern Marathi drama are
generally attributed to Vishnudas Bhave, whose musical-theater model was the first “ticketed
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show for native audiences” given in Bombay, a “milestone on the road to modern theater”55
according to Ananda Lal. However, the unscripted, informal nature of Bhave’s plays seemed
“crude” to this new generation of students who, according to Shanta Ghokale, “yearned for a
new kind of Marathi drama and contributed to its creation by translating Sanskrit and
Shakespearean plays.”56 Vinayak Janardan Kirtane, who is credited with successfully penning
the first scripted play, relied on these twinned dramaturgical models for their “structure and use
of dramatic convention” in his play, Thorle Madhavrao Peshwe (The Elder Madhavrao Peshwa),
a history recounting the heroic life and death of its titular figure. Although this play does not,
therefore, directly recapitulate a narrative from the Sanskrit canon, or even turn exclusively to
that canon as a model, sampling from Shakespeare as well, it is clear that formal literary
experimentation in Marathi drama looked to Sanskrit drama as an authoritative source that it
could emulate.
Each of the men enumerated in brief here is representative of the emergent social body
that Partha Chatterjee identifies as the “nationalist elite:” a “class created in a relation of
subordination” to the British colonial elite. In order to assert itself, Chatterjee writes, the
nationalist elite contested its position of inferiority with regard to the British by asseriting “its
cultural leadership of the indigenous colonized people.”57 The nationalist elite, in other words,
emerged in the liminal space between Colonial and native power, unable to assert dominance
over the former, but empowered by the former to dominate the latter. Though Chatterjee’s focus
is on this demographic in Bengal, certain fundamental qualities of this emergent, and powerful,
class in the nineteenth century are consistent when considered within significant urban centers
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like Calcutta, Bombay, and Banaras. Comprised of men who were elevated by the British to a
position of prominence above the rest of the Indian population, the nationalist elite asserted their
power where they could—over the articulation of their Indian identity as against their imperial
rulers, as well as over the expression of that identity by those Indians who were, in Ananya
Vajpeyi’s words, “twice subordinated, both by foreign rulers and by native elites.”58 A small
subset of the Indian population, in other words, was responsible for articulating the priorities,
concerns, and objectives of the whole, a task they endeavored, at least in part, through their
artistic and intellectual output.
These works are characterized by what Chatterjee calls the “classicization of tradition,”
among other qualities. “A nation, or so at least the nationalist believes, must have a past,” writes
Chatterjee. “If nineteenth-century Englishmen could claim […] a cultural ancestry in classical
Greece, there was no reason why nineteenth-century [Indians] could not claim one in the Vedic
age.”59 This is the process by which Dalmia describes the manufacture of idiom two: classical
Indian tradition. Thus dramatic literary revivalism, as discussed here, can be seen as part of this
foundational nationalist work to construct modern Indian identity on the reconstructed traditions
of a classical, (read: Vedic, Brahmanical, Hindu) past, a process that mutually reinforces the
hegemony of both. The nationalist elite gains credibility by projecting an image of cultural
continuity with the ancient past, and the ancient canon gains esteem by way of that same
exchange, to the point where the recourse of the one to the other seems inevitable, rather than
calculated.
And of course, no conversation about drama in nineteenth century India would be
complete without discussing the works of Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore. The definition
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of a Renaissance man, Tagore distinguished himself as a jack-of-all-artistic trades, composing
poetry, drama, literary criticism, literary fiction, music, and paintings over the course of his
career. While he is perhaps best remembered for his literary output and music (it is for the former
that he was awarded the Nobel prize in 1913), he was also a prolific dramatist, and wrote fortyone plays and numerous essays of dramatic criticism. In a detailed and impressive analysis of
what she calls Tagore’s Meghadūta corpus, Ananya Vajpeyi asserts that unlike his nationalist
counterparts, Tagore’s inspiration from Kalidasa’s poetry takes on a different tenor.60 “This is
not revivalism, not reconstruction, not historical fantasy, not nostalgia,” she writes. “It is an
inconsolable yearning for the past whose only property is its mute and absolute pastness.”61 In
Vayjpeyi’s reading of Tagore’s work with Meghadūta, the past is not something that can be
reclaimed in revival, and therefore takes on a pervasive quality of longing, which she identifies
with the Sanskrit term viraha. Though we are engaged in a conflict of terms, I see what Vajpeyi
reads as Tagore’s yearning for an irreclaimable past as part of the broader project I am describing
as literary revivalism, on account of his very recourse to Kalidasa’s oeuvre to articulate his sense
of longing. He may not be attempting to recreate Kalidasa’s poetic style, in other words, but he is
using Kalidasa’s poem as a tool to help him craft, and articulate, his own.
This same sense of longing can be discerned from Tagore’s literary criticism, in which he
often engaged the Sanskrit canon directly. Following the model set by Bankimchandra
Chattopadhyay who “[lay] the foundations of Bengali criticism” by integrating Sanskrit, English,
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and Bengali literature under a single banner, Tagore wrote on a wide array of subjects.62 Often
incorporating texts from various traditions into single essays, Tagore labored to level the critical
playing field between European and non-European subjects. Consider, for example, his 1902
essay on Kalidasa’s drama, titled simply: Shakuntala.63 Though the name of the essay suggests a
monograph, Tagore immediately establishes that its focus is intended to be comparative,
assessing the “external resemblances and inner disparities” between Shakuntala and
Shakespeare’s The Tempest.64 While Tagore wrote other essays on Shakuntala, (another
comparative piece juxtaposing the play with Kalidasa’s poem Kumārasambhava, and an
introductory work entitled “Shakuntala: Its Inner Meaning” that was published in 1920 as an
introductory essay to Laurence Binyon’s new English translation), it is the facile comparative
framework he establishes in this piece that makes it such a fascinating case study for his practice
of literary revivalism.
On the one hand, the essay exemplifies a theory Tagore articulated a few years later in an
essay called “World Literature,” which advocates for the fundamental homogeneity of literature.
“Literature is not viewed in its true light,” Tagore writes in that paper, “if we see it confined to a
particular space and time. If we realize that universal humanity expresses itself in literature, we
shall be able to discern what is worth viewing in the latter.”65 Shakuntala and The Tempest, in
other words, should be read without knowledge of or concern for their particular contexts—premodern Indian court culture for the former, early-modern Elizabethan England for the latter.
Their content, reflecting as it does “universal humanity” should speak beyond specifics. Thus
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Tagore turns to the Sanskrit canon in an effort to demonstrate that the conventions of European
literary criticism can be applied beyond the bounds of European literature because the object of
inquiry—the human subject—remains fundamentally the same.
On the other hand, despite protestations that literature ought to be read independently of
its immediate context, Tagore’s essay twice denotes the significance of place for fully
understanding the rich brilliance of Kalidasa’s drama. “In this poem,” he writes regarding
Shakuntala, “as there is the union of nature with rule and principle, there is also the union of
nature with humankind. I think no country other than India could have brought about this sense
of implicit union between dissimilars.”66 Certainly not the England of The Tempest, which
instead of a union presents “a conflict between nature and humankind, between one human being
and another—and, at the root of the conflict, the struggle for power.” The Tempest, Tagore
concludes, is “full of strife from beginning to end.”67 It is the only moment that he addresses
India by name, (or directly suggests a kind of cultural causality in the genesis of these two
dramas), and yet the point is striking: India produces a play that integrates, while England
produces a play that dominates. Taken in the context of the English Imperial presence in India,
Tagore’s analysis of these plays seems to suggest a fundamental ontological divide between the
two nations rather than the promised universality. Read in the light of Vajpeyi’s critique,
however, we might take the India that is evoked by Kalidasa’s play, with which Tagore is so
taken, as the same India that is described in the Meghadūta—a specter of a lost nation never to
be recovered. The India capable of integrating opposites, or bridging the divide between nature
and mankind, was not, in other words, the India of the early twentieth century in which he wrote.
In which case his juxtaposition of India with England not only undercuts the premise of
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universality among nations, but also within them, with Kalidasa’s India taking precedent over the
India of the present. He may not have believed that revival was possible, but his yearning for the
past, to use Vajpeyi’s terms, still makes revival the subject of the conversation, still enshrines
Kalidasa’s India as a model, albeit an unattainable one.
There is a second, subtler allusion to the native proclivities of each of the play’s heroines,
this time with regard to place within the world of each play. The island on which Miranda has
grown up, Tagore writes, is “only required for the plot,” but is “not essential to the character.”
Miranda is innocent because she lacks companionship—a state of being that would endure no
matter what isolated geography in which she were to find herself. “This cannot be said for
Shakuntala,” he continues. “She is one with the forest retreat. If the hermitage were to be kept at
a distance, not only would the dramatic action suffer; Shakuntala herself would remain
incomplete.”68 Though he is not writing explicitly of India here, the connection is implicit:
Shakuntala the character would not be as complete, and rich, a literary figure without the setting
of the āśrama where she was raised—a space which epitomizes the union of nature and
humanity described above, which only the lost India of history could have manifested.
Despite his interest in the Sanskrit drama, and Shakuntala in particular, Tagore’s critique
never transgresses the literary, never endeavors to address the latent theatricality in the works in
question. In his critique of place, for example, he does not concern himself with what the āśrama
would have looked like on stage, nor how Elizabethan stage conventions compare with those of
the Sanskrit canon. Not even in The Stage, an essay he wrote in 1903, which calls for a rejection
of European scenographic preferences in theatrical production, (particularly with regards to the
ornate backdrops that were ubiquitous in the nineteenth century), does Tagore discuss the
possibility of Sanskrit drama in performance. Though this essay is perhaps the closest Tagore or
68
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any of his contemporaries came to advocating for or enumerating details of a revivalist mode of
production for the theater, it is still grounded in literary metaphor: as an alternative to the deadly
painted-backdrop Tagore advocates a return to what he calls the stage of the poet, where the
audience is asked to bring their imagination to the text to make it complete, rather than lazily
relying on the assistance of the scenic painter.
This too, I would argue, should be read in light of Vajpeyi’s analysis of viraha in
Tagore’s work. If the past cannot be revived, cannot be reconstructed, then a theatrical practice
of revival is destined for failure. The stage of the poet remains governed by poetry, which
Vajpeyi writes allows for a temporary journey between here and there, present and past, but not a
permanent solution for uniting the two in an enduring state.69 On the stage of the poet the past
remains irretrievable. Tagore goes on to cite Shakuntala to support his argument, describing a
scene from act 1 in which Dushyanta, concealed behind a tree, steals a glimpse of his beloved.
Tagore writes,
We for our part feel our creative faculty quite equal to imagining the tree trunk,
even though its image be not bodily there. The complex of the emotions
appropriate to the characters of Dushyanta and Shakuntala, Anasuya and
Priyamvada are doubtless more difficult to conjure up and retain in their
exactitude, so we are grateful for the assistance [the actor gives] to the
corresponding play of our sympathetic emotions.70
The tree, and the forest to which it belongs, in other words, are not functions of theatricality, but
functions of the audience’s capacity to bring their own experiences and imaginations to bear on
the dramatic art, a function that does not vary between reading a play and seeing it performed
onstage. In fact, despite his acknowledgement here of the contribution the actor can make to a
dramatic scene such as that described, Tagore maintains that “we all act to ourselves as we read a
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play, and the play which cannot be sufficiently interpreted by such invisible acting has never yet
gained the laurel for its author.”71 What more, then, could a production of a Sanskrit play like
Shakuntala offer to the theater of the poet, the theater of the imagination, that could not be
obtained simply by reading the text? Better to let the past live perfectly in the imagination, than
to attempt to revive it imperfectly in performance.
Thus, while The Stage comes close to addressing a method of production for Sanskrit
drama, this is not Tagore’s primary concern. Unlike William Poel’s Elizabethan Stage Society,
Tagore is not writing this essay as a guidebook toward reviving Sanskrit drama in a historical
mode onstage. Neither is he advocating for Sanskrit aesthetics as the only model by which to
reject the ornate scenography of the European stage: in fact, he specifically mentions the Bengali
folk theater form of Jatra as a preferable alternative to proscenium theater. “I like the Jatra plays
of our country,” he writes, because “there is not so much of a gulf separating the stage from the
audience. The business of interpretation and enjoyment is carried out by both in hearty cooperation, and the spirit of the play, which is the real thing, is showered from player to spectator
and from spectator to player in a very carnival of delight.”72 Tagore is not, therefore, opposed to
theatrical production. He is, however, firmly resolved against a practice of theatrical revivalism
predicated on reconstructed methods of production that have been derived from what he
perceives as an irreclaimable past.
From the middle of the nineteenth century on there is plentiful evidence in the
composition of dramatic literature and criticism of dramatic literature of what I am calling
literary revivalism. The artists discussed above, members of an elite and powerful demographic
that came to prominence during this period, turned to the model of Sanskrit drama in an effort to
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fabricate an idiom of Indian antiquity on which to construct modern Indian identity. However,
the practice of literary revivalism does not transgress into performance—none of the artists
discussed in this section essayed to produce a Sanskrit text on stage, nor did they enumerate a
standardized method of production for such a hypothetical enterprise to follow. Tagore’s
writings even indicate both the impossibility, and undesirability of such an endeavor. Therefore
we must re-evaluate claims such as those made by Sudipto Chatterjee, that theatrical revivalism
leads inevitably to theatrical westernization, by evaluating Shakuntala’s performance history
independently from the influence that the play had on literary production. Doing so, I contend,
reveals that Chatterjee’s chronology does not hold up: when it comes to theatrical production a
period of eclecticism precedes revival, which doesn’t emerge until well into the twentieth
century.

IV. THEATRICAL ECLECTICISM
Theatrical productions of Shakuntala in the century between those described
above and that of the Brahmana Sabha in New Delhi were admittedly rare: in my
research I have found reference to only twelve.73 Though few, those productions that did
take place reflect a theatrical culture in development, heterogeneous and wide-ranging in
its influences and aesthetics. Remember the qualities of the Kalidasa Elphinstone
Society’s 1867 production in Bombay: a lavish proscenium set (including truckloads of
fresh flowers); billing as a melodrama in newspaper advertisements; and the addition of a
sensation scene in which the audience sees Shakuntala “disappear” into the heavens.
Based on these details, it does not appear that the KES felt any anxiety to conform to a
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historically accurate or traditional method of production. On the contrary, the production
samples from a range of genres and models as it attempts to fit the play-text into a
modern theatrical context. Nor is it unique in this regard. In fact, an analysis of three
subsequent productions of the play that took place between the years 1880 and 1944
reveals the formal eclecticism that characterized experimentation with the play up until
within a decade of the Brahmana Sabha’s revivalist production.74
Balwant Pandurang Kirloskar’s Sangit Shakuntal is one of the more renowned
adaptations of Kalidasa’s play, not for Kirloskar’s treatment of the source material, but because
the production is synonymous with the theatrical form to which it gave rise. Originally a school
teacher in Belgaum, (in what is currently northern Karnataka), Kirloskar was not a theater man
by tradition or by trade. He was, however, what Kedar Kulkarni describes as “part of the
educated intelligentsia,” and therefore “instrumental in molding the itinerant theatre” that was
popular in western India “into a form of high art.” As a Brahmin, Kulkarni notes, Kirloskar was
also likely to have “a thorough knowledge of Sanskrit owning to [his] caste background,” in
addition to an English-modeled high-school and college education.75 His background and
pedigree, therefore, matches in many ways that of the literary figures discussed above.
However, a critical difference amongst them is that while Kirtane, Harishchandra, Dutta,
and Tagore were motivated to invent theater from the perspective of dramatic literature,
Kirloskar’s interest in the form was stoked from performance. Specifically from the experience
of seeing a Parsi theater company perform Agha Hasan Amanat’s Urdu play Indersabha while he
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was on a work trip to the city of Pune. This experience, as recounted by Meera Kosambi,
“inspired in Kirloskar the idea of producing a musical in Marathi.”76 The Parsi Theater, as
described in chapter 1, was a commercial enterprise that flourished in the region surrounding
Bombay during the middle of the nineteenth century. Named for the community from which a
majority of the earliest producers of this form derived, the Parsi Theater was an inherently hybrid
venture: companies drew on what they saw happening in the English theaters in the city,
integrating spectacle and melodrama with musical numbers drawn from popular culture and
stories from the Hindu mythological canon. For example Indersabha, the play that influenced
Kirloskar, takes place (as suggested by the title) in the court of the Hindu deity Indra, and depicts
a love story between a prince and a celestial of the court. The Parsi theater, in other words, was
multifarious in its inception, pulling elements from a range of sources to produce theater that was
both entertaining and financially viable.
The Sanskrit dramas were not exempt from consideration by the Parsi companies. As we
saw in chapter 1, the Parsi Victoria Dramatic Company (PVDC) even included a piece of their
production of Shakuntala as part of their tour to London. This production was also highlighted
on a massive pan-Indian tour the company took in 1874-75, during which they visited Delhi,
Lucknow, Banaras, and Calcutta, making them the first Parsi theater company to perform in what
was still at that point the colonial capital.77 There are a couple of details about this tour that I
would like to address before returning to Kirlosksar. According to an advertisement published in
the Indian Daily News on May 12, 1875, the company billed their performance in Calcutta as a
Hindustani Language presentation of “The Classical Opera entitled Shakuntala; or The Lost
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Ring.”78 Based on the summary given of the play’s action in this listing, it appears that the
company performed the play in its entirety, (as opposed to in London where they only presented
act 1), and that C.M. Balliwalla, who would go on to play Shakuntala’s role in London also
played the part in Calcutta. Beyond these particulars it is difficult to know of what exactly the
performance in Calcutta consisted. However, the company is here billed under the auspices of
one Dave Carson, a celebrated minstrel performer who, in 1875, teamed up with the PVDC’s
owner K.S. Nazir to co-produce their residency in the city.79 The relationship between Carson
and this company is fascinating, and one that requires much further research, but for the moment
I would like to turn briefly to reviews of the company’s performance in London to suggest
evidence of Carson’s influence on this company and thereby illustrate the versatility of the Parsi
theater in terms of production aesthetic.
A review of the PVDC’s performance at the Gaiety Theatre in the London Evening
Standard indicates the incorporation of at least two popular minstrel songs into their repertoire.
First, during their enactment of The Fancy Ball, the reviewer notes that the company interspersed
Indian music with “old-fashioned English airs,” and that it was “monstrous droll to hear a nigger
melody burst out in the gravest of situations; chanted in solemn tones, the ‘King of the Cannibal
Islands,’ sung as a duet in a moment of absorbing interest.”80 The song mentioned here, the King
of the Cannibal Islands, was a popular tune that dates back at least to 1840, the abhorrent lyrics
of which describe the murder and consumption of a hundred consorts on the part of the titular
figure.81 Then, during Shakuntala, the reviewer describes Dushyanta’s entrance as he “bounds
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upon the stage in truly Royal costume, to the air of Lucy Neal,” another well-known song from
the minstrel musical canon.82 It is possible, of course, that the PVDC came into contact with this
music on their own, irrespective of the time the spent in Calcutta with Dave Carson. What is
clear, however, is that for their London performance, (and perhaps even as they continued to
perform around India), they chose to incorporate popular music from a vastly divergent
performance tradition into their work, and that Shakuntala was every bit as much a part of this
formal hybridization as the contemporary melodramas in their repertoire.
On the way home from Calcutta, Nazir and the company stopped in Banaras and
performed Shakuntala at the city’s Dance Hall for an audience that likely included none other
than Bharatendu Harishchandra (discussed above). In his 1883 essay Natak, Harishchandra
reviews a performance of Kalidasa’s play that was very poorly received by the academic
community of the city. “When […] the brave and noble hero Dushyanta began to dance
salaciously with his hand on his waist like a dancing girl and sing ‘Watch my slim waist
gyrate,’” Harishchandra reports, “Dr. Thibaut, Babu Pramadadas Mitra and several other learned
scholars came away, saying: ‘we can’t stand to watch this any longer; these people are putting
the knife to Kalidasa’s throat.’”83 Unfortunately, I have not been able to find evidence to
irrefutably prove that the company Harishchandra saw was the PVDC, though the chronology
certainly lines up. Regardless, the academic community of Banaras’ reaction to the production
that they did see is an indication of the literary propriety that the cultural elite felt toward the
play, as well as a harbinger of more conservative theatrical interpretations to come.
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Harishchandra, as noted above, did not champion revivalist stage practice, but rather only
its literary counterpart. However, when faced with somebody else’s interpretation of the play in
performance, it is clear that Harishchandra and his contemporaries had certain expectations that
this production did not meet, to the extent that he describes it as threatening the very life of the
play’s author. Thus whether or not he is directly responding to the PVDC in this comment from
Natak (and if so whether or not they were showcasing Dave Carson’s influence on them in this
particular performance), the implication is that while there may not yet have been a clear model
for how to produce the play, there was a sense among this erudite community that there should
be a correct way, and that whatever it was they saw on tour was not it.
The mention of Dushyanta’s song and dance in Harishchandra’s critique suggests that for
the Banaras audience, popular music was seen as an improper fit for a classical Sanskrit text.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, however, it was this musical dimension of the Parsi theater as a genre of
performance that seems to have so captivated Kirloskar, and on which he expanded for his own
experimentations with theatrical form. After seeing the Parsi company perform in Pune in early
1880, Kirloskar wasted no time in getting his own Marathi musical off the ground. According to
Kulkarni, by late September of the same year Kirloskar had assembled a cast and crew of
amateur performers for an inaugural performance on October thirteenth—after less than one
month of rehearsals! On the textual level Kirloskar has rendered a straightforward, if a bit
magniloquent, Marathi translation of Kalidasa’s Sanskrit text (the fourth, Kosambi notes, to have
been completed in that language).84 His innovation with the play is not, therefore, in dramatic
structure, but rather in the formal presentation of that text in performance, particularly in the
musical accompaniment he devised. In recasting Shakuntala as a musical, Kirloskar substituted
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songs in the place of the play’s manifold verses (a shift indicated by the use of Sangit in the
title).
Though none of Kalidasa’s text was altered, the method of expressing that text in
performance was decidedly novel; and profuse. Shanta Ghokale marvels that “the number of
songs in the seven acts of [Kirloskar’s] Shakuntal numbered around 209,” and incorporated “an
eclectic range of melodies. The tunes for these songs came from every available source,”
including keertan, lavanis, devotionals, and more.85 His musical selection was well received by
critics. Ghokale cites Vishnushastri Chiplunkar who favorably compares Kirloskar’s enterprise
against the Parsi theater by which he was inspired: “Anybody who has seen both that play and
this need not be told how much better the music in this one is,” Chiplunkar proclaims. “For one
thing, the music in the Parsi play is monotonous and boring, unlike this play, where it is
excellent.”86 Kulkarni, citing Kirloskar’s biographer Shankar Bapuji Mujumdar, notes that the
success of the adaptation could be marked “in programs of singers, performing women, in
women’s quarters, in the chatter of children, and the performances of musicians” all of which
recycled “the songs from Sangit Shakuntal.”87
The circulation of the play’s songs certainly attests to its popular reception, and critical
reception, it seems, was similarly positive. Despite only presenting the first four acts of the play
(Kirloskar did not complete his translation until September 1881, after which it was given a
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second, and complete, production), a critic at the Pune newspaper Induprakash reported that “the
whole performance was spectacular [darshaniya].” In a subsequent review published after the
second performance of the play that November, the newspaper makes a point of noting the
emotional potency of the production by mentioning that “few people were not moved to tears
when Shakuntala leaves her father in act four.”88 The endeavor was so successful that Kirloskar’s
make-shift, amateur company was even invited to travel the one hundred and sixty kilometers
west to Bombay for a four-day residency at the Victoria Theatre on the city’s famous Grant
Road.
Kirloskar’s Sangit Shakuntal combines translation, theatrical production, and formal
innovation for a radical reinterpretation, or what Kosambi terms a “re/invention of tradition by
recuperating Kalidasa’s famous work.”89 However, Kosambi insists that “despite its classical
origin, the play did not establish the hegemony of the text,” but established in its stead a
“performance-oriented tradition,” one that transcended the literary prestige of the text that first
gave it shape.90 Kirloskar may have relied on his audience’s familiarity with Kalidasa’s
Shakuntala to invent his Marathi Sangitnatak (musical drama), but it was the latter and not the
former that would go on to “hold sway over [Marathi] theatre-goers for the next fifty years.”91
Kirloskar’s work on Shakuntala, therefore, confirms that, at least in the early 1880s, formal
experimentation with Sanskrit dramas was not only possible, but that they in fact provided a very
fertile ground from which to work, allowing the artist to cast a familiar story, in this case
Shakuntala, as ancillary to novel approaches to form and practice. Moreover, in the critical
reception to Kirloskar’s work (both contemporary to the production and from the present), the
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models his innovation is compared against are always the popular models of performance of the
day—the Parsi theater, the so-called “bookish” plays of Bhave and Kirtane, British forms like
Opera and Melodrama. In contrast, the Sangitnatak form is not compared to historical evidence
of how Shakuntala would have been performed in Kalidasa’s day, nor is it evaluated according to
the standards of the Nātyaśāstra. This is not to say that such a critique is not possible, but rather
to emphasize that in its historical circumstance, Kirloskar’s Sangitnatak cannot be evaluated as
compliant with or deviant from an “authentic” method of production for Shakuntala simply
because that rubric had not yet become the hegemonic standard for producing Sanskrit plays.
Unlike in Banaras, where the PVDC touring company encountered a particularly elite and
conservative audience, at home in Maharashtra the audience of Kirloskar’s Sangitnatak did not
perceive the play to violate any kind of standard or convention with regard to the text it adapted.
The era of eclectic production that preceded revivalism reached its apex in 1944, when
the celebrated film star Prithviraj Kapoor produced Shakuntala as the inaugural play for his
newly formed theater company, Prithvi Theatres. While Kapoor was already famous for his work
in the film industry, “the birth of Prithvi Theatres was unusual,” writes Zohra Segal,
because [it was] unpremeditated. In spite of always intending to have a theatre of
his own, Prithviji had never worked out a regular scheme or tried to collect a
company. It was by sheer chance that, at the end of 1943, Pandit Betab
approached him with a request that he should direct and act in Shakuntala.92
This felicitous request, however, gave rise to one of the most unique theater institutions in the
landscape of contemporary Indian theater. Pandit Betab, of whom Segal writes, is Pandit
Narayan Prasad Betab, a celebrated playwright from the Parsi theater who had transitioned into
screenwriting, and a close personal friend of Kapoor’s. Betab had been commissioned to write a
Hindi screenplay based on Kalidasa’s text for the film director V. Shantaram who ultimately
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rejected his efforts, going on to make the film with a different writer. Betab then brought the
script to Kapoor, who decided to keep it as a play, and to make this piece the cornerstone of his
new theatrical enterprise.93
As an actor, Kapoor was a naturalist, a style of acting his youngest son Shashi Kapoor
attributes to his penchant for Hollywood films.94 In direct challenge to the conventions of the
popular Parsi theater, Kapoor advocated for his actors to maintain “the illusion of reality
onstage;” an aesthetic choice that, as with the advent of naturalism in the West, gave way to the
performer turning his back to the audience, avoiding direct address, and delivering lines with
emotional subtlety rather than as demonstrative declamations.95 This acting style contrasts with
the internal dramaturgy of a play like Shakuntala, whose characters often partake in emotional
asides, and who do not reflect the kind of interior subjectivity on which psychological realism is
predicated. It seems, however, from the reports of Jai Dyal, who accompanied Prithviraj and
company on tour in 1950, that Kapoor had made significant edits to the text to make it a more
accessible to his audience. “Shakuntala as played by Prithvi theatres,” Dyal writes, “is a modern
version of the classic play of Kalidas. Its beauty has been preserved, but Prithvi has made
extensive alterations and additions to make it playable.”96 Without a copy of this edited text I am
unable to discern the extent of these changers or how they would have shaped the play, but given
Prithvi’s preference for naturalism on stage, it is a safe assumption that the more presentational
elements of Kalidasa’s dramatic text would have been edited out in order to lend the play more
seamlessly to a modern, naturalist method of production.
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The production was scenographically lavish and technologically savvy. “A realistic touch
was given to the presentation by creating scenes of [the] royal court through wooden columns
and painted walls and a royal seat” recalls Radhavallabh Tripathi, “and in the scene of the
hermitage, trees [were represented by] cut outs of plywood.” The production also made creative
use of “different spotlights,” by which Shakuntala’s adoptive father Kanva “was shown
witnessing the love scene between” Shakuntala and Dushyanta in act 3.97 The few black and
white images of the production published in Shashi Kapoor’s volume attest to this: the stage is
covered with vegetation and a low row of ferns runs across the upstage wall. An elaborate
painted backdrop depicts a sky decorated with cloud formations and a mountain peak rising in
the distance. Stage left, resting on a low retaining wall there appears to be a small shrine, while
stage right we find a full-scale reed hut, presumably the abode of some of Kanva’s ṛṣis [Figure
9]. The production was expensive, operating at a deficit of nearly Rs 1 Lakh (100,000), and
Shashi, who took over as the stage manager for the production as he got older, remarks that the
“heavy wagonloads of Shakuntala sets […] were ‘hell to assemble and disassemble.’”98 For this
reason, as the company grew and continued to tour the country, Shakuntala was eventually
discontinued from their repertoire.
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FIGURE 9. PRITHVI THEATRES PRESENTS SHAKUNTALA, 1944
(Photo Credit: Shashi Kapoor Presents: The Prithviwallas)

During the years of its activity, 1944-1960, Prithvi Theatres toured across India,
presenting a rotation of eight plays, and giving a total of 2,662 performances in all.99 After
Shakuntala, Kapoor produced exclusively new material, particularly plays that engaged with the
political realities of a nation on the brink of both partition and independence. He envisioned
Prithvi Theatres as “a national theatre,” writes Jain, presenting contemporary and relevant
subject matter “in a language that could be understood all over the country,” and with a transnational reach accomplished through touring.100 The first of these new works, Deewar (1945)
was, according to Aparna Dhwarwadker, one of the most successful examples of “social
realism,” a genre promoted by the Indian People’s Theatre Association (IPTA) in the 1940s and
early 1950s.101 The play told the story of “two brothers who live together in harmony until a
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British woman comes into their lives,” with the brothers thinly signifying the soon-to-be
partitioned nations of India and Pakistan, and “the wall between them the border between the two
countries.”102 Many of the artists that Kapoor employed in his theater were also members of the
IPTA: Uzra Mumtaz, for example, who joined the company to play Shakuntala, first came to
Kapoor’s attention in an IPTA play called Zubeida. Her sister, Zohra Segal, went on the join the
company a few years later. Likewise many of his writers, including K.A. Abbas, Inder Raj
Anand and Ramanand Sagar, were also closely affiliated with the IPTA during this period in
their careers.
For the majority of its life as an institution, therefore, Prithvi Theatres established itself as
a politically engaged entity, producing original plays composed expressly for social commentary.
This work was not always in opposition to the government, either. In 1955 the first President of
India, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, even commissioned a work from the company on the condition of
farmers.103 The resulting play, Kisan, was a debate on the introduction of automated agricultural
technology enfolded within a story about a farmer named Chaudhary and his family. Thus the
company was also an institution that transcended its regional roots, registering on the national
landscape enough that it was selected for this project by a prominent political figure.
Having established such a notable national profile, it would seem that Prithvi Theatres
would have made an obvious choice to present a play like Shakuntala at the 1954 National
Drama Festival in New Delhi. As of writing, I have not been able to locate, and have therefore
not been able to consult, any record (if one exists) of the applicants for inclusion in this festival.
It is entirely possible that Prithvi did not submit their production for consideration, because they
either were no longer able to (or no longer wanted to) revive this play from their repertoire.
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However, given the company’s connection to President Rajendra Prasad, who inaugurated and
presided over the festival, it certainly seems within the realm of possibilities that the company
could have been requested to present their production if that is what the organizers had desired. It
is also worth, therefore, considering the institutional differences between Prithvi Theatres and its
contemporary, the Brahmana Sabha, to understand the political dimension of the latter’s having
been promoted to the national stage with their particular interpretation of Kalidasa’s play.
In some respects, the Prithvi production of Shakuntala has a lot in common with that of
the Brahmana Sabha: both were originally conceived and performed in Bombay; both were
directed by admired film stars who were using their celebrity to promote theatrical culture in the
city; both were attempts to popularize and present a classical text for a contemporary audience.
As noted above, however, the Brahmana Sabha was not a theatrical organization but a cultural
organization, specifically an assembly of high cast Hindu scholars and professionals convened to
support and sustain Sanskrit literary culture. Their production of Shakuntala was not, therefore,
engaged with broader debates about the nature or future of theatrical practice in India, but was
rather narrowly occupied with the theater as it related to this particular cultural goal. The play
was an instrument for demonstrating the vitality of that rarified, elite reconstruction of history
advocated by the literary revivalists. Thus the play’s value in performance was not what it could
reveal about the present, but rather how it could represent the past.
Prithvi Theatres, on the other hand, had been part of a movement toward popular political
theater in the 1940s and 50s, one that, according to Dharwadker, conflicted with the focus on
aesthetics that dominated the national conversation in the arts in the decade surrounding
Independence. “The contrast,” she writes,
between the activities of the IPTA in the 1940s and the commentaries of [writers
such as] Kamaladevi [Chattopadhyay] and [Baldoon] Dhingra is, simply, that
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between practice and theory—between a precise historical positioning in relation
to colonialism, fascism, and immediate socioeconomic and political problems
[…] and a sentimental universalism that lacks a concrete understanding of the
historical moment.104
The IPTA, therefore, and other artists sympathetic with their cause, looked to theater as a means
of critiquing the nation in development and not necessarily as a bearer of a “universal” aesthetic
that transcended social realities. The reality of the country on the brink of and post Independence
and Partition was too fractured, Dharwader asserts, to benefit from a theater that “envision[ed]
the nation as a classless community whose collective identity is self-evident and
unproblematic.”105 And yet that is precisely the turn that the 1954 festival, (and the 1956
National Drama Seminar that followed in its wake), made with their choice of programming.
Together, these enterprises perpetuated the false illusion of a collective and self-evident national
identity, neatly glossing over the IPTA’s groundbreaking work in what Dharwadker classifies as
a “project of suppression.”106 Of course, as Romila Thapar reminds us, “an identity is not created
accidentally nor is it altogether innocent of intention.”107 Identity is constructed and, in the case
of the National Drama Festival, it was erected not only on the textual history of Kalidasa’s
Shakuntala, but on the production of that text given by the elite, Brahmanical cultural agency of
the Brahmana Sabha.
Had Prithvi Theatres performed their production, it would have endorsed a vastly
different model of national identity. Amongst the company’s entire repertoire, Shakuntala does
usually register as one of their more political pieces, and perhaps it was earnestly not conceived
in that way. However, it strikes me that Prithviraj’s choice of Uzra Mumtaz, a Pashtun Muslim
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actress, to embody the leading role for his company indicates a direct engagement on his part
with question of partition and growing Indo-Pakistani tensions in the years immediately prior to
1947.108 Although the two-nation resolution was not officially announced until mere months
before the event took place, momentum for the solution had been building since the 1930s, and
Prithviraj Kapoor was its outspoken opponent. Prithvi Theatres’ sophomore production Deewar,
as discussed above, was an overt commentary on the dangers of partition, the ending of which—
a peaceful reunion of warring brothers and the literal destruction of the wall that divides them—
shows little qualms about taking a stand on the issue. For Kapoor to have cast a Muslim woman
in the role of the mythical mother of India during this politically volatile time was not an
innocuous choice and, while audiences in colonial Bombay might not have perceived the
production in this way, audiences in post-Partition Delhi most certainly would have.
In her book, The Performance of Nationalism: India, Pakistan, and the memory of
Partition, Jisha Menon writes about the power that performance has—across a range of mediums
not limited to theater—to resuscitate the trauma the nation experienced at its founding. “Despite
the institutional strategies of redress and reparation,” she writes, “and the redemptive accounts of
the nation’s nonviolent path to freedom, the unruly memories of the Partition resist efforts
toward a harmonizing closure.”109 Menon is, of course, writing from a position of considerable
distance from these events as she accounts for performance’s affective potential to re-open old
wounds. How much more affective would this kind of enactment have been, therefore, if
engaged within a decade of the event itself? Considered in this light, the choice of a group like
the Brahmana Sabha to perform Shakuntala is a comparably political selection, though by far
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less controversial. Their production conformed with the hegemonic majority culture and, in
being chosen, naturalized that cultural model as the universal measuring stick for the modern
Indian state. Going forward, the standard set by the Brahmana Sabha’s production established a
united cultural front from which to advance. Unfortunately the margins were erased in the
process.
And yet even this production, which I am asserting as the turning point toward the
ossification of revivalist methods of production for the Sanskrit canon, still bears traces of a
production culture that is more eclectic. The stage design for example, with its lush forest-scape
and three-dimensional ascetic’s hut, is far closer in aesthetic to the flower-laden set of the
Kalidasa Elphinstone Society (of even Theophile Gautier’s Ballet-Pantomime as described in
chapter 2), than it is to the simple platform stage advocated by the Nātyaśāstra. The full
expression of theatrical revivalism would not reach its apex until the decades after independence,
facilitated by the full publication of the Nātyaśāstra and the establishment of dedicated cultural
institutions that married the cultural elements of the Brahmana Sabha with the theatrical
priorities expressed in the 1956 Drama Seminar. I would like to end this chapter by addressing
the post-colonial profusion of historicist productions of Shakuntala, and other works of the
Sanskrit canon, that have been performed across India since the 1954 Drama Festival in New
Delhi. In contrast to the paucity of productions that took place in the previous century, since the
1950s Shakuntala has been performed in India almost every year and, while many of these
productions resist or reject revivalism (which I will discuss at length in chapter 4), most of them
do not. The aesthetic model that I have termed theatrical revivalism is also, therefore, revisionist,
for as more companies have endeavored productions that aspired towards historical accuracy, the
more those early models of eclecticism have been eclipsed.
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V. INSTITUTIONS OF REVIVAL
Two years after the 1954 National Drama Festival, the Sangeet Natak Akademi hosted a
multi-day seminar on the state of the theater as India approached a decade of independence.
Participants from across the country were invited to submit papers on subjects ranging from actor
training, to the history and performance of numerous regional and folk forms, to the lasting
influence of western theater on Indian models. (As Dharwadker notes this line-up was
conspicuously absent of a dedicated panel for or presentation on the work of the IPTA). The
objective of this seminar was to take stock of the vast array of performance models in practice
across the country, and to make recommendations to the SNA governing body for five and tenyear projections of how to best develop and sustain the dramatic arts in India. The transcripts of
the seminar—not only the papers submitted, but the subsequent conversations which attended
them—preserve a set of questions and concerns as they existed at this particular moment in time,
attendant to the manifold ways that the theater was able to reflect the country back to itself.
Aparna Dharwadker calls this event “the first sustained exercise in historical self-positioning—
an early postcolonial reflection on the singular problematic of a multilingual theatrical tradition
that had classical and pre-modern as well as colonial antecedents, the emergent modernity of
which was synchronous with colonialism.”110 While all of these antecedents were represented
within the seminar overall, none framed it quite so conspicuously as the classical.
The seminar began with a welcome address to the assembly by SNA Chairman PV
Rajamannar. Citing first Rabindranath Tagore, then Konstantin Stanislavski, and finally George
Bernard Shaw, Rajamannar’s speech stressed “the important place that theatre occupies in the
cultural life of a nation,” while simultaneously aligning India with the great theater traditions
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belonging to Russia and England.111 To take itself seriously as a contender in the modern
dramatic arena, Rajamannar’s presentation asserts, India must embrace the longevity of its
theatrical heritage, building that cultural life out of “not merely the present, but everything in the
past which still has meaning and influence.”112 To illustrate his point, the Chairman went on to
quote the Nāṭyaśāstra at length—specifically the portion of the first chapter in which Bharata
enumerates the benefits of the drama, and the scope of its representation: “There is no wise
maxim, no learning, no art or craft, no device, no action that is not found in the drama,” the
passage concludes.113 Taken in the context of the Nāṭyaśāstra alone, this passage is a
commentary on the mimetic capacity of dramatic art. Taken in the context of Rajamannar’s
speech, however, it becomes a challenge raised in defense of the classical canon: if there is
nothing that is not to be found in this type of drama, it should certainly remain relevant for the
future of theatrical culture in India.
Rajamannar’s speech was followed in turn by the seminar’s Inaugural Address, given by
Vice President of India S. Radhakrishnan. Littered throughout what is otherwise a matter-of-fact
summation of the dramatic arts, Radhakrishnan incorporates full Sanskrit verses, without benefit
of translation. He begins with a verse from the Nāṭyaśāstra, prefaced with his observation that
“Indian Tradition, preserved in the Nāṭyaśāstra, claims for the drama a divine origin. It is said to
be the fifth Veda—intended to give pleasure to both the eyes and ears and transmit the Ultimate
Truth.”114 He follows this with verse fifteen from the text’s first chapter, in Sanskrit, and moves
on to the next observation without expounding on the verse, or its connection to his previous
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statement.115 The two are related—the verse addresses the Nāṭyaśāstra as a fifth Veda,
containing the knowledge of other prescriptive texts and artistic bodies of knowledge—but the
connection seems less important than the sound of the ancient text in a contemporary oration, as
if by citing the Nāṭyaśāstra verbatim, Vice President Radhakirshnan leant a similar divine
sanction to the seminar itself.
That both of these men sought recourse to direct citation from the Nātyaśāstra is
particularly significant when we remember that at the time of this conference, the Nātyaśāstra as
a coherent, quotable, singular text was had still not been published in its entirety. The historical
self-positioning taking place in the conference was therefore unique for being the first occasion
on which artists could reference, and directly cite, the Nātyaśāstra as the undisputed, and
tangible, foundation from which the modern theater was seen to derive. The availability of this
document provided scholars and artists with the opportunity to read the ancient play texts
alongside an aesthetic document, lending further credibility to claims of classical pedigree (by
aligning the Nāṭyaśāstra with a text such as Aristotle’s Poetics). Such readings further furnished
the possibility of performances directed according to the text’s precepts and opened the door for
policing tradition: suddenly there were rules to be followed, clues to be analyzed, and an
authority to consult, simultaneously expanding and limiting the scope of interpretive license an
artist could undertake, as well as contributing to anxieties surrounding the authenticity of work
with Sanskrit dramatic texts. Moreover, the existence of this text provided a foundation for
theatrical discourse—a common ground to which all aesthetic debate could return. Thus, the
seminar proceedings themselves unfold almost as a latter-day Nāṭyaśāstra; rooted in, and also
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setihāsam karomyahm” Which translates as “I will make a 5th veda, whose subject is nāṭya, furnished by the wealth
of all the śāstras, propounding all of the fine arts.”
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extending out from, a singular classical origin, expanding the conversation surrounding theater,
and at the same time scrupulously preserving its links to the past.
Just two years after the 1956 seminar, two cultural institutions were founded that would
go on to have a profound impact on the advocacy for and celebration of theatrical revivalism in
independent India: the Akhila Bharatiya Kalidasa Samaroh (the All India Kalidasa Festival) in
Ujjain, and the Samskrita Ranga (the Cultivated Stage) in Madras (Chennai). Organized as “a
national festival to perpetuate the memory of Kalidasa,” the first Kalidasa Samaroh was
inaugurated, like the 1954 National Drama Festival in New Delhi, by Dr. Rajendra Prasad, the
First President of India.116 The festival treated a comprehensive spectrum of arts and scholarship,
featuring an academic program, a research seminar, an all-Indian exhibition of paintings and
sculptures, and performances of Kalidasa’s dramas. The decision to host this national festival in
Ujjain, a moderately sized city in the central Indian state of Madhya Pradesh, is itself something
of a revivalist move, as Ujjain is the site of the pre-modern city Ujjayini, the western capital of
the Gupta dynasty, and therefore likely home to the poet Kalidasa at some point in his life. The
poet provides a detailed description of the city in The Meghadūta, which suggests he was at least
familiar with it. To choose Ujjain as the location for an all India Kalidasa festival is to therefore
participate in a kind of sacred geography—a reclamation of place that is directly in contrast with
how Ananya Vajpeyi reads Tagore’s work on the poet. “No narrative of Indian nationhood can
bride the gap, for Rabindranath, between here and there, Bengal and Alakā, present and past,”
she argues as evidence for Tagore’s aversion to revivalism.117 The Ujjain of 1958, in other
words, and Kalidsa’s Ujjayini cannot be reconciled with one another; the latter being irreparably
116

Kalidasa Samaroh Program 1990, Kalidasa Akademi Archives, Ujjain. The second year of the festival was
inaugurated by the “Architect of Modern India,” Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru.
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Vajpeyi, 115. Alakā here is the Yakṣa city from which the central figure of the Meghadūta poem has been exiled.
In Vajpeyi’s analysis, it stands in for Kalidasa’s India, from which Tagore as a poet feels comparably exiled.
Neither location is to be reclaimed by the displaced subject.
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lost to the present. The Kalidasa Samaroh, in contrast, stakes a claim on Ujjain as having deep
historical significance to the project of revival, as if to perform Kalidasa’s plays there would
somehow further enhance the authenticity of the stage practice.
Mandakranta Bose played the roles of Anasuya and Sanumati in the first ever production
of Shakuntala for the Kalidasa Samaroh, directed by Dr. Gauri Nath Shastri at Sanskrit College,
Calcutta. Even for this production, Bose writes, the Nātyaśāstra was “not a work [the students]
actually knew.” Her professors, she continues, “were familiar with [Bharata’s] work on rasa, but
not with the chapters on drama and dance.”118 Still, the production that she remembers earnestly
endeavored to authentically replicate the stage conventions for which the play was written,
despite not knowing exactly what those were. Overall, she recalls that the production’s “fidelity
to the past was uneven,” with costumes “attempting merely to simulate bark fabric but of
otherwise conventional Indian design,” a partial pūrvaraṅga, or preliminary set of stage rituals
that, through subsequent research she learned did not properly match those laid out in the
Nātyaśāstra, and an acting style that was in large naturalistic, modeled on available and familiar
theater practice.119 In the earliest years of this festival, therefore, production was still eclectic, as
a standardized production model had not yet been established. However, the overarching
objective of, and drive toward, an explicit project of revival was set, paving the way for
institutions like the Samskrita Ranga which were solely dedicated to codifying Sanskrit stage
practice.
The Samskrita Ranga was founded in Madras as “an association intended to develop
activity in the field of Sanskrit drama, by actual productions of Sanskrit plays, by lectures and
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discussions, and by the publications related to Sanskrit drama and production.”120 A project of
Professor V. Raghavan, the Samskrita Ranga explicitly delineates its aesthetic goals in revivalist
terms, declaring its aim to “bring Sanskrit drama into regular vogue on the Indian stage, and
rebuild in the course of time the classical production-technique of Bharata in which Kalidasa and
Shudraka were played, an idealistic and symbolic technique whose artistic value is being
increasingly realized today.”121 While the mission of The Ranga was more encompassing than
that of the Samaroh including, as it did, the entire Sanskrit dramatic corpus and not only the
works of Kalidasa, the two organizations grew up alongside one another. For the first year of the
Samaroh, Raghavan produced all three of Kalidasa’s plays, including the one described by Bose,
and Samskrita Ranga performed Malavikāgnimitra. Three years later the company returned with
their production of Shakuntala, which won the festival’s highest honor [Figure 10].122 Raghavan
was also a prolific writer, publishing a wealth of scholarly essays on the aesthetics and
performance of Sanskrit theater. This work, edited together by the Ranga in a volume called
Sanskrit Drama: Its Aestehtics and Production in commemoration of Raghavan’s death, is very
much a manual of revivalist stage production that both preserves the efforts of the Ranga and
makes them available to other companies interested in following its lead.
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Ibid., emphasis mine.
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Samskrita Ranga has continually revived this production over the course of its sixty-year history. In 1994 it was
directed by SS Janaki, who had assisted Raghavan on the original production, and who brought the production back
to the Kalidasa Samaroh stage that same year. The most recent re-mounting of this production took place in 2015 in
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FIGURE 10. ABHIJÑĀNAŚAKUNTALAM DIRECTED BY V. RAGHAVAN FOR
SAMSKRITA RANGA, 1961
(Photo Courtesy of Samskrita Ranga)

The impact of the Kalidasa Samaroh on the rate with which Shakuntala has been
produced in India is undeniable. Since the festival’s first season in 1958, Shakuntala has been
featured over thirty times, nearly tripling the number of productions the play saw nationally in
the century prior.123 Moreover, these productions have hailed from all over the country. In
addition to the Samskrita Ranga from Madras who performed in 1962, the festival has seen
Shakuntalas from Calcutta, Trivandrum, Bhopal, Varanasi, Mysore, Gwalior, and Bombay. In
fact, the Brahmana Sabha presented their Shakuntala at the festival in 1964! The existence of the
Kalidasa Samaroh, therefore, seems to have encouraged groups from across the country to apply
123
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plays done at the festival, thirty of which were Shakuntala. This means that it gets produced, on average, twice as
frequently as either of Kalidasa’s other plays, the Malavikāgnimitra or Vikramorvaśīya.
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revivalist stage practice to Kalidasa’s oeuvre in the hope of being invited to present that
production in Kalidasa’s own hometown, at the festival convened annually in his honor.
In 1979 the Kalidasa Akademi opened in Ujjain with the intention of developing the
Samaroh’s seasonal platform into a year-round center “which would project the genius of the
entire classical tradition with Kalidasa as an apex, enable research and study in Sanskrit classical
and traditional performing arts, and facilitate is adaptation for the contemporary stage in different
cultural settings and language groups.”124 When the Akademi took over administration of the
festival in 1982 they applied this final objective—to facilitate contemporary adaptations of the
play—to festival organization and began to feature productions in a greater range of languages
and performance styles, even including some of the more experimental adaptations, to which we
will turn in chapter 4. However, to counterpose those productions to those of a revivalist mode is
to suggest that the latter does not also qualify as a contemporary adaptation of a classical text
which, as I hope to have illustrated throughout the course of this chapter, it most certainly does.
The institutionalization of revivalist stage practice exemplified by the Kalidasa Samaroh and
Samskrita Ranga thereby marks the culmination of a project of theatrical revivalism through the
formal codification of a method of production that, while projected into the ancient past, is in
actuality not any older than the institutions themselves.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SHADES OF SHAKUNTALA:
GENEALOGIES OF THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE ON THE CONTEMPORARY INDIAN
STAGE, 1982-PRESENT

The stage lights in the Kamani Auditorium in New Delhi come up low on a bare, black stage, as
a figure—the Sutradhar—begins to enter. He crosses center and kneels in obeisance to the
cardinal directions before turning toward the audience and tossing a handful of marigolds into
the front row. The audience applauds as he begins to perform the nāndī, or benediction to Shiva
that begins Kalidasa’s play. This is no mere recitation of a verse, however, but an
anthropomorphic enactment of the eight embodied forms of the deity enumerated therein: water,
fire, the priest, the sun and the moon, space, nature and air. Each represented by a different
ensemble member, the elements of Kalidasa’s nāndī enter one by one, identifying themselves
through the intricate choreography of abhinaya, gestural acting. The text is almost completely
subsumed in the performance of the elements, the grammar and syntax of Kalidasa’s verse
translated into the bodies of the performers. Once all of the elements have entered and performed
a brief solo abhinaya of introduction, the company gathers in the center of the stage, facing
directly out into the audience. They announce, in unison, the title of the play the audience is here
to see, the auspicious presentation of which their benediction has now ensured. Arms raised, they
sing: Chhaya Shakuntalam.
Directed by the renowned Kavalam Narayana Panikkar for the National School of
Drama’s repertory company, this production inaugurated the 16th annual Bharat Rang Mahotsav
in January of 2014.1 Despite its use of a new Hindi translation of the play by the poet Udayan
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The Bharat Rang Mahotsav (BRM) is a national theater festival held annually by the National School of Drama in
New Delhi. 2014 was a transition year for the festival, the first under the newly appointed leadership of director
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Vajpeyi, Chhaya Shakuntalam is remarkable as much for its innovative stage practice, such as
the interpretation of the nāndī described above, as for what it recycles. Immediately after this
novel approach to the play’s opening, for example, Panikkar samples from his 1982 Sanskrit
language production of the play, originally produced by his company Sopanam, and replicates
the precise choreography he used thirty-two years earlier to depict Dushyanta’s hunt. Panikkar
continues this pattern throughout the duration of the new production, integrating completely
novel material with scenes pulled nearly verbatim from this earlier work and calling the
audience’s attention to the production’s self-referentiality in the subtle adjustment of the play’s
title. Rather than Abhijñāna Shakuntala, the Recognition of Shakuntala, this production was
Chhaya Shakuntalam, Shades of Shakuntala, or Shakuntala’s shadow.2
Chhaya Shakuntala thus positions itself as a likeness of Shakuntala, an iteration, but
specifically not a canonical or authoritative Shakuntala. By having his company announce this
amended title to the audience at the end of the nāndī, Panikkar purposefully calls attention to the
production’s inherent multiplicity (a shadow cannot exist, of course, without a source), invoking
a fundamental principle of performance theory—“never for the first time.”3 Even when
performed in a different language, by different performers, these recycled scenes reinforce a
particularly theatrical déjà-vu, that feeling of having seen this thing before. Given that Panikkar’s
1982 production had been performed in Delhi only four years earlier as a special presentation of

Warman Kendre, and chairperson Ratan Thiyam. Under their direction the festival was branded as a return to roots
to “discover the identity of the contemporary Indian theatre” (The Hindu, “Back to the Roots,” January 9, 2014). In
a press conference Kendre stated “Bharat Rang Mahotsav is not just about urban theatre but also about rural and
traditional theatre” (The Times of India, “Bharat Rang Mahotsav’s 16th edition gets underway at NSD on January
4th,” December 30, 2013). To open the festival with this particular production of Shakuntala—which integrated the
classical text, a new Hindi translation, the specialties of a regional theater director (Panikkar, as will be discussed
later, is famous for using the traditional theatrical arts of Kerala in his productions), and an elite urban repertory
theater company—thus symbolically achieved all of their goals in a singular production.
2
A play on many meanings of the word, Chhaya is also the term given in Sanskrit drama for the translations of the
prakṛt portions of the text, suggesting thereby a mirror text, reflected through translation.
3
Richard Schechner, Between Theater and Anthropology (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985) 36.
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the Sangeet Natak Akademi, it is more than likely that most of the audience for Chhaya
Shakuntalam had, in fact, seen this thing before!4
While the extent to which Panikkar recycles his own material in this production is
certainly unique, the uncanny sensation of familiarity the production achieves is due in equal part
to the potency of the source text. Not only is Kalidasa’s Shakuntala one of the oldest and best
known works of Indian dramatic literature, but it is also already a re-telling of an episode from
the Mahābhārata and therefore already recycled goods. The semantic shift in the play’s title—
from the act of remembrance to the specter of the thing remembered—calls attention to the
sedimented histories that have accumulated around Shakuntala as it has been performed and
revived for multiple eras and generations. While Panikkar and his team for Chhaya Shakuntalam
make these layered histories manifest as an overt objective of this particular production, their
titular change likewise suggests that the condition could be pervasive: that shades of Shakuntala
inhere in every interpretation of the play; that every Shakuntala is a chhaya Shakuntala.
As discussed in chapter three, during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
Shakuntala was exalted as the paradigmatic example of indigenous Indian drama and invoked in
contrast and as an alternative to, the popular colonial theater imported to the country by the
British. In the decades following Indian independence, scholar-artists and revivalist practitioners
such as V. Raghavan, with the support of institutions like the Samskrita Ranga and the Kalidasa
Samaroh and Akademi, labored to codify a theater of origins—a canonical method of production
to accompany the canonical text—and thereby establish a singular, authoritative point of genesis
for the native Indian theater. While the production of Sanskrit theater was increasingly locked
into this historicist model, the rest of the country’s theatrical culture evolved alongside its
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This performance was presented at the Sri Ram Center, which is across the street from the NSD, where Chhaya
Shakuntala was performed four years later.
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national culture, accompanied by documented debates, conversations, and national festivals
designed to support and cultivate a distinctly Indian, and distinctly modern, artistic enterprise.
The impetus behind this national project was more than merely aesthetic; it was also explicitly
political. The sovereign nation of India was a new and nebulous institution, working to define
itself not only as the sum of its diverse constitutive parts, but also against the British Empire and
the newly partitioned nation of Pakistan. These contradictory impulses have often been at odds,
and India’s diversity has been put to the test against the homogenized idea of the nation as
defined by elite, Sanskritic, pre-Islamic cultural expression instituted by revivalist nationalism.
As the hegemonic socio-cultural register, however, this was the platform on which that distinctly
Indian and distinctly modern new national theater was built. Thus debates surrounding Indian
identity politics are often inextricably linked to the artistic medium itself.
While the lion’s share of this theatrical enterprise was taken up by contemporary
playwrights, whose work sometimes sampled from mythology and history to frame the issues of
the present day, the Sanskrit drama, and Shakuntala in particular, has likewise been prominently
featured in the national-theatrical discourse. In the seven decades since independence,
Shakuntala has been translated and performed in every major Indian language, in multiple
regional genres and styles, and in cities and villages across the subcontinent. To even begin to
catalogue its extensive performance history requires a complex set of qualifications to
differentiate between theater, musical theater, dance-drama, solo performance, ensemble dance,
opera. Each of these categories can then be bifurcated further based on regional influence and
performance language, not to mention the highly individual interpretation of each director,
choreographer, composer, or performer. Because many of these productions have continued to
propagate the authoritative, ‘original’ ideal referenced above (Samskrita Ranga and Kalidasa
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Akademi both produced Shakuntalas in this mode as recently as 2015), critical discourse
surrounding the plays in performance has treated historicist revivalism as the only appropriate
method of production for the text. However, the vast range of performance styles in which the
play has been performed over the course of the last century is evidence that no such singular
performance mode exists.5 Moreover it is this very proliferation—the presence of so many
shades of Shakuntala—that has made the play such a popular vehicle for deconstructing the same
revivalist nationalism by which it is pigeonholed.
The quality and range of productions based on, or inspired by, Kalidasa’s drama
showcases what Aparna Dharwadker has described as the “plurality of theatre languages in
India,” a disciplinary polyphony through which “a single source play […] can become the core
of a singular archive by generating multiple indigenized versions, all of which bear a family
resemblance to each other.”6 Another way of conceptualizing this singular archive is as a
repository for the shades of Shakuntala—a collection of variations on a theme which, while all
related, also maintain their individuality. Like a family tree with Kalidasa’s play as the trunk and
the Mahābhārata at the root, Shakuntala has become an archive unto itself, preserving through
its permutations the means by which contemporary Indian theater artists have undertaken to
produce this classic. For Dharwadker this archive is useful for the evidence it provides of the
diversity of traditions and performance styles at work in contemporary Indian theater. It does
not, as far as her work goes, function as anything other than a storehouse. However, her
characterization of the archive as familial—that is, comprised of components that betray visible
5

Appendix C, which documents only productions that fall under what I describe as “theatrical” adaptations of the
play (excluding the wide range of dance-dramas, musical adaptations, etc.), demonstrates the frequency with which
the play has been produced since 1954. This appendix accounts only for productions I was able to verify over the
course of my field research, and I encounter new entries to include all the time. Suffice to say the number of
productions the play receives—particularly when considering amateur and school performances that may not receive
documentation in the press—is likely much higher than I have accumulated here.
6
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relation to one another—invites comparison with the hereditary quality of what Joseph Roach
describes as genealogies of performance.
In Cities of the Dead: Circum-Atlantic Performance, Roach defines the phrase
“genealogies of performance” as the study of tracking lines of descent that both “document—and
suspect—the historical transmission and dissemination of cultural practices through collective
representations.”7 It is a practice, in other words, of unmaking authenticity. The two ideas are not
identical: whereas Dharwadker’s archive intimates that relation is a function of shared
characteristics (ie., that the contents of the archive are all related because they are all productions
of the same unifying source text), Roach’s genealogy is predicated on transference, and the
legacy of inheritance that produces those similarities. Moreover, Roach’s ‘genealogy of
performance’ refers to social practices—performative behaviors that, in turn, constitute various
degrees of identity formation—while Dharwadker’s archive is grounded in the artistic discipline
itself—theatrical gestures that, in turn, constitute pop cultural representation. And yet, if we
consider Dharwadker’s archive not as a static storehouse of things past but as latent potential—as
both index and inspiration—the two categories begin to converge into what I will call a
genealogy of theatrical performance. “Much as a dramatic script is given to remain for a
potential future production,” writes Rebecca Schneider, “or dance steps may be housed in bodily
training for acts requiring dancers, materials in the archive are given, too, for the future of their
(re)enactment.”8 Highlighting the archive’s potential for (re)enactment transforms it into a
generator, a shift that makes transmission not only possible, but probable. The family tree of
such an archive could best be compared to the Banyan tree, the areal roots of which both adhere
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to (and become indistinguishable from) the tree’s primary trunk, and spread out laterally,
creating the illusion of a forest grove. Such an archive destabilizes the center, as each new
branch, new root, new trunk, has the potential to become a source into and of itself.
Key to Roach’s definition of the genealogy of performance is that it not only documents
but “suspects” the process by which, in this case, the aesthetics and representational politics of a
particular theatrical work are circulated. It works against, in other words, the revivalist illusion of
a steady, unadulterated history of transmission, the “putative seamlessness of origins,”9 so vital
to cultural claims to authenticity or authority, and reveals instead the active interpretive impulses
that inhere in even (or especially) the most historicist of productions, be they social or theatrical.
This chapter considers six productions of Shakuntala—spanning from the early 1980’s to the
second decade of the twenty-first century—that cite the play’s history in revival to suspect,
subvert, and deconstruct the biases encoded in revivalist stage practice. For, while this method
of production is, on one level, simply a codification of techniques according to (reconstructed)
historical models, enshrined in that form are biases of caste, class, religion, race, and gender. The
way that contemporary theater artists use, or reject, certain tropes of revival, therefore, is always
both aesthetic and political.
I begin with a review of the current literature on contemporary Indian theater which,
while comprehensive on a number of counts, has critically overlooked the role of Sanskrit drama
in contemporary production—a significant gap that this chapter aspires to address. From this
review, the chapter progresses through a series of case studies. The first three productions I
discuss—Ensemble 86’s Shakuntalam (1987); Rita Ganguly’s Tridhara (1995); and Kirtana
Kumar’s Shakuntala Remembered (2006)—undertake various feminist readings of the play,
shifting the genre of Kalidasa’s iteration of the story by reorienting the focus away from
9
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Dushyanta and onto Shakuntala. While each of these productions interrogates the way that
Shakuntala has contributed toward stereotypes of Indian femininity through a gendered critique,
Rustom Bharucha’s Shakuntala, which he directed for Ninasam’s Marutirugata festival in 2003,
pursues the intersections of caste, race, and religious identity by casting a Sidi actress as the
titular role. Shifting from identity politics to national politics, the chapter then turns back to K.N.
Panikkar’s first production of the play, which has been regularly performed as part of Sopanam’s
repertory since 1982 and which was cited widely in the 2014 Chhaya Shakuntalam. Panikkar’s
production forgoes the pastoral, romantic elements of Kalidasa’s play in favor of the political,
focusing instead on the King’s relationship with his subjects, and how to relate the activities of a
fifth century monarch to a twentieth century democracy, particularly at a critical moment in that
democracy’s development. What makes Shakuntala a compelling text for each of these directors
and theater companies is not confined to the beauty or precision of the language, the antiquated
world that it represents, or the world historical prestige it has acquired. It is also compelling, I
contend, because of the manifold histories of India that have been enfolded by the text, the
richness of its genealogy of theatrical performance, the shadows that it casts.

I. STATE OF THE FIELD
Though some excellent scholarship has been conducted on contemporary Indian theater
history and practice during the past decade, these works have, for the most part, overlooked the
complicated role that Sanskrit drama plays within that history. As discussed in chapters 1 and 2,
the circumstances leading to the colonial revival of Shakuntala and other Sanskrit plays were
incontrovertibly linked to the rise of Orientalist scholarship in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. In proclaiming Shakuntala to be simultaneously the finest example of high culture
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that India had yet brought forth and comparable to the heavyweights of the western literary
world, scholars such as Jones, Goethe, and the brothers Schlegel positioned the play precariously
between its Indian roots and its European veneration. After India gained independence in 1947,
the Sanskrit canon, along with the western classics and manifold regional Indian performance
traditions and texts, all became source material for developing a national theater practice to
accompany the newly formed country. While Shakuntala has played a vital role in this process,
the dominant narrative of Sanskrit drama in performance since independence has never probed
much deeper than the binary of “Sanskritic revivalism” and “westernization.”10
Vasudha Dalmia, whose comprehensive book, Poetics, Plays and Performances analyzes
the evolution of Hindi language theater in India from the mid-nineteenth century to present,
restricts herself to the textual influence the Sanskrit canon had on contemporary Hindi
dramaturgy and the tactics by which early artists such as Bharatendu Harishchandra and
Jayashankar Prasad, worked to “[forge] links with the past by invoking Sanskrit theatre, refunctionalizing it and assimilating thereby the new.”11 As discussed in chapter 3, these artists
built on the prestige of the Sanskrit canon in order to give credence to their new national theater,
drawing on its plays and aesthetics to access that classical esteem, and applying them to novel
modes of expression, a practice I have termed “literary revivalism”. They did not, however,
experiment with Sanskrit theater in performance, relying on the plays as literary guideposts only.
Aparna Dharwadker, whose monumental study on contemporary Indian theater, Theatres
of Independence, is the first to critique this body of work through a post-colonial lens, only
occasionally includes productions of Sanskrit plays in her project of defining modernity in Indian
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theater. For the most part she avoids these productions, perhaps on account of what she
identifies as the problematic ways that Sanskrit theater was privileged by “antimodernists”
scholars and artists after independence. “The end of colonialism,” she writes, presented the
antimodernists with a “moment of restitution, when the older ‘natural’ theatrical traditions
[could] resume their rightful place in national culture.”12 As discussed in chapter 3, such
revivalist impulses absolutely shifted and shaped the reception of the plays in performance in the
decades surrounding independence. To think of that turn as a “return” or “restitution,” however,
rather than as a moment of invention, is to ignore the fact that those older traditions were in fact
conceived in the moment of transition. Therefore I contend that far from “antimodernist” the
impulse toward reviving theatrical traditions was itself a fundamentally modern exercise. While
Dharwadker is writing here of a very particular moment in history, and a select group of
scholars, the lack of critical attention to how productions of Sanskrit plays have worked against
such privilege gives the false impression that they are either incapable of overcoming this legacy,
or that no artist has tried to present them according to alternative aesthetics. Even Erin Mee, who
writes at great length about Panikkar’s theories of production, and his celebrated interpretation of
Bhasa’s Ūrubhaṅgam (The Shattered Thighs) in her book Theatre of Roots, makes no attempt to
discuss the dynamics of the alternative modernity that characterizes the “theatre of roots”
movement in relation to the overwhelming influence of Sanskrit performance aesthetics on
Pannikar’s oeuvre, let alone his use of Sanskrit texts.13
Each of the above-mentioned volumes, therefore, omits the contributions that Sanskrit
drama in performance have made to the debates surrounding theatrical modernity in India, as if
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to say that the canon has remained historically one note, unable to support a method of
production beyond revival. And yet, all of these writers do address the enduring efficacy of the
Sanskrit canon as it was cited, appropriated, and re-packaged by various contemporary
playwrights. Dharwadker addresses one example of such citation in her analysis of the watershed
play Ashadh Ka Ek Din, written by Mohan Rakesh in 1958. The play is a historical fiction
imagining Kalidasa as a small-town genius who struggles to navigate his personal relationships
in the wake of success, recognition, and royal patronage. “In theatricalizing Kalidasa,”
Dharwadker writes, “Rakesh takes on a body of commentary, exegesis, scholarship, criticism,
and theological mythmaking that spans nearly two millennia and encompasses the Indian literary
and cultural past from classical to postcolonial times.”14 She commends this project for its ability
to “neutralize or repudiate the figurations of institutional history and serve as [an] alternative
source of historical knowledge,”15 a dialectical tactic for which theater is uniquely predisposed.
The language she uses to recommend Rakesh’s drama is evocative of that used by Roach in
defining the genealogy of performance—could we not also say that Ashad Ka Ek Din suspects
historical knowledge, critiquing the mythology that has accumulated around Kalidasa through
historical transmission?
If an alternative narrative for a figure of the Sanskrit canon, (in this case a playwright), is
able to take on those dominant historical narratives and present another perspective, then in
reanimating their own extensive archives, the plays of the canon should be equally capable of
accomplishing the same. The very commentary, exegesis, scholarship, and mythmaking that
attend to Kalidasa, and make him such a successful subject for the contemporary stage, attend to
his magnum opus as well. Shakuntala, with its inter-textual connection to the Mahābhārata, is
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perhaps even more entrenched in institutional histories than its author, and even more equipped
to support counter narratives. In their reticence to include Sanskrit plays in the repertoire of
contemporary Indian theater, scholars have thus limited discussion to how such work stays the
same, overlooking the vast range of artistic, thematic, formal, and stylistic difference that
comprises Shakuntala’s genealogy of theatrical performance.

II. THE TRAGEDY OF SHAKUNTALA
From a modern perspective, the story-line of Shakuntala has not always been easy to
palate as a romance: an innocent, young, provincial girl is seduced by a King, who, when
challenged to accept her and her child in front of his court, rejects her and sends her away. Her
companions, who have accompanied her on the journey, refuse to take her back with them
insisting instead that she fulfill her marital responsibilities to her husband regardless of his
rejection of her. Years later, when she has given birth to and begun raising their son, the King
returns begging forgiveness, and it is granted. The family is reunited, and Shakuntala’s
abandonment and humiliation are wiped away—happy ending. The dramatic structure of
Kalidasa’s play is driven by the playwright’s endeavor to redeem Dushyanta from the flawed
portrayal given to him in the Mahābhārata.16 In this earlier iteration of the story there is no curse
that causes the King to forget his romance with Shakuntala, and no ring to help him remember—
he simply chooses to reject her, knowing that no one could (or would dare to) contradict his
account of events. By inventing Durvasas’ curse and its signet-ring antidote, Kalidasa gives
depth and color to an otherwise cruel character—act 6 exists exclusively to expound on
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Dushyanta’s regret at his loss of Shakuntala so that when the two meet again in act 7 audiences
are prepared to forgive his betrayal and accept his apology, alongside his wife.
Shakuntala is portrayed differently too. Unlike her epic counterpart who, in Romila
Thapar’s words, is “a forthright, free, assertive, high spirited young woman who demands that
her conditions, as stipulated at her marriage, be fulfilled,”17 the Shakuntala of Kalidasa’s drama
is timid and inexperienced, negotiates absolutely no terms for her relationship with the King, and
seems unquestioningly accepting of her fate. She is the ideal of a pativrata—a woman who
shows devotion and unhesitating loyalty to her husband—qualities for which she, alongside Sita,
has long been celebrated. Kalidasa’s Shakuntala does have one assertive moment that cannot be
overlooked: after being definitively rejected by Dushyatna in act 5, Shakuntala upbraids the
king’s behavior as anārya (devoid of honor). Such an insult does not translate easily, but would
have been monumental in context. If Shakuntala is figured by the Mahābhārata as the ancestral
matriarch of the Kurus, the the āryas were the ancestral forebears of Shakuntala. They were the
earliest worshippers of the Vedas who brought these sacred texts and their corresponding ritual
practice into India from central Asia. Over time the designation evolved into an epithet
conveying civility, respectability, and nobility. To call a man āryaputra, son of and Aryan, was
to pay him and his family a great honor, suggesting a genealogical connection to this ancient
race. It is also a common term of endearment between a wife and her husband—it is how
Shakuntala first greets Dushyanta in this scene. To call Dushyanta anārya to his face, before his
court, as he sits on the throne of Hastinapūra is not just an insult to his character, but to his very
legitimacy. It is a massive insult.
Still, when contextualizing the play for twentieth and twenty-first century audiences, this
one empowered moment feels increasingly insufficient in terms of establishing Shakuntala’s
17
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agency, and her willing reconciliation with the king at the play’s end feels far from happy when
considered from a feminist perspective. The issue of squaring antiquated portrayals of women
with contemporary gender politics is not uncommon when adapting classical works for
performance in the present. With regard to the Greek tragedies, feminist critic Sue-Ellen Case
notoriously suggested that feminist artists and scholars may ultimately excise the plays from the
broader performance canon on account of their irreconcilable patriarchal prejudices.18 Yet many
artists have been drawn to such texts precisely because of these tensions in transposition, staging
plays to call attention to the very issues of representation they present.
In her recent monograph, Acting Up: Gender and Theatre in India, 1979 onwards, A.
Mangai argues that “theatre is one of the crucial contexts in and through which feminist political
ideas” have been played out in India.19 Comparing the works of individual theater makers as well
as theater companies, Mangai’s book examines the many shapes that feminist theatrical
performance has taken across the country over the course of the past forty years. Despite the
range of productions that she addresses in this project, however, Mangai maintains that
“generally speaking, women in contemporary Indian theatre do not seem to have considered the
traditions of Sanskrit theatre as productive from the point of view of gender,” noting that “very
few women theatre practitioners have been drawn to these texts.”20 On the contrary she writes
that there “has been the persistent feminist interest in classical texts from other cultures,”
particularly those whose characters have, “over time, emerged as powerful female cultural
icons.”21
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In Mangai’s assessment, therefore, it was Sanskrit drama specifically, and not antiquity at
large, that proved incompatible with, or simply not of interest to, feminist theater practice in
contemporary India. Especially when compared with her counterpart in the Mahābhārata the
Shakuntala of Kalidasa’s play is difficult to conceive of as a powerful female cultural icon in the
same vein as, say Medea, about whom Mangai goes on to write. Nonetheless, Mangai is
incorrect in her assessment that the play has not drawn the interest of contemporary feminist
theater artists. As early as 1971 the renowned dancer Mrinalini Sarabhai choreographed a
Bharata Natyam Shakuntala in which the heroine turns the responsibility of her circumstances
back onto society for landing her in her lamentable position.22 It may not be possible to produce
a Shakuntala that is feminist without intervening in the text, but that also does not mean that
artists have not interceded on the character’s behalf. On the contrary, the productions I consider
in this section all demonstrate a willingness to break down either the play’s context, form, or
both and offer a template for how theater artists have wielded this classical text in the service of
feminist political ideas.
Despite differences in the aesthetics used by Ensemble 86, Rita Ganguly and Kirtana
Kumar, all of these productions make a tactical shift in the play’s narrative that establishes
Shakuntala as the protagonist instead of Dushyanta. It is important to remember that although the
common English shorthand for the play’s title is Shakuntala, an abbreviation that suggests that
the play is about her, the full Sanskrit title is the Abhijñānaśakuntala, the recognition of
Shakuntala, the agent of which is, of course, the King. Thus, when the King is exonerated by
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Marica in act 7 and reunited with his family it is a happy ending according to Kalidasa’s
narrative: Duṣyanta’s romantic exploits have reached a felicitous resolution, and Shakuntala is
the means by which that resolution is attained. For contemporary artists and audiences, however,
this ending has become an understandable source of anxiety. We are less willing to accept the
curse as justification for Duṣyanta’s actions, and we are less content to let Shakuntala be an
accessory to his story. In response to this discomfort, the following productions of the play have
embraced its abbreviated title as a mandate to make Shakuntala the heroine of her own story.
Renouncing the perennial happy endings of Sanskrit theater, these artists have opted instead to
permit the leading lady the tragedy of her circumstances by placing the structural focus of the
play not on the couple’s reconciliation, but on her abandonment.
THE THREE SHAKUNTALAS OF ENSEMBLE 86
When Ensemble 86 and director Prasanna began their production, their point of entry to
the text was simple: to track Shakuntala’s evolution as a character from the naïve forest dweller
of act one to the abandoned, but resilient, single mother of act seven.23 They did not read the play
as a love-story; the love story was simply the catalyst for Shakuntala’s journey. A fundamental
challenge they faced in dramatizing this interpretation, however, was the dearth of text afforded
to their lead: as written Kalidasa’s play features remarkably little of its heroine’s voice. Unlike
the epic, in which Shakuntala owns her narrative, speaking on her own behalf in marital
negotiations with the King, as well as in her defense upon their reunion, Kalidasa’s iteration of
the character is often spoken for. Her friends, Priyamvada and Anasuya, intervene on her behalf
23
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in act 1, Kanva’s disciples do almost all the speaking for her in act 5 until she has no choice but
to address the king herself, and in their long-awaited seventh act reunion Shakuntala speaks a
grand total of thirteen lines. (By contrast the King speaks fifty-nine). The old adage, that there
are no small parts, only small actors, may still hold true, but dramaturgically small parts do not
carry the narrative arch of a play!

FIGURE 11. THE THREE SHAKUNTALAS
(Photo Credit: The Financial Express, New Delhi, Sunday September 6, 1987)

Left with finite textual options to highlight the character’s evolution, Prasanna and
company faced a choice—they could add new language to their production, lending their heroine
the voice she lacks in the original, or they could leave the text as is, critiquing her silence by
calling attention to it. They chose the latter, marking the character’s growth over the course of
the play through shifts in casting and employing three separate actresses to portray the character
in succession [Figure 11]. The first played Shakuntala in acts 1 and 3—a naïve ashram girl who
falls in love with the King and marries him in secret (as most critics remarked, this is the
Shakuntala that tracks with the romantic ideal of the character); the second, from acts 4 to 5,
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progresses from an abandoned but hopeful young bride preparing to leave her forest home to a
fiery heroine who steps out on her own, finally finds her voice, and chooses exile rather than to
endure “slavery in [her] husband’s house.”24 And finally, the third portrayed the Shakuntala of
act 7—a single mother who has raised her son in isolation. By articulating the character’s
development visually—through these shifts in the performer—Ensemble 86 protested
Shakuntala’s relative absence from Kalidasa’s text, projecting the character’s fragmentation
across multiple embodiments.
Fragmenting the central character of the play in this way—not only into three separate
phases of development but through the bodies of three different actors—is a powerful tactic by
which the company embraced, and exploited, the character’s many shades. The multiple
Shakuntalas onstage likewise brings to mind the multiple iterations of the story that persist in
cultural memory, as well as some that may have been forgotten. As discussed in chapter 3, the
earliest productions of Shakuntala in India after Jones’s translation was published were eclectic,
sampling from various models and templates for theatrical practice available in colonial cultural
centers like Calcutta and Bombay. Even the earliest explicitly revivalist productions were
eclectic to a degree, as artists and scholars labored to define the parameters of this ancient, and
invented, method of production. By the 1980s, however, due in large part to the success of
institutions such as the Samskrita Ranga and the Kalidasa Samaroh, not only had revivalism
coalesced into an established and accepted set of practices, but it had supplanted those earlier
productions that were not quite as standardized. Shakuntala the play and Shakuntala the
character, in other words, had a prototype that began to show up again and again, in many
different productions. I will return to this repetition later in a discussion of the painter Raja Ravi
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Varma, whose famous portrait of Shakuntala at the end of act 1 has defined the physicality of
multiple productions I have watched. At the moment, however, I want to talk about the process
by which this consolidation takes place—how a character with no real-life referent came to be so
regulated in theatrical representation.
Joseph Roach describes this process as surrogation, an exercise by which “culture
reproduces and re-creates itself,” in the fissures or holes left in the social fabric by time and loss.
Through the process of re-creation, he writes, “improvised narratives of authenticity and priority
may congeal into full-blown myths of legitimacy and origin.”25 Through trial and error, cultures
arrive at a replicable template that, over time, comes to replace both the memory of the thing lost
and the thing itself, thus the illusion that there could be a singular Shakuntala, a historical
Shakuntala, to whom the actress playing her would be expected to defer. This process is
complicated by the way that the revivalist nationalist imagination read the female body as the
bearer of national nostalgia. “The Nation,” writes Gayatri Gopinath,
is a nostalgic construction, one that evokes an archaic past and authentic
communal identity to assert and legitimize its project of modernization. Women’s
bodies, then, become crucial to nationalist discourse in that they serve not only as
the site of biological reproduction of national collectives, but as the very
embodiment of this nostalgically evoked communal past and tradition.26
The conflation of the nation with the female body is further complicated still when the character
in question is already the mythological mother of India. A lot was invested, therefore, in
maintaining a particular image of this character, as she had come to represent so much more than
just Kalidasa’s heroine. She was also a claim to a national genealogy founded by the historical
paragon of Indian femininity.
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By casting three different actresses to play this symbolically loaded character, Ensemble
86 refused to participate in the process of surrogation, rejecting outright the possibility of any
such original. The production, in other words, made it impossible to compare their Shakuntala to
any authoritative source because, she can never be just a single woman—she is an amalgam of
the three actresses who play her in this particular production, as well as of every previous
portrayal that persists in the public’s memory. Even when the critical majority of productions
aspired to depicting the character in the same way, the very existence of so many iterations calls
attention to the artificiality of the process, what Roach calls “the doomed search for originals by
continuously auditioning stand-ins.”27 If every production of Shakuntala produces merely
another surrogate, another attempt on the character, then none of them are authoritative, and all
of them are. By debunking the claim to originality of the character, this production likewise
challenged the theater history to which she belongs: the overwrought search for authenticity and
origin so palpable in the 1956 Sangeet Natak Akademi conference proceedings, for example, or
the 1958 production at the Kalidasa Samaroh described in chapter 3. Ensemble 86 rejected this
anxiety—if there can be no authentic or original Shakuntala, then neither can there be an original
or authentic method of production to bring her story to the stage.
In the director’s own words, the production is a critique of genre, designed to illuminate
the differences between Sanskrit drama and the permutations of western realism which were,
(and for the most part remain), far more popular with Delhi audiences. (In the late 80’s, when
this production took place, the National School of Drama did not yet have a classical Indian
component to their curriculum). “It is possible,” he remarked to theater critic Reeta Sondhi, “to
convey the growth of a character through one actress only if the text is as dramatically complete
and as character oriented as in western drama,” citing Ibsen’s Nora or Mallika from Mohan
27
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Rakesh’s Ashadh Ka Ek Din as counter examples.28 Structurally, Sanskrit drama is neither plot
nor character driven, but is designed toward successful evocation of rasa, sentiment, in the
audience. In this quote Prasanna makes clear, however, that he is not interested in directing
Shakuntala in a historicist mode of original stage practice. Instead, his production queries how to
apply theatrical training in psychological realism—and character-based critique—to a character
who far pre-dates such practices. Do the specifics of the Sanskrit dramatic canon, in other words,
forestall the possibility of a feminist interpretation of an underdeveloped female character?
For his audience to even consider seeing Shakuntala in this way requires for them to
abandon their associations of the character, and so the production began by citing, and
immediately disrupting, the expectations that attend to the classical genre. As described by Sunit
Tandon, the performance started with the entrance of
a bare-chested actor in traditional dance costume [who] salutes the audience and
the stage elaborately, Kuchipudi style, in the best traditional manner,
accompanied by a percussion ensemble. When he finally addresses the audience,
it is in the accepted idiom of the sutradhar. But this elaborate opening is only a
sly dig at the traditionalists for it is torn apart when the young lady who is
supposed to assist the sutradhar enters, dressed in a skirt and a bright red shirt.”29
The plain-clothes naṭī then goes on—in the only piece of text added to the script—to inform the
sutradhar that the costume trunk has been left behind at the play’s previous venue, and so the
company will have to go ahead and perform in the clothes and with the props that they have on
their persons. These costume choices immediately equate Kalidasa’s characters with their
contemporary audience. Instead of keeping these characters at arm’s distance, in other words, by
enshrining them in an antiquated idiom, Prasanna attempted to move them closer to the audience,
overcoming the play’s antiquity in a bid for emotional recognition. But the use of contemporary
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dress also worked against the dominant aesthetic set for the play by revivalists for whom, as
Mandakranta Bose remarks, costumes were both an easy and critical design method by which to
endow the play with conventions of an “original practice.” For the production she was in at the
Kalidasa Samaroh, these designs were “derived from available illustrations of what [were]
purported to be typical ancient Indian dress.”30 The traditional dress approach to the play was, in
fact, so expected at the time of Ensemble 86’s production that Romesh Chander’s review in the
Times of India noted that this was the “first time that anyone had attempted a Sanskrit classic in
jeans and shawls.”31
To depict Shakuntala in contemporary dress also therefore worked against the character’s
iconographic limitations, depicting, for the first time, the mother of the nation in jeans and
shawls. There is something particularly democratic about these costumes, as if to let the
character down off the shelf on which she had been so long kept, to frame her suddenly not just
as the actresses who have played her, but also the women who identify with her, which is to say,
the women in the audience. What could be a more empowering feminist statement than to allow
a contemporary female audience to see themselves in the mythical mother of India and to put her
in their shoes, quite literally. To send this point home, the production kept Dushyanta bound to
the classical idiom. His were the only costumes that were not left behind (or, perhaps more
poignantly, the male actor’s street clothes simply conformed to the revivalist aesthetic
traditionally afforded the play in performance). His mannerisms and performance style further
reflected the aesthetic of his wardrobe. Had another character been sartorially isolated in this
way, the choice would simply have preserved the audience’s historical distance from the play
30
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throughout the performance, providing a counterpoint to their emotional identification with
Shakuntala. The choice of Dushyanta as this anchor genders that distance [Figure 12]. Having
shifted the narrative focus to its modern heroines, the production’s depiction of their interactions
with a classical Dushyanta acts as a constant reminder of the enduring associations, biases, and
cultural predilections that have, for centuries, cast Shakuntala as instrumental to his story rather
than as agent of her own. This Dushyanta embodied the persistence of such stereotypes,
traditions, and taboos, and his interactions with each Shakuntala simultaneously displayed how
antiquated such perspectives have become, and yet how persistent they remain.

FIGURE 12. SHAKUNTALA MEETS THE KING
(Photo Credit: The Times of India, New Delhi, September 2, 1987)

All of this work—the classical subversion, the contemporary dress, the multiple
heroines—builds toward act 7, and Shakuntala’s reunion with the king. The closest Kalidasa
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comes to addressing Shakuntala’s misgivings in not only forgiving Dushyanta but returning to
him, is in her refusal to reclaim the ring. “I do not trust that,” she replies when Dushyanta goes to
re-place it on her finger. “Please, my husband, you wear it.”32 The moment is interrupted,
however, by Matali announcing the arrival of Maricha and Aditi, and Shakuntala’s reservations
are soon allayed by their account of the curse. In the only other substantial change to the source
text, Prasanna’s production eliminates this interruption, and the play’s dramatic action stalls on
Shakuntala’s refusal to take back the ring. Though she does not reject him outright, the moment
indicates that all is not so easily forgotten, or forgiven. “Prasanna does not quite wrap up the
denouement,” Sondhi observes, “though [Vibha Chhiber’s performance] suggests [Shakuntala’s]
rejection of [Dushyanta] in the frigidity of her final glance.”33 The final choice of the play is
Shakuntala’s and, after so much interpolation, Prasanna and Ensemble 86 refuse to supply us
with her decision. Instead, they present the question to their audience: Does Shakuntala take
Dushyanta back? And perhaps more importantly, why do we assume that she should?
SHAKUNTALA ALONE—RITA GANGULY’S TRIDHARA
Rita Ganguly’s 1995 Shakuntala ends with an even more aggressive rejection of
Kalidasa’s happy ending than that supplied by Ensemble 86, but does so in a production that is
aesthetically classical. Originally presented as one of three Sanskrit plays performed by the
second year students of the National School of Drama (NSD) in Delhi, under the umbrella title
Tridhara, this Shakuntala was part of a five-hour theatrical event performed in a temporary
theater which was constructed to adhere as closely as possible to the description of the
vikṛṣṭamadhyama (medium/rectangular) theater hall of the Nāṭyaśāstra. Ganguly’s motivation
for this production was unapologetically revivalist—to instill in Indian theater students, scholars,
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and audiences a love for their classical arts.34 “You go to Greece and you see ancient Greek
theatre presented even to-day,” she remarked to “The Hindu Magazine”. “You go to Japan and
Noh is performed with the deepest reverence even now. A visitor to England can go to Stratfordon-Avon for a real feel of Shakespearean drama […] But somehow we Indians lack a sense of
pride in our own heritage.”35 Ganguly made it her mission to restore that pride through a rigorous
reintroduction of the Sanskrit canon to NSD training, ensuring that actors would perform at least
one Sanskrit text in their three-year program, and that Delhi audiences would thereby see at least
one Sanskrit play every three years. “I want to have this as a serious part of the training
procedure,” she continued. Suggesting that theatrical experimentation be left to the NSD’s
professional repertory company, Ganguly asserted that the NSD’s students “should know and
experience classical theatre” as part of their training.36 Ganguly’s curricular contribution to the
National School of Drama thus incorporated the same kind of institutionalized revivalism that we
saw at the end of chapter 3, with the founding of Samskrita Ranga and the Kalidasa Akademi,
into the national model for theater education. As the first production to showcase that
contribution, Tridhara was an educational tool and a template for audiences and artists-intraining to practice viewing and performing in the precise art of classical dramatics.
Aesthetically this intention holds true. Ganguly’s production took place on a stage
designed according to a strict interpretation of chapter 2 of the Nāṭyaśāstra, which describes the
possible construction of a nātyamaṇḍapa, or theater hall. It is important to know that no extant
model of this theater from antiquity survives. Therefore any attempt to replicate the architecture
34
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described in the Nātyaśāstra is based solely on the limited information that it provides. Ganguly
was well aware of the lack of precedent for resurrecting this kind of stage, claiming her
production was the “first time in 2,000 years that a vikṛṣṭamadhyama auditorium has been built
for the performance to recreate the various elements of Sanskrit classical theater.”37 Her dating is
a bit overstated, given that for one, we don’t know when exactly stages like this stopped being
constructed, only that none have survived to modernity; and for another the plays for which she
is reviving the stage would presumably, by her logic, have originally been performed on such a
stage, and are all far younger than 2,000 years old. Still, her point is well-taken that to undertake
revivalist aesthetics to the extreme of scenographic practice in this way was unique, even among
the flowering of such productions that took place in the decades after independence.38 Most of
the theater spaces in India, still today, are proscenium spaces, and it is extremely difficult to
adapt that stage-relationship to an alternative theater architecture. Therefore, to recreate the
vikṛṣṭamadhyama stage from the Nātyaśāstra would have required extraordinary resources, the
likes of which only an institution like the NSD would have available, particularly for a temporary
construction.
The National School of Drama’a vikṛṣṭamadhyama consisted of a central thrust playing
space framed by two platforms stage left and stage right (maṭṭavāranīs) and a another upstage
center; a configuration of ornamental pillars suggesting additional pillared halls (maṇḍapas); and
background paintings and relief carvings drawn from the cave temples at Ajanta and Ellora. The
use of these paintings to decorate the theater was a perhaps an allusion to the Nātyaśāstra’s
description of the stage as cave-like, (perhaps to suggest that it had good acoustics). The
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paintings and carvings at Ajanta do share dates with those typically given for the composition of
the Nātyaśāstra (roughly the second century BCE to the second century of the common era), and
therefore might have been stylistically similar to the decorative paintings that would have
adorned the theater’s walls.39 With no surviving archaeological evidence of such a theater,
however, we can only conclude that Ganguly’s choice to reproduce these particular images is,
like much else of this stage design, based in speculation. The stage was not the only avenue for
Ganguly’s revivalist design: the costumes of the production betray a lush, ornamental style with
bright colors and rich fabrics; the language of the production was Sanskrit; and the performers all
accompanied their text with a complex use of hand gestures (hasta mudrās). The performance
even began with an elaborate, fifteen-minute pūrvaraṅga (prelude or overture), during which
time the jarjara (flagstaff of Indra) was brought onstage and a pūja (ceremony) performed for it.
The strict revivalism of the production, however, was confined to its design, as Ganguly’s
interpretation of the play departed from Kalidasa’s text from the very moment the pūrvaraṅga
finished.40 In lieu of the prologue, and in advance of the King’s entrance, Ganguly began with a
scene of Shakuntala and her two friends at play in the forest: The lights come up on a hand-held
rectangular curtain, which conceals three sets of legs behind it.41 A single hand appears on the
upper rim of the curtain, then another, before the curtain finally lowers to reveal Shakuntala’s
face staring at the audience, a deer in spotlights. The scene is completely extra-textual—the other
two women, Priyamvada and Anasuya, abandon the curtain to dance with their friend,
performing a Bharata Natyam styled “ball dance” together [Figure 13]. The king enters about
fifteen minutes into this scene, interrupting a game in which Shakuntala is blindfolded while her
39
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friends hide from her. She collides with the King, he grabs her wrist and she removes her
blindfold, holding his gaze for a prolonged moment before pulling free and running offstage. The
king then spots a deer and pursues it off. He returns with his chariot, effectively returning the
audience to Kalidasa’s text.

FIGURE 13. SHAKUNTALA AND SAKHIS
(Photo courtesy of the National School of Drama)

From the start then Ganguly, like Prasanna, framed her production around Shakuntala and
not the King. I use frame very intentionally here, as Ganguly literally framed Shakuntala
throughout the play, forming a white picture frame with cloth that was brought onstage to
highlight key moments in her narrative: Shakuntala with her doe counterpart in the abovedescribed pre-scene; when the King first interrupts the women in the forest; love-sick Shakuntala
at the start of act 3; as she is being cursed by Durvasas in act 4; the moment she realizes the ring
is gone in act 5; and throughout her reunion scene with Dushyanta in act 7. The moments that
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Ganguly chose to highlight are significant for the way that they shaped the arc of the play to
highlight the tragedy of Shakuntala, rather than the romantic exploits of Dushyanta. They
provided a super-text to her emotional life in the same way as Prasanna’s triple casting, imposing
a more complex arch on the character than exists in Kalidasa’s play.
These moments are, for the most part, applied to the play text, commenting on Kalidasa’s
story but not markedly changing it, until the fifth act, when Shakuntala is rejected by the king.
Here Gangly cut the scene abruptly short: Dushyanta laughs at Shakuntala’s inability to produce
the proof she claims to have, Kanva’s disciples abandon her, and she is left alone onstage, in all
of her wedding finery, behind the frame [Figure 14]. She takes off her veil, her wedding clothes,
her wedding jewelry, to reveal her āśrama clothing still hiding underneath. She performs this
slowly, heartbreakingly; she takes her time before collapsing to the ground. There is no celestial
miracle here, and the earth does not swallow her, but instead another woman comes to her aid,
picks her up and invites Shakuntala to seek refuge with her—salvation in the kindness of
strangers, in communities of women. The scene then shifts to Shakuntala with her infant child
cradled in her arms—no fisherman, no painting, no redemption for Dushyanta.

FIGURE 14. RE-FRAMING SHAKUNTALA IN TRIDHARA
(Photo courtesy of the National School of Drama)
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The final act of Ganguly’s production was the most poignantly different, as Dushyanta
re-appears without any of the emotional development provided to him by act 6, which has been
entirely cut. The scene parallels the first, only here Shakuntala is blindfolded by her son when
she runs into Dushyanta in the forest. He is apologetic, but the sentiment does not seem genuine.
She is indifferent, and her decision unambiguous: Dushyanta asks her to come with him and she
flatly refuses, though she still allows him to take their son. Her final line, to Bharata not
Dushyanta, is “My son, in this world everyone is on their own, and I will remain alone. You
go;”42 a line that was added to Kalidasa’s text. Bharata follows Dushyanta offstage, and
Shakuntala remains by herself, framed, performing the same abhinaya that she did at the very
top of the show. No longer the deer in spotlights, she is world-wearied but not broken, sadder
and wiser, standing on her own two feet. She has walked out of Kalidasa’s narrative and also out
of the narrative that conscripts her to the role of wife and mother, dismantling some of the
gendered biases that attend to the classical aesthetic while remaining, provocatively, within it.
IGNITING CULTURAL MEMORY IN KIRTANA KUMAR’S SHAKUNTALA REMEMBERED
For Kirtana Kumar, the only way to stage Shakuntala for the twenty-first century was to
abandon Kalidasa (almost) entirely, and to return to the play’s epic roots. “The Kalidasa
Shakutnala didn’t intrigue us so much,” Kumar admits in hindsight, speaking on behalf of her
theater company Little Jasmine. It felt too familiar in some ways, and in other ways completely
unknown—a story everyone remembers but doesn’t truly understand. In her research, Kumar
discovered Shakuntala in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa (BP), a compilation of myths and legends
pertaining to the Hindu god Krishna that scholars date to between the ninth and thirteenth
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centuries.43 Going back to the play’s mythological roots re-ignited the character for Kumar by
revealing an empowered, assertive alternative to the familiar image of the heroine that Kalidasa
wrote. “90% of India knows Shakuntala through Kalidasa,” she remarked in an interview. “For
them Shakuntala means Kalidasa’s Shakuntala. She, and her story, have permeated the national
consciousness, through calendar art and Raja Ravi Varma, and she’s always the Sita-like passive
ideal;”44 the prototypical pativrata. It bears repeating that Kumar’s shock at discovering an
alternative narrative for the Shakuntala story, especially one that pre-dates Kalidasa’s drama, is
evidence of how pervasive, and persistent, the specific image of Shakuntala as the mother of the
nation perpetuated through revivalist production had become. Reading a contrasting portrayal of
Shakuntala prompted Kumar to wonder where the monolithic associations of the character
originated, and how revisiting variant readings might provoke an audience to interrogate the
cultural means by which divergent narratives are so efficiently obscured.
Suddenly the play’s popularity became a boon for engaging what Marvin Carlson would
call the “binocular vision” of Kumar’s audience: their “familiarity with the previous treatment of
the same material and their ability to draw comparisons between that and the new, rival
treatment.”45 This dual vision is key to any critical artistic adaptations designed to comment on
and/or significantly alter an original text. As David Gitomer reminds us, “although we in the
twenty-first century may not be thinking of [the] older harsher stor[y] when we read or watch
[Shakuntala], the audiences of the author’s day surely were,” and that therefore in order to fully
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appreciate the layers the text intended, we need to imagine the ancient myth always
superimposed on the drama. To do so, however, is to invite the memory of the heartless
Dushyanta from the epic to compete for our attention with the softer Dushyanta of the play.
“Why,” Gitomer asks, “did Kalidasa select [a story] that he knew would remind his audiences of
cruelty in love? […] Because he wanted the cruel, problematic nature of love to remain present
in the imagination of his audiences; they should remain present in our imaginations as well.”46
Though perhaps less focused on the cruelty of love in the story than on the cruelty to women,
Kumar is also interested in having her audience grapple with competing iterations of the story
that are difficult to reconcile. The irony, and innovation, of Kumar’s production rests in the
inversion of source and adaptation. If Kalidasa relied on his audience’s familiarity with the epic
to appreciate his interventions with the story, Kumar relies on her audience’s familiarity with
Kalidasa to be shocked by her return to the source.
Her production made these citations explicit in form, as well as in the content of the
narrative. The structure of Shakuntala Remembered, for example, is far more epic than dramatic.
The play is built around three performers who step in and out of a number of different parts, a
style of performance more akin to oral narration than character-based acting. As the roles were
broken down for production Kumar herself played both Shakuntala and the Sutradhara, whose
role is drastically expanded from Kalidasa’s play. Present throughout the duration of the action,
(including at play’s end), Kumar’s Sutradhara situates the story we see in a broader mythological
framework that incorporates some the Mahābhārata back into the action. As our narrator, this
Sutradhara takes her place as the intermediary, providing commentary on the action of the play.
She’s not impartial either—her position as a woman on the outside of the story allows her to see
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it more clearly than Shakuntala, and she has opinions about it. By playing both roles, however,
Kumar subsumes both women, both perspectives. In her first scene the Sutradhara claims her
place in the story by recounting her relation to the poet Vyasa, composer of the Mahābhārata.
“My father’s guru was the great Vyasa,” she tells the audience. “In one story, he tells us about
Dushyanta, the warrior king and the forest dweller, Shakuntala. Do you know why? You don’t?
Then listen to the story unfold. For when humanity sleeps and will not awake, will not
remember, then will Kali play mischief with the world.”47 The scene is vastly different from
Kalidasa’s prologue, yet still fulfills its primary function: she gives us key information about the
play and introduces a central theme. She has turned that theme directly around onto the
audience, however, informing them that the memory in question in this production is not
Dushyanta’s but their own.
The basic narrative of the play is also structured on the epic, and not on Kalidasa at all.
Though Kumar steals the occasional vignette from the play—notably Dushyanta’s verses as he
watches Shakuntala being attacked by the bee—she does not keep any of Kalidasa’s structural
changes: no ring, no Durvasas, no curse, no painting. After the couple’s courtship (and a
hilarious scene in which two guards stand watch as they consummate their relationship: “how
long has he been doing that?” asks one “for hours,” replies the other…) twelve years pass before
Shakuntala confronts the king at Hastinapur. This scene is the heart of Kumar’s production.
Rejected by the King, Shakuntala spends the night on the streets of the city. She dreams of what
she should have said to the King, but didn’t; the argument she wishes she had made. In her
dream she resolves to return to the palace and make herself heard. The next morning she returns
with her son and Dushyanta rejects her yet again, pushing her and the child to the floor. She does
not give in, however, but rises to makes her case, building her righteous indignation syllable by
47
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syllable through the use of konakol, a system of vocal percussion used in south Indian music. Her
non-verbal anger reaches a crescendo and erupts out of her, expanding the one word Kalidasa has
given her—anārya—into a fierce monologue: “ignoble man, you do remember: I know that you
remember everything and yet here you are, like a cornered rat. You liar!”48 she decries. In
performance, this verbal confrontation escalated into a physical altercation, choreographed in the
vocabulary of Kalaripayettu [Figure 15]. As they battle, Shakuntala continues her indictment:
Listen to me, O Liar-King, and I will help you remember. I am your lawful
wedded wife and it is despicable that you should so humiliate me in the presence
of your court […] Drunk with power I might have known that you were steeped in
treachery. You can tell yourself “I am safe, no one knows, I will not be found
out.” Look around you! Look around you! But they all know.49
She precedes to list her witnesses: the devas, the bhutas, the sun the moon and agni, heaven and
earth and yama and dharma….they all know.

FIGURE 15. “LISTEN TO ME—OH LIAR KING!”
(Photo Courtesy of Kirtana Kumar)
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In this climactic scene, Kumar’s production becomes more than simply a critique of
Kalidasa’s play and its depiction of Shakuntala, evolving into a broader conversation about
cultural memory and its counter point, cultural amnesia. What are the repercussions of not
remembering? Who is hurt when those who do remember don’t speak up, and those who know
don’t hold them accountable? For Kumar this shift had a topical reference point: the 2006
Mumbai train bombings had taken place just days before Kumar had begun work on the project,
which gave her a hook into the material. “I love cyclical structure,” she examples. “This is set in
the Kaliyuga – and of course in Indian thought everything is a cycle just as with these terrible
things which keep happening. I’m interested in the manner in which we forget.”50 The stakes of
forgetting are scaled, of course, but are ultimately the product of the same dangerous cultural
trajectory. Forgetting the epic heroine behind Kalidasa’s Shakuntala, behind Shakuntala-asMother-India, speaks to a persistent cultural amnesia that obscures divergent or alternative
narratives and, subsequently, renders those narratives too weak to stand up to, or be stood up for.
Kumar’s Shakuntala, in retaliation, does not let Dushyanta or the audience forget—she calls the
audience as witness, alongside the natural forces who are always witness, suggesting that cultural
memory is a communal action: individuals can’t forget if the social order keeps truths alive. “The
manner in which we forget” to borrow Kumar’s phrase, is entrenched in systems of power.
Dushyanta only gets away with rejecting Shakuntala if everyone who knows the truth turns a
blind eye, if their reticence intimidates her into silence. In a provocation that feels, unfortunately,
more timely than ever, Kumar seems to ask if Kalidasa’s ring would still be necessary if, instead,
we were all a little better at helping each other remember.
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III. RUSTOM BHARUCHA’S BLACK SHAKUNTALA51
The enduring association of Shakuntala as the prototypical pativrata is couched not only
in gender politics, but in caste politics as well. In both the epic and the drama, identifying
Shakuntala’s caste is foundational to the progress of the story, for Dushyanta can only marry
Shakuntala in secret—through the rights of gāndharva marriage (a marriage conducted by
mutual consent—what we might describe today as elopement)—if she belongs to an appropriate
caste for the consort of a king. In the epic Dushyanta asks Shakuntala outright about her
parentage, in a series of what Sally Sutherland Goldman has recently described as
quintessentially “women’s questions.”52 “Who are you,” he asks her, already infatuated, and
then, most importantly, “whose are you?”53 Such a question not only resonates with the gendered
politics of the character who, as a woman, belongs either to her husband or to a father, but
likewise raises the issue of her caste and social standing. In Kalidasa’s drama these questions are
rerouted through Shakuntala’s friend Anasuya, who reports this lineage for the king upon
request. Still, the information is necessary to his romantic quest. As he watches the women from
afar he remarks, “I wish that she had been born to a mother of a different caste than her father,”
the celebrated sage Kanva.54 Upon learning that Kanva is only her adoptive parent, and that she
is, in fact a proper consort, the king exclaims to himself, “my wish has been answered!”55
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Though grounded in the social contexts of pre-modern India, the play’s attention to caste
takes on different tenor when considered in light of the literary and theatrical revivalism
discussed in chapter three. During this process Shakuntala emerged as a model for recovering a
pure, uncorrupted Indian heritage synonymous with high-caste, Hindu, and native to the Indian
subcontinent. The question of Shakuntala’s caste for a modern audience, therefore, is always
already in dialogue with issues of religious, racial, and caste politics, as many citizens of the
modern nation are not represented by the revivalist model. When the celebrated Ninasam
Theater of Heggodu, Karnataka commissioned Rustom Bharucha to direct a new production of
Shakuntala, he welcomed the opportunity to “work against the grain of notions of
Brahmanic/Hindu/Aryan beauty” that such revivalism championed.56 Having worked with the
company previously, Bharucha was familiar with the community of actors from which the role
would be cast and developed a concept for his production around a single actress: a Sidi woman
named Girija.
The Sidi comprise communities descended from African slaves who were transported to
India over the course of centuries by Arab, Portuguese, and Dutch traders. Though Sidi
communities are located throughout the subcontinent, with large populations in Gujarat, Andhra
Pradesh, and the Deccan as well as Karnataka, these communities are marginalized within their
states and the nation on the whole, living largely under the radar of both governmental and
cultural concern. By casting Girija in the central role of Kalidasa’s heroine Bharucha
strategically positioned her alterity as the defining characteristic of the production. The only Sidi
actress among the company, Girija’s difference subverts the hegemonic aesthetics of Indian
beauty by which the character is conventionally represented, standing in defiance of proprietary
brahmanical interpretations of the play. Moreover, the use of Girija in this particular role—one
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heavy with the burden of national representation—interrogates the fundamental diversity of the
modern Indian state and reconstitutes the iconography of Indian citizenship.
Girija belongs to a community of Sidis who reside in northern Karnataka, in the Western
Ghats. Though standardized under their designation as an officially scheduled tribe by the
Government of India (recognition they only formally received in 2002), the Sidis of Karnataka
are a remarkably diverse population: they are Catholics, Hindus, and Muslims; they speak an
assortment of Indian languages—based on religion, age, sex—including Konkani, Marathi,
Kannada, and Urdu; and they represent various waves in migration within India, with ancestral
ties to the areas surrounding Mumbai, the inland Deccan, and Goa.57 Despite these variations, all
Sidi self-identify as Indian first—anthropologist Charles Camara notes that most “have scarce
knowledge about their origin,” beyond their communities in India and cannot identify any
particular region of Africa from which their ancestors were taken.58 To Indians, however, the
Sidi remain irreparably foreign. Camara notes that to the “common public in Uttara Kannada,”
the Sidi are still thought of as Africans.59
Their differentiation from the common public is due, in part, to their self-isolation, as the
Sidi generally reside in small villages and communities that are intentionally removed from the
Indian population of the state. However, this self-isolation is also a response to the persecution
and marginalization the Sidi community faces. “In the eyes of high and low caste Indians,”
writes Camara, “the Sidis are designated at the bottom of the caste hierarchy, just above the socalled ‘Untouchables’ or dalits,” regardless of whether or not they identify as Hindus. In fact,
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Camara continues, “the Sidis experience that they are treated as if they were ‘Untouchables’ if
not worse, because of their skin color and physical appearance.”60 Camara’s assessment
establishes a critical link between race and caste, two different social constructs that operate in
similar ways to disenfranchise certain communities for the advancement of others, and betray
similar biases toward the manifestation of melanin in various populations. Despite centuries of
residence in the subcontinent, the Sidi still betray the distinctive physical characteristics of their
unknown ancestors, including “very dark skin and frizzy hair,” attributes which position them
“in marked contrast to other Indians.”61 While these characteristics may not correlate with race
in the American implementation of the term, they are used similarly as justification to ostracize a
population of people, and to keep them from becoming fully enfranchised citizens of their
country.
The segregation of the Sidi along these caste/racial lines is what first inspired Ninasam
artists to work with them. Director C.R. Jambe was hired to direct a production of Antigone for a
local amateur theater company in the village of Manchikeri, approximately 115 kilometers north
of Heggodu. “There,” Bharucha writes, “he saw the Sidi barely making contact with the local
people, keeping to themselves for the most part.”62 Curious as to why, and as to how theater
could be used to counteract this division, Jambe sought the assistance of a local organization to
introduce him to the Sidi community. After spending a considerable amount of time getting to
know them, he recruited a company of thirty-five Sidi men and women (including Girija’s
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father) for a dramatization of Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart. It was the first time any of
these performers had undertaken any kind of theatrical activity.
According to Bharucha the production (which took place in 1983) had a powerful impact
on its predominantly Indian audience. “Though one cannot expect social relationships to change
overnight,” he writes, “it can be said with some accuracy that the production of Things Fall
Apart altered a number of dominant prejudices relating to the Sidi. For the first time in the
memory of people, they were seen not as laborers [...] but as actors, people capable of creating a
world onstage.”63 Through the vehicle of the play, in other words, the Sidi became visible as
individuals, actors as Bharucha says, whose agency within the world of the play, it seems,
retroactively empowered them as citizens within Kannada society. What this production did not
accomplish, however, was a disruption of the identity politics by which Indians classify the Sidi
as other. Things Fall Apart may have made the Sidi more visible, but it also served to reify
perceptions of the Sidi as African, or at least as explicitly not Indian. Set in Nigeria, Things Fall
Apart cast the Sidi performers as their African ancestors, confirming for an Indian audience their
fundamental difference, despite presenting that difference in a way that emphasized its humanity.
Two decades later, Bharucha’s Shakuntala upended that perception, casting Girija not
only as an Indian, but as a paradigmatic Indian, an Indian whose mythology establishes her as the
mother of the nation itself. The canonicity of this character is bound up in her relationship to
national identity as it gestated throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. During
this period, the project of articulating what constituted the emergent nation required those
proponents of nationalism to distinguish India from the colonial regime, and to establish a
coherent national narrative that could both predate and extend beyond British Imperialism. Cited
as evidence of India’s rich pre-colonial culture, Shakuntala the play and Shakuntala the character
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were venerated not only as a work of dramatic literature and its heroine, but as portraits of
historical Aryan civilization “uncorrupted” by foreign invasion, be it Greek or Bactrian, Muslim
or British. The nationalist movement then claimed this history as proof of a distinctive Indian
past, using it as a model against which to shape an independent Indian future. To cast a Sidi actor
in this canonical work is to fundamentally interrogate the veracity of such claims. Girija, in the
role of Bharata (literally India)’s mother, stands in for subcontinental alterity writ large,
disputing perceptions of the play confined to this narrow, brahmanical ideal of ancient India. In
building his production of the play against the brahmanical model, Bharucha contends instead
that, as a work of national drama, Shakuntala’s heroine should be flexible enough to represent
the diversity of the nation, not only a narrow sliver of it.
To consider the political implications of such casting, one need only think back to the
occasion in the late 1840s when Bustumchurn Addy of Calcutta portrayed the role of Othello
before a British colonial audience (chapter 1). There is agency in such representation, and there
is anxiety not only when subaltern bodies speak for themselves, but particularly when they speak
for themselves using a text, and as characters, that are deemed explicitly, culturally not theirs. If
in colonial Calcutta Addy posed the threat of the subject transcending his position, “obscur[ing]
(if not eras[ing]) some lines of difference—racial, cultural and political—between ruler and
ruled,”64 then in present-day Karnataka, Girija posed the threat of an invisible subset of the
population claiming visibility, obscuring (in not erasing) the defacto lines of difference that
persist in this ostensibly secular, democratic nation. Her performing body demands
representational space for a cornucopia of others—foreign, low caste, and Muslim, to name but a
few—whose citizenship is increasingly complicated by trends in Indian politics toward the
fundamentalist Hindu right.
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Bharucha’s production placed a spotlight on Girija from the outset, by casting her in the
prologue as well as in the titular role. As discussed in the introduction, the purpose of the
classical prologue (prastāvanā) is to bridge the world of the spectators and the world of the play
by providing a metatheatrical intermediary. In this scene the sūtradhāra (director character) and
naṭī (actress character) to set the tone for the play by singing a verse about the month of summer.
This verse is related to the drama in theme and in emotion and introduces sṛṇgāra rasa, the
erotic sentiment, which is dominant in the play. Completely transported by the verse, the
sūtradhāra forgets where he is and what he is doing, until the naṭī reminds him that they are here
to perform Kalidasa’s nāṭaka, called Abhijñānaśakuntala. This moment is the core of the
prologue. For an instant, the naṭī’s performance altered the sūtradhāra’s sense of reality, an
experience that he goes on to explain to the audience in detail. By deconstructing the influence of
rasa on an audience through this scripted demonstration, Kalidasa not only sets the tone for the
piece, but instructs us in how best to experience it. Like the Brechtian mask that always shows
the actor’s skin underneath, the prologue simmers beneath the drama as a failsafe, lest spectators
lose the ability to discern reality from reality represented.
In using Girija as the naṭī, Bharucha positions her at the center of his metatheatrical
frame. An homage to Things Fall Apart and the “power of theater” though which that production
allowed the Sidi performers to “be recognized more fully as human beings in their own right,”65
Bharucha again calls the audience’s attention to the agency of the performing Sidi body. Girija
is, first and foremost, an actress, capable of creating many roles, not only those prescribed by
society. This scene is a primer for the audience, and tips Bharucha’s hand toward the more
radical casting choice to be revealed shortly. In this moment he asks his audience to open their
minds to the possibility of a Sidi woman transgressing the confines of societal stigmas: can you
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accept a Sidi woman as an actress? The follow-up to this question is, of course, are there
limitations to that acceptance? When Girija re-enters the play halfway through act 1, this time in
the role of Shakuntala, the audience is confronted with their answers to those questions. If, to
use Marvin Carlson’s phrase, the haunted stage is always home to the other actors, other
performances, other interpretations of a character, then Girija’s Shakuntala exists in juxtaposition
to the classicist ghosts that dominate the play’s history, and her divergence from that standard
undermines their dominance.66
In the world of Kalidasa’s play Shakuntala is also an outsider, though her otherness is
qualified as the result of her upbringing and socialization, not as a product of physical attributes
or racial signifiers. Her appearance is described in aphorisms standard to Sanskrit court poetry:
beautiful hips, lips like a flower bud, limbs like tender vines. The quality or color of her
complexion is not noted: though translators will often render the adjective suvarṇa as the English
“fair,” the term in Sanskrit indicates a quality of beauty, not an absence of pigmentation.67
Despite her comeliness, however, Shakuntala is the definition of provincial, having been raised
as the adopted daughter of an ascetic in a forest āśrama: her clothes are made of tree bark, her
jewelry flower buds. This is appealing to Dushyanta when they meet in the forest; however when
Shakuntala appears in his court the viability of their partnership is called into question, and the
contrast between the ascetics and the city dwellers is clearly denoted by the playwright. As they
enter the palace Sharangarava and Sharadvata—Kalidasa’s disciples who have accompanied
Shakuntala—express the discomfort they feel at being in Hastinapura. To the former, the city
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seems “like a house consumed by fire,” because his “mind is so accustomed to seclusion”, and
the latter watches the “people clinging to pleasures,” and compares the experience to that of “a
free man watching a prisoner.”68 Although Kalidasa’s play softens the severity of the King’s
rejection from they way it is depicted in the Mahābhārata, the playwright does leave traces of
the King’s cruelty as Rabindranath Tagore astutely observes. In a brief conversation with his
confidant Madhavya, Dushyanta admits to having passed over one of his wives for the affections
of yet another new conquest. In this moment, Tagore writes, “the poet is informing us very
skillfully that what happens as a result of Durvasa’s curse had its germination in Dushyanta’s
nature.”69 Moreover, to remember Gitomer’s prompt, to watch the scene between Dushyanta and
Shakuntala in the court is always to remember his cruel rejection of her in the epic. And thus we
must wonder, despite her beauty, is Shakuntala too provincial, too out of place, for Dushyanta to
formally welcome her to his kingdom?
When Girija enters the court as Shakuntala her status as an outsider and the sense of her
not belonging is palpable.70 Though the audience is aware of the curse, Dushyanta’s reaction to a
black Shakuntala in his court no longer seems bound by the metaphysics of retributive hexes, but
indicates something fundamental to his character. It is clear that, despite her beauty, she is out of
place, and that her very presence in the court threatens the King’s reputation: his refusal to
acknowledge her feels inextricably bound up in her radical racial difference. The tensions of the
scene are exacerbated by the Sharadvatta and Sharangarava’s costumes: the men wear saffron
robes in a not-so-subtle nod to the conservative governments currently in power across India.
“It’s a bit of an obvious choice,” Bharucha admits, but one that felt necessary. “Shakuntala
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today,” he continues, “would go through the same kind of persecution.”71 Again, Bharucha
challenges his audience to question their own willingness to accept Girija as this well-loved
Indian character. Within the structure of the play, Dushyanta’s rejection of Shakuntala is
devastating, and the audience’s sympathy is clearly with her as she leaves the King’s throne
room, begging for her mother to rescue her. If that same sympathy can be elicited for Girija-asShakuntala, Bharucha seems to assert, then the audience is revealed to be hypocrites for their
perception of Girija the Sidi.
Bharucha’s most direct directorial provocation, however, takes place in act 6, after
Dushyanta has recovered both his ring and his memory of Shakuntala. Overwhelmed with
despair, the King passes his days languishing in the gardens, painting a portrait of his beloved as
she was on the day they met. According to conventions of classical stage practice this painting,
like so many other stage properties, would have been enacted gesturally, the actors’ descriptions
of the canvas sufficing to bring the painting to life for an audience. In Bharucha’s production,
however, a larger-than-life-sized canvas is carried onto the stage, dwarfing the performers in
size, bearing a reproduction of one of Raja Ravi Varma’s famous portraits of Shakuntala writing
a love letter [Figure 16]. Raja Ravi Varma, who lived and worked during the latter half of the
nineteenth century “was the first Indian artist to appropriate successfully the materials and
techniques of western academic art and apply them to Indian subject matter.”72 Varma’s early
paintings depicted episodes from Hindu mythology using certain western techniques, particularly
regarding shading and perspective, thus rendering his paintings with “a realism that effectively
brought them to life.”73 Shakuntala was a favorite subject of his, and he depicted her from
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various episodes of the drama, including writing Dushyanta a love letter (act 3), being spirited
away by her mother (act 5) and in the forest with her girlfriends (act 1).

FIGURE 16. “SHAKUNTALA PATRALEKHA” BY RAJA RAVI VARMA
(Original held at Kowider Palace, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala)

In addition to his mythological subjects Varma also painted from life, and in 1892
debuted of a series of portraits of women from across the subcontinent. The collection—one of
his first major studies of a non-mythological subject matter—professed to represent women of
different regional types, indicated by both costume choice and surrounding environment. Rachel
Dwyer analyzes the collection as follows:
Though Varma’s paintings depict regional styles, the aesthetic style in which they
are represented serves paradoxically to negate regional variations as identified by
dress and environment and instead creates a homogenized all-India figure of a
woman. Thus, the overriding image that persists is of a full-figured woman
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adorned in Indian attire with a rounded pale face and a graceful and dignified
stature, and this came to represent the ideal figure of Indian womanhood.”74
The idealized Indian woman depicted in his paintings is, in essence, a figure of Varma’s
imagination—his creative embodiment of beauty and femininity represented in a hybrid painting
style inspired by western techniques. Not only is she an imagination of India, therefore, but an
image mediated through the visual tropes and narratives of a global economy—India as seen
through the techniques of, (and therefore the aesthetic eyes of) the west.
Varma’s imagined ideal becomes further complicated when we begin to trace her
influence beyond these original paintings, and into other artistic applications. “Disseminated to
the wider public through oleographs,” Dwyer observes, these images were ultimately “translated
into film imagery, film posters, popular prints and other forms of advertising and packaging.”75
They were, in other words, popular images, consumed en mass through their distribution as
advertisements, calendar art, and matchbox covers [Figure 17]. They were also translated onto
the stage. One of Varma’s most popular Shakuntala paintings depicts the end of act one: as her
friends run offstage, Shakuntala lingers behind, making an excuse to catch the King’s eye one
last time. “Anasuya,” she exclaims, “My foot has been pierced by a blade of young grass, and
my blouse is caught on a branch. Wait for me while I free myself!”76 The stage directions note
that this delay is deceitful (savyāja) and Shakuntala, once she has tarried long enough, exits
along with her friends. In Varma’s painting of this scene Shakuntala stands slightly off-center,
with her body turning toward the viewer’s gaze. She stands on her right foot, holding her left
heel in her left hand, gazing over her left shoulder, presumably to Dushyanta, who is not in the
frame. She supports herself with her right hand on her friend’s shoulder [Figure 18]. The
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consistency of how this scene is staged across contemporary productions is striking.77 While the
details of this posture may vary, (proximity to her friends, for example, or whether or not the
King the enacts pulling a thorn out of Shakuntala’s foot), the core position that Shakuntala
strikes at the end of this act is amazingly consistent, and it always feels like a citation of Varma’s
painting [Figure 19]. His Shakuntala epitomizes the nineteenth century ideals by which the
character has been confined, and this its ubiquity in performance suggests that the iconography
of Ravi Varma’s paintings has become indistinguishable from Kalidasa’s play as source material
for production. Each subsequent citation of Ravi Varma in performance, therefore, perpetuates a
vortex of reference the original referent of which is a myth, in more ways then one.

FIGURE 17. “SAKUNTALA SAFETY MATCHES” FEATURING ARTWORK BY RAJA
RAVI VARMA
(Image courtesy of the Center for Studies of Social Sciences in kolkata)
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FIGURE 18.
“SHAKUNTALA LOOKING FOR
DUSHYANTA”
BY RAJA RAVI VARMA

FIGURE 19.
ABHIJÑĀNAŚAKUNTALAM
DIRECTED BY V. RAGHAVAN FOR
SAMSKRITA RANGA, 1961

(Original held at the Sri Citra Art Gallery,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala)

(Photograph courtesy of Samskrita Ranga)

Bharucha’s citation of Ravi Varma, however, disrupts the cycle by superimposing
Girija’s face onto the portrait, inserting his production’s black Shakuntala into Ravi Varma’s
homogenized aesthetic of Indian femininity [Figure 20]. It is an intentionally rough cut-andpaste—the angle on the head sits a bit awkwardly on the shoulders, the proportions are a bit
skewed, the textures of photograph and oil painting chafe at one another. The effect is not
amateurish, however, but rather deliberate, as if to call attention to the point of intersection,
where Girija’s face supersedes that of Ravi Varma’s subject, and to contrast the actress in the
role with the cultural memory of the character. There is contrast in their expressions as well—
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whereas Varma’s Shakuntala gazes wistfully into the distance, Girija’s looks directly out of the
frame with a faint Mona Lisa smile, as if entertained by her transgression onto this foreign body.
Her gaze confronts the audience, requiring that they be entertained by it as well; or, at the very
least, that they not miss the irony.

FIGURE 20. SHAKUNTALA DIRECTED BY RUSTOM BHARUCHA FOR NINASAM,
2003
(Photograph courtesy of Ninasam)

The production is inconclusive with regards to where a black Shakuntala belongs in
Dushyanta’s court. Though the pair is finally reunited, Dushyanta prostrating himself at
Shakuntala’s feet, Bharucha is reluctant to end with an easy reconciliation. The focus shifts from
Shakuntala to her child, Bharata, who is swept up into the King’s entourage. The father, reunited
with his son—the progeny on whose shoulders his legacy will stand—forgets his wife for a
second time, but now there is no curse to blame for his negligence. The production ends with
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Dushyanta, Bharata, and a host of celebratory deities processing offstage, leaving Shakuntala
alone, singing to herself. The song is one of her forest home, of the āśrama, which she sang in
act 4 before her departure. One could read this moment as one of defeat for the outsider, unable
finally to transcend the limitations of her circumstances: Shakuntala disappears under a white
sheet, singing of the world she left behind. But there is also her son—that mythical progenitor of
the great families of India—whose matriarchal genealogy upsets the homogenous mythology on
which so much of toxic identity politics is based. It is not Bharucha’s job in this production to
easily integrate black Shakuntala—that tasks falls to his audience. In leaving them with the
image of the son, however, Bharucha poses one final question: he does not ask that his audience
accept the Sidi for their difference, but rather to reflect on where they might not be so different
themselves.

IV. PANIKKAR AND THE POLITICS OF HUNTING
If Bharucha’s production advocates that Shakuntala can be representative of the
demographic diversity of the world’s largest democracy, Kavalam Narayana Panikkar’s 1982
production is about that democracy itself, looking at the political foundation of the thirty-five
year old nation at a critical crossroads of its young life. Unlike the rest of the directors discussed
so far, for whom Shakuntala marked a strategic, and often unprecedented, foray into the classical
canon, Panikkar was already versed in Sanskrit drama when he first directed the play. Having
previously directed his own original compositions for the stage, Panikkar turned to Sanskrit plays
in 1978 as part of “an investigation of his classical theatrical heritage—of its structure and
aesthetics,” and a desire to apply those vocabularies to a contemporary practice.78 His first
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production, Bhasa’s Madhyama Vyāyoga (The Middle One), orchestrated the distinctive blend of
Sanskrit performance aesthetics and “local Kerala performance genres”—Kudiyattam, Kathakali,
Kalaripayettu and Theyyttam—for which he has become famous.79 He continued this
exploration two years later, with a production of Bhasa’s Dūtavākyam (The Messenger’s
Speech), and followed those productions with his participation in Kamalesh Dutt Tripathi’s
Vikramorvaśīya project at the Kalidasa Akademi in Ujjain.80 It was only after these introductory
explorations of the canon that Panikkar took on its mainstay.
In a conversation with Udayan Vajpeyi (who would later go on to translate the text for
Chhaya Shakuntalam), Panikkar notes that this delay was intentional: “I had to pass through
Madhyamavyayoga, Karnabharam and Urubhangam to read Kalidasa,” Panikkar remarks.
“Doing Bhasa's plays, I reached the point of interpretation where I found a way, a marga, to
reach Kalidasa's Shakuntala.”81 He waited for Shakuntala, in other words, until he had a way to
do Shakuntala; an interpretive lens through which to approach the text. Certainly, there are
differences in genre and style between Bhasa’s one acts and Kalidasa’s full nāṭakas that would
make working with the former good practice for attempting the latter. The length and scope of
the dramas alone—a one-act dramaturgical arc as compared to five or seven—allow a novice
director, particularly one who has professed interest in understanding the genre, the space to
79
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explore without getting lost. However there is also the issue of the audience’s familiarity with a
play. Erin Mee notes that, as opposed to Kalidasa, whose “plays had [already] been produced all
over India in a wide variety of languages” by the 1980s, “no one knew what to do with Bhasa’s
plays.”82 Bhasa, in other words, provided a fresh palate—his plays had not yet generated a
singular archive, did not belong to a complex genealogy of theatrical performance. To direct
Shakuntala meant taking part in an existing conversation and, before jumping in, Panikkar
wanted to make sure he knew what to say, in addition to how to say it.
His marga, or inroads to the text, was fundamentally bound to the role of the King and
his relationship not only to Shakuntala, but to all of those under his rule—to the very institution
of his power. For Panikkar, the tension implicit in the choices Dushyanta makes—first to stay in
the āśrama and then to leave it—boils down to a question of desire and responsibility
encapsulated in the action of hunting, or mṛgaya. Writing in retrospect about his interpretation,
Pankkar notes that in his reading of the play, mṛgaya comes to mean much more than just the
sport that brings Dushyanta to the forest. “In the case of Dushyanta,’ he writes, “the mrgaya
indicates his individual pursuit which takes him away from the group.”83 It is a metaphor for the
conflict between what human beings want to do and what we have to do—what we desire and
what is best for our communities at large. “These are the days of democracy,” Panikkar remarked
regarding the changes he made to the play in this production, “and when a King is to be viewed
in the present context, he cannot be seen in the same way [that he] was during the time of
Kalidasa or Dushyanta. It is different. The role, the approach, the relationship is all different.”84
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Panikkar was born in 1928, and so was already a young man when India gained its
independence. Monarchial rule was a form of government he had lived under—the form of
government that shaped his worldview. As India laid the foundations of its democracy in the
years after independence, cultural revivalism and movements to resuscitate a pre-colonial past
put that democracy in direct contrast with the classical court cultures to which Dushyanta
belonged. Using theater as a tool to interrogate nation formation, Panikkar focuses on the
antiquated figure of the king to help articulate the desires and expectations of modern
governance. Instead of a love story, then, Panikkar’s Shakuntala is a political parable of power
gone astray, and the tenuous balance that those who wield it must maintain in a modern
representative democracy.
While the production maintains Panikkar’s trademark aesthetic integration of Keralite
theatrical forms—sampling especially from the physical vocabulary used in Kathakali and
Kudiyattam—and is performed in Sanskrit, it is liberal with the structural changes it makes to
Kalidasa’s play text. From the start, Panikkar’s Shakuntala forgoes the dramaturgical device of
the prologue, and begins, instead, in the forest.85 The stage is minimally dressed—a black box
forced into a proscenium. Upstage center, a low platform lies flush with the back wall, providing
a small hint of height to the playing space. On the platform stands a curtain decorated with the
graphic of a tree, flanked by four additional curtains which fan out, downstage from the platform,
two on each side. As the lights come up a deer runs onstage—represented gesturally by a woman
wearing costume ears and holding her right hand in mṛgaśīrśa (deer-headed) mudrā. She skips
across the stage and, just as she ducks behind one of the stage right curtains, a lion appears in
pursuit. Depicted likewise through a combination of minimalist accessories (in this case, a mane
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framing his face) and physical vocabulary, the lion commences his chase, the pair weaving
behind and among the curtains around the stage. At some point, a minute or two into this dance,
the lion disappears behind the central curtain, and when he returns he is Dushyanta, pursuing the
deer now in the posture of a hunter—his bow raised, his back straight, his gait stylized and
precise like that of a Kudiyattam performer. He continues to hunt the deer for another few beats,
until suddenly she—with a pivot and change of posture—transforms into a woman before his
eyes. As Dushyanta stares in disbelief, unsure if his eyes are deceiving him, the actress repeats
the gesture and reverts to the deer. He raises his bow to shoot, again she transforms into a woman
before his eyes, again back to the deer. The pursuit continues, propelling the pair offstage and
into the wings. When Dushyanta returns he is accompanied by his chariot driver (sūta)—we
have returned to Kalidasa’s text.
The decision to stage his own prologue for the play is a significant departure from the
source text, and one that brings his commentary to the fore. As discussed above, the classical
prologue sets the tone for a dramatic work, and keys the audience in to its dominant rasa, thereby
providing a tutorial in how best to appreciate the performance. Panikkar’s prologue likewise
serves as a primer for the rest of his production. Rather than foregrounding an emotional (as with
Kalidasa’s text) or aesthetic (as with his earlier work) focus for the production, Panikkar asks his
audience to center their experience of the play on the shift in narrative—a new understanding of
an old story. Hunting, for Panikkar, is a manifestation of the King’s autonomy; an expression of
his self-serving desires at the expense of his responsibility to the populace at large. Thus, he
opens his production with an unscripted exegesis of that action: hunting in nature, hunting as
sport, and hunting as romantic conquest, all of which will inform his understanding of Dushyanta
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as a ruler conflicted and the character’s placement as the principal dramatic figure of the
production.
The second significant structural change Panikkar makes to Kalidasa’s script occurs at
the end of the first act. Dushyanta, having ascertained Shakuntala’s parentage and pedigree, has
just begun his pursuit of her in earnest when an offstage voice warns that the King’s hunting
party has set an elephant into stampede that is now a danger to them all. Hearing this news,
Shakuntala and her girlfriends run offstage, but not before Shakuntala lingers to get the king’s
attention. Rather than exiting after catching one another’s eyes the lovers freeze, and a chorus of
six men enters from stage right, repeating the last words of the offstage advisory again and again:
“mṛgayāvihārī pārthivo Duṣyanta” (King Dushyanta is distracting himself with a hunt).86 When
the chorus finally exits the scene unfreezes, and Shakuntala slinks offstage, never taking her eyes
off the King. Dushyanta, torn between Shakuntala and his duty, remains in place for a beat, as
one more echo of the chorus's injunction resonates from backstage. As the lights come down he
makes his choice, pursuing Shakuntala upstage and off.
Though the only action of the chorus is to recite this text, their presence on the stage
anchors the King to the kingdom and creates a strong visual map of Dushyanta’s inner conflict.
There is no corresponding sense of the citizenry in Kalidasa’s text. Although the dramatis
personae for the play is elaborate, with forty-two distinctive parts, the characters are individuated
and, with the exception of a handful of tertiary figures, belong to the remote contexts of the court
or the āśrama.87 Adding a chorus of citizens to embody what Panikkar calls “the social mind
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working as a group”88 creates the presence of a constituency, a third demographic of people
outside the rarified worlds of Kalidasa’s play. The chorus likewise evokes the Greek drama and
its inextricable connection to the institution of democracy in the Athenian city-state. Panikkar
thus juxtaposes two foundational theatrical traditions and the political environments that shaped
their poetics. The Sanskrit drama, though edifying in some ways, was not conceived of with a
civic responsibility. In fact, many scholars speculate that on account of the rarefied language and
circumstances of performance (usually on festival days), not to mention the royal patronage
necessary to produce such texts, the audience for the Sanskrit drama in performance would likely
have been limited to those within the court and would not, therefore, have been intended to
provoke the same style of civic discourse engendered by its Greek counterpart.
Dramaturgically Panikkar’s chorus does much more than merely give physical
representation to the citizenry—it also gives that citizenry the power of resolution that is
reserved in Kalidasa’s play for the divine. This production does not feature a celestial miracle
that intercedes to rescue Shakuntala, for example—instead she is led out of the palace by the
chorus—the King’s citizens. Moreover, Panikkar cuts the final act of the play—which takes
place in Maricha’s celestial āśrama—entirely, thereby cutting the characters Indra, Maricha and
Matali as well as their intervention in the plot. The curse is, therefore, never clarified, nor is
Dushyanta’s union with Shakuntala endorsed by supernatural law. Instead, Dushyanta and
Shakuntala’s reunion takes place in the confines of the kingdom and is made possible as a result
of the people’s acceptance of their union, which is how Panikkar interprets the return of the ring.
“The awakening of the King's memory,” he writes, “was possible only with the involvement of
the people who were responsible for regaining this symbol.”89 Here the King’s mandate derives
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not from any kind of divine absolution, but from the collective, whose support, it turns out, is
indispensible for him to be a successful hunter.
Also noticeably absent from Panikkar’s final scene is Bharata—Dushyanta and
Shakuntala’s son. Though not a divine figure of the same ilk as Maricha and Menaka, within the
mythology of Kalidasa’s play, Bharata was prophesied to be an all-powerful monarch who would
to turn the wheel of an empire and conquer the four corners of the earth. Though he only appears
at the very end, those familiar with the source story from the Mahābhārata know that this
progeny has significant consequence—Bharata is to be the progenitor of the great races of the
subcontinent; his descendants will fight the great Kurukṣestra war, their descendants will extend
through time. The issue of a ruler’s progeny, however, is incompatible the dynamics of
democracy in Panikkar’s India. Progeny is no longer a political concern, as government positions
are elected by and as representatives for their constituents. As a democratic ruler Dushyanta’s
reconciliation with Shakuntala is ancillary to his reconciliation with his people—the former may
still bear him children, but their procreation is not longer the purview of the public.
This interpretation is especially revealing when considered in light of Panikkar’s own
historical circumstances. His production of Shakuntala premiered at a precarious moment for
India’s fledgling democracy, a mere five years after Indira Gandhi enacted emergency measures
in her role as Prime Minister that threw the nation into uncharted territory, and only two years
after she had been reinstated.90 As the only daughter of Jawaharlal Nehru, India’s first Prime
Minister and champion of the Independence movement, Gandhi was seen by many to be a
natural heir to her father’s legacy, including his role in the government. That her son, Rajiv
Gandhi, went on to succeed her after her assassination in 1984 only confirmed the enduring
appeal of this political dynasty. In his reading on contemporary kingship, Panikkar very
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presciently cautions his audience against such lionization of a single person or a single family.
His Dushyanta and Shakuntala do not produce an heir because, for a modern India, there can be
no singular child on whom the future successes of the nation are projected. There can only be a
social contract, taken by whomever the group selects, to strive for a balance between what is best
for ones self and what is best for society.
As opposed to a new work, which might perhaps be better suited to address contemporary
politics on their own, Panikkar’s Shakuntala was able to bring the past into conversation with the
present precisely because of the play’s multiple histories. The history that it documents, by way
of a political narrative, reflects what Romila Thapar calls a consciousness of history: “an
understanding of the way in which the past is perceived, recorded, and used.”91 The history of
the text itself speaks to the two millennia of “commentary, exegesis, scholarship, criticism, and
theological mythmaking” that sediment on classical texts.92 Panikkar’s production takes on both.
By diverging from Kalidasa’s narrative, he challenges the audience to question that which they
take for granted—what Dharwadker calls the institutional history—in favor of an alternative
narrative. By matching the consciousness of history to a twentieth century model, Panikkar puts
centuries of political power imbalance on stage, refracting a modern democratic nation through
the myth of monarchy. Given the recent events of the emergency and Gandhi’s reinstatement,
what better time to critique the evolution of political structures in the country than at a moment
when the stability of such a structure felt particularly fragile?
When Panikkar revisited the play as Chhaya Shakuntalam in 2014, his interest in the
political constituency, and its relationship to the king, remained at the fore. Despite the Hindi
translation, and an array of novel interpretations of the text in performance, the scenes of the
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king and his chorus were remarkably consistent with the earlier production: the chorus enters at
the end of the first act only to be ignored by Dushyanta who follows Shakuntala instead; they
return at the end of act 3, at which point he heeds their reproach and returns to the capital with
them; the chorus is the sanctioning body that approves the return of the ring, and therefore the
reunion of the two lovers; the play ends with their reunion, with no mention of a son. If anything,
these functions of the chorus are highlighted further in this production, particularly their role in
the ring’s retrieval.93 In the transition after Shakuntala is carried away from the palace, rejected
by the king, the chorus flanks the sides of the stage, joined by the Sutradhar who summarizes
what has transpired. The chorus then embodies the river in which the Sutradhar, not a fisherman,
discovers the ring, after which it is claimed by Madhavya. Before leaving the stage, Madhavya
shows the ring to every member of the ensemble, who inspect and approve of its discovery
before exiting. Only then does Madhavya present the ring to Dushyanta, and the chorus brings
Shakuntala back onstage for their reconciliation [Figure 21].

FIGURE 21. CHHAYA SHAKUNTALAM FINALE
(Photo Courtesy of the National School of Drama)
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2014, the year that Chhaya Shakuntalam was performed at the Bharat Rang Mahotsav
festival, was also a tumultuous year for India’s democracy: in May of that year the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP), headed by Narendra Modi, came to power over the United Progressive
Alliance (UPA) and the Indian National Congress (INC). The election took place between two
iterations of the production—its premiere at the Bharat Rang Mahotsav in January, and its encore
presentation at the National School of Drama in May—and thus it would be a stretch to consider
the production a response or reaction to the BJP’s victory per se. The build to the election itself,
on the other hand, had been the subject of national debate for over a year, and it is perhaps not
coincidental that Panikkar revived this particular production at yet another political crossroads
for the country. “The theme of the play,” he writes in the official director’s note, “suggests that
the limit of one’s own rights irrespective of whether one is the ruler or the ruled has to be
prescribed by some superimposed sanction, lest the social equilibrium be disturbed.” Thirty-two
years after he first found his marga, his way, into the play, its theme remained remarkably
consistent in Panikkar’s mind: Shakuntala is not a love story. It is a critique of society and the
institutions of power to which we entrust the preservation of our communities and cultures. It is a
reminder that such institutions are responsible to the populations they serve, not only those in the
seat of power, and that those in the seat of power need not always remain there. “Whichever age
we belong to,” Panikkar concludes,” “the problem repeats itself in different contemporary
dimensions.”94

V. RECEPTION AND CONCLUSION
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Academic studies are not the only vehicle of reception in which productions of
Shakuntala such as those discussed here have been overlooked. The popular reception of these
productions—as documented primarily by newspaper reviews and, in more recent years, online
blog posts—tend either to react negatively to the ways in which they challenge or subvert
historicist aesthetics or, more commonly, simply ignore those details entirely in their critique.95
Reviews of Tridhara, for instance, highlight the production’s attention to classical detail, with
headlines such as “Delhi has a date with History,” and “Revival of classical theatre,” yet neither
review discusses the cuts and changes Ganguly makes to that history, or remarks on where the
limitations of aesthetic revivalism fall in the production.96 In an item on Panikkar’s 1982
production in Enact, a theater magazine published out of Delhi, J.N. Kaushal remarks that
Panikkar’s “use of traditional motifs was […] not very effective,” and that they “had already lost
the glitter of novelty through their use in Madhyam Vyayog,” yet makes absolutely no reference
to the glitter and novelty of his cutting the last two acts of the play.97 A Hindi-language review of
the production that year at the Kalidasa Akademi likewise focused on the production’s use of
Kudiyattam style to the exclusion of the content of the play text (though in this case it was
received positively).98 On the occasion that critics do call attention to such interpretive choices,
as with Prasanna and Ensemble 86’s use of three actresses, the response is often both
condescending and negative. A critic from the Statesman resolved that “if a traditional character
is given a new interpretation, adequate foundations must be laid,” and that Prasanna’s attempt to
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present a “modernistic interpretation of the classical character appears to be a bit of a rush job.”99
Romesh Chander of the Times of India insists that triple casting the lead was unnecessary, and
that articulating the stages of Shakuntala’s life “could have been achieved without fragmenting
the role.”100 And Reeta Sondhi simply describes his approach to the play as “iconoclasm.”101
The persistence of this model can be attributed, at least in part, to the sheer volume of
such productions that still predominate. Consider the Kalidasa Samaroh at the Kalidasa Akademi
in Ujjain: in the six decades that this festival has been annually produced, Shakuntala has been
presented thirty-three times, many of which were programmed side-by-side. In 1982, when
Panikkar and Sopanam’s Shakuntala premiered at this festival it was alongside two other
productions of the play: one by Theatre Centre in Calcutta (performed in Bengali) and the other
directed by Prabhat Kumar Bhattacharya of the Kalidasa Akademi. I have not been able to find
any further description of the Theatre Centre’s production, but Bhattacharya’s is a textbook
demonstration of the revivalist trend. As a director, Bhattacharya sought to understand the
Nātyaśāstra through performance, using the play as a template to experiment with the ancient
aesthetic treatise. In fact, his production aspired to such a degree of authenticity that his is one of
the only twentieth century productions to preserve Kalidasa’s linguistic variance by performing
the text not only in Sanskrit, but in its various prakṛts as well. By placing Panikkar and
Bhattacharya’s work back to back, the Kalidasa Samaroh provided a point of comparison that
could be used to challenge the assumption of a singular, authoritative, or accurate way of
presenting a classical work, but could also conversely work to reinforce that bias. When the
majority of the productions given at this festival over the year resemble Bhattacharya’s work,
rather than Panikkar’s, the audience’s conditioning may well result in apathy or even aversion to
99
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alternative methods of approaching the play. In New Delhi, with most of the major theaters
occupying a central hub around the area known as Mandi House (home to both the NSD and
SNA), even without a major festival in town the same theaters end up as home to multiple
productions: Ganguly, Prasanna, and Panikkar have all presented their work in at least one of
these venues, which have likewise been home to numerous more “classical” interpretations of the
play, including the Brahmana Sabha 1954 production at the National Drama Festival, and Vijaya
Mehta’s 1979 recreation of the vikṛṣṭamadhyama stage.
The oversight, however, is also cyclical. When the documented discourse, criticism and
scholarship surrounding this cannon of work omits those productions that could seed new
growth, new lineages of the play’s genealogy of theatrical performance—when they are not
written into the archive, in other words—their generative potential is stymied. Although certain
productions discussed above, particularly Panikkar’s, have toured widely over the past three
decades, reaching a large and geographically diverse audience, others—such as Bharucha’s
(which toured only within a very limited regional area of Karnataka), and Kumar’s (which was
produced in Bangalore but not in more trafficked theater centers like Delhi) have reached a far
more localized audience. They have not, therefore, attained the kind of circulation, or immediate
cultural recognition, to be cited with ease. They have not yet supplanted the Raja Ravi Varma
iconography, or the Samskrita Ranga physicality—but they have begun the process in earnest.
This task does not, however, belong to the artists alone. To fully deconstruct the institutionalized
history of the play in performance, to expand discourse surrounding the play to the diversity of
styles, interpretations and thematic applications it can support, rather that only remarking on how
it remains the same, requires challenging that history from all platforms, not only in
performance, but in popular and academic criticism as well.
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CONCLUSION:
CONTINUING THE SEARCH
Through my research during the past three years, I have learned of over one hundred and fifty
different productions of Kalidasa’s Abhijñānaśakuntala that have taken place in Europe, India,
and the United States since 1855. I make no claims that this archive is authoritative—I am
certain that I will continue to learn of productions of this play, both in the present and from the
past, for the rest of my academic career. If it is at all representative, however, it is more than
sufficient to argue the case for the wide-reaching and global circulation of this pre-modern
Sanskrit play. There are, understandably, many productions I wish I could have addressed, but
for the limitations of both the genre of the dissertation and my own sanity. There is the
fascinating case study of Kedar Nath Das Gupta, who moved to London from Calcutta in 1908 to
study law at Lincoln’s Inn. During his time in the UK, Das Gupta founded two organizations
called “The Indian Art and Dramatic Society,” and “The Union of East and West,” the official
objectives of which were “to bring before the British Public art, drama and literature of India.”1
Between the years 1913 and 1926, Das Gupta mounted three separate productions of Shakuntala,
two in London and one that toured between Boston and New York, for which he also
commissioned an original translation of the play by the English poet Laurence Binyon. There is
the work of the celebrated director Vijaya Mehta who, while best known for her approach to
naturalism onstage, also worked with Shakuntala and Vishakhadatta’s Mudrārākṣasa. Not only
did she produce these plays in India, with strict adherence to the staging practices laid out in the
Nātyaśāstra, she also toured each production to Leipzig, Germany in collaboration with her
frequent artistic partner, the Brechtian director Fritz Bennowitz. And then there is the tantalizing
1
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1942 production of the play in Nuremberg, directed by Franz Reichert and directed by Heinz
Grete for the Staatstheater at the height of Nazi Germany.
I have also not been unable to attend to the play’s role in the so-called “intercultural”
period of theater production that emerged in Europe and the United States in the middle of the
twentieth century, material that I hope to be able to include in future iterations of this project.
While many theater scholars are at least aware of the fact that Jerzy Grotowski directed a
production of Shakuntala for his Theater of the 13 Rows in Oopole, Poland in 1960, very little
has been said about how this production relates to Grotowski’s broader oeuvre, or how it reflects
his interest in Indian performance traditions. Still less has been said about the legacy that this
particular production has had on subsequent artists who took up Kalidasa’s play because of
Grotowski’s influence on them. Phillip Zarrilli made his name as a scholar of Kathakali and
Kalaripayattu, and was inspired to train in these forms in part because of Grotowski’s interest in
them. In 1979, Zarrilli directed a Shakuntala at the University of California at Los Angeles as
part of their Asian Performing Arts Summer Institute and Festival. This production was given
exclusively in the physical vocabulary of Kathakali, despite not being part of that dance-drama’s
traditional repertoire. Eugenio Barba, who worked for years as Grotowski’s assistant in Poland,
later went on to found the International School of Theater Anthropology (ISTA) and the Odin
Teatret in Denmark. He also traveled to India because of Grotowski’s interests, and subsequently
undertook a Shakuntala project in 1992-93. Most recently scholar and performance artist Shanti
Pillai adapted the play for a performance in Havana, Cuba, and modeled the ending of her
production on Grotowski’s interpretation.
Grotowski’s production, therefore, provides a case study for how a non-Western text has
been applied to the practice of intercultural theater, challenging us to interrogate notions of
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cultural ownership, authenticity, and homogeneity as it applies to text as well as performance. It
also models how particular assumptions about physical practice that promulgated during this
period have endured alongside a text to which they do not inherently belong. From Grotowski
this connection is through Kathakali, a South Indian form of dance-drama. However throughout
the twentieth century Shakuntala and other works of the Sanskrit canon have also become
indelibly linked to the physical vocabulary of Bharata Natyam, a dance form indigenous to
India’s southeast coast. The “Bharata Natyam Effect,” as I call it, results in productions of
Sanskrit drama, both in India and abroad, that uncritically marry a specific vocabulary of gesture
with the play-text in performance in an effort to authentically replicate the abhinaya, or gestural
acting, suggested by stage directions like nāṭyena (by performance) or rūpayati (he/she
demonstrates). Dance forms such as Bharata Natyam and Kathakali each have a coded set of
hasta mudrās, or hand gestures, as well as a particular vocabulary of movement that, while often
similar, is distinct both from other dance forms and from the historical theater practice. Which
dances have been paired with the Sanskrit canon in performance, and which have been
highlighted and featured in the intercultural market, are questions that connect us back to the
artistic revival and reconstruction that took place in the early twentieth century in the decades
surrounding India’s independence.
Thus, while the productions that I have mentioned hastily here would expand both the
chronological and geographical scope of this project, the burden of authenticity experienced by
the play in production remains a consistent reality throughout. My hope is that this dissertation
will be a starting point to ease this burden, which adheres to, (but does not inhere in) the play in
performance. On a very tactical level, simply by calling attention to the rich history that this play
has already had in performance, and making that history more available, this project allows the
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field of theater history to admit Shakuntala as part of, rather than as always foreign to, the
progression toward modernity. This is equally true for the play’s life in India as it is in Europe
for, as I hope to have made clear, while Shakuntala itself may not be unfamiliar to Indian
audiences, the role that this play has had in shaping modern Indian theater practice has not been
given it due. However, as someone who writes from a Euro-American perspective, recognizing
how interwoven this play has been with Western theatrical modernity is a particularly exciting,
and productive, site of intervention. In chapter 2 I address what I perceives as a fundamental
fallacy at the core of how we think and study European theatrical modernity: that of cultural
homogeneity through which the avant-garde was able to arise independently of, or at least in
spite of, the avalanche of foreign ideas and literatures descending on Europe throughout the
nineteenth century. Thus to produce a play like Shakuntala is perceived as somehow at odds
with, or incompatible with, models of Western theater practice. If we are able to shift that
narrative, however, and thereby acknowledge and embrace how much modern Western theater
has already been shaped by non-Western drama and performance, it will be significantly less of a
leap to incorporate those dramas into a regular performance repertoire.
On a more theoretical level this project seeks to deconstruct the illusion of authenticity
itself. This is particularly critical for plays like Shakuntala, which cannot even authoritatively
claim a single text or manuscript as its point of origin. Not unlike debates surrounding the
multiple print editions of Hamlet (which can at least be dated to Shakespeare’s lifetime), the
multiple recensions of Shakuntala (the oldest of which are still close to a thousand years younger
than any text penned by Kalidasa himself would be) fundamentally challenge any claim to the
play’s textual stability. Moreover, not one of these recensions bears any definitive trace of a
performance culture, does not intrinsically instruct the reader in how it is to be brought to life on
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the stage.2 “The work” to use WB Worthen’s argument, “is never present in text; the text is its
signifier and supplement, signifying the work’s absence at the same time that it locates a material
space for it, here, in and not in this particular materialization, this book.”3 The work, as Worthen
calls it, is what I have considering in this dissertation as the production of a text, whether that be
through translation or through theatrical performance. This work is not bound in the text but is
brought to the text by the reader, by the director, by the actor, by the audience. Hence why
Antoine Vitez asserts that “one can stage plays without end, just as one can translate without
end.”4 The work is a subjective encounter, and thereby limitless. This is true of any dramatic text,
from Three Sisters to A Midsummer Night’s Dream to The Bacchae. However in the case of
Shakuntala the issue of authenticity is particularly knotted up with the politics of identity and
representation, making the need to deconstruct its authority all the more urgent.
This does not, of course, mean that there is nothing to be gained from studying,
practicing, and learning more about historical methods of production, or that these techniques
can never be of service to a theater artist interested staging this play. On the contrary, there is
much value to be gained from thinking through and understanding the culture of performance for
which Shakuntala was first written. Knowing this information, however, can be a platform for
experimentation, rather than a mandate to produce it the same way every time. Let us consider,
as an example, the moment in act 1, when Dushyanta rescues Shakuntala from that aggressive
bee:
2
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Shakuntala: While watering the jasmine buds I have enraged a bee who has left
the flower and is now attacking my face! (She represents the bee’s
attack dramatically)
Dushyanta: (gazing at her longingly) Surely, he is enjoying this.
You lucky bee! You repeatedly graze her trembling eyes, their
outer corners fluttering; as though whispering soft secrets you
hover, murmuring, by her ear; her hand swats you away, but still
you sip from her lower lip, which is the essence of love’s delight.
While you savor your victory, I seek the truth, smitten, hopeless.
Shakuntala: This bee is unrelenting! I run away (she steps to the side, and looks
around) and still he comes after me. Oh friends, rescue me from
this wicked, rogue of a bee!
Her Friends: (laughing) Who are we to save you? Call for Dushyanta! Surely
these ascetics’ groves are protected by the King!5
There is actually very little information in this passage of text alone as to indicate how exactly
this meet-cute might take place. Shakuntala articulates verbally the start of the incident by
announcing how the bee has arrived on the scene. Her corresponding stage direction, however,
leaves much to be desired. “She represents bee’s attack dramatically” (nāṭayati) could be
performed in so many different ways. Dushyanta’s verse gives some potential indication,
mapping the mimetic action out through his description of it. Thus perhaps we can read
Dushyanta’s verse as additional stage directions for the actress playing Shakuntala: the bee flies
by her eyes, her ears, and her lips, returning even after being swatted away. And yet even here
there is no indication that Shakuntala’s enactment need match Dushyanta’s account. He is so
infatuated with her that he may very well be watching this scene through rose-colored glasses.
How terrified is Shakuntala, actually? If she is really frightened, does the King’s romantic gloss
on the scene as its takes place read as comedic? Or cruel? Her second line of text provides a little
more context, indicating that she moves around the stage to avoid the bee and that it follows her.
But that is all that Kalidasa have given us.
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What the play text tells us about this scene in performance is that the actress playing
Shakuntala is responsible for enacting both the bee’s attack and Shakuntala’s reaction to it. That
is it. It does not indicate how that enactment is meant to take place, what kind of bodily
movement that might require, or its duration. If we were to consult the Nātyaśāstra for further
instruction, chapter 9 chronicles the gestural vocabulary of the major-limbs (being the hands,
breast, sides, belly, waist, thighs and feet). One of the hasta mudrās, or hand gestures,
enumerated here is literally called bhramara, meaning “bee.” This gesture, the text informs us,
can be made by crossing the middle finger and the thumb while bending the index finger down
and lifting the ring and pinky fingers up separately. It can be used, the Nātyaśāstra continues, to
indicate picking long-stemmed flowers, and earrings.6 Perhaps this is what Kalidasa had in mind
when he wrote “she represents the bee’s attack dramatically.” And yet still this additional
information only tells us so much—it tells us how to position a hand, but not what to do with that
hand once it is in position, or how to hold it, or how to react to it as a performer. It still doesn’t
indicate how long the gesture should be held for, or if it should be used in concert with other
hasta mudrās from chapter 9.
Theater makers, therefore, have a choice when deciding how to bring this moment to life
onstage, and understanding that the play was written for a highly physical, gesturally coded
acting style can be an integral avenue into this kind of work. But the bhramara hasta mudrā is
not the only way of approaching this scene. What happens most often is that, thanks to the
Bharata Natyam effect I described briefly above, productions will rely on the gestural vocabulary
of Indian dance forms, most commonly Kathakali or Bharata Natyam. And while the use of these
vocabularies is an excellent interpretive choice to make, it is also important that it be recognized
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as such. For one, Kathakali and Bharata Natyam have very different sets of hasta mudrās, and
therefore, the use of one as opposed to the other will look different. These forms are also both
relatively modern in comparison with the Sanskrit play text, the former having been developed
during the seventeenth century, the latter not until the nineteenth century, and therefore the are
anachronistic systems of movement when applied to the play.7 They are, in other words, no more
authentic than if Shakuntala were to express her fear of the bee through American Sign
Language, or if the scene evolved into a modern interpretive dance.
It is also not necessary to limit the performance of this scene to physical representation
alone. When Kalidasa wrote this play, the theater for which he wrote was a physical theater
because the body was the best technology available to him. Theater makers today have a
cornucopia of resources and technologies of which Kalidasa could not have even imagined. Shy
of putting a mechanical flying bee onstage, this scene could be achieved by use of special
lighting, through sound effects, or with projections. It could also use the old technology of the
body in new ways, by dressing a performer as a bee, or through puppetry. Recently my colleague
Nikhil Mehta staged a very loose adaptation of the play called The Shakuntala Project at his
theater in New Delhi, in which the bee was represented sonically. In this production, which takes
place in the confines of a modest apartment, the bee interrupts Shakuntala while she is working.
First she (and the audience) hears a buzz—she flinches, but continues her work. She hears the
buzz again, and shoos the “bee” away with her hand. The sound is persistent, and her reaction
grows increasingly flustered—she can’t see it, but waves her arms around wildly in an attempt to
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cast it off, except that the plan backfires and the bee ends up inside her shirt! She is officially
unnerved [Figure 22]. Dushyanta enters with an electric bug-racket, which he brandishes with
one decisive stroke…and misses [Figure 23]! They run around their apartment, and move every
piece of furniture in pursuit of the bee, which finally flies back out the window. Throughout this
entire scene—which remains a scene of physical theater—the presence of the bee was created by
sound cues and the actors’ reactions to them.

FIGURE 22. SHAKUNTALA AND THE BEE IN THE SHAKUNTALA PROJECT (2017)
(Photograph courtesy of Nikhil Mehta)
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FIGURE 23. DUSHYANTA AND THE ELECTRIC RACKET IN
THE SHAKUNTALA PROJECT (2017)
(Photograph courtesy of Nikhil Mehta)

I am not by any means advocating that all future artists who endeavor to produce this
play on stage should abandon the use of gestural acting, or should not verse themselves in all that
they can know about what the Nātyaśāstra has to say about physical enactment before making
their artistic choices. I am, however, advocating that they not feel constricted by claims to
tradition in how they imagine what their production’s physical vocabulary might be. Likewise as
scholars it is imperative that we think more critically about what it means to use certain
vocabularies of movement in staging Sanskrit plays. What does it mean to use a Bharata Natyam
vocabulary, for example in a production that is not a Bharata Natyam dance interpretation of the
play? Another way of asking this would be: what does it mean to use the system of hasta mudrās
from Bharata Natyam, as opposed to Kathakali, as opposed to Kudiyattam. These are not
interchangeable systems, and should not be regarded as such in production. The question of
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audience is especially significant here, as the use of a particular vocabulary of Indian dance may
read differently for an Indian audience than it would for an American or British one.
As my concluding thoughts here might suggest, I have undertaken this project as much
for theater artists as I have for academics. The visibility of a play goes a long way toward
deconstructing the burden of authenticity, for each subsequent production a play receives is a
reminder and endorsement of the claim that there are infinite ways to stage it. If Shakuntala is
only performed once a decade at best, then each production of the play is tasked with
representation in a way that can be overwhelming, particularly if there are cultural concerns at
stake. The more we see Shakuntala, and the other plays of the Sanskrit canon onstage, the more
diffuse the sense of authenticity that adheres to it will become, and the more liberated we as a
theatrical community will be from its authorial grasp.
I would like, therefore, to end by talking about the collaboration between Kirtana
Kumar’s company Little Jasmine from Bangalore, India and Emily Grays’s Trestle Theatre
Company from St Albans, UK. Conceived as an international collaboration between the two
ensembles, this particular Shakuntala project is unique amongst the productions that I have
studied in that it yielded two very different, but both unconventional, approaches to the same
source material. The structure of the project was as follows: Trestle Theatre commissioned Little
Jasmine to create a production based on Kalidasa’s Shakuntala, that would integrate the south
Indian martial art form Kalaripayattu, music, and oral storytelling. Little Jasmine then toured
their production to St Albans, where they performed it for the Trestle Company and the public,
and conducted a ten-day workshop in Kalaripayattu, storytelling, and physical theater. After this
residency, Trestle then devised their own approach to the Shakuntala story that incorporated
what they had learned from Little Jasmine, while adapting the material to an English context.
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“The creative conversation between Trestle and Little Jasmine lies at the heart of [our]
production,” Gray wrote for its program. “Many of the forms in the piece are rooted in classical
south Indian arts, but have been reinterpreted through the techniques and experiences of British
theatre makers who have travelled and worked as artists in India and the UK.”8
As I have discussed in chapter 4, Kumar’s interpretation of the Shakuntala story set a
very progressive tone for this project. Built into the core of her work with the play was an innate
understanding of how limited approaches to its central character have been in India, and a desire
more than anything to disrupt those expectations. She returned to the epic source material,
therefore, to subvert her audience’s perceptions of who Shakuntala is and who she can be. She
produced the play in English, making it the first Indian production in my archive since 1867 to
use an English language translation. She used Kalaripayattu, a physical tradition, yes, but neither
classical nor gestural in the way of say, Bharata Natyam, and one that is traditionally practiced
by men. She staged the play with only three actors. Her production pushed, in other words, at
the limits of what was expected from Shakuntala while still very much retaining those key
formal elements that are associated with Sanskrit drama—it was a physical production; it was
staged minimally; it incorporated music.
Trestle Theater Company’s adaptation strays even further from the source material,
reframing the story as the relationship between a single mother and her teenage son. Little India,
as the production was called, imagines Shakuntala and Bharata approximately sixteen years after
their abandonment, living together in the remote forest. On the occasion of Bharata’s sixteenth
birthday, Shakuntala gifts him Dushyanta’s ring and finally shares some of the details about the
father she had always told him was dead to her. Enacting her memories through flashbacks

8

“Little India: a tale of love and loss, mischief and mayhem,” production program, Trestle Theatre Company,
Spring 2007.
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drawn from Kalidasa’s play, Shakuntala recounts how she and Dushyanta met, as well as his
cruel rejection of her (a la the Mahābhārata, with no mitigating curse) [Figure 24]. Bharata
decides to travel to the city to find his father, and the duration of Little India is spent ultimately
bringing this family back together through the reunion of father and son. The production ends
with Bharata returning to the city with Dushyanta to fulfill his destiny as a leader, leaving
Shakuntala “alone, the way [she] was left, the way [she] was found, the way it all began.” The
final stage direction of the adaptation reads: “she begins the incredible task of the rest of her
life.”9

FIGURE 24. LITTLE INDIA, DIRECTED BY EMILY GRAY FOR
TRESTLE THEATRE COMPANY (2007)
(Photographs Courtesy of Emily Gray)

9

Nina Patel with Carl Miller, Little India. Unpublished manuscript provided by Trestle Theater Company.
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This collaboration was far from perfect, as so few massive international collaborations
are. And yet where it succeeds is in utterly rejecting the expectations that adhere to the play and
allowing it to resonate in the present for a particular audience. The way that Kumar experienced
the play—as a meditation on the cyclical patterns in human history—did not hold the same
interest for Gray and her theater, for whom cyclical time is no part of their cultural context.
Instead Trestle Theater Company was compelled by the story of a single mother, which felt
extraordinarily contemporary to them. And yet both productions began from an interest in
Indian systems of movement and performance; both began with a dramaturgical exploration of
the story’s epic origins; both essayed to balance the play’s culture of origin with the culture of
the audience for whom it was being adapted. Neither of these productions could be considered a
definitive adaptation of Kalidasa’s play, and that is precisely the point. Trestle concludes their
production with the character Shakuntala contemplating the rest of her life, but I think they leave
the play in that position as well. There are so many stories to be told with this play, so many
ways of finding contemporary resonances in its characters—resonances that, as Little Jasmine
and Trestle have proven—need not be limited by barriers of culture, language, or familiarly with
this play. Shakuntala is a play that has long had a life in the world, though that life has been
restricted by its burden of representation. It is time to let that burden go, to allow the play to
begin the incredible task of the rest of its life.
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APPENDIX A:
EUROPEAN PRODUCTIONS OF SHAKUNTALA 1789-PRESENT
Date

Venue, Location Production Title

Production
Details

Language,
Translation
Used
French, M.
Theophile Gautier’s
adaptation based on
A.L Chézy’s
translation
German, Adapted by
Karl von Heigel, at
the King’s request

July 14, 1858

The Imperial Opera
House, Paris
(France)

Sacontala, BalletPantomime en Deux
Actes

Choreography by M.
Lucien Petipa

1877

The Court Theatre,
Stuttgart (Germany)

Sakuntala,
Schauspiel in fünf
Aufzügen Frei nach
Kalidasa’s
Altdischem Drama

Commissioned by
King Ludwig

1884

The Weimar Court
Theatre, Weimar
(Germany)
Comédie-Parisienne,
Paris (France)

Ein Buhnenspiel in 3
Augzugen

N/A

L’Anneau du
Çakuntala

July 3, 1899

The Botanical
Gardens in Regents
Park, London
(England)

Sakuntala

1902

The Polish Theatre

April, 1903

Royal Schauspiel
Haus, Berlin
(Germany)
The Royal Dramatic
Theatre, Stockholm
(Sweden)

The Recognition of
Shakuntala
Sakuntala

Produced by the
Théâtre de L’Œuvre
Directed by LugnéPoe.
Décor by Paul
Ranson.
Produced by the
Elizabethan Stage
Society
Directed by William
Poel
Directed by Tadeusz
Pawlikowski
N/A

December 16, 1895

April 6, 1905

1909
1912

1913

The Schauspiel
Haus, Berlin
(Germany)
The Examination
Hall of the
University of
Cambridge,
(England)
The Royal Albert
Hall, London

Sakuntala

Sakuntala
Sakuntala

Sakuntala
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Featured Harriet
Bosse as Shakuntala
and Hr. Hasson as
Dushyanta.
N/A
Produced by the
Elizabethan Stage
Society
Directed by William
Poel
Directed by Kedar
Nath Das Gupta for

German, Adapted by
Paul Felix
Weingartner
French, Translated
by Andre Ferdinand
Hérold

English, Translated
by William Jones

N/A
German, Translated
by Max Mueller
N/A

German, Translated
by Max Mueller
English, Translated
by Arthur Ryder

English, Adapted by
Kedar Nath Das

(England)
December 12, 1914

The Karmerny
Theatre, Moscow
(Russia)

Sakuntala

November 14 and
21, 1919

The Winter Garden
Theatre, London
(England)

Sakuntala

December 13, 1924

The Berlin
Volksbuhne, Berlin
(Germany)

Sakuntala

January 25, 1925

The Cologne
Schauspiel Haus,
Cologne (Germany)

Sakuntala

1925

Hamburg (Germany)

Sakuntala

1925

Darmstadt
(Germany)
Dusseldorf
(Germany)

Sakuntala

January-February,
1926

Josefstadt Theatre,
Vienna (Austria)

Sakuntala, Indisches
Schauspiel in neun
Bildern von
Kalidasa

December 16, 1933
June 15-25, 1935

Budapest (Hungary)
The Little Theatre,
Sheffield (England)

Sakuntala
Kalidasa’s
Shakuntala

1942

Staatstheater,
Nuremberg
(Germany)

Sakuntala

1956

Hall of Columns,
Moscow (Russia)
Karl Marx Stadt
Theatre, Chemnitz
(Germany)

Sakuntala (Act
Three Only)
Sakuntala

1926

1957

Sakuntala
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the Indian Art and
Dramatic Society
Directed by
Alexander Tairov
Featured Alisa
Koonen as
Shakuntala
Directed by Lewis
Casson
Produced by the
Union of East and
West and Kedar
Nath Das Gupta
under the patronage
of HRH The Duke
of Connaught

Gupta
Russian, Translated
by Konstantin
Balmont
English, Translated
by Laurence Binyon
and adapted for the
stage by Kedar Nath
Das Gupta

Produced by Paul
Henckels, Erich
Thurm and
Wolfgang Zeller
Directed by Gustav
Hartung
Designed by
Theodor Caspar
Pilartz
Directed by Otto
Werther
Designed by Hans
Groninger
Designed by Lothar
Schenk von Trapp
Designed by Eduard
Sturm and Franz
Mertz
Directed by Paul
Kalbeck
Featured Helene
Thiming as
Shakuntala
And Fritz Delius as
Dushyanta
N/A
Produced by the
Settlement Players

German, Translated
by Rolf Lauckner

Directed by Franz
Reichert
Designed by Heinz
Grete
Performed as part of
the Kalidasa Festival
Advised by Srimati
Shehlata Senyal

German, Unknown

German, Translated
by Paul Kornfeld

German, Unknown

German, Unknown
German, Unknown
German, Unknown

Unknown
English, Unknown

Russian, Unknown
German, Unknown

1858
December 13, 1960
1972
1984

The Holland
Festival, (The
Netherlands)
Theatre of the 13
Rows, Oopole
(Poland)
Television Wroclaw,
Wroclaw (Poland)
Poland

Sakuntala

N/A

Dutch, Translated by
Burt Voeten

Siakuntala

Directed and
designed by Jerzy
Grotowski
Directed by Jowita
Pienkiewicz
Directed by
Christopher Byrski
Directed by Mayi
Tangeberg Grischin
as part of the
Festival Finskiego
Produced by the
Volos Theater
Company of Greece

Polish, Translated by
Stanislow Shayer

Directed by Jeff
Teare
Designed by Sue
Mayes
Music Composition
by Baluji Srivastav
Movement Direction
by Shobana
Jeyasingh
Directed by Eugenio
Barba for the
International School
of Theatre
Anthropology
Music Composition
by Raghunath
Panigrahi and Frans
Winther

English, Adapted for
the stage by Jeff
Teare based on P.
Lal’s Translation

Directed by Indhu
Rubasingham
Directed by Emily
Gray in
collaboration with
Kirtana Kumar and
Little Jasmine
Theatre, Bangalore
Directed by Solange
Bonfil
Produced by Regula
Contra Regulum
with Roberta Secchi
and Raul Iaiza, in
collaboration with
the Grotowski
Institute
Directed by Tarek

English, Translated
by Peter Oswald
English, Adapted by
Emily Gray

Siakuntala of
Kalidasa
Siakuntala

1985

Kuopio Kauppungin
Teatteri, Kuopio
(Finland)

Sakuntala

1986

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain, and Triveni
Garden Theatre,
New Delhi
Theater Royal
Stratford East,
London (England)

Shakuntala

March 11-21, 1987

The Lost Ring: An
Adaptation of
Kalidasa’s
Shakuntala

September 4-10,
1993

Odin Teatret,
Holtsbro (Denmark)

Sakuntala en opera I
7 optrin

February 18, 1997

The Gate Theatre,
London (England)
Trestle Theatre
Company, St.
Albans (England)

Shakuntala (After a
Play by Kalidasa)
Little India

2008

Milan (Italy)

Sakuntala

January-February,

The Union Theatre,

The Recognition of

SeptemberNovember, 2007
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Polish, Unknown
Polish, Unknown
Finnish, Unknown

Greek, Unknown

Danish, Adapted by
Frans Winther

Unknown

English, Adapted by

2009

London (England)

Shakuntala

Iskander for
Community 2.0

August 16-21, 2015

Edinburgh Fringe
Festival, Edinburgh
(Scotland)

Shakuntala: A Rock
Opera

Directed by Kevin
Oliver for the GEMS
Modern Academy
from the UAE
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Tarek Iskander from
WJ Johnson’s
Translation
English, Adapted by
Kevin Oliver

APPENDIX B:
INDIAN PRODUCTIONS OF SHAKUNTALA 1789-1954
Date

Venue, Location Production Title

Production
Details

Language,
Translation
Used
Unknown

February 3, 1855

The Grant Road
Theatre, Bombay

Phacoontulla

February 5, 1857

The Home of Babu
Ashutosh Deb,
Calcutta
The Home of the
Mukherjees at
Ahiritola, Calcutta
The Grant Road
Theatre, Bombay

The Sacoontolah of
Kallidas

Produced by the
New Hindoo
Dramatic Corps
Produced by Sarat
Chandra Ghose

Sacoontala

Unknown

Sakuntala, or The
Lost Ring

1874-75

Delhi, Lucknow,
Calcutta, Banaras

Sakuntala

January 18, 1878

The Bengal Theatre,
Calcutta

Sakuntala

October, 1880

Anandodbhava
Natyagriha, Pune
Calcutta Maidan,
Calcutta

Sangita Shakuntala

1930

The Art Theatre,
Calcutta

Sakuntala

1944

Bombay, and on tour
around India

Sakuntala

Produced by the
Kalidasa
Elphinstone Society
Produced by the
Parsi Victoria
Dramatic Society,
performed on tour
Directed by Nanda
Kumar Roy in aid of
the Society of the
Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals
Produced by the
Bengal Theater
Directed by Balwant
Pandurang Kirloskar
Produced by Sarat
Chandra Ghose and
the Royal Bengal
Theatre in honor of
Prince Albert Victor
Scenic Design by
Paresh Basu
Featured Durgdas
Banerjee as
Dushyanta and
Sushila as
Shakuntala
Directed by
Prithviraj Kapoor
Produced by Prithvi
Theatres
Featured Prithviraj
Kapoor as
Dushyanta
And Uzra Mumtaz
as Shakuntala

1859
October 19, 1867

January 7, 1890

Sakuntala
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Bengali, Translated
by Nanda Kumar
Roy
Unknown
English, Translated
by Monier Williams
Hindustani,
Unknown
Bengali, Nanda
Kumar Roy

Marathi, Balwant
Pandurang Kirloskar
Bengali, Unknown

Bengali, adapted by
Aparesh Chandra
Mukherjee

Hindi, Adapted by
Narayan Prasad
Betab

1951
1954

The Star Theatre,
Calcutta
Sapru House Hall,
New Delhi

Sakuntala
Shakuntala
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Directed by
Mahendra Gupta
Directed by Daji
Bhatavdekar
Produced by the
Brahmana Sabha of
Bombay for the
Natya Sangh Theatre
Festival

Bengali, Adapted by
Mahendra Gupta
Sanskrit, N/A

APPENDIX C:
INDIAN PRODUCTIONS OF SHAKUNTALA 1954-PRESENT
Date

Venue, Location Production Title

November, 1958

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Kalidasa Trilogy

November, 1958

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

January 15, 1959

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

January, 1959

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

November 6, 1959

The Hindustani
Theatre, New Delhi

Shakuntala

1961

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1964

The XXVI
International
Congress of
Orientalists, New
Delhi

Shakuntala

1964

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1966

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1966

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

303

Production
Details

Language,
Translation
Used

Directed by Pandit
Gaurinath Shasrti
Organized by V.
Raghavan for the
First Kalidasa
Festival
Produced by the
Shas Sanskrit
Mahavidyalay in
Calcutta for the First
Kalidasa Festival
Produced by the
Calcutta Sanskrit
College
Produced by the
Madhava
Mahavidyalay in
Ujjain
Directed by
Narendra Sharma
Music Direction by
Jyotirindra Moitra
Art Direction by MS
Sathyu
Directed by V.
Raghavan
Produced by the
Samskrita Ranga in
Madras
Produced and
Designed by
Ebrahim Alkazi in
association with S.B.
Velankar
Costumes by Sri
Riten Mozumdar
Music by Sri
Jyotirindra Moitra
Produced by the
Kalidasa Samaroh of
Bombay
Produced by the
Maharaja Sanskrit
College, Mysore
Produced by
Surabharati, Bhopal

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA
Sanskrit, NA

Hindi, Translated by
Niaz Haider

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA
Sanskrit, NA
Sanskrit, NA

1968

Multilingual Theatre
Festival, Allahabad

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1969

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1970

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1970

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1972

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1973

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain
Ahmadabad

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam
Shakuntala

1976

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1977

Magadh Kalakar
Theater, Patna

Śakuntalam

October 31, 1979

Kalidasa Akademi,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1979

Goa Hindu
Association,
Mumbai

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1980

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1980

Leipzig Theatre,
Leipzig (Germany)

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1975
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Directed by
Kamalesha Dutt
Tripathi with
lighting design by
Tapas Sen
Produced by the
Sanskrit Sahitya
Parisad, Calcutta
Produced by the
Rashtriya Sanskrit
Vidyapith, Delhi
Produced by the
Bharatiya
Rangamanch, Ujjain
Produced by the
Sanskrit Sahitya
Parisad, Calcutta
Produced by Artists
Combine, Gwalior
Unknown
Directed by Adya
Rangacharya and
BV Karanth
Produced by Adya
Rangacharya
Directed by Shri
Chaturbhuj, on the
occasion of the
theater’s silver
jubilee
A children’s
production directed
by Srinivas Rath
Directed by Vijaya
Mehta, performed at
the Kalidasa
Samaroh in Ujjain
November 2
Produced by Padatik
Theater Company,
Calcutta
Directed by
Shyamanand Jalan.
Directed by Vijaya
Mehta in
collaboration with
Fritz Bennowitz.
Music by Bhaskar
Chandavakar.
Choreography by
Rohini Bhate.
Performed with a
German cast.

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA
Sanskrit, NA
Hindi, Unknown.
Sanskrit, NA
Hindi, Unknown
Gujarati, Translated
by Gajendrashankar
Lalshankar Pandya
Sanskrit, NA

Hindi, Shri
Chaturbhuj

Sanskrit, NA
Marathi, Unknown

Hindi, Mohan
Rakesh

German, Unknown

1981

National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi

Lok Shakuntala

Directed by KV
Subbanna for the
NSD 3rd year class

November 26, 1982

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain
Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain
Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam
Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam
Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

Sixth National
Festival of Drama,
Sri Ram Centre for
Art and Culture,
New Delhi
Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1985

Ninasam, Heggodu

Loka Shakuntala

November 13, 1986

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

November 14, 1986

Ravindra Bhavan,
New Delhi

Nritya Natya
Shakuntala

February 4, 1987

National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi

Sakuntala Nata
Sankirtana

September 1987

Sri Ram Center for
Art and Culture,
New Delhi

Shakuntalam

November 23, 1988

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

Directed by Prabhat
Kumar Bhattacharya
Produced by Theatre
Centre in Calcutta
Produced by
Sopanam,
Trivandrum
Directed by KN
Panikkar
Produced by
Sopanam,
Trivandrum
Directed by KN
Panikkar
Produced by the Goa
Hindu Association
of Bombay. Directed
by Vijaya Mehta
Directed by KV
Subbanna for the
inaugural season of
the Tirugata
Company of
Ninasam
Produced by
Sopanam,
Trivandrum
Directed by KN
Panikkar
Produced by Deva
Vanee Mandira,
Bombay
Directed by S.B.
Velanker
Directed by
Sanakhya Ebotombi,
in the Manipuri
traditional style of
Nata Sankirtana for
the NSD 3rd year
class
Produced by
Ensemble 86
Directed by
Prasanna
Directed by
Sanakhya Ebotombi,
in the Manipuri
traditional style of
Nata Sankirtana

November 29, 1982
December 2, 1982

February 1983

1985

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam
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Hindi, S. Balurav
and Atul Vitari
(Based on KV
Subbanna’s Kannada
Translation)
Sanskrit and Prakrit,
NA
Bengali, Unknown
Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA

Hindi, Mohan
Rakesh
Kannada, KV
Subbanna

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA

Hindi, Mohan
Rakesh

Hindi, unknown

Hindi, Mohan
Rakesh

December 1, 1988

St. Stephen’s
College, New Delhi

Shakuntala

1989

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

April 10, 1992

Bahawalpur House,
National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi

Shakuntala

November 6, 1992

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1993

Gurukul Kalavikash,
Calcutta

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1994

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1995

National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi
Narada Gana Sabha,
Madras

Tridhara
Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1996

Ninasam, Heggodu

Loka Shakuntala

1997

Sri Lanka

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

1997

Malayalee Club,
Chennai

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

November 10, 1997

Kalidasa Samaroh,

Abhijñāna

January 15, 1996
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Produced by the
Shakespeare Society
(Hindi Section) of
St. Stephen’s
College under the
auspices of the
Sahitya Kala
Parishad
Produced by the
Sanskrit Sahitya
Parishad, Calcutta
Directed by Bharti
Sharma, presented as
the result of a
workshop in
Neterhat, Jharkhand
Produced by the
Kalidasa Akademi in
Ujjain
Directed by
Dhirendra Kumar
Directed by Sutapa
Talukdar with
choreography in the
Odissi style by Guru
Kelucharan
Mahapatra
Produced by the
Samskrita Ranga of
Madras
Directed by SS
Janaki
Directed by Rita
Ganguly for the
NSD 3rd year class
Produced by the
Samskrita Ranga of
Madras, directed by
Nandini Ramani
Produced by the
students of the
Ninasam Theatre
Institute
Directed by Rita
Ganguly
Performed by the
NSD 3rd year class
on tour in Sri Lanka
Produced by the
Samskrita Ranga as
part of the
Malayalee Club’s
centennial
celebrations
Produced by the

Hindi, Mohan
Rakesh

Sanskrit, NA
Nagpuri Dialect,
Unknown

Sanskrit and Hindi,
Unknown

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA
Sanskrit, NA

Kannada, KV
Subbanna
Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit and Hindi,

Ujjain

Śakuntalam

1998

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

April 24-25, 1999

Srikamala Kala
Mandir Samskritika
Sansthan, Jodhpur
National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

October 20, 2000

Shakuntala ki
Anguthi

November 16, 2001

National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

2002

Bharat Rang
Mahotsav, National
School of Drama
(NSD, New Delhi
Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

April 4, 2003

Ninasam, Heggodu

Sakuntala

November 22, 2004

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

May 17, 2005

India Habitat Center
(IHC), New Delhi

Shakuntala…Its
Inner Meaning

10-13 November,
2006

National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi
Ranga Shankara,
Bangalore

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

November 14, 2002

2006

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

Shakuntala
Remembered
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Kalidasa Akademi
Directed by Cetan
Pandit
Produced by
Sopanam,
Trivandrum
Directed by KN
Panikkar
Produced by the
Rajasthan SNA

Unknown
Sanskrit, NA

Rajasthani,
Unknown

Original play by
Surendra Varma
adapted from
Kalidasa’s
Shakuntala.
Directed by Ram
Gopal Bajaj for the
NSD 3rd year class
Directed by Kumar
Varma for the NSD
2nd year class
Choreography by
Bharti Shivaji
Directed by G. Venu
from Thrissur in the
style of Kudiyattam

Hindi, Surendra
Varma

Produced by
Jnanapravah of
Varanasi
Directed by
Krishnakant Sharma
Directed by Rustom
Bharucha for the
inaugural Ninasam
Marutirugata
Festival
Produced by the
Kalidasa Akademi
Directed by Sri
Rajendran Avasthi
Adapted and
performed by
Sovanabrata Sircar
using songs from
Tagore’s dance
dramas to link
episodes of
Kalidasa’s drama
Directed by Suresh
Anagalli for the
NSD 2nd year class
Produced by Little
Jasmine Theatre

Sanskrit, NA

Hindi, Mohan
Rakesh

Sanskrit, NA

Kannada,
Raghuananda

Sanskrit, NA

Unknown

Hindi, Mohan
Rakesh
English, adapted
loosely from Arthur

Trestle Theatre, St.
Albans (UK)

2006

Ninasam, Heggodu

Shakuntala

November 22, 2007

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain
Natya Parvan
Symposium and
Festival of Sanskrit
Theater, Dharwad

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam
Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

2008

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

November 27, 2010

Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

2010

Bharat Rang
Mahotsav, National
School of Drama
(NSD), New Delhi

Shakuntala

2011

St. Stephen’s
College, New Delhi
Bharat Rang
Mahotsav and
Summer Festival,
National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi
Kalidasa Samaroh,
Ujjain

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam
Chhaya
Shakuntalam

National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

2008

January and May,
2014

February 7, 2014

September 2015

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam
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Directed by Kirtana
Kumar
With music by
Konarak Reddy and
Kalaripayettu
Choreography by
Anmol Mothi
Directed by Aithar
for the students of
the Ninasam Theatre
Institute
Directed by Sri
Rajendran Avasthi
Produced by
Sopanam,
Trivandrum
Directed by KN
Panikkar
Produced
Samahantar from
Allahabad
Directed by Sri
Anilranjana
Bhaumik
Produced by the
Kalidasa Akademi
Directed by Satish
Dave
Produced by the
National Akademi of
Performing Arts,
Karachi
Directed by Zain
Ahmed Featuring
songs by Paras
Masroor and Aimen
Tairq and music by
Alan Simon and
Ahsan Bari
Directed by Pankah
Kumar Mishra
Directed by KN
Panikkar for the
Repertory Company
of the NSD
Produced by
Rashtriya Sanskrit
Samsthan, Bhopal
Directed by Memala
Vashisht
Directed by Rita
Ganguly for NSD 3rd
year class

Ryder

Kannada,
Raghuananda
Sanskrit, NA
Sanskrit, NA

Hindi, Unknown

Sanskrit, NA

Urdu, Ahmed
Himesh

Unknown
Hindi, Udayan
Vajpeyi

Sanskrit, NA

Sanskrit and Hindi,
Asif Ali Haider
Khan

November 21, 2015

Sri Dakshinamurti
Auditorium,
Chennai

Kalidasa’s
Śākuntalam

2016

National Center for
the Performing Arts
(NCPA), Mumbai

Shakuntala Awaits

September 1-3, 2017

National School of
Drama (NSD), New
Delhi

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

309

Produced by the
Samskrita Ranga
Directed by Nandini
Ramani on the
occasion of the
production’s 57th
anniversary
Adapted and
directed by Isheeta
Ganguly. Featuring
Purva Bedi and
Samrat Chakravarti
Directed by Chandra
Dasan for the NSD
2nd year class
Dramaturgy by
Amitabh Srivastava

Sanskrit, NA

English, Isheeta
Ganguly

Hindi, Asif Ali
Haider Khan

APPENDIX D:
AMERICAN PRODUCTIONS OF SHAKUNTALA 1789-PRESENT
Date

Venue, Location Production Title

June 17-18, 1904

Smith College,
Northampton MA

Kalidasa’s
Shakuntala

June 18, 1905

Madison Square
Roof Garden, NYC

Sakuntala, or The
Lost Ring

May 17, 1914

The Theatre at Rock
Springs, Mount
Tamalpais,
California

Shakuntala: The
World-Famous
Hindu Drama of the
Himalayas

July 18, 1914

The Amphitheatre at
the University of
California, Berkeley

Shakuntala: The
World-Famous
Hindu Drama of the
Himalayas

August 11-12, 1916

The City Park of
Stafford, Kansas

Sakuntala

April, 1919

The Greenwich
Village Theatre,
NYC

Sakuntala: The
Great Hindu Love
Drama by Kalidasa

May 24, 1924

Miss Mason’s
School, “The
Castle,” Tarrytown,
New York

Sakuntala
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Production
Details

Language,
Translation
Used

Produced by the
Smith College
Senior Dramatic
Club, Original
Music composed by
Professor Coerne
Produced by the
Progressive Stage
Society
Directed by Edmund
Russell and Mrs.
Olin M Eakins
Featuring Ruth St.
Denis and Edmund
Russell
Sophomore
production of The
Mountain Play
Directed by Garnet
Holme
An encore
performance of The
Mountain play given
under the auspices of
the Musical and
Dramatic Committee
of the University of
California
Directed and
Produced by Charles
R. Edwards for the
Shakespeare Club of
Stafford, in
celebration of the
opening of City
Park. Lighting by
Gilmore Brown.
Directed by Frank
Conroy and Harold
Meltzer
Costumes and Sets
by Livingston Platt
Produced on the
occasion of Field
Day
Directed by
Elizabeth Beatty

English, Unknown

English, Unknown

English, Arthur
Ryder

English, Arthur
Ryder

English, Unknown

English, an acting
version based on
Monier Williams
compiled by Charles
Henry Meltzer
English, Laurence
Binyon

February 8-9, 1926

The Fine Arts
Theatre, Boston

Sakuntala: India’s
Masterpiece

March 21-22, 1926

The Garrick Theatre,
NYC

Sakuntala: India’s
Famous Classic by
Shakespeare’s Elder
Brother

December 11-17,
1935

The Carnegie
Institute of
Technology,
Pittsburg PA
The Playwright’s
Theatre, Chicago

Shakuntala

September, 1959

St. Marks
Playhouse, NYC

Shakuntala: A Love
Story

1966

Michigan State
University, MI

Shakuntala, Act IV

May 24, 1967

Prescott College,
Prescott, AZ
Wollman
Auditorium,
Columbia University
NYC

Shakuntala, or the
Lost Ring
Shakuntala

November 24December 15, 1954

February 11, 1971

Shakuntala
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Produced by Joy
Higgins for the
Fellowship of Faiths
and Races
Directed by Joy
Higgins and Kedar
Nath Das Gupta
With Costumes and
Set Dressings from
the London
Production
Produced by Joy
Higgins for the
Fellowship of Faiths
and Races
Directed by Joy
Higgins and Kedar
Nath Das Gupta
With Costumes and
Set Dressings from
the London
Production
Directed by
Professor Lovejoy

English, Laurence
Binyon, Prepared for
the Stage by Kedar
Nath Das Gupta

Directed by Rolf
Forsberg
Featuring Lee
Morgan and Ed
Asner
Produced by Patricia
Newhall, Krishna
Shah and Carol
Davies
Directed by Lee
Morgan
Featuring Madhur
Jaffrey
Directed by CC
Mehta of the
University of Baroda
as part of a ninemonth seminar on
classical Indian
Theatre
Directed by Heather
Murray
Presented by the
Tagore Society as a
benefit for the
cyclone victims of
East Pakistan with
music by Suresh
Shukla

English, Unknown

English, Laurence
Binyon, Prepared for
the Stage by Kedar
Nath Das Gupta

English, Unknown

English, Unknown

English, Unknown

English, Monier
Williams
English, Unknown
Certain verses
performed in the
Sanskrit original

1971

King Phillip School,
West Hartford, CT

Shakuntala, a
classical dance
drama

August 2-5, 1979

The Ralph Freud
Playhouse,
Macgowan Hall, The
University of
California, Los
Angeles

The Recognition of
Shakuntala

October, 1982

The Studio Theatre,
Washington DC
International City
Theatre, Long
Beach, CA
Bucknell University,
Lewisburg, PA

The Recognition of
Shakuntala
The Recognition of
Shakuntala

2006

Little Country
Theatre, North
Dakota State
University

Abhijñāna
Śakuntalam

February, 2010

LaMama ETC, NYC

Shakuntala and the
Ring of Recognition

April-May, 2010

Chronos Theatre
Company, San
Diego
Gist Hall Theatre,
Humboldt State
University, CA

Shakuntala by
Kalidasa

Directed by Celeste
Innocenti

Shakuntala

Directed by Rae
Robison

November, 2015

Mainstage Theatre,
James Madison
University,
Harrisonburg, VA

Shakuntala

April 7, 2018

Tawes Theatre,
Washington College,
MD

Shakuntala

Directed by Snehal
Desai
Choreographed by
Daniel Phoenix
Singh
Directed by Sofia
Sidhu as her senior
thesis

May, 1991
2002

December, 2012

Shakuntala: A
Classical Indian
Drama

312

Presented by the
India Association of
Greater Hartford to
benefit the East
Bengal Refugee
Relief Fund
Directed by Phillip
Zarrilli as part of
UCLA’s Asian
Performing Arts
Summer Institute
and Festival.
Advised by M.P.
Sankaran
Namboodiri
Directed by Joy
Zinoman
Directed by Shashin
Desai
Produced by the
Bucknell
Department of
Theatre and Dance
in celebration of “the
South Asia Focus
Year”
Directed by Gary
Grant
Directed by Paul
Lifton, in
collaboration with
Kathakali Artist
Shashi Nair
Produced by Magis
Theater Company
Directed by George
Drance

English, Unknown

English, adapted by
Dura Michl-Temple
based on the
translation of Monier
Williams

English, adapted by
Joy Zinoman
English, adapted by
Caryn Morse
English,
W.J.Johnson

English, Unknown

English Adapted for
performance by
George Drance,
based on translations
by Monier Williams,
Jones, and Ryder
English, Arthur
Ryder
English, Adapted
from various
translations by
Margaret Kelso
English, adapted
from the translation
by W.J.Johnson
English, adapted
from the translation
by Arthur Ryder

